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Preface to the 2018 Edition

When the first edition of this work appeared with the University of Ne-
braska Press in 2002, it was safe to assume that the 1864–1870 Para-
guayan (or Triple Alliance) War was little known outside of Paraguay, 
and in that country it tended to be treated as the stuff of legend rather 
than as a key subject for scholarly research and debate. A few histori-
ans in Europe, South America, and the United States had touched on 
the war in the course of their studies, but they were mostly working in 
isolation from each other. More than a few had given up hope that the 
topic would ever get the attention that it deserved. They observed that a 
full and synthetic treatment of the Paraguayan War required research 
in archives and libraries in a half-dozen countries, and none had the 
energy, the time, or the resources to undertake such an investigation. 
I had already been thinking of making a stab at providing just such a 
synthesis, but I, too, was under no illusion that the full story would 
be easy to understand or analyze. Any effort to do this would require 
many years of work, probably upwards of a decade.  

Little did I know at the time that many other scholars had either 
started their own exciting research on the war or were soon to be pulled 
into its vortex. As many have pointed out, such investigations can as-
sume the proportions of an obsession, for the Paraguayan War tells so 
much about society, conflict, and identity in South America and yet 
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keeps begging more questions. Indeed, the torrent of new studies that 
have appeared since 2002 has, I think, confirmed my initial thesis that 
the Paraguayan War was a catalyst to change historical patterns and 
politics in the southern continent in an unmistakable way. This made it 
broadly appealing to scholars and readers. All that really remained was 
to get the books published and the debates rolling.

When Paraguayan president Francisco Solano López seized the 
Brazilian steamer Marqués de Olinda in November 1864, few could 
have foreseen the devastating conflict that he had unleashed. Little 
more than five years later, President López, along with most of his fel-
low Paraguayans, and tens of thousands of Brazilian, Argentine, and 
Uruguayan soldiers, was dead. Many others had been evacuated from 
the battlefields and now lay broken and maimed in military hospitals 
from Asunción to Buenos Aires, Montevideo, and beyond. Paraguay’s 
civilian population had shrunk to less than half of its prewar total and 
the country’s economy had largely ceased to function. In Brazil, the 
army gained a measure of political clout that it had never previously 
enjoyed and which it did not fail to use in future years, often against 
the emperor whose honor the soldiers had so vigorously defended in 
Paraguay. The Brazilian Empire’s inability to win a quick victory sharp-
ly revealed the monarchical regime’s many weaknesses. In Argentina, 
the national government used the conflict to settle its domestic political 
agenda by crushing its provincial rivals, setting up a pattern of eco-
nomic development that favored the great landowners of Buenos Aires, 
and assuring that future struggles in the region would likely center on 
questions of class rather than provincial disputes. In sum, the Triple 
Alliance War was a crucible that permanently changed political param-
eters in South America.

All the scholars who have worked on the war since 2002 argued for 
its centrality and wished to see it accorded a more prominent place in 
the historiography of nations and society. Their concern was in part po-
litical. The war’s sesquicentennial was due to begin in 2014 and various 
governments in South America were allocating funds to commemorate 
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the struggle. Grade-school textbooks in each country attested to the 
war’s importance, but few scholarly works had been written in recent 
years, so government ministers in charge of cultural matters were ac-
tively searching for new faces and new work to sponsor. Many of the 
younger scholars eventually put in an appearance as talking heads in 
television documentaries.1 And a great many more took the opportuni-
ty to reacquaint themselves with the classic works and make the effort, 
finally, to talk with each other about what the war meant.  

Not surprisingly, major academic conferences were now regularly 
being held to address this new scholarship; many people were excit-
ed about future possibilities. Several conferences held outside South 
America actually got the ball rolling. As early as 2001, a panel at the 
Society for Military History’s Calgary conference was devoted to re-
search on the Paraguayan War.2 Then, in 2005, a three-day conference 
was held at the École des Hautes Études de Sciences Sociales in Paris 
under the name “Le Paraguay a l’Ombre de ses Guerres.” Finally, in 
2008, a series of major conferences was inaugurated at the University 
of Montevideo with the convocation of the Jornadas Internacionales 
de la Historia del Paraguay, which has met in the city biennially ever 
since. Although the jornadas cover a wider scope of Paraguayan his-
tory than just the 1864–1870 conflict, they clearly offer a venue for an 
international audience to discuss the war. A number of the scholars 
who had participated in the Calgary and Paris conferences attended the 
Montevideo jornadas and saw their contributions published in confer-
ence proceedings.3     

The Jornadas Internacionales de la Historia del Paraguay were not 
the only academic conferences that were held during these years. A ma-
jor conference touching on various aspects of the war was also held 
at Argentina’s Museo Histórico Nacional in 2008.4 The armed forces 
of the Platine countries and Brazil, which have their own historical 
institutes, have also held meetings focusing on the scholarship of the 
war. A good example of this latter sort of organization is the Encuentro 
Internacional de Historia of the Uruguayan Army, which regularly ad-
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dresses the “Operaciones Bélicas de la Guerra de la Triple Alianza.”5 
There have also been regional academic conferences, often hosted by 
state universities in both the Argentine Northeast and Brazil, that deal 
extensively or partially with the war. There are other examples, but the 
main point is that what was once a relatively limited scholarly endeavor 
has grown dramatically in scope and ambition. 

The conversations that have unfolded at these conferences have 
been generally healthy, though in some quarters they inspired a reac-
tion that confirmed, rather than challenged, the old dichotomies that 
had defined the analysis of the war. One might have thought that the 
traditional Lopista versus anti-Lopista interpretations would have al-
ready spent themselves by the 1970s.6 The adherents of both camps 
proved surprisingly resilient, however, and relatively immune to the 
new scholarship, much of which they refused to read. The Lopistas 
gained some ground through the internet, which, as everyone knows, 
has given a venue to some good work but has also highlighted some of 
the most ahistorical approaches.  

Revisionists of both the Left and the Right also got a curious new 
lease on life in 2012, when the Paraguayan legislature abruptly passed 
an impeachment measure to depose Fernando Lugo, the country’s 
populist left-wing president. Though this action was, strictly speak-
ing, legal, it brought the immediate condemnation of the governments 
of Uruguay, Brazil, and Argentina, which moved to enact provisions 
within the MERCOSUR agreement to diplomatically isolate Paraguay. 
The reaction to this censure in Paraguay was entirely predictable—even 
left-wing activists denounced the neighboring countries as a new Triple 
Alliance engaged in an undeclared war against Paraguay reminiscent 
of what the country faced in the 1860s. As one newspaper put it, the 
“malignant spirit of the Alliance has been reincarnated among those 
who govern the neighboring countries.”7 

Although the formal actions of the three countries (along, it should 
be noted, with Chavez’s Venezuela) were of short duration and had a 
limited effect in a Paraguay that was experiencing an economic boom, 
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the reference to the Triple Alliance certainly stirred historical memo-
ries among people who saw themselves as perennial victims. Rightly 
or wrongly, it offered them a new chance to grapple with the legacies 
of the 1860s. And those readers of Paraguayan national newspapers 
who stretched their imaginations far enough even found in Venezuela’s 
unmistakable machinations a useful—or insidious—analogue to the 
“Perfidious Albion” of the 1864–1870 struggle.   

Outside critics who normally would never have found much to en-
dorse in a Colorado-dominated Paraguay were made nervous by these 
references to the Triple Alliance War, and those commentators on the 
right who dissented from their countries’ policies vis-à-vis Paraguay 
began in 2012 to find a reason to praise the ghost of Francisco Solano 
López. Politicians throughout South America who perceived little need 
to back up their arguments with rational historical proof nonetheless 
gave the green light to scholars to start afresh their more serious inves-
tigations. All of this gave far greater immediacy to the Triple Alliance 
struggle as a subject for research.  

The reaction to Lugo’s 2012 impeachment made evident something 
that should have been clear from much earlier: the war really had sunk 
deep roots not only among the Paraguayans, but also among Brazilians, 
Argentines, and Uruguayans who felt a common sense of guilt in their 
appraisal of regional imperialism. Anthropological research on collec-
tive memory in rural Paraguay has revealed the war’s continued pull in 
the countryside.8 And in the cities, where television, radio, and print 
media play an active role in shaping public perceptions, rarely a day 
goes by without some explicit reference to the war and what it might 
mean for today’s world.

So many books and scholarly articles on the Triple Alliance War 
have appeared since 2002 that I hesitate to mention more than a few of 
the more interesting works and themes. When I first started researching 
the conflict in the early 1990s, for example, I was told by more than one 
South American historian that photographs and images of the war were 
so rare as to not be worth searching for. Now, I can happily report that 
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more than a few volumes of images have been published that reproduce 
a substantial corpus of the war’s photographic and lithographic record.9 
Similarly, the publication of hitherto little-known or difficult-to-access 
primary sources has made possible new insights into the war’s effects 
on society. These elements are only now being explored, but the pros-
pect of unexpected discoveries is very solid indeed.10 The themes that 
Hendrik Kraay and I sought to address in our 2005 compilation, I Die 
with My Country—notably the war’s social impact and its relation to 
race, gender, and nationalism—continues to attract attention from 
Latin Americanists. The “war and society” approach pioneered by mili-
tary historians has also sown some exciting crops and, in the case of the 
Paraguayan War, the harvest promises to be plentiful. The concomitant 
effect on how military historians and social scientists conduct their 
work in South America has likewise been noteworthy.11

Several broad overviews of the war have appeared in recent years. 
One was Chris Leuchars’s To the Bitter End, which appeared early in 
2002. Though it focused narrowly on the military dynamics of the war, 
and did so using only secondary materials, it offered some of the most 
suggestive insights in this area since the publication of General Augusto 
Tasso Fragoso’s opus in 1957.12 Four other studies appeared afterwards, 
all building upon previous military and diplomatic histories (most 
notably the Spanish edition of Francisco Doratioto’s landmark study, 
Maldita Guerra, which was first published in Portuguese in 2002).13 

The problem these authors faced is that they required extensive 
research in archives in many countries and a solid understanding, if 
not a mastery, of at least four different historiographical traditions (not 
counting the many variants of revisionism). Even in an age of internet 
communication and competent inter-library loan services, this repre-
sented no small challenge for the scholar. And yet there has been signif-
icant progress. Luc Capdevila’s Une guerre totale provides a fascinating 
“archaeology” of the war, one based on extensive archival research and 
a thorough analysis of French consular records. Marco Fano’s Il Rombo 
del Cannone Liberale does something similar (and with a similar en-
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thusiasm) with the Italian documentation, covering the war battle by 
battle and providing an analytic model that finds inspiration in broader 
Platine themes. Published by Santillana-Taurus in Paraguay, my own 
three-volume La guerra de la Triple Alianza attempted to provide a bal-
anced analysis with attention given to all four countries. Ana Squinelo’s 
two-volume 150 Anos Depois, a focused compilation of articles, princi-
pally by Brazilian authors, has stimulated comment for its handling of 
a variety of topics connected with the war. Finally, another compilation, 
this one entitled Uma Tragédia Americana, and edited by Fernando da 
Silva Rodrigues and Fernando Velozo Gomes Pedrosa, appeared in 
2015 and, in general, can boast the same strengths and weaknesses as 
that published by Squinelo.14 

It may be somewhat early to judge the impact of these recent studies 
of the war and the various congresses and scholarly conferences called 
to discuss the conflict, but no one can doubt that the old times of very 
limited production are over. There certainly has been no dearth of 
works on more specific topics touching on the Triple Alliance conflict. 
Brazilian scholars, for instance, have developed an interesting subfield 
examining recruitment for the war effort, the principal way in which 
the conflict stretched its tendrils deep into Brazilian society. Literally 
dozens of studies trace the economic, political, and social impact of 
wartime demands for manpower in the empire’s far-flung provinces; 
all underscore the severe social tensions and limited state capacity that 
wartime recruitment threw into sharp relief.15 

We have also seen published several traditional biographies of 
figures who were instrumental in shaping the history of their respec-
tive countries and who initially gained fame on the battlefields of 
Paraguay.16 The role of women, both on the home front and in support 
of the armies in the field, has increasingly been recognized.17 So has 
the role of journalists during the conflict, on the Allied side, where 
we see efforts both in support and in opposition to the war effort, as 
well as on the Paraguayan side, where journalism served to inflame a 
Guaraní-language nationalism.18 The elaborate victory celebrations in 
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Brazil, amply covered in the press, have also drawn some attention from 
historians who are opening a cultural history of the war.19 And there are 
also a few new contributions to add to the already ample corpus of work 
on the diplomatic history of the war.20

The literature on the war’s Spanish-speaking belligerents has ex-
panded in many different directions over the last decade. While there is 
still circulating a variety of shoddy polemical work that fails to meet the 
standards of rigorous scholarship (such works also appear in Brazil), 
some excellent publications have recently appeared. These include 
works on little-known aspects of military organization and analyses of 
atrocities.21 Resistance to the Allied war was particularly noteworthy 
in Entre Ríos, Corrientes, and the provinces of western Argentina, and 
that theme also continues to inspire attention from scholars.22 There 
is even an unusual article that examines the war’s effects on the estab-
lishment and operation of psychology as a discipline and profession in 
South America.23 Clearly, these are halcyon times for the study of the 
Triple Alliance War, with the new work laying the foundation for future 
syntheses of the conflict and its multiple impacts on the countries and 
societies torn by the many years of fighting.

It has been a rewarding business for me to see this transformation 
in the scholarly literature and to feel that my hunches about the war’s 
significance have been confirmed in the quantity and quality of new 
works coming to the fore. This year, with the publication of The Road to 
Armageddon: Paraguay Versus the Triple Alliance, 1866–1870,24 I finally 
bring my major studies of the Paraguayan conflict to a conclusion. It 
has indeed been a long road, and perhaps it is in order here to explain 
why it has taken so long and to emphasize once again how much of a 
debt I owe to other people. I finished much of the research and writing 
for my study of the last four years of the war back in 2013, when there 
was considerable pressure for me to bring out a second volume with 
Nebraska to complete the story. But since the appearance of the first 
volume, the editors who had promoted its publication had moved on, 
and their replacements at Nebraska were less interested in a second vol-
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ume, which they thought a risky venture in economically tight times in 
the United States.  

Since it was irrational to suppose that another American academic 
press would publish a second volume when it did not have the first in 
hand, I endeavored to reconfigure the materials for 1866–1870 in a new 
and separate study that did not necessarily rely on that first volume. 
This work, which benefited from much of the new scholarship listed 
above, also had a difficult time finding a home. One press, reflecting a 
short-sightedness that was typical of that moment, insisted that I cut 
another two hundred and fifty pages of text, and when I responded that 
this would ruin the content and turn the book into just another sum-
mary treatment, the press cut me loose. It was a low moment for me, 
knowing in my gut how important this subject was yet not being able to 
convince anyone to publish my “big book”—and this in spite of the on-
going praise that it had engendered from its readers. It was an upsetting 
business, feeling that in my own country I was talking to flat-earthers. 

But as it turns out, I was no Sisyphus pushing an impossibly heavy 
stone up an embankment. I kept looking, and then, eureka! I found the 
University of Calgary Press. I cannot express with sufficient energy the 
gratitude I feel for the serious treatment that people at the press gave me 
throughout the process of getting The Road to Armageddon into print. 
They never insisted that I take a chainsaw to my text. Instead, they of-
fered helpful suggestions and support at every juncture. They learned 
to appreciate the war in much the same way I had. They also put me to-
gether with a talented copy editor, with whom I had many fruitful dis-
cussions about elegant writing and how standards can be maintained 
when people no longer seem to know the difference between “who” and 
“whom.” Above all, the staff at Calgary has been flexible, and this has 
made all the difference for me. One proof of that flexibility is seen here 
in their willingness to reissue the earlier volume that had previously 
appeared with Nebraska (whose staff also deserves my thanks for hav-
ing facilitated the reversion of rights to me). Now, with both books be-
ing given as broad an audience as possible thanks to the University of 
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Calgary Press, I look forward to an even greater expression of interest 
on the part of the English-language world in a topic that has defined my 
career. I still say that the Paraguayan War was a catalytic phenomenon 
that made possible myriad changes in South America. It has also been 
catalytic for me, personally. For all of the feelings of sadness and trag-
edy that it summons up, it has helped me see people in a new light, as 
survivors, and as creative participants in their own destiny.     

Thomas Whigham
Watkinsville, Georgia

November 2017 
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Introduction 

Axioms about the nature of war are as old as war itself. Thucydides said 

that men go to war out of fear, interest, or honor. Centuries later, Carl 

von Clausewitz argued that war is politics expressed through other 

means. And William Tecumseh Sherman succinctly and memorably 

noted that war is "all hell." None had Paraguay in mind, but the lessons 

of Syracuse, Austerlitz, and Kennesaw Mountain were also applicable to 

that South American republic and its neighbors between 1864 and 1870. 

War can breathe new life into moribund political systems. It can push 

humble figures into positions of prominence. It can redefine nations. 

But it also kills comprehensively, often cutting down the innocent with 

the culpable and leaving devastation in its wake. The Paraguayan War, 

in all these ways, was no different than all the conflicts that preceded it. 

Yet the Paraguayan (or Triple Alliance) War was unlike anything that 

had been seen in that part of the world. It presented a striking blend of 

the modern and the antique, with ironclad warships and observation 

balloons sharing the stage with battalions of barefoot soldiers carrying 

bamboo lances. 

The war also had wide-ranging political effects; it made possible the 

final consolidation of Argentina into a single nation-state and opened a 

new chapter in the struggle between the Blanco and Colorado Parties in 

Uruguay. It cast the military into the forefront of Brazilian politics, a 

trend that ultimately led to the overthrow of the empire. And it crushed 



Paraguay, wrecking its economy and social institutions, and causing its 

population of 450,000 to shrink by nearly 70 percent. 

The Paraguayan War bears the same relation to the history of South 

America that the American Civil War does to that of North America. Yet 

despite the centrality of the war in the experience of four countries, rel

atively few scholars have examined it. This is due in part to difficulties 

in the documentation, which is found dispersed in a score of different 

archives, libraries, and private collections in nearly as many countries. 

Consulting even a portion of this material constitutes such a formida

ble task that most scholars have limited their investigations to second

ary accounts. 

Another problem facing researchers concerns the heated polemics 

that erupted during the war and continued for at least a generation 

thereafter. Political agendas and philosophical inflexibility clouded the 

issues, and few attempts were made to understand what actually oc

curred. No interpretation has been wholly satisfactory, and this has led 

to many fruitless arguments about initial causes and motivations. 

Meanwhile, scholars have attempted little real analysis of the war itself. 

In offering this first of two volumes on the topic, I hope to relate a com

plicated tale as clearly and as thoroughly as possible. 

I believe that the best explanation of the war's origins and progress 

lies within a narrow realm of politics. Specifically, the war can be traced 

to political ambitions and how those ambitions expressed themselves in 

the construction of new nations. The dictionary defines "nation" as a 

community of people comprising one or more nationalities with its 

own territory and government. The average inhabitant of the southern 

continent, however, had a myriad of daily problems to overcome and 

therefore little interest in any "nation" that he could not see with his 

own eyes. He had minimal regard for other "citizens" he neither knew 

nor understood. What could they do for him in practical terms? If they 

had different customs, a different language, and a different view of the 

world, then how could they be part of his polity? 

Paraguay was the only "nation" or "near-nation" in the region, based 

as it was on narrow traditions of paternalism and community solidarity 
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within a unique cultural environment. This environment was, in some 

ways, more Indian than Spanish in character. It provided Paraguayans 

with their own language, Guarani, and with an identity that seemed 

broadly "national" even during the colonial era. Perhaps Chile had a 

measure of such national sentiment during the same period, but nei

ther Argentina nor Brazil could claim anything like it. 

"Argentina" was essentially a city-Buenos Aires-with a typically ur
ban political culture and a modernizing "liberal" elite that sought to 

project its image of the nation on a backward and recalcitrant country

side. The people of the countryside (or campo) had little love for the 

portefios, as the inhabitants of Buenos Aires were called, and certainly no 

interest in living in their shadow. For the country people (provincianos) 

to accept a united Argentina under portefio rule, they needed to conceive 
of themselves as "Argentines" rather than Riojanos, Entrerrianos, or 
Saltefi.os. They had no historical preparation for this perspective, just as 

Venetians and Bavarians found it difficult to think of themselves as Ital� 
ians and Germans. Unlike the people of Paraguay, the Argentines had to 

have their national identity created for them. This was a most uneven 
process, for if the provinces rejected any aspect of that depiction, then 
the portefios were bound to force it upon them. 

Brazil was a huge country with complex social divisions. In cultural 
terms, the north and northeastern regions were very different from the 

cities of Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo and from the broad plains of Rio 

Grande do Sul. True, the Portuguese language and a shared corpus of 

Old World traditions lmitted Brazil together after a fashion. Certain re

gions drew far more upon these traditions than others, however, and 

one important social group-African slaves-adapted to the cultural 

milieu only through coercion. As for language, the Carioca, Paulista, 

Gaucho, and Sertanejo variants of Portuguese, though mutually intelli

gible, differed substantially in vocabulary and accent. Above all, the 

provinces of the new Brazilian Empire suffered from their isolation, a 

circumstance that was as crushing as it was unavoidable. 

What Brazil lacked in social unity it partly made up through the 
tenacity of its ruling elites in their dedication to the institutions of slav-
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ery and the Bragarn;a monarchy. The Brazilian "nation" reflected elite 

interests. These elites were great merchants, bureaucrats, ranchers, and 

planters-well-placed persons who married among themselves. Many 

had earned legal or medical degrees at European universities. They 
dressed alike and had the same habits. They shared jokes and profundi

ties with each other in Latin, a practice that helped define them as a 

group by setting them apart from other Brazilians (the majority of cler

ics not excluded). 

The elites considered politics their natural preserve. At the same 

time, though, they aclmowledged an exalted position for the emperor. 
They left it to him to protect the masses, whom they thought incapable 

of self-government and unworthy of much attention in any case. The 

Brazil that the elites wished to create explicitly conflated the role of 

monarch and nation, the better to defend their traditional privileges 
while moving the country forward economically. They argued that the 

monarch prevented social breakdown, while the nominal republican

ism of the Spanish American states yielded nothing but strife. The em
peror ought to be at the center of any modern political system, they 

maintained, for he symbolized all that was civilized, all that the coun

try should aspire to. 

Each of the countries that participated in the Paraguayan War of

fered its own solution to the challenges of independence. Paraguayan 

leadership was outwardly more persuasive in convincing the popula

tion to accept its definition of "nation. " This was partly a matter of scale. 

Paraguay was a small country, easier to control, and possessed of a 

strong sense of community. Yet both Argentine and Brazilian elites felt 

certain of their own interpretations of nationhood. Which model was to 

be more sustainable, that of a small nation with clearly defined politics 

and culture or that of a large nation with imported or artificial politics 

and civic culture? This question was not framed as a simple matter of 
ideas and words but of actions. And these actions tended to be bloody. 

The struggle over the specifics of nationhood was obvious in the case 
of Uruguay, the fourth country involved in the Paraguay an War. The 

Banda Oriental, as it was commonly called, had seen great competition 
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between the Spaniards and Portuguese during the colonial period. Even 

after independence was gained, foreign intervention and partisan 
struggle between Colorados and Blancas kept Uruguay in near chaos 

through the mid-186os. Under such circumstances, its people could not 

decide which national path to choose. Therein lay their tragedy and that 

of the region as a whole. 

The clashes that erupted between the partisans of these various ap

proaches ranged from simplistic efforts to sway the opinions of the poor 

to intermittent confrontations over disputed territories and access to 

rivers. These inevitably led to full-scale conflict that involved hundreds 

of thousands of people. The Paraguayan War was the bloodiest and most 

profound result of a process that spanned generations. 

Four interlocking historical patterns are discernible throughout. 

First, borders-national and otherwise-were unstable, even when 
treaties carefully defined them. Second, economic rationale impelled vi
olent encounters across these frontiers, as efforts to control resources 
and trade routes outweighed respect for formal sovereignty. Third, pol

itics were confused and divisive, with the writ of central authority ex

tending only tentatively into the interior. Finally, and ironically, the fea

ture that did hold people together was a martial tradition of some 

antiquity. People accustomed to fighting little wars were ready to fight 

a great one. When it came, it was terrible. 

The Paraguayan War was a conflict of common men -farmers, ranch 

hands, shoemakers, peddlers, and many others-men who came to
gether, spent many sleepless nights, celebrated, starved, drank them

selves into stupors, grieved, and suffered every imaginable tribulation. 
To such men, the war had nothing to do with the construction of a 

more-perfect human community. They would flinch at the suggestion 

that their efforts fit some Whiggish model of events. After all, it was 

their blood that covered the fields of Paraguay, their lives that would 
never be the same. To them, the war was not political but personal, hor

rible evidence of the price that some men pay for other men's dreams. 
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The Paraguayan War had many causes. Some were particular to the 
1860s, whereas others date back to the late colonial and early inde

pendence periods when certain political parameters first began to take 

shape. And some of the causes of the war, and especially the reasons for 

its ferocity and duration, can be understood only by delving far back 
into the Platine past and taking the measure of people as they adapted 

to a radically changing environment. 

Thousands of years ago, when human beings first wandered into the 
southern reaches of South America, their needs were of the most im

mediate sort. Simple survival concerned them most. In this they had 

some luck, for nature had filled the waterways of the Platine interior 

with many species of fish. Likewise, the forests and plains held all 

manner of game, from the rabbitlike vizcacha to the tree sloth to 
the ever-present and ever-argumentative howler monkey. Little effort 

was needed, moreover, to dig out the many grubs and edible plants the 

soil provided. The weather was usually balmy, though in the inland 

zones hot, sticky summers and short, bone-chilling winters were not 

uncommon. 

In most respects, the region furnished its earliest inhabitants with 

the necessities of life, leaving them free to pursue ritual, the decorative 
arts, and war malting, which they practiced with a razor-sharp keen

ness. Whether they fought for glory, vengeance, or access to the best 



hunting grounds, these early peoples always fought hard. They built no 

cities or roadways. They left no pyramids or temples for their descen

dants to contemplate and admire. But they did forge a martial spirit and 

a tradition of physical courage that resurrected itself in myriad ways 

over the centuries. 

The Geographic Dimension 

The Parana-Paraguay river system dominates this part of South Amer

ica, running sou th ward in a long arc across a broad grassy plain before 
emptying into the Rio de la Plata and the sea. It draws the bulk ofits flow 

from the eastern portion of its basin. In the northeast, its course is fed 

by hundreds of streams with their common origin in the Brazilian high

lands of Minas Gerais. This makes for decidedly soggy terrain downriver. 

The Parana in its upper reaches is so turbulent that even steam-pow

ered craft hugged its banks to avoid the full force of the current. At its 

abrupt westward bend near Posadas, the river is wide and relatively 
deep but changes its character again near the rapids (salto) of Apipe. 
There the Parana briefly shoals to as little as seven feet at low water. 

Some miles to the west it joins with the Paraguay and then deepens and 

widens once again, spreading out over a mile from bank to bank. Here 

the Parana is strewn with islands and sandbanks, offering a poor chan
nel for navigation except where the more dangerous obstacles are 
dredged away. In general, the left bank of the river does not lend itself 

to the construction of ports; though long stretches are high and well

defined -such as at Corrientes -intermittent marshes prevent contact 

between the main river channel and the loftier ground to the east. The 

right bank, for its part, is regularly inundated as far south as Santa Fe. 

Settlements on that side of the river could be erected only at some dis
tance from the waterway. 

The Paraguay River, which flows into the Parana from the north, is 

one shade darker than ginger, looking like the milk-laced yerba mate 

tea as it is drunk in Buenos Aires. The river flows through the sandstone 
plateau of northern Mato Grosso onto a plain so flat that water regularly 

overflows both banks. Below Asuncion, immense, mazelike marshes 
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typify the region to the east of the river, some reaching as far as sixty 

miles inland. Only one deep-channeled tributary, the Rio Tebicuary, 
provides passage through these swamps. 

The Parana and Paraguay Rivers combine to set the annual rhythm of 

the Platine system. High waters rising on the Parana in January and Feb

ruary reach Santa Fe by early April. The Paraguay gains its maximum 

height at Asuncion in May. Its flood reaches the Parana later that month, 

prolonging the annual high-water period. During the rainy season from 

November to January, the flood of the Parana joins with that of the 

Paraguay to produce remarkably high waters to the south. 

To the southeast of the Parana lies the greenish Uruguay, which is 

narrower and less swift for most of its course than either the Paraguay 

or Parana. The latter is a great river at all times, while the Uruguay is 
subject to frequent and remarkable fluctuations, sometimes sinking to 

a small fraction of its usual flow. The only similarity between the Uru

guay and the Parana is that the course of each is broken by a fall barrier. 

While on the Parana the shoals of Apipe interfered little with the set

tlement of adjacent regions in Paraguay and Argentina, the succession 

of cascades at Mbutui and Santa Rosa on the Uruguay created an insur

mountable problem for navigation except in the rainy season. As a re

sult, the upper reaches of the latter river remained little known or set

tled until relatively late in the colonial period. 

Though the rivers are the most salient geographical features of the 

Platine region, its denizens were normally land-bound folk (the excep
tions being the Payagua Indians of the Upper Paraguay, who dwelled on 

floating "islands" of vegetation). In the south, early peoples built their 
camps near streams in the Pampa grasslands, where they could hunt 

rheas, armadillos, and later cattle. Only an occasional ombu tree inter

rupted this ocean of high grass, which extended a thousand miles from 

the foothills of the Andes to the Banda Oriental. A predilection for open

ness and an unwillingness to submit to any order other than that im

posed by nature characterized the people who passed their lives on this 

vast plain. 

Farther north, forests dominated the scene all the way to the swampy 
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Pantanal of Mato Grosso. Stands of flowering lapacho, urundey, and 

other hardwood trees were found in the forests interspersed with 

rivulets, deep lagoons, and mile after mile of creeping lianas. Holly 

bushes wound their way up the sides of rolling hills in the Cordillera of 

central Paraguay and the Sierra de Mbaracayli of the extreme northeast. 

Only rarely were clearings visible through the heavy foliage, but these 

open spaces revealed a soil striking in the redness of its clay or the 

whiteness of its sand. The effect was of a primeval wilderness, of a 
Nature that overwhelmed as much as it embraced. Amid such a baroque 
superabundance of plant and animal life, man seemed very small 

indeed. 

The Human Element 

When the Spaniards arrived in the Plata in the early 1500s, they found 

bands of nomadic Indians, every single group of which appeared dis

posed to resist their incursion. This region offered little to the new

comers, who sought gold and silver as well as a settled Indian society 

upon which they could impose a colonial order. 

Far up the Paraguay the Spaniards finally found the Guarani, a semi
sedentary people, the southernmost representatives of Tupi-Guaranian

speaking Indians who populated the interior of the continent as far 
north as Venezuela. Each Guarani community was composed of several 

mutually supporting patrilineal clans that could be quicldy summoned 

into battle. Men and women played gender-specific roles in the organi

zation of this warrior society. Women did most of the daily labor that 

kept the group alive. They wove vegetable fibers into clothing and ham

mocks and used digging sticks to cultivate multicolored squash, which 

the Guarani ate with Indian corn and manioc root. They also brewed a 

powerful beer from wild honey mixed with the mashed pods of the 

sweet algoroba bush. And it was the women who tended to the needs of 
the very young, the very old, and often the very sick. 

For men, the first priority was the shaming of enemies in battle. Yet 

they also provided fish and meat, which were as important for the spir

itual power they conveyed as for nutritional value. Hunting was a seri-
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ous and often dangerous undertaking. It required great endurance, for 

hunters had to spend hours in search of game, exposed to a sweltering 
sun, a thorny undergrowth, and swarms of biting insects. That men 

sometimes failed to return from such excursions increased the prestige 
of those who did. Men fashioned canoes from fallen logs and built 

thatched longhouses (malocas) that served as dwellings for up to sixty 

people each. The men also kept alive the history of the community as 

storytellers, diviners, and interpreters of dreams. 

The Spaniards were primarily concerned with the military capabili

ties of the Guarani. The latter was a large group, with perhaps as many 

as one hundred thousand individuals clustered within sixty miles of 

what in 1.537 became Asuncion, the "Mother of Cities. " As the Spaniards 

discovered in some initial clashes, the Guarani were formidable fighters 
with spear, hardwood cudgel, or bow and arrow. Taking advantage of 

cover, advancing stealthily on their enemies, they loosed their arrows at 
the last possible moment and would then rush in with their clubs to kill 
all but the younger women and children. 

The Indians had developed a keen sense of organization for defense. 

Ulrich Schmidl, a Bavarian soldier of fortune who accompanied the 

Spaniards during their early exploration of the area, praised the 

Guarani defensive preparations, especially the high wooden palisades 

that surrounded their communities near Asuncion: "at a distance of 

fifteen feet from the town wall [of Lambare, the Indians] dug pits as deep 

as the height of three men, one over the other, and placed into them . . .  

lances of hardwood, with points like that of a needle; they covered these 
pits with straw and small gravel, strewing a little earth and grass be

tween, such that when we Christians pursued them, or assaulted 

their town, we should have fallen blindly into these pitfalls. " 1 Unlike 

their descendants during the Paraguayan War, who rarely prepared 

adequate escape routes, the Guarani cut paths through the brambles to 

allow withdrawal when faced with overwhelming odds. With numbers, 

prowess, and a knowledge of the terrain, they were the kind of allies the 

Spaniards appreciated. 

Both groups had to contend with many enemies. Across the river in 
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the Gran Chaco were thousands of Guaicuni marauders, whom the 

Guarani excoriated as cruel and implacable opponents. No less danger

ous were the Mbaya, who inhabited the forests a hundred miles to the 

north, and the Guayaki, even closer in the eastern hills. The Guarani, it 

seemed, lived in a world of enemies and carried the scars of countless 

campaigns. No matter how well organized and ruthless they were, the 

Guarani could never feel secure. They therefore looked to the Spaniards 

in expectation of a fruitful alliance, the few violent conflicts between 

them notwithstanding. 
The Spaniards also felt pleased with the alliance. That the Guarani 

seemed generous and pliant, and the women amiable, were added en
ticement. The Bay of Asuncion, a sheltered bend in the Paraguay, was 

perfectly placed as a defensive position; it could serve as a base of oper
ations for further explorations upriver and in the Chaco. Without in

digenous support, the Spaniards had no hope of maintaining a presence 

there. 

A considerable mythology has grown up around these early stages of 

Spanish-Guarani cooperation. Paraguayan nationalist writers maintain 

that mutual respect and affection characterized the contacts between 

the people of the Old World and the New. The benefits of the alliance, 
they argue, overcame all the differences of culture between Spaniards 

and Indians. The latter saw the new relationship as an extension of their 
traditional social practices, in which members of the same kin group 

owed each other reciprocal labor. As each Spaniard took multiple In

dian wives, the various Guarani clans readily accepted as natural the de

mands for assistance. 
Despite this tale of early harmony, conflict between European and In

dian erupted on many occasions during the second generation. Neither 

side fully trusted the other. The worst violence came in the 1550s, when 

the Spaniards began to apportion grants of Indian labor (encomienda) to 

reward three hundred European colonists. These grants assigned the 

Guarani to the colonists as permanent laborers in a system outwardly 
indistinguishable from slavery. 

When the Indians balked, an ugly repression followed. Thousands 
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died. This ruinous state of affairs was exacerbated by a simultaneous 

measles epidemic. In the end, the Spaniards quelled the revolts with the 
help of those Guarani who accepted the new colonial arrangement.2 The 

old alliance between Indian and European thus disappeared. In its place 

grew a new social order in which Spaniards led and Indians followed. 

During these years the colony remained fragile. The Guaicuni had 

no more intention of yielding to the Spaniards than to the Guarani. To 

the contrary, they conducted raid after raid against the new settle

ments, seized many captives, and killed those whom they could not take 

prisoner. 

Paraguay played only a minor part in the European colonization of 

South America. The Spaniards began their occupation there only after 

the failure of their settlement at Buenos Aires. By 1580, however, they 

reestablished the future Argentine capital, having reached the conclu
sion that the interior rivers offered no access to the silver of Peru. 

Paraguayan settlements languished in consequence, and this indiffer
ence made possible an unusual social evolution. 

The Development of Hispano-Guarani Society 

Spaniards arrived in the Plata with the get-rich-quick-and-return-home

wealthy attitude that marked their conquest of the West Indies and 

Mexico. With no intention of remaining in the region, they brought few 

European women with them. Liaisons with Guarani women received 

the broad approval of the Indian leaders (mburuvich<i), who hoped to 

forge an alliance necessary to their own future power. The Guarani and 

the Spaniards in effect used each other. As a result they created a prodi
gious group of mestizos who took their fathers' surnames, preserved 

many of their mothers' customs, and built a different kind of society. 

Paraguay 's first provincial governor, Domingo Martinez de Irala 

(1509-56), illustrated the formation of this new society. From the be
ginning the governor legally recognized his children born of different 

Indian women. Each child grew up without the social stigma that the 

offspring of Indian-white pairings faced in other areas of the continent. 

His sons enjoyed many rights as Spaniards while they continued to 
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speak and think in Guarani. His daughters did just as well, all marrying 

conquistadores. 3 

This might suggest that Hispano-Guarani society drew in near-equal 

parts from Europe and from indigenous Paraguay. Such was not the 

case. From the Guarani came an appetite for certain foodstuffs and a 

preference for the melodic and deeply evocative Guarani language, 

which even today dominates the speech of Paraguayans. The Indians 

also preserved a sensitivity to things supernatural, an appreciation of 

natural phenomena-winds, waterfalls, boulders that broke the flow of 

fast-moving streams-and a belief in a profusion of mischievous sprites 
that dwelt in the shadows behind every tree. 

The Spaniards made their own contributions to this new society. 

They inaugurated an economy based on iron implements, chickens, 

draft animals, and the plow. They organized an extraprovincial trade in 
wheat, tobacco, and yerba mate that connected Paraguay with con

sumers in other areas of South America. They also created bureaucratic 

structures of governance that quickly transcended the traditional lead

ership of the mburuvich<i. Most important, they introduced the Roman 

Catholic religion, which provided a new direction. The concept of a uni

versal flood, of a Redeemer who would cleanse the people with fire, and 

of a land without evil (yby marane'y) to which all should migrate -these 

became part of Paraguayan thinldng. Such innovations were critical. 
They gave Paraguayan society a European-oriented core, though it re

tained durable associations with the indigenous past.4 
The near absence of new immigrants from Spain over the next two 

centuries allowed these early trends to consolidate, giving Paraguay 

the semblance of a timeless place outside history and bereft of progress. 

Yet the region only appeared static. In reality, it was undergoing almost 

constant change due to the pressure of Guaicuni raiders. The new 

Paraguayans -for such they ought now to be called -had to resist a 

continual external threat. This gave rise to a sense of identity and 

community. 

And there were also new enemies to contend with, the so-called 

Mamelucos of Sao Paulo. These self-reliant frontiersmen earned a spe-
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cial place in the history of Brazil, as it was they who opened the South 

American hinterland, carrying the flag of Portugal thousands of miles 
from the coast in search of gold and Indian slaves. Rather than Por

tuguese, they commonly spoke a Tupi-based pidgin called lingua geral. 

The Mamelucos led lives of privation and violence, and there was little 

permanence in their day-to-day existence, save perhaps in matters of 

faith. Their religion centered on a simple if irregular adoration of saints 

with liberal borrowings from African and Indian precepts. Like the His

pano-Guarani people of Paraguay, the Mamelucos were culturally am

biguous, the chief difference between the two being the much stronger 

sense of community displayed by the Paraguayans. Both were hard 

fighters, accustomed to living off the land. And at times, they were in

veterate enemies. 

The Influence of the Missionaries 

The imposition of Catholic institutions might have mitigated the ani

mosity between the Mamelucos and the Guarani, but Christianity af

fected different peoples in different ways. The less-settled populations 
of the Pampas and the Gran Chaco actively resisted many of the efforts 

of the religious orders to convert them.5 The Guarani, however, gener

ally welcomed the missionaries as additional allies against the Guai

curu and eventually the Mamelucos. These same priests sometimes pro

tected the Indians against the local Spanish encomenderos. Protection 

came with many strings, however, for the clerics demanded an absolute 

obedience in temporal matters as well as convincing demonstrations of 

piety. 

The Franciscans, who arrived in the 1560s, and the Jesuits, who came 

a half century later, were the most influential of the several orders that 

targeted Paraguay as a missionary field. Both were zealous in bringing 
the Guarani under ecclesiastical rule and in teaching them the rudi

ments of the faith. This they accomplished by adapting their homilies 
to Indian sensibilities, offering the Indians doctrines that made Chris

tianity seem a logical extension of pre-Columbian beliefs. For instance, 

they transformed a Guarani folk hero, Pai Luma, into a cognate of Saint 
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Thomas. By example as much as by assertion, they converted the 

Guarani to a more orderly and regimented life. 

The Indians were not accustomed to working under supervision. In 

previous times, their labor was intermittent, undertaken only when 
hunger spurred them to hunt, fish, or dig tubers. Producing a surplus 

had no place in their thinldng, and they felt ambivalent about adopting 

the practice as a way of life. They also resented giving up certain tradi

tional beliefs and customs, which included polygamy, infanticide, and 

ritual drunkenness. 

Despite some doubts on matters of detail, the Guarani accepted that 
the world the priests offered had many positive points, not least a regu

lar food supply. As for changes in the social order, the mburuvichd found 

themselves displaced by Indian councils that ruled subject to ecclesias
tical consent. The Guarani often applauded this reordering of duties, for 

it assured access to both Indian and European counsel. In times of 

strain, the Jesuit missions and the Franciscan pueblos offered the Guarani 

a valuable sense of stability. Yet, in the end, the Indians had little choice. 
Whatever mitigation of their lot that might have occurred, the principle 

of compulsion always permeated the mission or pueblo environment. In 

this, the clerics were similar to the encomenderos. 

In other ways, the two were decidedly different. As a matter of policy, 

the Jesuits sought to prevent contacts between the mission Indians and 

their European neighbors, whether Spanish or Portuguese. Their strat

egy placed the Guarani in a position of strict subservience to the local 

Jesuit resident, leaving secular officials, the agents of the greater Span

ish society, out of the picture. This brought about the level of obedience 

the Jesuits demanded, but it also guaranteed that when contacts with 
European outsiders did occur, they were apt to be laden with suspicion. 

A series of disastrous Mameluco raids against the Jesuit missions of 
Guaira in the 1620s illustrates the point. Guaira was located far up the 

Paranapanema River, close to Portuguese possessions. The viceroy in 

Lima had never allocated resources to defend this area. This left the Je

suit superior, Antonio Ruiz de Montoya, to organize an evacuation 
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south with some fifteen hundred families. A great many Indians died be

fore the survivors managed to reconstitute themselves into thirty new 

communities near the great bend of the Parana. 

Subsequently, the Jesuits petitioned the Council of the Indies to per

mit the Guarani to bear arms, arguing that Spain ran the risk of losing 

the entire region to Portugal. The council agreed to this request in 1 642, 

allowing Ruiz de Montoya to establish a militia under the command of 

Jesuits who were themselves former soldiers . The Guarani then pro

ceeded to smash several expeditions sent against them from Sao Paulo. 

Mameluco depredations quickly declined. 

From this point, whenever secular authorities sensed danger from In

dian revolts , settler discontent, or invasions by the Portuguese, they fell 

back on the services of a Guarani army.6 For over a century, the princi

pal contact the mission Indians experienced with the outside world was 

within a military context. 

Matters developed differently in the Franciscan pueblos. In the 

densely populated areas around Asuncion and the smaller south-central 

town of Villarrica, the Franciscans and secular priests predominated 

and neither group upheld the segregationist ideal of the Jesuits . Indians 

who lived in Franciscan pueblos earned income for their communities by 

working for Spanish-surnamed overlords together with Indians held in 

encomienda. Other pueblo Indians served in gangs of loggers and yerba 

gatherers, often at a great distance from. their home communities. The 

Jesuits denounced such contacts between Europeans and Indians . It was 

the work, they argued, of self-serving friars who, like the Pharisees of 

old, cared more for the gold of the temple than for the temple itself. 

Certainly some Spaniards moved into Franciscan pueblos and lived 

openly with Indian women. Both practices were illegal. Yet these con

tacts between Indians and secular society served a social function that 

was absent among the Jesuits . The central parts of the province, far more 

than in the Jesuit territories, witnessed a blending of cultures into a rec

ognizable Hispano-Guarani whole. From this common identity evolved 

a community distinct from that seen elsewhere in South America. 
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Clash - and Collusion - of Empires 

Despite its isolation, colonial Paraguay was an outpost of Spain, a van

guard of Spanish imperial ambitions vis-a-vis Portugal. Likewise, though 

they were freebooters in search of private gain, the Mamelucos spear

headed Portuguese expansionism. The two European powers had al

ready quarreled over the Banda Oriental far to the south at the mouth 

of the Plata. And they would quarrel again. 

Until the beginning of the eighteenth century, the government in Lis

bon had never shown much interest in Brazil. The thrust of Portuguese 

imperialism had been eastward, toward the commercial entrep6ts ofln

dia and China. After the Dutch and British entered the East India trade 

in the late 1 600s, however, the Portuguese had trouble competing and 

began to focus more on trading in the Gulf of Guinea and along 

the coastline of Angola. They also took another look at their Brazilian 

possessions . 

This new interest swelled with the discovery of gold in Minas Gerais 

and Mato Grosso. Bringing the mining operations under effective royal 

administration in the early 1 7oos proved a serious challenge to the gov

ernor-general in Bahia. Where gold was involved,  men thought of their 

own interests first, and the miners , like the Mamelucos before them, 

had a decidedly independent spirit. In the end, thanks to the clever 

machinations of colonial bureaucrats (and their willingness to compro

mise with local mining bosses) ,  royal authority won a major voice in the 

administration of the Brazilian interior. 

Portuguese penetration of southern Mato Grosso in the mid-eigh

teenth century bred sharper conflicts with Spain .  The viceregal author

ities in Lima and later Buenos Aires complained that these Lusophone 

interlopers had no right to set foot in territory reserved for Spanish sub

jects . The 1494 Treaty of Tordesillas had assigned Portugal only the 

northeastern "hump" of Brazil. The wanderings of the Mamelucos and 

other explorers, however, radically expanded de facto Portuguese rule 

along the Upper Parana and far up the Amazon, Sao Francisco, and Gua

pore Rivers. 

The claim of effective Portuguese occupation was appropriate 
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enough in some places ,  but not in all. The Spaniards had spent many 

decades in Paraguay without ever defining the boundaries of their con

trol. When they began to pay attention, they were surprised at the num

ber of restless landowners, opportunistic minor officials , violent Indi

ans, and reticent clerics whose loyalty to Spain was questionable. 

In truth, effective rule by either Portugal or Spain was always more 

tentative than real in the frontier areas of Paraguay and Brazil. In a 

sense, there were two South Americas present in this same geographic 

space. One was the South America of Lima, Buenos Aires, and Bahia, 

where a European administration functioned more or less as designed.  

The other South America was larger, more amorphous, and held to

gether by connections looser than the bonds of a colonial state. 

The 1 700s brought the first attempts by European bureaucrats -who 

epitomized the South America of the cities- to foster a more rational 

order throughout the continent. Their work in the Platine basin, though 

piecemeal at first, later became direct and effective. The Spaniards and 

Portuguese tried several approaches, sometimes pitting their respective 

colonies against each other in confrontation and just as often achieving 

a short-term cooperation. 

An example of the latter occurred in midcentury, when Spanish and 

Portuguese joined hands first to weaken, then to smash, the Jesuit "re

public" in Paraguay. The Enlightenment officials of Portugal and Bour

bon Spain considered the missionary order an impediment to building 

modern and more profitable regimes in South America. The interests of 

both empires demanded that the Society of Jesus relinquish its proper

ties and, above all, its authority over so many Indians. 

In 1 750, Spanish and Portuguese officials met in Madrid and signed 

a comprehensive agreement based on uti posseditis. All Jesuit lands east 

of the Uruguay River were transferred to Portugal in exchange for the 

little port of Colonia de Sacramento at the mouth of the Plata. Seven 

prosperous missions and the cattle lands of several more fell like ripe or

anges into the hands of the Jesuits' traditional enemies. 

The transfer was difficult. Hundreds of Guarani Indians fled across 

the river to the supposed safety of Jesuit territories on the western bank. 
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Another group stayed behind and, under a brave but foolhardy Indian 

official named Sepe Tiara ju ,  initiated an impossible fight. Sepe's struggle 

lasted three years (1 753-56) and only came to an end when a combined 

Spanish-Portuguese army several thousand strong annihilated the last 

defenders . Their resistance turned out to be pointless, for although the 

ceded lands soon returned to nominal Spanish control, the Portuguese 

had gutted most warehouses and ranches and driven away the livestock. 

The Jesuits never regained their previous influence in the Plata. They 

tried to portray the Guarani War as an isolated affair, just a matter of 

hotheaded Indians responding to foreign pressure. This argument 

failed to convince Bourbon officials ,  who cited the war as proof of Jesuit 

intransigence and perfidy. Whether or not the Fathers inspired the war, 

its ferocity convinced Spanish bureaucrats to finally put the order in its 

place. 

The Portuguese needed no convincing. Under the anticlerical mar

quis of Pombal, the Lisbon government had already adopted a regalist 

policy that in 1 759 brought the expulsion of the Jesuits from all Por

tuguese territories. Spain followed suit eight years later. The Jesuit de

parture proved a momentous event in Paraguay. Local landowners felt 

vindicated. So did the Spanish government, which enriched itself 

through confiscation of hundreds of thousands of cattle, other live

stock, church ornaments, buildings, and, of course, land. 

The social ramifications of the takeover were even more profound, es

pecially for the Guarani. Though theoretically they continued to enjoy 

the protection of the Crown, in fact, the Indians suffered terribly at the 

hands of royal administrators sent to rule over them. These officials 

usually showed more interest in lining their own pockets than in pro

moting the welfare of their charges. The system of communal owner

ship that the Jesuits had introduced in order to assure an equal distri

bution of harvests now served royal administrators as a tool of 

exploitation. They opened the missions to outside merchants , who ar

rived at every community with ready-made clothes, trinkets , and hard

ware to set before the credulous Indians . The latter were obliged to buy 
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these goods, for their administrators had guaranteed the purchase in 

exchange for a portion of the profit. This forced purchase of unwanted 

commodities ensnared the Guarani in a cruel web of debt. 

The mission Indians withstood the pressures of overwork for a time 

but soon began to drift out of the province, first as individuals and then 

in small groups . Some went north to join their Hispano-Guarani cousins 

in Paraguay. Others went south to j oin the gauchos of the Banda Orien

tal and Entre Rios. As they donned European clothes for the first time, 

they began perceptibly to leave much of their Indian identity behind. 

The parallel colonialism of the Jesuits , which was nonmestizo and com

munitarian in nature, disappeared. The transformation was striking, 

though it was no greater than that which the Plata as a whole experi

enced in matters social, administrative, and economic. 

The "Golden Age" 

Paraguay had changed greatly in the nearly two hundred and forty years 

since Spanish ships first tacked their way up the river to Asuncion. A His

pano-Guarani society now dominated the province . The Jesuit Order had 

come and gone. And the state - in the guise of the absolute Bourbon 

monarch and his agents - now expanded its role. 

Previously, the economy of Spanish South America centered on the 

vast silver complex of Potosi, high in the mountains of Upper Peru. This 

enterprise involved not just the mining and processing of ore but also 

the transport and supply of miners . Their demand for provisions sus

tained a large trade between Potosi and neighboring provinces . These 

contacts grew over time to include not just Lima but also Chile and 

many parts of the Plata. Paraguay, which was much farther away than 

the map suggests, sent supplies ofyerba mate, tobacco, and mules to the 

Potosi miners . 

This legal commerce generated notable profits for entrepreneurs. 

These same individuals, however, frequently smuggled silver to entre

p6ts in the Platine estuary. This contraband greatly vexed Crown 

officials .  Their own programs in the Plata required revenues from silver 
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that were now slipping away. Faced with a growing problem, the gov

ernment began to authorize private transfers of coin in exchange for 

goods shipped inland from Montevideo and Buenos Aires .  

In light of this new trade-and in order to stave off Portuguese 

interference - the Crown established the Viceroyalty of La Plata in 

1 776. The creation of this new administrative unit signaled Spain's 

recognition of economic potential in a neglected area of the empire 

and the government's willingness to defend that area against foreign 

encroachment. 

It also signaled the emergence of Buenos Aires as the Plata's chief em

porium, the focus of modernization for the entire region (despite the 

deeper draft of Montevideo's port) . Buenos Aires was still backward and 

isolated - a village surrounded on three sides by an enormous grass

land. Even so, the ideals of the European Enlightenment - especially 

the notion of manifest and inevitable progress -were beginning to be 

felt there. 

Given its location near the mouths of the Parana and Uruguay Rivers , 

Buenos Aires seemed destined to control those inland areas that de

pended on the rivers for trade and communication. Yet only certain 

royal officials and hide merchants grasped the significance of this fact, 

and they were hardly typical of most porteiios who understood the dis

tances involved. At the time, a sailing ship con-iing from Europe took 

perhaps three weeks to cross the Atlantic to Buenos Aires. But a caravan 

coming from Salta took as much as four months to make the overland 

trip to the viceregal capital. Such vastness was not easily overcome. 

The porteiios were a rather atypical people in Sou th America. The ties 

of blood and the sense of community that knitted the Paraguayans 

together were less in evidence in Buenos Aires .  Instead, a pervasive 

mercantile spirit held sway. Most inhabitants were recent arrivals , a di

verse group who lived by their wits and perceived little need for social 

discipline. 

But the porteiios could boast of something both the Paraguayans 

and the Portuguese lacked - a  compact, relatively well-educated elite. 

Within a decade, this group developed an unmistakable sense ofits own 
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future role in the country - and a way to make the land reflect that 

vision. 

The Bourbon administration gave this elite many opportunities to ex

pand its influence in the hinterland. In 1 778 the government adopted 

the policy of comercio Iibre as the linchpin of imperial trade. This was 

designed to increase revenues for Madrid by expanding the volume of 

transactions within the empire. Comercio Iibre aided local merchants by 

opening new ports, streamlining taxation, relaxing the strict licensing 

system of the past, and allowing unfettered commerce among the dif

ferent regions of the empire. 

The returns from an increased trade were potentially high, so much 

so that junior partners soon journeyed upriver from Buenos Aires to 

open branch offices in Santa Fe, Corrientes , and Asuncion. Their success 

opened the way for a wave of Spanish-born immigrants to the north

eastern reaches of the viceroyalty. These immigrants, though few in 

number, were the first into that region in over two centuries . They were 

a plucky, self-assured lot, convinced that profits could be found in 

Paraguay like so many nuggets in a streambed. 

Though Madrid never gave the province more than passing atten

tion, few in the Plata doubted that it contained untapped wealth. The 

success of Jesuit commercial enterprises had demonstrated the value of 

its hides, tobacco, and yerba. The newcomers from overseas provided 

capital, business acumen, and enthusiasm, all of which had an impact 

in Asuncion. There the merchants received the support of every provin

cial governor, each of whom was anxious to outshine the others in com

petence and dedication to change. Together, the merchants and the 

royal officials transformed the Paraguayan economy. 

Change came rapidly. The government declared a monopoly on the 

production and sale of tobacco. This swept many of the isolated Para

guayan farmers into the cash nexus for the first time. Coin flowed into 

the province in the late 1 700s; though barter was still the most common 

form of exchange, even menial laborers soon demanded payment in 

silver.7 

The arrival of specie made possible other business ventures . Ranches 
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of considerable size sprang up in the north. Stands of wild yerba bushes 

(yerbales) were discovered and exploited. Flotillas of river craft soon fer

ried hundreds ofyerba gatherers to the north and were supplied thanks 

to the merchants and their local agents.8 Towns were founded and older 

ones rejuvenated to take advantage of the new traffic.9 

The people of Paraguay had mixed reactions to these changes . The lo

cal elite became avid for imported luxuries such as silver cutlery, fine 

cloth, and perfumes . Most Paraguayans , however, were mistrustful of 

change. They were suspicious of the merchants as outsiders and re

sented their taking positions of importance in the Asuncion cabildo. An 

export economy meant yielding authority to these foreign traffickers, 

men who spoke not a word of Guarani and who had no sympathy for lo

cal concerns. Economic development extended the power of govern

ment into realms hitherto private, and it was not clear to Paraguayans 

that this was a favorable exchange. 

This "Golden Age" of plenty in the Upper Plata lasted from the 1 78os 

through around 1 816 .  During this time, the region, like the rest of 

the continent, benefited from expanded markets. The port of Asuncion, 

for example, registered an export of nearly two million arrobas of 

yerba mate in the decade from 1 788 to 1 798; the return on these exports 

alone (not counting tobacco, timber, ready-made furniture, and hides) 

amounted to some one hundred thousand pesos annually - a figure 

that would have seemed astounding only a few years earlier.10 

So it was that Paraguay and other interior areas of South America be

came fully integrated into the greater colonial economy. It was a late 

phenomenon much influenced by events overseas . These same events 

had political ramifications that in years to come brought even more up

heaval to the region and its people. 
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The Rise of Politics 

In meeting the demands of an open economy, South Am.erica's people 

had to adjust. Though their material well being expanded in the late 

1 700s, they had to work harder than before and at more specialized 

tasks . They also had to tolerate outsiders who dressed differently, knew 

how to read and write, and had curious habits and creeds.  How should 

the native elites adjust to the new economy and, possibly, new politics? 

That South Americans of all classes should ponder self-definition was 

predictable in such circumstances.  Yet only the colonial elites could af

ford to act politically. The people as a whole were loyal to their families, 

to their villages, and to their provinces but possessed no broader patri

otism. Such sentiments had to be created for them - and this the elites 

were prepared to do. 

Hints of just how important these questions would become had been 

evident in Brazil as early as the late 1 780s, when there was vague talk of 

economic modernization and a more open political order. Similar 

thoughts found a voice among the elites of Buenos Aires during the 

next decade. Manuel Belgrano, Mariano Moreno, and Manuel Jose de 

Lavarden -leading lights among the liberal physiocrats of the day

spoke for a modern system of trade in which the port city might shape 

its own destiny. But they had yet to utter the words "independence" or 

"republic." 



These demands for change did not include advocating a more egali

tarian social order. South America's elites understood the risks that any 

change in the colonial relationship might portend. They ha
·
d witnessed 

several episodes of democratic exuberance (the Tupac Amaru Rebellion 

of 1 780 and the Bahian Tailor's Conspiracy of '1798). They had no taste 

for power sharing with the lower classes. Philosophical musings on "lib

erty, equality, and fraternity" were one thing, concrete actions in league 

with blacks and Indians quite another. 

As so often in the past, events in Europe hastened political change in 

South America. The French Revolution and the rise of Napoleon Bona

parte threw open the question of sovereignty. Who should rule in Eu

rope : the Crowned Heads through divine right, or men of action who 

had the will to seize and hold power in accordance with popular wishes? 

Napoleon's spectacular military campaigns in Italy and elsewhere 

during the late '1790s completely upset the normal patterns of politics 

on the Continent. Spain, which ostensibly maintained a rock-hard le

gitimist stance, found itself under tremendous pressure to reach a 

modus vivendi with France. The Spaniards felt similar pressure from 

Great Britain, which needed more support in the south of Europe than 

that afforded by the traditional alliance with Portugal. Spain's King Car

los N wavered,  then reluctantly sided with Napoleon. 

The wars in Europe and the Atlantic blockade disrupted communi

cations with the New World. In the Plata, commerce suffered a severe 

downturn. Shipments of mercury to the Potosi mines dropped ap

preciably, and silver production fell rapidly in consequence. Exports 

of hides and tallow decreased as well. Meager earnings were soon si

phoned off to pay for scarce imports, most of which reached Buenos 

Aires aboard neutral vessels or through smuggling. Thus, while some lo

cal merchants in the viceregal capital made significant profits from con

traband, the established monopoly merchants saw their incomes dwin

dle. The shortage of coin produced some confusion for internal trade; 

Paraguay, for instance, experienced first a slowdown and then an ex

pansion of exports as quantities of warehoused yerba and tobacco en

tered the market. 
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Regular communications with Spain were restored by the Peace of 

Amiens in 180 1 .  A strict import policy was reasserted for Spain's South 

American colonies, though not without opposition from Belgrano and 

other reformers in Buenos Aires .  The porteno chamber of commerce (Con

sulado), for example, echoed Lavarden's call for free trade. 

The defenders of the old order enjoyed little respite. In 1803 the frag

ile European peace came to an abrupt end. France, Britain, and then 

Spain recommenced the war, and in 1805 Admiral Nelson obliterated 

the principal Franco-Spanish fleet at Trafalgar. The Royal Navy again cut 

contact between Spain and her colonies, but neutral trading vessels 

moved in to make up the difference. 

The Platine merchants assumed that they could weather the storm as 

they had the earlier troubles by persuading the viceroy to relax trade 

regulations . The merchants supposed that they could wait out the 

conflict by dealing with neutral shippers. However, in late June 1806 a 

sixteen-hundred-man British expeditionary force landed at Buenos 

Aires .  No one in the Plata (or in London) had thought an invasion pos

sible, yet here were British grenadiers and marines sweeping away 

the Spanish regulars and sending the viceroy in precipitous flight to 

Cordoba. 

The invaders occupied parts of the estuary for about a year. Despite 

the welcome that merchants, certain officials, and even the clergy ini

tially afforded them, the British never felt at ease. Whitehall, which had 

not authorized the initial incursion, showed little sympathy for such an 

expensive, poorly planned endeavor and resented having to supply re

inforcements after Montevideo was seized . In Buenos Aires itself, the 

British saw victory turn to defeat when local landowners cobbled to

gether an army of eight thousand horsemen. Once organized into units, 

these irregulars swiftly defeated the invaders, driving many across the 

river to the Banda Oriental. 

The Spanish victory over the British belonged not to the viceroy, nor 

to the regular colonial militia, but to hastily assembled local cavalry 

and their commander, Santiago de Liniers . A French-born officer who 

had served in the Spanish navy, Liniers saw his star rise steadily over the 
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next three years , then suddenly fall. He became viceroy when his dis

graced predecessor departed for Europe, and he was widely admired for 

his benevolence and good humor under difficult circumstances. Yet Lin

iers had little time to savor the honors attached to the viceregal post, for 

Buenos Aires had been altered by the brief British occupation. Try as 

they might, the Spaniards could not put the genie of political dissolu

tion back into the bottle .  

During their short stay, the British introduced unprecedented free 

trade, the effects of which filtered throughout the region. Their pres

ence had made possible a more open discussion of the region's political 

circumstances and its future. The Spaniards had failed to defend the 

Plata, as the porteiios duly and loudly noted. They also emphasized that 

later military success, when it came, was a product of local, rather than 

Spanish, efforts . 

The period from the British invasions to 1816 seethed with political 

ferment, and Argentine historians consider it crucial to understanding 

what happened thereafter. Many decisions taken at the time were actu

ally the result of outside pressure. A few men in elite circles in Buenos 

Aires knew of intellectual and political trends in Europe and were will

ing to learn more. Fewer in Paraguay and the riverine provinces (the 

Litoral) understood these changes and what they meant. 

Events in Europe gave an immediacy to political questions . In Sep

tember 1807, Napoleon invaded Portugal, prompting King Joao VI and 

his court to flee to Rio de Janeiro aboard British warships. Six months 

later, the emperor of the French turned on Spain, forcing the abdication 

of Carlos IV and the incarceration of his heir, Fernando VII .  The Iberian 

Peninsula then erupted in rebellion . A nominally pro-Fernando junta 

claiming imperial authority assembled at Cadiz in the wake of the 

king's detention. Shortly thereafter, a British army under the Duke of 

Wellington landed to aid the Peninsular forces. Having been at war with 

Great Britain for eight of the previous twelve years, unoccupied Spain

and the empire - found itself the de facto ally of perfidious Albion. 

These changes unfolded with a rapidity that many in the New World 

found difficult to grasp. Buenos Aires became the scene of intense po-
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litical agitation. Having crushed the British in the field, the locals had 

no idea what to do next. Some porteiios argued for loyalty to Cadiz to im

prove their position within the empire. Another group sought the es

tablishment of a British protectorate in the Plata to forge links with a 

commercial empire. Another faction favored an independent monarchy 

under the Portuguese Princess Carlota, sister of the imprisoned Fer

nando. Still another faction wanted republican institutions as soon as 

possible. Only Liniers and - for rather different reasons - the ultracon

servatives in the cabildo rejected any fundamental change in the rela

tion with the mother country and its king. 

These differences of opinion were not merely the stuff of debating so

cieties . Shoving matches became common in the streets, and few 

doubted that serious violence might follow. Adding to this tension was 

the presence of gangs of armed men, many of whom were of gaucho 

and/or African extraction. No matter that the cultured figures of the city 

were themselves men in arms, they could not afford to ignore popular 

sentiment. 

To prevent the outbreak of violence, the viceroy agreed to convoke a 

cabildo abierto on 2 2  May 181 0.  Although some 450 notables could par

ticipate in the meeting by right, only 200 actually did so; the rest stayed 

home, afraid to face mobs of wandering militiamen. Those who did 

attend the assembly swiftly established a self-governing regime headed 

by Manuel Belgrano, Mariano Moreno, and other advocates of free trade. 

Though formally still linked to Fernando VII, this government acted 

like an independent entity. Many porteiios gave themselves over to 

celebration, secure that their nation - the Argentine nation - was now 

a reality. 1  

But was it? The porteiios had no firm political convictions. Most had 

no sense of what to do next but doggedly argued the pros and cons of 

every point. It was easy for them to mistake the idea of nationhood for 

its substance and to project upon Paraguay and the Litoral the city's 

own exuberant but ultimately insecure vision of the future. In early

nineteenth-century Buenos Aires, "nation" ·meant the state or the body 

politic; it had not yet become synonymous with "homeland" (patria) , yet 
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it was only on the basis of the latter concept that the portefios could hope 

to spread a revolutionary message. 

Early Divisions in the Plata 

In setting their political course,  the portefios considered themselves 

unassailable. Like French philosophes, they believed their politics arose 

out of pure reason rather than religion or uncontrolled passion. Since 

their ideas were scientifically grounded, they allowed for no compro

mise -just as no one would think to argue with the law of gravity. The 

portefios wore this self-assuredness like a badge of honor, though it was 

more like a yoke. It hindered the development of more imaginative or 

more sensible politics and prevented any real cooperation with the in

terior and Litoral.2 

The provincianos, for their part, had good reason to suspect the 

portefios. In their eyes, the port city and its region already had a mag

nificent approach from the sea, huge herds of cattle and sheep, and the 

most fertile soil imaginable. That these gifts should be matched by an 

outsized ambition surprised no one upriver. But why should Buenos 

Aires be allowed to dictate policy to the provincianos? The recent experi

ence of the British invasions , when Paraguayan militiamen took heavy 

casualties, offered little room for optimism. 

Few outside the capital understood the patriotic fervor of 1810. For 

the average northeasterner, life had less to do with politics than with 

endless toil. A patch of land sufficient to graze cattle or to raise corn and 

manioc - this was what was important. Of politics, rural men knew little 

but village gossip and the simple, often erroneous statements of the lo

cal priest.3 They had heard of the new king (though not of his imprison

ment) but felt utterly removed from imperial matters. To the extent that 

northeasterners had any politics at all, they preferred the slow processes 

of natural change and opposed any artificial break with the past. 

This isolation from European thinking was manifest on many levels. 

Few provincianos had ever seen a map. Most had no idea how their coun

try might look to outsiders or of the relative position of communi

ties within it. Buenos Aires appeared far away. Thus, it was colossal 
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arrogance on the part of the porteiios to claim to speak for the people of 

the northeast. Their money brought them influence, but it did not jus

tify their conceit. The Icing at least enjoyed a traditional legitimacy for 

which there was religious sanction. But the inhabitants of the city of 

Buenos Aires only represented themselves. 

In retrospect, that there should have been a clash of interests be

tween Buenos Aires and the countryside seems obvious. The opinions 

described above were typical not just in the Litoral but also in all the 

provinces.  Exceptions did exist, especially among foreign-born mer

chants. These men had many ties to the growing commercial traffic 

with Buenos Aires and looked upon the political aspirations of the 

porteiios with some tolerance. As word of the May revolution spread 

inland, however, the merchants lost their security. Trade fluctuated 

wildly- and so did opportunities to enhance their influence. Every

thing depended on what Buenos Aires might do next, and since the new 

government there had just executed the once-popular Liniers , no one 

could be sure of anything. 

Aside from the merchants, there were also landowners, militia offi

cers, and clergymen -provincianos all -who wished to retain some links 

to the port city. In the provinces , politics was multilayered,  with many 

shadings , subtle textures, and interests at work. Few factions reflected 

the traditional image of a "barbarous" countryside. Cordoba, for ex

ample, was an introspective city mired in the Catholic past, a place of 

spires, convents, and uneasiness about the future. The northeast, how

ever, displayed a more hopeful attitude, as members of the tiny elite 

called for a political system that recognized provinces as virtual sover

eign entities .  

This was rather more than the federalism usually associated with the 

Litoral. Yet provincial sovereignty meant different things to different 

provincianos. Powerful militia officers, for example, painted their per

sonal interests and those of their districts as being one and the same. On 

the whole, provincial sovereignty proved such an amorphous concept 

that it rarely provided the basis for anything more than passing al

liances between regions. Certainly it offered little effective competition 
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with the supposed populism of local chieftains or the unbending cen

tralism of the porteiios. 

Buenos Aires had little patience or sympathy for the provincial posi

tion. If people inland had hesitations about the Patriot cause, then such 

positions, the porteiios assumed, were built on ignorance or royalist 

machinations . In either case, the porteiios felt the time had come for di

rect action. In June 1810 they sent emissaries upriver to announce the 

advent of the new order, asking each Litoral community in turn to rec

ognize the authority of Buenos Aires as the proper substitute for the 

Spanish Cortes. Since the viceroyalty still existed in name, the porteiios 

felt that they had every right to do so. 

They had their successes. Corrientes, at the confluence of the Parana 

and Paraguay Rivers, approved the porteiio appeal right away. The mer

chants and ranchers who controlled its cabildo believed that immediate 

acquiescence would safeguard their local influence, which rested on 

the maintenance of the river trade.  

Paraguay was another matter. 

Asuncion Refuses to Budge 

In naming an agent to take power for them in the Guarani province, the 

porteiios chose Col. Jose de Espinola, perhaps the single most hated 

Paraguayan of his day. Espinola had previously gained notoriety as chief 

militia officer at the northern port of Concepcion, where he used his 

connections with former governor Lazaro de Ribera to feather his own 

nest. He later accepted the onerous task of militia recruitment in 

Paraguay at the time of the British invasions. 

On his native soil once again in 181 0,  Espinola exacerbated his poor 

standing among his fellow Paraguayans by reminding them that 

Buenos Aires had placed him in command over the province. Gov. 

Bernardo de Velasco refused to cooperate. A modest and courtly man 

who bred hummingbirds in his spare time, Velasco was as well liked lo

cally as Espinola was reviled .4 It was thus with broad support that he ar

rested the colonel and banished him to the far north. 

Espinola refused to go quietly. He escaped and tried to raise the 
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banner ofrevolt, but when no one harkened to his appeal, he fled down

river to Buenos Aires. His subsequent account of his adventures fully 

convinced the porteiios of two key contentions . Espinola claimed to have 

been the victim of intrigue by a powerful coterie of Asuncion Spaniards.  

Yet, simultaneously, Paraguay was ready to support the May revolution 

if the port city could send troops. These were both dubious claims, but 

many porteiios were ready to believe them. 

Meanwhile, an assembly of two hundred notables met in Asuncion to 

swear allegiance to the regency government at Cadiz. These men, who 

represented the peninsulares on the cabildo, wanted no open confron

tation. But they stressed that good relations with Buenos Aires could 

never take priority over provincial needs, though in every other way 

they intended to be flexible. 

The porteiios wanted none of it. They promptly rejected the Para

guayan stance and organized an expeditionary force commanded by 

Manuel Belgrano. He would make sure that the Paraguayans saw rea

son, through compulsion if necessary. In September 1.81 1  Espinola died 

peacefully in his sleep in Buenos Aires ,  little realizing the trouble he 

had called down upon his province. 

Belgrano was by training a lawyer. He had worked for a time with the 

local board of trade but had scant military experience. Instead, he 

trusted in his ability to persuade potential opponents. Belgrano's ideal

ism, which was profound, never wavered in spite of the many reverses 

he experienced; it is unsurprising that later nationalist writers por

trayed him in a saintly light. Yet Belgrano remains something of an 

enigma. His political outlook was always liberal, although his definition 

of that term fluctuated .  Early on he expressed support for Princess Car

lota and a constitutional regime. Later he endorsed a curious plan to 

place a descendant of the last Inca on the throne of South America. Al

ways , however, he was enthusiastic. 

Belgrano was in particularly high spirits in December 1.810 ,  when his 

militia force of some fifteen hundred cavalrymen crossed the Alto 

Parana into Paraguay. He expected a cordial welcome from the locals 

and was surprised when the country people fled at his approach. Bel-
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grano penetrated as far north as Paraguari, where on 1 5  January 181 1 

his units encountered an ill-armed but well-mounted mass of Para

guayans numbering six thousand. In the ensuing melee, the locals 

broke Belgrano's forces, sending his troops in full retreat to the south to

ward the Parana.5 

Velasco, it emerged, had been warned of Espinola's machinations 

and of the portenos' steady advance. The governor and the militia com

manders had time to plan a defense and opted for an old strategy. They 

allowed Belgrano to advance relatively close to Asuncion, then they 

pounced on him. Governor Velasco and his Spanish-born aides , con

vinced that the Paraguayans had been defeated, abandoned the field 

and rushed to the provincial capital with news of a rout. Many of the 

wealthiest families in the city had already begun to load their posses

sions aboard riverboats when word arrived from Paraguari that local 

militia had in fact triumphed.  

Velasco's flight had unfortunate consequences for metropolitan 

Spain. It cost the governor, the only peninsular still seen in a favorable 

light, the respect he had previously enjoyed among the Paraguayans. 

In March 181 1 ,  the much-chastened Belgrano withdrew from the 

province, having received generous terms from Paraguayan officers . His 

failure to sway the locals to the Patriot cause disappointed the portefio 

leadership, yet it was hardly proof of pro-Spanish feeling among 

Paraguayans. Faced with pressure from several directions, they had sim

ply fallen back on their usual localism. Velasco had argued that Buenos 

Aires wanted the province chiefly as a manpower pool for its own ill

conceived wars of conquest, and on the surface, there seemed no deny

ing this. 

Paraguayan mistrust of porteno motivation did not signal any mean

ingful local support for a continued link to Spain. Velasco was still a 

Spaniard, after all, and could only be trusted so far. His loyalty to Fer

nando VII was real enough, though he also wanted to be a friend of 

Paraguay. Maintaining this posture was not always possible. He had 

little money to pay militiamen returning from the field and no way to 

pass this off as a simple budgetary matter. 
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His failure to pay the promised amount proved to Paraguayans that 

the situation had fundamentally changed. What Belgrano had sug

gested now did not seem so ludicrous - some kind of self-rule was not 

only desirable but also unavoidable. When rumors circulated that Ve

lasco was about to accept an offer of military assistance from the Por

tuguese, militia officers at Asuncion needed no further encouragement. 

In May 181 1 they mutinied against the governor in a bloodless coup and 

seized control. They received the quiet but broad support of most 

Paraguayans, who feared further interference from the outside. As far 

as many were concerned, neither Spain nor Buenos Aires deserved 

Paraguayan loyalty. They were willing to negotiate many things, in

cluding friendly relations with the mother country and the port city, 

but ultimate power they refused to barter away. Sovereignty, they now 

insisted, rested with themselves. 

How Not to Build a Nation 

Throughout the Plata, the groups that constituted themselves as local 

leaders were slow to note the permanence of their break with the 

mother country. For one thing, they desired British aid , which no one 

could guarantee if they rejected the government that was Britain's ally 

against Napoleon. More importantly, the various ad hoc governing bod

ies regarded themselves not as rebels but as the rightful heirs to Spain. 

Even Buenos Aires, for all of its revolutionary noisemaking, only admit

ted to a fully independent status six years into the struggle - and then 

only as part of a purposely ill-defined "United Provinces of the Plata." 

A great deal had changed in the interim. Belgrano's expulsion from 

Paraguay was followed by a similar defeat in Upper Peru. The frustrated 

Patriots of Buenos Aires thereupon adopted a more conservative stance, 

setting aside extremist rhetoric in favor of establishment-oriented lan

guage. Their earlier use of the Jaco bin term "citizen, "  for instance, was 

replaced by the more conventional "senor." 

This was not the only concession to a growing conservatism. In mili

tary matters, the junta members replaced Belgrano with the more prag

matic Jose de San Martin (1 778 -1850), an American-born veteran of the 
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Peninsular War. San Martin, whom nationalist writers later acclaimed 

as Argentina's greatest hero, proved an inspirational and hard-working 

commander. He had spent his youth in the Misiones , where his father 

was administrador on a former Jesuit mission. Broadly recognized as a na

tive son, San Martin got on well with the various provincianos, including 

those who only spoke Guarani. No one mistook him for a porteiio. In

deed, when he managed to convince rural militiamen to take one more 

chance on the Patriot cause, his successful recruitment seemed nothing 

short of miraculous. 

San Martin reorganized the porteiio forces, which on several occa

sions had been badly mauled by both Spanish royalist and Portuguese 

troops. And as he busied himself with the military, his civilian allies on 

the Buenos Aires junta addressed a glut of political questions. They or

ganized a congress that included deputies from the capital and the 

western provinces. TI1e Congress,  which met in Tucuman in 1816, 

reflected the many contradictions of the age. It included young vision

aries in bright uniforms and clerics in heavy cassocks, country solicitors 

in frock coats and richly attired, foppish landowners in varying stages 

of enthusiasm or disenchantment. All were emissaries of essentially sov

ereign states and had limited powers to negotiate on their own. 

The porteiios managed to win over this curious group by agreeing to 

dismantle the old administrative structures, replacing the intendancies 

with self-governing provincial regimes . These in turn offered San 

Martin several secure bases in the interior from which he launched an 

audacious push across the high Andes in midwinter 1817. This feat had 

tremendous significance, as it led directly to Patriot victories in Chile 

and Peru. 

San Martin's successes could not have been accomplished without 

firm logistical and financial backing from Buenos Aires . Once his army 

passed over the western ranges, however, the porteiios failed to consoli

date his victories . They even found it difficult to maintain their control 

over nearby provinces. 

In the Banda Oriental, for instance, power seesawed between Spanish 

royalists centered around the port of Montevideo and Patriot forces, 
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mostly gaucho cavalrymen, who exerted a tenuous hold over the hin

terland. The leader of the latter group, Jose Gervasio Artigas, was a for

mer colonial militia officer with strong ties to the countryside. A man 

of strong if not altogether inflexible convictions, he espoused the cause 

of independence and took his rustic supporters with him. Artigas kept 

up a bloody and protracted fight against the Spaniards while his porteiio 

allies harassed them by way of the river. By June 1814 the royalists gave 

up the fight and abandoned Montevideo. 

The Spanish withdrawal from the estuary brought neither peace nor 

independence. For one thing, the Portuguese had already occupied 

large areas of the Banda Oriental along its frontier with Rio Grande do 

Sul. The portefi.os insisted that political power in Montevideo and the rest 

of the region be reserved for them as legal heirs to the viceregal gov

ernment. On one occasion, the portefi.os even signed an agreement with 

the Spaniards that offered to return to royal control all of the Banda Ori

ental and a portion of Entre Rios; though nothing came of the agree

ment, that it should be formulated at all suggests a lack of portefi.o 

confidence in Artigas. 

Confronted with this dual challenge, Artigas's strength of character 

(and sheer stubbornness) asserted itself. He became a proponent of re

gional autonomy. Self-rule, he asserted, would free the new Platine 

states from the pernicious hold of Buenos Aires, a city he later castigated 

as a "new Imperial Rome, sending its pro-consuls as military governors 

of the provinces and [despoiling] them of all public representation." 6 

For nearly a decade, Artigas bedeviled the portefios and kept the Por

tuguese at bay. He invaded the Litoral, setting up sympathetic regimes 

in Entre Rios, Corrientes, Santa Fe, the Misiones, and for a short time, 

Cordoba. The Liga Federal he established assigned political authority to 

local militia officers and friendly ranchers . In the Banda Oriental, he at

tempted to include all races, castas, and classes in his system. Whether 

free black, Indian, or poor Creole, all were Americans, he felt, and 

all should have some access to power. This inclusive definition of what 

constituted an "American" persuaded a few people in the Litoral, but 

it made a good many more feel uneasy. No one doubted Artigas's 
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influence, but whether he was better seen as savior or demagogue was 

still debatable. 

In neighboring Paraguay, his truculence brought a general disap

proval, and he found little sympathy from the merchant class anywhere 

in the Plata. Such opposition mattered little to the Oriental chieftain. 

Proclaiming himself the "Protector of the Free Peoples,"  he worked hard 

to undermine the porteiios by wrecking the commercial and institu

tional structures they had inherited from Spain. But in the end, Artigas 

left his forces overextended and incapable of fending off a major Por

tuguese offensive in 181 6 -17. 

Even as he retreated toward the Misiones, Artigas left a powerful 

message for the people of the Litoral and the interior. His revolution 

was more comprehensive, more democratic, and more understandable 

than anything the porteiios offered. Most importantly, it was provincial 

in character. It could appeal to the poorest Correntinos, Paraguayans, 

and Entrerrianos in a way that nothing designed in Buenos Aires ever 

could.  

From the late 1810s,  the Patriot cause as envisioned by Belgrano and 

Moreno was in trouble. Yet so were the conservative elements every

where in the region. Whether royalist, republican, or seemingly apolit

ical, the elites feared the lawlessness unleashed by the Artiguista 

"hordes." Many were willing to turn in any direction in search of safety. 

Increasingly, the merchants, landowners, and clerics - as well as the 

masses - put their trust in charismatic strongmen, or caudil1os, who ex

ercised a personal influence over the unlettered gauchos . 

The "Age of the Caudil1os," which began in the interior and the Litoral 

in the second decade of the nineteenth century and spread to Buenos 

Aires during the 1820s, gave birth to a tentative security in the 

countryside. In framing their political agendas , the caudillos had no 

clear priorities. They had to switch alliances and political orientation 

frequently in order to survive, and death was the price if they guessed 

wrong. These leaders never evolved a political system of much com

plexity but relied on their wits and personal connections to cement 

different social classes into a workable whole. Since they could not 
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transfer such arrangements to a successor, the political climate re

mained unstable. 

Some of the caudillos nonetheless ruled their little republiquetas for ex

tended periods of time.  Gen. Estanislao Lopez of Santa Fe was in power 

for twenty years (1818-38). Juan Felipe Ibarra, the governor of Santiago 

del Estero, held sway in his province for thirty-one (1820 -51 ) .  Under 

such rulers , a semblance of order emerged from which both elites and 

masses could benefit. And this order, more than the rarified ideas of the 

porteiios, gave Argentines a sense ofidentity and community, though not 

yet one of nationality. 

The Francia Dictatorship 

The national project in Paraguay was already well advanced by the 

1820s, though few at the time knew that such was the case, not even its 

chief promoter, Dr. Jose Gaspar de Francia (1 766 -1840). The Supreme 

Dictator - for such was his title for the last twenty-four years of his life -

had an extraordinary impact on his country. To some modern histori

ans, he represents popular revolution at its best, having made possible 

an alternative economic and political development without equal in 

South America. Contemporary accounts, however, usually painted him 

in more somber colors as having fostered the worst kind of excesses 

while cloaldng his country in an impenetrable despotism. 

The contradictory opinions of Francia make sense given the shades 

of modern Paraguayan historiography. And many European commenta

tors - including Thomas Carlyle - offered their own estimations of the 

man. That Francia could gain such a reputation, however, could not 

have been deduced from his early life. 

His mother carried the surname Yegros, which placed her among 

Paraguay's most ancient and distinguished families . His father was a 

Brazilian of obscure origin who came to Paraguay to work as a tobacco 

concessionaire. He later joined the colonial militia and, like the father 

of San Martin, ended his public career as administrator of an Indian 

pueblo. Francia's detractors later spread the rumor that his father had 

Negro blood; certainly the future dictator felt sensitive about the 
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charge. His relations with his father were in any case tempestuous , and 

the two quarreled bitterly over many things, including the mother's 

estate. 

Francia's life was fundamentally shaped by his experiences after leav

ing Paraguay for the University of Cordoba in the 1 78os. Cordoba was a 

conservative town, and the university its most conservative institution. 

Francia pursued a degree in theology, mastering all the medieval sub

jects from rhetoric to Latin to Aristotelian logic. After obtaining his doc

torate, he returned to Paraguay, though not to the priestly avocation his 

family expected. 

Instead, he practiced law. Cordoba evidently shaped him in many 

ways, turning him from a well-read provincial with religious leanings to 

an ambitious and politicized man of the world. He came to harbor vis

ceral contempt for the people he found in authority, especially the 

portefios, many of whom had purchased high positions at the university. 

For all his anger and resentment, Dr. Francia possessed an appetite for 

hard work, which brought him material success and influence. Unlike 

other solicitors, he made time for the lawsuits of poor folk who spoke 

only Guarani. Francia made a name for himself among these peasants 

and small farmers, especially outside Asuncion. These provincianos 

found many reasons to trust his judgment. Though aloof and conde

scending with Asuncefios, with the peasants he acted the part of a saga

cious, paternal advocate. With his slender build, sallow complexion, 

and aquiline nose, he looked like an ascetic. He habitually wore a heavy 

black coat, tricorn hat, and outsized silver shoebuckles, all signs of an 

earlier age. He refused all modern trimmings - no frock coats and cer

tainly no red culottes or Phrygian caps for him. 

As to public demeanor, Dr. Francia understood and manipulated the 

prejudices of his countrymen. He never disguised his antipathy for out

siders . If most Paraguayans shared his opinions , at the same time they 

stood in awe of a man so versed in mathematical calculations who could 

speak French, possessed a thousand-volume library, and spent nights 

peering at the heavens through a telescope. Such a man was more than 

just well educated - he was a paye apojhci- a sorcerer. 
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Dr. Francia promoted this reputation. He used it to advantage in 1 8 1 1  

first to isolate, then t o  overcome, his internal opponents. As perhaps the 

only cosmopolitan among native-born Paraguayans , his presence on the 

governing j unta was widely deemed indispensable. His skillful maneu

vering soon displaced the few pro-portefio members . He then negotiated 

a treaty with the port city that allowed for retention of the Misiones ter

ritories, low duties on Paraguayan trade, and an unofficial recognition 

of Paraguayan independence - all in return for vague promises of mili

tary aid at some unstated date "if circumstances permitted." 7 

With this success in hand, Francia played the role of Cincinnatus .  He 

resigned from the j unta and withdrew to the campo. Far from public 

haunts, he renewed his earlier contacts with ranchers , Indian officials, 

and all who might increase his base of support. And he waited. 

Francia's absence from Asuncion coincided with some of the worst vi

olence in the lower provinces . This worked in his favor. In Novem

ber 1 8 1 2 ,  bewildered j unta members found themselves begging him 

to reenter the government. Francia accepted their invitation but de

manded broad concessions . The junta agreed to create a battalion of in

fantry responsible to him alone and to equip the unit he received with 

half the munitions then available in the Paraguayan capital. More im

portantly, he gained a virtual veto over junta decisons.8 

Though the establishment of his supreme dictatorship was still two 

years away, for all intents and purposes, Francia had already assumed 

power. In September- October 1 813 ,  a special congress convened in 

Asuncion to decide the future of the Paraguayan state. Dominated as it 

was by Francia's rural partisans, the representatives assigned the doctor 

of theology the right to form the new government. Like other conserva

tives of his day, Dr. Francia saw the new revolutionary order in South 

America as debased and looked to classical antecedents for republican 

virtue within a patriarchal structure. The Rome of Caesar and Pompey 

furnished his model. Francia put himself forward as consul in associa

tion with militia commander Fulgencio Yegros.  Approving this, con

gressional deputies declared Paraguay an independent republic and 

sanctioned the official rupture with Buenos Aires. 
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Dr. Francia's influence grew even greater over the next few months, 

and soon he dispensed with his Pompey. Another congress removed 

Yegros from his consular position in 1 8 14 and granted Francia dictato

rial powers for a period of five years. Two years later, a final congress 

named him supreme dictator for life. Under this formulation, Paraguay 

evolved into a republic, though certainly not a democratic one. 

Despite claims in the revisionist literature that Dr. Francia was a rad

ical revolutionary, his political thinking had more of the reactionary in 

it. Like an absolutist of the Bourbon mold, he considered the most 

moral government that which set the most reasonable political goals .  

Above all ,  he favored the enhancement of state power over internal ri

vals and competing states .  Having attained the highest political office, 

he intended to use his authority comprehensively. Not only did he pro

ceed to formulate policy on foreign relations and the domestic econ

omy, but he also addressed the most minute budgetary matters. In a 

sense, he became the father of his country, the great lord, Cara{ Guasu, 

who guarded the welfare of his childlike people. 

The dictator refused to change the basic socioeconomic fabric of 

Paraguay, save for those features relevant to the legitimization of his re

gime. He forced out many, though not all, foreign-born merchants . He 

seized the properties of local opponents, though in no greater propor

tion than occurred in other South An1erican countries. He pointedly 

went no further. Slavery and the labor-draft for Indians continued as be

fore, and the rural elites (save for peninsulares) maintained their domi

nance of the peasants . Indeed, since wage-earning activities (such as 

yerba gathering) significantly declined under dictatorial rule, the num

ber of dependent retainers actually increased. 

In all of this,  Dr. Francia had the support of his countrymen. He dealt 

fairly with the poor while also granting privileges to landowners and 

the military. Francia was popular with all these groups, though unlike 

Artigas, he was never a populist. 

In common with his portefio contemporaries, Francia occasionally 

used radical rhetoric in the early years, though in practice his actions 

drew more from conservatives like Francisco de Vitoria than from 
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Robespierre. For Francia, the failings of the European revolutionary 

movements outweighed their virtues. Napoleon he admired for his mil

itary acumen and for his willingness to write his own rules in politics. 

For the Jaco bins , however, Francia had less sympathy. Of the three great 

principles they enunciated in Paris, only equality interested him in a de

tached way. Liberty was bad for discipline, and in any case inappropri

ate for Paraguay, where disputes were commonly settled with the knife.9 

As for fraternity, that notion sprang from the worst sort of effeminate 

French demagoguery. Such nonsense he considered appropriate for self

important portefios, but it was too sentimental, too wooly, for practical 

Paraguayans. 10  

The congresses that gave birth to Francia's dictatorship reflected 

these views. They were composed of appointees - rural smallholders 

who willingly left decision making to the Carai. As a rule, Paraguayans 

accepted the power of their ruler because his strength seemed essential 

in a world full of enemies . Such power, such mbarete, was crucial to their 

security. Congressional deputies formally approved his actions, and 

thereafter he felt no need to consult them. When questions of legality 

arose, Francia referred to precedents in the colonial Laws of the Indies. 

But all real power emanated from his will alone. 

The dictator's conservatism found its most palpable manifestation in 

his decision to establish a cordon sanitaire around the republic, prohibit

ing the entry of foreigners and the departure of those who wished to 

leave. This policy, in force from before 1 820, kept the country isolated 

from the anarchy of the lower provinces , though it also kept out capital, 

foreign expertise, and any idea that Francia rejected. The dictator 

turned Paraguay in upon itself. 

This policy had the effect - probably unintended - of reinforcing the 

Hispano-Guarani identity of the Paraguayans . They abandoned all pre

tense of belonging to a greater community of Americans, Spaniards, or 

anyone else. This feeling, which grew more pronounced as the decades 

went by, became the principal element in Paraguayan nationality. Noth

ing comparable existed in Buenos Aires, the Litoral provinces , or Por

tuguese Brazil. 
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These countries likewise had no figure like Jose Gaspar de Francia. In 

a period dominated by young military men and liberal courtiers , 

Paraguay was ruled by a middle-aged pedant who combined in his per

son all executive, judicial, and legislative powers. Like Napoleon and Pe

ter the Great, Francia believed himself the "Man of Providence," and he 

acted accordingly. He may have taken Paraguay out of the mainstream 

ofLatin American development, but his people came to feel part of a na

tion in consequence. 

Francia's isolationism reflected the fear that Paraguay was encircled 

by hostile forces. Buenos Aires had already shown its true colors by 

launching the Belgrano expedition. Artigas presented an even more im

mediate threat. His troops clashed with those of the dictator several 

times in the Misiones, and worse still, much to Francia's dismay, the 

protector actively encouraged defections from Paraguay's southern 

command. 

This antagonism brought no open conflict of any intensity. Indeed, by 

1 820, with his shrinking army reduced by disease and mutiny to a mere 

handful of men, Artigas chose to cross into Paraguay in search of asy

lum. Dr. Francia took no revenge. He gave the defeated Oriental chief

tain a frugal allowance and a rustic though comfortable exile in a small 

hamlet far to the northeast of Asuncion. There, Artigas spent most of 

the remaining thirty years of his life . 1 1  

Artigas's departure did not assure peace. But the caudillos who suc

ceeded him in the Litoral were more interested in fighting each other 

than in invading Paraguay. The dictator could never afford to take that 

for granted, of course, and stationed troops on both sides of the Parana 

for many years. On a few occasions he made use of them. But he also had 

to contend with a traditional, possibly more dangerous enemy to the 

north. 

The Brazilian Alternative 

Events in the Platine estuary had not escaped the attention of the Por

tuguese, who intended to press their opportunities in the region. They 

worked to exacerbate the growing disorder in their neighbor's house. 
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Yet this strategy had a dangerous side. The quest for independence in 

the Plata held many perils for Portuguese Brazil;  ever since the Haitian 

revolution, any regime that depended on slavery had reason to fear the 

outbreak of rebellion. 

Nevertheless, Brazil derived benefits from the situation. The turn of 

the century had brought a dramatic expansion of British commerce 

with Portugal and its colonies . Trade, in turn, fostered greater political 

involvement for the Portuguese in European affairs, including partici

pation in a general European war that they might better have avoided. 

In late 1 807 a French army crossed the Spanish border into Portugal, 

forcing King Joao VI and his court to flee Lisbon in a flotilla organized by 

the British Royal Navy. The British happily extended this courtesy to a 

traditional ally, but it came with many strings attached. Within a short 

time, Portugal agreed to a commercial reorientation that gave Britain 

the status of most favored nation. British imports to Brazil soon paid 

lower tariffs than those of Portugal itself, and Londofrbased firms 

gained extraterritorial rights that remained in force until the 1 840s. 

The Brazilian market clearly had great potential, and the British were 

anxious to bolster their activities in that part of the world .  In return, 

Brazil earned a measure of commercial (and ultimately political) stabil

ity that contrasted with the chaos then sweeping Spanish America. 

Joao's arrival at Rio de Janeiro provided new support for the ancien 

regime. Like the Platine countries, Brazil suffered from general illiteracy 

and poverty, and even the elite was noticeably rustic. A few Brazilians 

had read Adam Smith, Jean-Baptiste Say, Montesquieu, and Raynal de

spite official disapproval, but it was difficult to act on such ideas where 

indifference and a deficient system of communication reigned. Several 

antigovernment groups tried to organize but failed to capture the pop

ular imagination. 

Not so the royal presence of Joao VI. The arrival of the monarch and 

his court lent new life to the colony and awakened a sense of self-worth 

among local residents . The king invested heavily in his new home. 

With Brazil as the de facto center of the Portuguese Empire, the Crown 

designed Brazilian copies of imperial institutions. Joao built roads, 
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palaces , and public buildings ; established schools and printing presses ; 

and held dress balls. He included native-born elites in these activi

ties . And in 1815  he gave Brazil a political status coequal with that of 

Portugal. 

Brazilians enjoyed their new prosperity and importance. They made 

efforts to act more European than the Europeans themselves, trading 

rough colonial habits for a soft and polished urbanity. A few young Ba

ianos , Pernambucanos, and Cariocas even talked openly of a republic. 

They drew inspiration from the United States and from Revolutionary 

France, though notably not from the Plata. The Portuguese regarded 

those flirtations with republicanism as subversive but were otherwise 

tolerant. Privately, colonial officials worried that the very progress the 

king had inspired was causing Portugal's grip on Brazil to weaken. 

Napoleon's occupation of the Iberian Peninsula came to an end in 

1814, leaving the Portuguese court free to return to Lisbon. King Joao, 

however, preferred Rio. He had become accustomed to the easygoing at

mosphere of Brazil , the warm sun, the pleasant people, and the mild 

evenings beneath the vistas of Corcovado. A cold palace in Lisbon held 

no charms for him. The king understood, moreover, that Brazil had be

come the economic center of his empire and deserved special attention. 

If he left, Brazilians might refuse to submit to Portuguese dominance . 

He was right. In 1 8 1 7  a republican uprising in sugar-rich Pernam

buco almost enveloped the entire northeast. The Portuguese military 

prevailed, though just barely. In 1820 - five years after Waterloo - a lib

eral revolution broke out in Portugal, impelling the Icing's reluctant re

turn to his homeland. Before departing, he advised his handsome, im

petuous son Pedro to erect an independent political movement around 

himself, if necessary, to safeguard the Braganc;a dynasty in Brazil .  

Local elites approved of this strategy, though for different reasons . A 

seamless transition from the old colonial regime, untainted by republi

can rule, allowed their continued domination without enflaming the 

passions of the lower orders . Planters and merchants favored liberal eco

nomic reforms that permitted them to pursue their own projects with

out Portuguese interference. They could expand and modernize their 
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sugar holdings in order to fill the vacuum created by the debacle in 

Hai ti as well as develop the then tiny ranching and coffee infrastructure 

in the south of the country. And they could also consolidate their hold 

over the Banda Oriental, which the Portuguese had annexed after Arti

gas departed. All this the elites could accomplish without abandoning 

their traditional control over land and labor or permitting any mean

ingful liberties for the poor. 12  

The drift toward this sort of independence proved unstoppable. 

When the liberal Cortes in Lisbon threatened to restore Brazil's colonial 

status ,  Portuguese and Brazilian forces clashed openly in the field. 

These encounters never amounted to much, but in their wake even 

many resident Portuguese pressed for independence as a way to safe

guard their investments . The prince regent found it difficult to make up 

his mind: which was it to be, return to Portugal, as some of his European 

followers demanded, or stay behind and create an independent state in 

Brazil? Finally, in September 1 822 ,  Pedro acted and declared the inde

pendence of a new empire with himself as monarch. He suppressed pro

Portuguese elements in the far north, then celebrated that the outcome 

had been achieved with little force. Many of Pedro's subjects also cele

brated, though only a few guessed at the extent of the political chal

lenges ahead. 

For their part, the British felt pleased. Ever interested in the free flow 

of trade, they applauded Pedro's declaration of independence and 

started their own campaign to persuade Lisbon to recognize the new 

Brazilian government. Three years later the effort was crowned with 

success.  

Repudiation of colonial status did not translate into modern nation

hood. Brazilians were still unsure of the country's future. As emperor, 

twenty-four-year-old Pedro I enjoyed the cautious support of the elites, 

who needed more than liked him. The alliance of convenience between 

the emperor, the merchants, and the great planters guaranteed freedom 

from Portugal at a low cost in money and lives. This contrasted mark

edly with the Platine experience. Yet all was not well. Pedro's tendency 

. to emphasize dynastic matters annoyed highly placed Brazilians .  So did 
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his habit of putting metropolitan Portuguese into high positions in the 

new government. Rather than address these issues squarely, Pedro I 

chose to dissolve the constitutional assembly that he himself had only 

recently formed. In 1824 he issued his own constitution that defined the 

empire in nativist terms as "a political association of all Brazilian citi

zens" who formed "a free and independent nation." For some years pre

vious ,  Brazilians had used the term "nation" to refer to a community of 

peoples rather than to a single class ,  but now the constitution certified 

that broad, if still idealized, definition. 

For all its allusions to liberty, Pedro's constitution only granted po

litical rights to certain "citizens . " 1 3  The new franchise was broadly con

ceived at the parish level, yet the exercise of higher authority was lim

ited by indirect voting and a "moderating power," which the emperor 

alone exercised. Under this system, real authority rested with Pedro, the 

appointed Council of State, and a select group oflegislators. All of these 

figures were men of substance who believed that good government de

rived not from universal suffrage but from the proper management of 

rivalries. 

In practice, local notables guided the smaller districts by arranging 

votes for provincial politicians in exchange for personal favors. Fraud 

and violence were widespread, and ministers and provincial authorities 

openly intervened so that official candidates carried every election 

through the 1 850s. Ministers , deputies, and senators debated politi

cal philosophy, literature, and the country's future among themselves 

but enjoyed only a nominal constituency among the mass of their 

countrymen. 

For the average person, the constitution, the emperor, and even in

dependence itself were still distant business. Little had changed. Power 

remained with the same propertied class that had wielded it during 

colonial times.  Slavery still dominated the economy. And the workday 

was still long, hard, and seemingly unending, save perhaps during the 

Lenten season, which was given over to the revelries and catharsis of the 

annual Carnival. 

Of course, the poor everywhere tend to ignore the workings of high 
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government. In tropical Brazil , as in Paraguay, the indifference was pro

found, and this was in keeping with elite interest in an ordered, defer

ential society. To stave off the social chaos so common in the Plata and 

elsewhere, the elites encouraged the common people to accept their 

subordination within a hierarchy in which every individual knew his 

place. 

The monarchist option in Brazil never pretended to be revolutionary. 

It offered trusteeship more than representation and, for the poor, a pu

tative protection from the infighting of an elite deeply contemptuous of 

the lower orders . The common people had their symbol of unity and fu

ture greatness in the person of the emperor, but little else; they them

selves had no role in political decision malting. Brazilian nationhood 

was thus like the bright gilt on a religious statuette - it was decorative 

and fine, but only clay lay just underneath. 

Yet the state apparatus inherited from the Portuguese did permit 

greater administrative cohesion than was present in the Argentine 

provinces . According to the 1824 constitution, the emperor might dis

solve the Chamber of Deputies, select members of the life senate from 

triple lists submitted by provincial electors , and appoint or dismiss gov

ernment ministers . That he felt free to exercise such authority showed 

another contrast with Buenos Aires, where governors might aspire to 

broad powers but never attain them. 

The local and regional conflicts that wracked the Plata were likewise 

common in Brazil, but they failed to take the form of civil war (Rio 

Grande do Sul providing a telling exception some time later). Though 

provincial strongmen exercised some influence, they generally recog

nized the advantages ofworl<ing with the state. This contrasted with the 

more independent-minded caudiilos of the Plata, who, after all, owed 

their prominence to the disintegration of institutions and social norms 

that still prevailed in Brazil. 1 4  

The survival of  colonial models in the new Brazilian Empire was less 

an indication of vitality than of stasis. The lower classes still carried the 

weight of society, and for all the elites knew, the poor were either apa

thetic or full of seditious desires for emancipation or religious atavism. 
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A series of revolts in Minas Gerais, Sao Paulo, and in the north and 

northeast pointed out exactly how uncertain the situation was .  Even 

the imperial capital was not altogether safe from trouble. 15  Of particu

lar concern in this regard was the attitude of the slaves, who knew that 

independence held nothing for them. And many other Brazilians won

dered the same thing. 
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War and Nation Building 

The Banda Oriental, with its excellent port at Montevideo, had been in 

Portuguese hands since i. 8-i. 7.  Brazilian independence brought a with

drawal of Portuguese troops from the province, but their place was 

immediately taken by Brazilian forces . Pedro I insisted on preserving 

the southern frontiers his father had established. He also dreamed of 

extending Brazilian influence through the Litoral provinces and into 

Paraguay. 

Events betrayed that vision. At the time, Buenos Aires was still domi

nated by reformers whose own dreams were as grandiose as those of the 

emperor. They saw themselves as the architects of a spirit of civilization 

that emerged to counter the savagery of the Pampas . This commitment 

to modernity, they thought, was destined to spread throughout South 

America. It was in this context that the portenos sought to take advan

tage in the Banda Oriental. They understood how tenuous the Brazilian 

position there was. But so did certain Oriental exiles then in Buenos 

Aires. 

The news of the patriot victory over the last Spanish forces at Ayacu

cho reached the Plata in 1825 . It had a galvanizing effect, stimulating 

the various exile groups and igniting rebellion against Brazilian rule 

in the Banda Oriental . Rebels crossed the river from Buenos Aires in 

April 1825  and then convinced militia units on the other side to join 

them. The rebels hoped not just to liberate the Oriental territories but 



also to instigate a wider rebellion that would destroy monarchy in 

Sou th America once and for all. 

What they received instead was a bloody three-year conflict, the Cis

platine War. Brazilians at once saw the hand of portefio provocateurs in 

the rebellion (and, indeed, the professed intention of the rebels to join 

with Buenos Aires suggested as much). As the situation deteriorated, the 

emperor's government declared war and proclaimed a naval blockade 

of Buenos Aires . Revenues of the port city fell precipitously. Though this 

undermined social stability, it failed to bring about the collapse of the 

Centralist (or Unitarian) regime. Instead, the war ground on. 

For both sides the conflict was costly. The Brazilian cabinet initially 

welcomed the war against Buenos Aires as a way of demonstrating the 

superiority of the monarchical form of government. As the months 

went by, however, expenditures for munitions and men began to drain 

the imperial exchequer and yet brought no victory. 

With portefio assistance, the Oriental rebels eventually seized control 

of the countryside but failed to pry the Brazilians out of Colonia and 

Montevideo. Then, in February 1 827,  imperial forces suffered a humili

ating reverse at Ituzaing6 in Rio Grande do Sul; only the empire's naval 

power prevented a total rout. For several months thereafter, weary com

manders exhausted their men and materiel in a fruitless quest for a de

cisive engagement. 

For the British, the costs of a continued war now exceeded those of 

open intervention. With their trade and prestige severely affected, they 

decided in 1 828  to dispatch some vessels of the Royal Navy in a show of 

force. The Brazilians and portefios withdrew their forces from the Banda 

Oriental, and the province became an independent buffer state, the Ori

ental Republic of the Uruguay. Britain guaranteed the freedom, if not 

the stability, of this new state . 

The Cisplatine War devastated Pedro I 's authority. Despite his enthu

siasm, the conflict failed to inspire a broader nationalism among his 

subjects . Indeed, the only imperial units to defend the "national" cause 

consistently and wholeheartedly were composed of recently arrived 

German immigrants. Heavy war expenditures brought a steep fall in the 
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currency followed by an unchecked issuance of paper money, the in

flationary effects of which made life more difficult for the average man. 

Instead of blaming Orientals or porteiios for these troubles, most Brazil

ians blamed their Portuguese-born monarch. 

Pedro I spent the last three years of his reign trying to settle his dy

nastic interests in Portugal, expending still more political capital in the 

effort. His absolutism, his lack of consideration for Brazilian interests 

and sensibilities ,  his openly flaunted mistress,  and his extravagance 

combined to reduce the emperor's popularity among his subjects both 

high and low. 

A mutiny in June 1828 undercut the military backing that Pedro had 

enjoyed. Though he retained parliamentary support for a time, his own 

deputies now called upon him to account for his actions and demanded 

compromises that he refused to consider. Rather than force civil war, he 

abdicated on 7 April 1 83 1 ,  leaving his five-year-old son Pedro as heir in 

a regency government that provided neither adequate budgets nor ide

ological solidity. 

Federalism Ascendant: Juan Manuel de Rosas 

The fiscal complications that undermined the imperial regime found 

parallel in Buenos Aires. The Unitarian regime had achieved some suc

cesses in the near hinterland, though the experience in the interior and 

Litoral provinces was clearly mixed (with Paraguay a clear loss) .  The war 

had eaten up budgets and good intentions and had contributed nothing 

to the development of a national spirit beyond Buenos Aires Province. 

It also seriously weakened the Unitarians. Since 1810  the men of the 

port city had put themselves forward as the Plata's great hope. Not only 

did they consider the whole region rightfully theirs through inheri

tance from Spain but their own intelligence, experience, and the scope 

of their vision also convinced them that power should remain in their 

hands. 

Such an assumption failed to convince provincianos who were under

standably skeptical given the mounting costs of the Cisplatine War, San 

Martin's expedition to Chile, and the failed campaigns in Paraguay and 
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Upper Peru. Country people ignored the subtleties in porteno politics, 

yet the differences were critical. Bernardino Rivadavia and those closest 

to him were impeccably " liberal" and anglophiles. Other wealthy 

portenos, however, favored a decentralized state - one willing to guar

antee their traditional privileges. These men resented Rivadavia's al

liances with provincial leaders in the Litoral and interior. And as the 

war with Brazil dragged on, they also came to resent their funding the 

lion's share of the struggle. 

Revolts in the interior started unraveling Rivadavia's tentative new 

order, but his porteno opponents - the Federalists -finished the job. In 

July 1 827,  as rumors spread of an internal coup, the foreign merchants 

in Buenos Aires abandoned the Unitarian regime. Rivadavia resigned, 

leaving to his successor Manuel Dorrego the tasks of arranging the 

peace with Brazil and restoring domestic order. Dorrego went further. 

He nullified the centralist constitution, reaffirmed provincial auton

omy, and assumed the title of governor of Buenos Aires .  

Returning Unitarian troops overthrew and executed Dorrego soon 

afterward . His death set off a chain reaction ending in a new rebellion 

by Federalist landowners. The leader of this uprising was Juan Manuel 

de Rosas (1 793 -1 877), perhaps the most prosperous and innovative 

rancher in the region, a man equally at home fighting Indians from 

the saddle and managing the activities of huge (and profitable) cattle 

estates . 

Rosas effectively crushed the Unitarians in Buenos Aires .  But to re

tain power, he had to quell Unitarians in the interior provinces while 

sponsoring other provincial strongmen. It was a task that kept him busy 

for the next quarter century. 

Rosas eclipsed the other caudillos of his era in part because he con

trolled the customs revenues for the port of Buenos Aires. Thus, he 

could afford to arm his troops more substantially than his opponents . 

But he was also a remarkably adept politician. Rosas realized that in the 

absence of a coherent nation-state, his best chance for survival lay in 

mobilizing the gauchos of Buenos Aires Province for a partisan rather 

than national struggle. 
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He was equal to the task. He knew both the city and the Pampas as 

well as anyone. He could throw ostriches with boleadoras in the morning 

and put together complicated statistical evaluations of hide and tallow 

exports in the afternoon. He took pride in spealdng the language of 

whomever he was with. As Tulio Halperin Donghi has noted : "Rosas was 

the only Federalist chief to assimilate the lessons of the recent turmoil 

and create a style of rule adapted to the new conditions of political life .  

He correctly recognized that the mobilization of large portions of the 

population in antagonistic factions had become irreversible and that 

political stability depended on the total victory of one party over the 

others . . . .  Rosas set out to build a disciplined organization capable of 

doing just that." 1 

Rosas brought a stability that had been absent for many years. As the 

"Restorer of the Laws," he fostered a political climate that was essen

tially colonial in its respect for class divisions . Yet fear always tinged the 

paternalism of this traditional order. He used sophisticated propaganda 

to persuade local elites of the virtues of his administration and required 

every individual to display the red insignia of Federalism. Churches 

maintained a place of honor for Rosas's portrait. 

In both the city and the Bonaerense countryside, Rosas's authoritari

anism assured the peace during the 1 830s and 1 840s. Yet for all of his 

cunning and political expertise, Rosas never succeeded in bringing Ar

gentina completely under his sway. Though the provinces participated 

in a general federation that delegated limited powers to Buenos Aires, 

they had enjoyed a measure of self-government since the Congress of 

Tucuman. The outlying governors had no interest in trading this free

dom for the more centralized structure that Rosas favored. 

The shortcomings of his political program appeared obvious to all 

but the wealthiest Bonaerense ranchers. Though nominally a Federalist, 

Rosas chiefly sought to promote the cattle interests of his own province. 

This left him at odds with those inland areas that also had ranching 

economies .  The favor he showed Buenos Aires made him appear more 

Unitarian than the Unitarians . No portefio-led federation could afford to 
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integrate the provincianos on an equal basis with Buenos Aires - and 

everyone knew it. 

Rosas had many domestic opponents . Classic Unitarians, for in

stance, remained active throughout the 1 830s. Following Rivadavia,  

they demanded a centralized regime in Buenos Aires to serve as a bea

con of modernization for the region. They promoted civil education as 

the instrument for the dissemination of their beliefs ,  yet their vision 

was unabashedly elitist, which explains the relatively poor reception it 

encountered in the campo. 

Ironically, the Unitarians initially enjoyed their greatest military ad

vantage in the countryside. Jose Maria Paz, their most accomplished 

general, read terrain as well as Rosas and fought just as hard. His cap

ture by Federalists in 1 83 1 ,  however, sounded the death knell for the old 

Unitarians, and their leaders fled into exile in Chile and Montevideo. 

Rosas found other enemies to take their place. With Federalist allies 

in control of Santa Fe, La Rioja,  and all points between, he had felt 

sufficiently secure to resign and leave Buenos Aires for a two-year cam

paign against the Patagonian Indians. But the caudillos of the interior 

were unsatisfied with the scraps that Rosas had thrown them and de

manded a new constitution that would grant them a share in the cus

toms revenues . When Rosas returned from the south in 1 835 ,  he refused 

to grant the provincianos any such concession, which, after all, would un

dercut his own influence. 

In Buenos Aires , Rosas demanded and received dictatorial powers 

na suma de poder publico). Any educated man who henceforth thought to 

dissent risked being daggered by agents of his political police, the 

Mazorca. With overwhelming authority in his hands, Rosas proceeded to 

renegotiate economic policy with the caudillos, many of whom gave in. 

Provincial criticism of Rosas eventually crystallized in a new federal

ism based in Corrientes .  That northeastern province was exceptional in 

several ways. Unlike Santa Fe, Entre Rios, and Buenos Aires , which all de

pended exclusively on ranching, Corrientes neatly balanced its cattle 

industry with farming (cotton, tobacco, and food crops), extractive 
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activities (timber and yerba mate) ,  and a surprisingly advanced ship

building ind us try. 2 

The diversity of the Correntino economy was coupled with a small 

but worldly elite in the provincial capital. This group included some 

Unitarian refugees (and a few from Francia's Paraguay), all well read in 

the political theories of the day. Yet the ni_ost talented individuals in the 

local elite were native-born - practical men who were conversant with 

agriculture, trade, and the mechanical arts. 

The chief, though by no means only, light in this group was Pedro 

Ferre ( 1788 -1867), who for two decades symbolized the Litoral's resist

ance to Rosas. The son of Catalan immigrants, Ferre rejected the normal 

route to power via the militia and rose instead in the local shipbuilding 

industry, married well, and by the 1 820s owned the largest shipyard in 

Corrientes. His position gave him access to the town's merchants, who 

recognized a potential spokesman. The provincial congress, which 

recreated the elite composition of the colonial cabildo, was likewise per

suaded. It elected Ferre governor three different times ( 1824 - 28 ,  1 830 -

33,  and 1 839 - 42) .  

Rosas detested the Correntino shipwright and dismissed him as a 

"Unitarian savage. "  In some ways , however, Ferre was more of a feder

alist than Rosas himself. Ferre's concept of the nation required a politi

cal and economic role for all the provinces. He insisted on the need for 

protectionism. His own province could never hope to attain the tremen

dous trading advantage that Buenos Aires enjoyed .  But if the foreign 

portion of the porteiio market could be redirected, then Corrientes and 

the other Litoral provinces might make up the loss by supplying the 

port city with locally produced goods .  In this fashion, Argentines alone 

would benefit, rather than having to share with Britons , Brazilians , Ori

entals ,  and Paraguayans . Such a commercial shift could only be induced 

through heavy import duties imposed at the port city. Tii_is project, 

which had much in common with colonial mercantilism, perceived the 

nation as a federation of provinces in which the constituent parts as

sumed equal risks in order to gain equal advantages .  In this,  Ferre re

jected the elitism of his Unitarian allies as much as he did that of Rosas. 
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His argument had no chance in the lower provinces, however. Mer

chants , speculators, and cattle breeders of Buenos Aires benefited from 

Rosas's free trade policy and were uninterested in alternatives. They ar

gued that the high costs of protection made Fern�'s plan unthinkable 

and that consumers should not have to pay in order to promote the wel

fare of farmers. Fern�'s vision foundered on political reality. 

Rosas tamed much of the interior through a blend of diplomacy and 

coercion. The client caudillos he supported recognized his sovereignty 

and gave him no trouble. With time, he believed he could effect the 

same hegemony in the Litoral provinces and the Banda Oriental. But do

ing so required a delicate hand. 

In 1 835  the Bonaerense governor introduced a significantly higher 

tariff at the port city, seemingly reversing his traditional policy on 

trade. In fact, his motivation was largely political. Federalists had lost 

ground among the artisan class, which was ripe for a Ferre-like protec

tionist solution. The new tariffwidened the regime's social base at a key 

moment. But protectionism delivered few of the economic opportuni

ties that its proponents promised; Buenos Aires retained most of the rev

enues produced and those monies that did trickle inland were appro

priated by those sectors already favored by the system. 

A new generation of opponents , the Men of 1 837, promised a thor

ough reordering of society, an elimination of Spanish colonial vestiges 

and caudillismo, and the establishment of workable liberal institutions. 

Though they were avid readers of John Locke, Jeremy Bentham, and the 

Compte de Saint-Simon, they concluded that their predecessors were 

mistaken in trying to impose European political fashions. Argentina 

was an American country. It needed to develop a liberal regime with an 

American character.3 

All this,  of course, was anathema to Rosas. From his comfortable home 

at Palermo, he sneered at both Ferre and the young delinquents across 

the river. To the largely agrarian population of the Plata, with little com

munication, little participation in politics , and loyalties divided among 

thirteen provinces, it was difficult to see why national integration should 

have any appeal . The Men of 1 837 promised to address broad concerns in 
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a national fashion. They would restructure politics, bringing European 

immigrants, education, and culture to the countryside. 

Why should such a program have any more success than that of 

Rivadavia? These new liberals were not romantic idealists so much as 

practiced revolutionaries. They had gained their maturity under Rosas, 

knew his strengths and weaknesses, and abjured his rigid factionalism. 

They claimed to be men of the future who had risen above the old par

tisan divisions . 

And the Bonaerense governor stretched his forces rather thin in the 

late 1830s and 1 840s. He launched campaigns in the provinces to con

tain his internal enemies , Ferre included. He involved himself in a none

too-quiet attempt to set up a satellite regime in Uruguay, specifically 

forbidden by the treaty that ended the Cisplatine War. 

Rosas's intrigues in the Banda Oriental presented the Men of 1837 

with an opportunity. The British had guaranteed Uruguayan independ

ence, but only Montevideo loomed outside Rosas's orbit. In that city of 

refugees, the different groups of exiles met freely with each other and 

with European_ residents - including the British minister. Affecting a 

position of moderation and liberality, the Men of 1837 legitimized 

themselves in the eyes of the most important extracontinental power. 

They appeared au courant with everything European. They spoke French, 

English, and Italian and dressed in frock coats like the gentlemen of 

London. The British never officially recognized the Men of 1837 as allies 

but cooperated with them during the sieges and naval blockades fre

quent in the unsettled times. Up the river, anti-Rosas provincianos be

came aware of this patronage and began to regard the young men as a 

serious threat to the governor after all. Dealing with them made sense, 

given the appearance of meaningful foreign support. And the British 

and French were not the only parties to be considered. Brazil, the not

too-distant giant of South An1erica, had finally decided to settle its own 

accounts with Rosas. 

Pedro II Comes of Age 

After the abdication of Pedro I in 1831 ,  Brazilian elites were in a position 

to shift the center of political gravity from the monarch to the parlia-
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ment.4 Transfer of power to provincial representatives was logical now 

that the absolutist Portuguese faction had faded. But in general, the re

gency brought little innovation. 
A cause of this inertia lay in the divergence of opinion between mod

erates such as regent Diogo Antonio Feij6 who wanted reforms through 

the 1824 Constitution; radicals who sought a new constitution, bypass

ing the life senate; and reactionaries who wanted Pedro I to return as re

gent until his son attained his majority. Only a tiny handful of vocal en

thusiasts wanted a republic. 
The 1 830s saw little domestic peace. The sugar economy had declined 

due to foreign competition, and coffee had yet to take its place. Gov

ernment expenditures caused problems for years after the Cisplatine 

War. Worse still were provincial revolts in the north, northeast, and far 

south. 
Moderates, who had wished to see central power curtailed, now had 

to use that power to keep the empire together. Their commitment to the 

status quo was simple recognition of necessity. Decentralization might 

have had ideological advantages, but in the 1 830s any real adjustment 

ran the risk of letting loose an avalanche of change. Members of the 

Brazilian elite, whether from city or province, knew enough to fear so

cial revolution, for every barefoot street worker might be a potential 

Dessalines. 
Out of this slow-moving process rose Dom Pedro II . An orphan by the 

mid-1 83os, he already had many responsibilities thrust upon him, and 

never was parental solicitude more intense than the care taken by the 

Brazilian elites on his behalf. The younger Pedro had a sensitive nature 

and enjoyed reading, playing with his dogs, and quiet conversation with 

his sisters . Aside from his immediate family he had no intimates, no one 

with whom to share his innermost feelings . His tutors thought him ex

ceptionally bright, though in a starchy, self-conscious way.5 As they saw 

it, he presented Brazil with wonderful material from which to form a 

monarchy, and they impressed upon him the delicacy of his situation 

and that of the empire. 

Another child might have rebelled against such a burden, but not 

Pedro II. Ifhe were as indispensable as his tutors said, then he needed to 
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calculate his actions with great precision. Unlike monarchs who be

haved like spoiled children even in middle age, Pedro II always affected 

the demeanor of a grave elder. He went about every task with plodding 

deliberation, allowing himself no flexibility in official or private mat

ters . He wore heavy royal vestments during long ceremonies at the 

hottest time of the year and never once scratched his nose. 

In pinning their hopes on this lonely adolescent, the elites presumed 

a nation in which the monarch and entrenched privilege were the twin 

pillars of order. This was a reasonable conclusion given their class in

terests , but such a structure could never appeal to every segment of so

ciety. The Portuguese had departed, but where were the Brazilians? 

Thus far, regional and local concerns had always confounded a greater 

nationalism. Yet this boy had the potential to draw the diverse elements 

together. His father had surrounded himself with Portuguese courtiers . 

But Pedro II was a Brazilian through and through. 

The emperor became the focus of loyalty and identity in widely sep

arated areas of the realm. The people of the northeast could see them

selves as subjects of Dom Pedro II, though otherwise they recognized no 

necessary links with the people of Sao Paulo, Santa Catarina, or the 

Amazon. In 1 840 the parliament recognized his early majority, trans

ferring to Pedro the full responsibility of his constitutional role. 

The new monarch was a youthful figure unsullied by the infighting 

of the recent past and forward looking in his aspirations. He was incor

ruptible, attentive to his duties, kind, and intellectually precocious - in 

sum, just the person the "nation" required to foster positive change 

while preserving the established social hierarchy. High and low, the em

peror's subjects showered him with an affection and respect that grew 

with time. Though widespread sympathy for Dom Pedro did not reflect 

an unadulterated nationalism, still it was a more developed political 

sentiment than anything that preceded it. Brazilians liked Dom Pedro, 

though they were less sanguine about the monarchy. Perhaps the more 

astute politicians hoped that admiration for the one would grow into 

support for the other. 

Two important factors shaped these hopes from the final years of Pe-
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dro's minority through the mid-1 84os. One was the development of 

party politics on a national basis. 111e other was the secessionist threat 

in Rio Grande do Sul. 

The emergence of Conservative and Liberal blocs had as much to do 

with ties of blood and friendship as with shared ideology. In theory, the 

Liberals were federalists who favored local autonomy and who trusted 

in society's ability to correct its flaws . 111ey demanded the abolition of 

the Council of State and the moderating power, opposed the appoint

ment of life senators, and supported free trade and liberty of religion. 

In general, they advocated the principle that "the king reigns but does 

not rule." 6 

The Conservatives saw themselves as a party of order that resisted 

the supposedly anarchist inclination of their rivals. Conservatives, who 

counted among their number the great sugar planters , strongly de

fended central authority, the moderating power, and the Council of 

State. They favored life tenure in the Senate, Roman Catholicism as the 

official religion, and the principle that "the king reigns and rules." 7 

Both Liberals and Conservatives were members of Masonic lodges . 

Both praised the ideas of Jeremy Bentham and other European reform

ers (though to varying degrees) .  Both endorsed slavery, the established 

social order, and a free press. Yet contrary to what many in the govern

ment hoped, the advent of Pedro II failed to bring real cohesion, even 

among members of parliament. At lower levels, politics remained an 

uncertain blend of influence and force, with regional bosses deliver

ing electoral votes (and national party chieftains) through their domi

nance of dependent clientele. Family connections , business contacts, 

personal loyalty, and reciprocal favors provided the key ingredients in 

this structure. 

Most members of the Brazilian parliament shared three common 

characteristics . First, they were all educated in one university (Portu

gal's Coimbra); second, they were trained mostly in civil law; and third, 

they had experience as bureaucrats, magistrates, or judges. This shared 

background, even more than their wealth, gave the members of the 

elite a common outlook, malting it easier for them to rise above their 
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factional rivalries - unlike their counterparts in Buenos Aires and Mon

tevideo. Even so, national consciousness evolved unevenly among the 

social groups and regions of Brazil . Nationalist feeling was present in 

the major port cities ; it was evident a decade later when British efforts 

to stem the slave trade met with an indignant popular response in many 

areas of Brazil .  Yet centrifugal forces still frustrated the growth of na

tionalism, and when local or provincial interests clashed with those of 

the nation, it was never certain which would prevail. 

The Farroupilha 

The Farra po Revolt of 1835 - 45 demonstrated the perils of placing pro

vincial interests first. In the beginning, the rebellion looked like any 

number of minor insurrections that had plagued the country since in

dependence. Yet it soon took on a more ominous aspect, first, because 

it was broadly representative of local thinking; second, because its lead

ership included many former imperial officials;  and third, because 

its republican-secessionist orientation was intrinsically appealing (and 

therefore dangerous) in a region bordering the Plata. 

For years the ranchers in Rio Grande do Sul had chafed under inter

provincial custom duties that made it difficult to compete with Buenos 

Aires in the jerked-beef markets of Rio and Sao Paulo. The Riograndense 

sense of Brazilianness was understated and far less defined than the 

sense of being part of a rich southern province of tern per ate grasslands 

and rolling hills . A deepening frustration among these gauchos en

hanced the influence of the most hard-line elements in the 1 830s. In 

September 1835 a force of armed horsemen from the borderland with 

Uruguay seized the provincial capital of Porto Alegre. Deposing the im

perial agents, the rebels (whom the press derided as ragamuffins, or 

"Farrapos") claimed they were saving their country from disorder, pre

cisely like Rosas in Buenos Aires. In subsequently opting for independ

ence, they asserted a basic incompatibility between their province and 

the Brazilian nation - a  difference so profound that it could only be re

solved through separation. 

The Farrapos' lack of organization gave the central government some 
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breathing room in 1 836. A counterrevolt brought Porto Alegre back un

der loyal control, and the rebels had difficulty recovering from a series 

of minor battlefield reverses. Yet government armies failed to exploit 

these advantages with a concerted attack, and the Farrapos redoubled 

their efforts in the countryside. 

Rio Grande's long border with Uruguay acted like a sieve through 

which arms, supplies, and foreign volunteers passed to the rebels. Rosas 

provided some of this support, and curiously, so did some of his enemies 

in Montevideo. The latter wished to encourage a more liberal, republi

can order throughout South America and saw the Farrapos as natural 

allies. The Bonaerense governor simply hoped to complicate the politics 

of Argentina's traditional enemies . 

The government crushed revolts in Para and Maranhao through in

tervention by troops from outside the northern region. Other rebellions 

in Minas Gerais and Sao Paulo also received a heavy dose of military re

pression. But the main focus of Rio's efforts was the Farrapo insurgency 

in the sou th. 

In April 1 838 the rebels gained an important victory over imperial 

forces at Rio Pardo and felt themselves more secure as a result. Yet be

neath the surface, the Farrapo cause was weaker than many suspected. 

Military aid from Rosas and the Uruguayans was erratic. Certain liber

als in Montevideo never wanted the door completely shut on the em

pire. Also, the imperial forces held several strategic locales, including 

Porto Alegre. In addition, though the Farrapos enjoyed popular support, 

they were uncertain as to what their "nation" really consisted of. Many 

rebels had grown up in the borderlands and felt no loyalty to either Rio 

or Montevideo. The Farrapo government at Piratini was thus oppor

tunistic, willing to discuss union with Uruguay, Corrientes, Entre Rios, 

or any other neighboring region. Even Francia's Paraguay was not ex

cluded. Constructing a "nation" on such an improbably fluid basis was 

bound to cause problems for the Farrapo cause, and it did. 

In June 1 839 the rebels thrust into Santa Catarina, gathering strength, 

so they supposed, from local sympathizers who wanted a republic 

on the Farrapo model. In fact, an expanded war had serious flaws . It 
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depended on unreliable allies, cost a great deal in terms of horses and 

materiel, and enjoyed indifferent support among Farrapo fighters . In 

the end, they could not sustain their northward advance and fell back 

into their home province much chastened. 

The Farra po retreat coincided with the arrival of a new imperial com

mander in Rio Grande do Sul, Luis Alves de Lima e Silva, the baron, later 

count, marquis, and duke of Caxias (1 803 - 80). Son of an imperial re

gent, Caxias was destined to occupy a lofty spot in Brazil's national 

mythology. He often had to act as statesman as much as military man. 

Shrewdly competent in both roles, the nobleman learned the art of giv

ing orders early in life. Immaculate in his dress,  he was soft spoken, po

lite, and smoothly in control of himself. He seemed to radiate calm com

posure and authority.8 He had served with the Imperial Guard and at 

various postings around the country. His triumphant campaign against 

the rebels of Maranhao was a model of counterinsurgency (itself an im

pressive innovation in Brazil ) ;  the victory brought Caxias the nomina

tion as president of that province. Shortly thereafter, he became vice 

president of Sao Paulo province before returning to Rio Grande do Sul 

to oppose the Farrapos. 

Caxias knew that much of the fight had gone out of the gaucho rebels 

since they abandoned Santa Catarina. Even with the help of foreign ad

venturers, notably Giuseppe Garibaldi, the republican movement was 

now on the defensive. The Farra po leaders sought a way out. Had Caxias 

insisted on a comprehensive victory, he faced the ugly prospect of an un

ending guerrilla war indistinguishable from brigandage. He therefore 

offered generous terms in February 1 845. By his order, officers in the 

rebel army reentered the imperial military with the ranks they had held 

under the Farrapo regime. To satisfy Riograndense demands, the impe

rial government had already imposed a 25 percent import duty on Pla

tine jerked beef. This concession rendered the Brazilian connection far 

more attractive to Rio Grande do Sul than association with the Plata. 

Caxias had won. His diplomacy, forbearance, and military skill had 

restored the south to Dom Pedro with little damage to the vanquished. 
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narrow focus on community - reasserted themselves. The economy re

turned to self-sufficiency, barter, and reciprocity (jop6i). Political inno

vations, once so inviting, withered into nothingness after 1816 .  

In practice, the Paraguayan government had a simple character, for 

it was a republic in name only. Francia's subdelegados translated his 

wishes into policy at the local level, issuing internal passports , punish

ing criminals,  and collecting taxes . They sometimes administered state 

ranches and logging operations. Country people saw their government 

as having a strong but efficient hand. It was legitimate because it fit into 

their concept of how a responsible administration should act. The re

gime did not clash with their traditions, it embraced them. 

One of those traditions involved upholding the authority of the fa

ther figure. As dictator and therefore Paraguay's paterfamilias, Dr. Fran

cia had much to recommend him. As he grew older, for instance, he 

displayed far less vindictiveness toward his rivals .  Local landowners 

and Spanish-born merchants who once disputed his mandate found ref

uge in the small hamlets of the interior; like Artigas, they discovered 

that Francia's benevolence increased the farther they got from Asun

cion. Though they had limited options , they enjoyed a quiet measure 

of freedom. They might study, take in pupils,  practice law, engage in lo

cal commerce, or raise cattle. So long as they stayed apart from each 

other and took care with their public statements, Francia let them live 

unmolested .9 

Though they respected the agents of the government, country 

people, Asuncefi.os, and elites all preferred to keep them at arm's length. 

When such avoidance was impossible, most Paraguayans assumed a 

profoundly submissive bearing; they used every honorific while simul

taneously feigning ignorance in order to escape responsibility for any 

problem or failure (a practice called iiembotavy). Paraguayans might 

have been successful farmers and tenacious, resourceful fighters, but 

they were emasculated by the Francian state. This left them their clearly 

defined, traditional roles but little else. Politics were beyond their 

preserve. 

The dictator never set out to create a nation. Yet his policies sue-
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ceeded in doing something rather like that. His regime served to pro

mote a sense of identity among the Paraguayans , a broad confirmation 

of their status as a separate people, full of pride if not power. The flaw in 

the system, of course, was that it left no room for a successor. And the 

dictator was a very old man. In September 1840 he succumbed to dropsy, 

having ruled the country for twenty-six years . A short period of uncer

tainty followed, during which time many Paraguayans refused to be

lieve that Francia had died . People called him el difunto, as if his spirit 

still walked the earth. Few were aware through the hot summer months 

that his battalion commanders had positioned themselves to dominate 

the country. In the end, however, their jealousies prevented them from 

making much headway. 

In early 1841 the republic adopted a consular regime headed by two 

men of differing talents . The first, Mariano Roque Alonso, was a semi

literate militia officer who gained power through a barracks coup. Find

ing it impossible to administer a state without learned assistance, he 

turned to Carlos Antonio Lopez (1 787-1862) ,  one of the last graduates of 

the Asuncion seminary. Lopez soon eclipsed his mentor in authority, 

and though a general congress in March named the two coequal rulers 

for a period of three years , in fact the redoubtable Lopez ruled alone. 

The new head of state had spent much of his life as a country solici

tor and rancher in the small town of Rosario. Though of modest birth, 

Lopez married well and, by the social standards of the Paraguayan inte

rior, rose high in the ranks of the rural elite. He avoided politics, but be

cause of his education, both peasants and ranchers regarded him as an 

enlightened man. 

Their estimation was well deserved. As consul, Lopez began to make 

changes in the way Paraguay was administered. He created a new state 

apparatus to replace the colonial structures that had been the mainstay 

of the Francia regime. His innovations included new ministerial posi

tions, a reorganized treasury, and a military officer corps. He filled these 

posts with talented individuals , a good many of whom came from his 

same propertied class.  He also founded a "literary academy" in 1841 

that had spaces for 149 students . Above all ,  Carlos Antonio Lopez was 
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willing to experiment and to learn from past mistakes. If his basic im

pulses were as authoritarian as those of the late dictator, he balanced 

them with a more modern inclination. 

Such was the case when he adjusted the legal framework of the 

Paraguayan Republic in 1844. In that year, he authored an up-to-date 

constitution, something that Francia had never done, though "up to 

date" for Lopez meant minor borrowings from the French and Spanish 

legal tomes he had studied as a youth. He suppressed the Laws of the In

dies as "being incompatible with a free and independent polity," but his 

constitution had nothing in it of democracy. All it offered was a fig leaf 

of legitimacy to cover the crude reality of his personal rule. At no point 

did the constitution allude to "liberty." Instead, it concentrated exclu

sively on the prerogatives of the executive, to whom all citizens owed 

"recognition and obedience." Despite a theoretical division of powers, 

the president was given a legal obligation to "maintain order" and to 

cancel, amend, or confirm legislation and judicial decisions . 

Lopez's constitution called upon him to convoke a congress every five 

years - but only in order to issue presidential messages , not to debate. 

Membership in congressional bodies was limited to propietarios who 

were required to present themselves at the appropriate time. And when 

they did convene, they always looked like country bumpkins out of 

their element in Asuncion. Such men Lopez could manipulate with ease 

because he lmew their personal strengths and weaknesses . And he knew 

that they lmew him and the power he could wield. Thus, when the con

stitution of 1844 assigned the president a ten-year term and indefinite 

"reelection," no complaints were voiced, no criticisms offered, just re

spectful applause. 

Why did Lopez feel constrained to draft such a document? His pred

ecessor had ruled for decades by fiat, and in practice little had changed 

in Paraguay. Carlos Antonio Lopez, however, saw himself as a modern 

man. Every contemporary regime in Europe, he observed, had crafted a 

legal structure appropriate to its needs and to the times .  Nation build

ing was a road to modernity and a guarantee of survival . Paraguay de

served its place among the new states of the world. At the same time, 
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Lopez wanted to open the country to outside trade,  and it was best that 

foreigners understood who set policy within its borders. 

Notably absent from these considerations was any reference to 

Paraguay's Hispano-Guarani character. Lopez did not see the nation in 

such terms. Since colonial times, the state and the community were par

allel entities that only occasionally overlapped. One was Spanish-ori

ented and imposed originally by the colonial empire; the other was 

Guarani and directed inward as part of the country's oral culture. 111e 

modernization that Lopez proposed had little to do with the latter. 

In fact, Guarani had no words to convey the meaning of many criti

cally important political propositions .10 But then the new president felt 

no need to consult with those Paraguayans who were unacquainted 

with Spanish. As an autocrat, he could afford to take such people for 

granted. Indeed, as part of his push for modernity, Lopez evidently tried 

to prohibit the use of Guarani surnames because he felt that they sum

moned up images of an Indian, hence backward, past. His son found rea

sons to regret this stance after war broke out in the 1860s and the use 

of Guarani took on a military aspect.1 1  However, the vox populi had no 

role in the organization of the new Paraguayan state. 

Like Dr. Francia, Carlos Antonio Lopez used his legal reputation as a 

springboard to power, but unlike the dictator, he gave in to many hu

man weaknesses . He enjoyed eating to excess, stuffing himself with beef 

and manioc until he was fit only for the hammock. By the time he 

reached middle age, he had grown so monstrously fat that he could no 

longer ride a horse and had to be driven about in an open carriage es

corted by a troop of guards .  

Lopez's sins were not limited to gluttony. A worse fault involved the 

favoritism he showed the members of his family. He obtained the bish

opric of Asuncion for his brother Basilio. He permitted his wife and 

daughters to run a money exchange out of the presidential residence, 

where they purchased ragged banknotes from the public at an 8 percent 

discount and traded them at full value from the treasury. 1 2  His two 

youngest sons , Venancio and Benigno, held high positions within the 

government while administering large private holdings (particularly in 
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ranching). But it was upon his eldest son, Francisco Solano, that Lopez 

showered particular affection. 

The future marshal was born in the Paraguayan interior in 1826. Ma

licious gossip attended his birth, for rumor had it that Lopez was not the 

father. Yet Carlos Antonio Lopez did everything he could to indulge the 

boy, first with sweets and an occasional coin, later with the highest posts 

in the government. Francisco Solano responded as if all in the nation 

were his personal property to be played with or discarded according to 

whim. He had a restless nature, and it was not clear that either a father's 

love, or a country's isolation, could contain it. 

Meanwhile, there was much work to be done. Paraguayans still re

member Carlos Antonio Lopez as the "Great Builder," and he merits that 

title. During his twenty-year rule, he oversaw the construction of public 

thoroughfares, a foundry and industrial smithy, a shipyard, a national 

theater, an arsenal, a legislative palace, several presidential residences 

and ministry buildings, and various military facilities. He inaugurated 

Paraguay's first railroad, which was among the first in the Plata. And he 

repaired and expanded older edifices, such as the cathedral, bringing 

them up to midcentury standards. Such projects demonstrated Lopez 's 

enthusiasm for the modern age of steam and iron. But they also indi

cated a determination that the majesty of the Paraguayan state be uni

versally recognized. The new state edifices succeeded in this regard, for 

they stood out like leviathans among the brick, adobe, and thatch con

structions of the capital city. Such efforts cost a great deal of money and 

labor, but Lopez had access to both. He increased revenues by reintro

ducing taxes that Francia had let lapse. He expanded state leaseholds to 

peasant farmers in exchange for annual payment (or a portion of their 

harvest). More importantly, the state generated profits from its monop

olies in yerba mate and timber and from the dozens of ranches that it 

operated. These enterprises brought in foreign exchange, and the gov

ernment became Paraguay's dominant exporter, a force to be reckoned 

with in commercial, not just political, matters.13 

As for labor, Lopez greatly expanded the number of workers in gov

ernment service. He made extensive use of convict labor, but he also 
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enacted a broad-based conscription law - nearly universal for young 

men - and set the soldiers to work at state projects . The cultivation of 

foodstuffs for private consumption did not especially suffer; women 

had done much of the agricultural labor previously and now stepped in 

to do the rest. While many of these labor practices had colonial an

tecedents , Carlos Antonio Lopez made more extensive use of them than 

either Francia or his Bourbon predecessors . And he gave them a clearer 

direction. 

This widespread mobilization was bound to have significant social 

and political effects . In general, Lopez managed to popularize the vari

ous state projects as being the business not just of the government but 

also of Paraguay as a community. His was ultimately an appeal to a na

tional sentiment, though an ambiguous one, for Lopez wanted obedi

ence as much as enthusiasm. He clearly got the former- that much his 

bureaucrats and spies could arrange. Whether he brought about a 

widely felt patriotism, however, no one could tell. 

The same fervor that Lopez put into his construction plans he also 

put into foreign relations. The two were interconnected. In order to 

build a strong state, he needed to cultivate respect for his government 

abroad. That was not an easy task. Lopez was naturally cautious and had 

little experience with diplomacy. He knew that many had never heard 

of Paraguay, except as some semimythical "inland Japan." He wanted 

good relations with all foreign powers. Yet over the years he had serious 

conflicts with Brazil, Buenos Aires, Britain, France, and the United 

States.14 He sent his nineteen-year-old son Francisco Solano as general 

in chief of a military expedition to Corrientes in 1845 - 46. His inten

tion was to dislodge Rosas's allies from the Argentine northeast as part 

of a new rapprochement with Brazil and the Unitarian factions to 

the south. Although the intervention failed in its objective, it demon

strated Lopez's willingness to abandon isolationism in favor of a more 

activist role for Paraguay in Platine politics. Foreign respect and uncon

ditional acceptance of Paraguay's right to exist as a nation - these were 

what the president sought, and he did so in an unbending, completely 

focused way. 
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South America Faces the 1850s 

Despite the elements of modernity seeping into the South American 

scene at the beginning of the new decade, the continent had yet to take 

on a modern guise. There were striking social divisions; illiterate 

masses, whether slave or free, felt themselves only minimally a part of 

a world greater than their own small communities. True, the elites were 

trying to construct an image of nationhood that appealed universally. 

They offered public processions, the waving of red,  green, or sky-blue 

banners ; loud speeches in honor of the emperor; and celebrations of the 

president's birthday, complete with fireworks and bullfights . The aver

age person celebrated such events . Yet it was difficult to know whether 

this was an honest expression of patriotism or just an opportunity to 

drink aguardiente after a long day's work. Perhaps it was both. 

In any case, the political integration the elites wished to encourage 

had yet to materialize. While the assertion of leadership by a wealthy 

upper class was a normal, rarely questioned part of South American so

cial relations, there was still no common sense of ideals among either 

Brazilians, Uruguayans , or Argentines. There was no political commu

nity that held each nationality together vertically by its shared charac

ter rather than horizontally by reason of state authority. Only in 

Paraguay was some of this present, thanks to the distinctiveness of His

pano-Guarani culture and the small size of the country. Francia's isola

tionism, followed by Carlos Antonio Lopez's universal draft, provided 

catalysts to create a national spirit. 

None of the nearby countries had anything similar, though. After 

three decades of "nationhood," Brazil had experienced few changes in 

its basic political and social structures. The empire looked like it had in 

the late colonial period, an aggregation of regional economies all ori

ented to the outside rather than to each other. The printing press and 

the various steamship lines improved communications between the var

ious provinces, but isolation remained the dominant feature in most 

areas . Though Riograndenses proclaimed their renewed loyalty to the 

imperial system as a result of the Farrapo defeat, they still had little 

common ground with Sertanejos, Baianos, and other Brazilians . 
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Dom Pedro had done much to promote the idea of a Brazilian nation. 

He was widely popular, and the cultural, scientific, and political insti

tutions he favored did enjoy some success .  Yet it was difficult for him 

or anyone else to inspire a widely felt nationalism. Subordinated 

classes understood that the system upheld the interests of the elites 

more than their own. Their affection for the emperor was honest 

enough, but they remained unconvinced about the monarchy. In effect, 

the poor people of Brazil acquiesced in the established order, but they 

did not support it. 

For the Brazilian elites, who saw nationhood in terms of European 

models, the fatalism of the masses was an inescapable annoyance. It had 

its good side, for apathetic subjects were unlikely to disrupt traditional 

privileges. But the same elites believed that Brazil was on the verge of a 

great material expansion in which all would share, if only all would con

tribute. Modernization was contingent, they thought, on the projection 

of Brazilian power, for only great nations like Britain and France de

served the unalloyed support of their people.  "Greatness" was tied in 

their minds to war, just as it was for many of their European contem

poraries , especially in the German states. 1 5 For the empire to follow suit, 

it had to stand firm against outside opponents , and the most obvious , 

most implacable foe was Rosas. 

In Buenos Aires, the Restorer of the Laws had seen many enemies 
come and go: the early Unitarians , the British, the Patagonian Indians -

he had defeated all through negotiation, stealth, and hard fighting. 

Yet by the beginning of the 1-85os , Rosas had run out of ideas . Once 

praised for his innovative experiments with saladeros, he was now 

seen as part of a bygone generation, incapable of thinking beyond old 

despotic habits . 

His exiled enemies in Chile and Montevideo were no longer quite so 

young themselves. But they had something that Rosas lacked, a com

prehensive plan for the modernization of Argentina. The Men of 1-837 

all wanted to build a new society based on European immigration and 

on full participation in the Atlantic economy. Such a plan rejected the 

Argentina of the Pampas and sought a national identity that eschewed 
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caudillismo in favor of an elitist democracy. Those groups in society 

whom the revolutionaries deemed incapable of assimilation into the 

new order would be pushed out onto the Patagonian frontier to eventu

ally disappear. 

Of course, this "democracy" had more in it of portefi.o hegemony than 

of popular sentiment, yet its proponents disguised this fact. Such de

ception was justified, for as they saw it, building the nation was identi

cal to fostering human progress .  Their perspective resembled that of the 

Brazilian elites - though significantly not that of Carlos Antonio Lopez. 

The exiled revolutionaries were under no illusions about the 

provinces; the provincianos had their own interests and would pursue 

them no matter what. As one exile wrote: "The patria for the Correntino 

is Corrientes, for the Cordobes Cordoba, for the Tucumano Tucuman, 

for the portefi.o Buenos Aires, for the Gaucho the dirt upon which he was 

born. The life and common interests that make up the rational senti

ment of homeland is an incomprehensible abstraction for them." 16  

Yet the anti-Rosistas had every reason for optimism. Though the so

cial conditions in the Argentine countryside had changed little since in

dependence, the political situation now offered room for hope. Brazil, 

Britain, the other European states,  the Uruguayan liberals , and perhaps 

even the distant Paraguayans might unite in a campaign to overturn 

the tyrant Rosas. The young Men of 1837  expected to prevail as mature 

Argentine statesmen in the 1850s by ousting Rosas and building a re

gime dedicated to civic virtue.  Their belief in the possibility of near-uni

versal progress might have seem.ed naive to the caudillos, but it was 

keenly felt. Like many of their European contemporaries, they defined 

progress in national terms so that creating a "progressive order" for 

them also meant creating a nation. And the means to this end, para

doxically, was violence. 

War, in fact, was the maj or ingredient in South America's transition 

to a more modern political order. Not war on a restricted scale, but a 

grand, full-fledged showdown between old and new. In wishing to break 

Rosas, the Argentine revolutionaries did not merely want to replace 

him - they wanted to transform all aspects of Argentine politics , turn-
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ing an agglomeration of weak provinces into a single nation. The Brazil

ian elites had a similar goal, though in their case the effort to conquer 

Rosas and his Oriental allies was less a matter of constructing a nation 

than of preserving a political order. As for Paraguay, nation building 

there turned on the whims of one all-powerful man, his wife, sons, and 

daughters. In joining the crusade against the Argentine caudillo, the 

members of the Lopez family signaled their commitment to a "modern" 

vision of their country, especially of its military. At the same time, their 

concern was in keeping with traditional political assumptions, chief of 

which was that the country's neighbors wished to seize her territory 

and enslave her people .  Building the Paraguayan nation, then, was not 

a matter of preserving social privileges, defining borders, or recasting 

political institutions. It was a matter of survival. 
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Uneasy Neighbors 





Paraguay Faces the Empire 

The independence that came to Sou th America in the early 1 800s was 

not accompanied by clear territorial divisions between the new states .  

Border disputes plagued the continent from the Darien Gap to Patago

nia and frustrated the development of good international relations. On 

occasion, disputes involved large or strategically important pieces of 

land; more often, observers attested to the obscurity of the disputes 

and the unimportance of the territory involved. Even more remarkable 

was the intensity with which contending sides pressed their respective 

claims, sometimes at the negotiating table, sometimes on the battle

field . The Paraguayan War, for its part, only partially originated in bor

der disputes. Other factors far beyond the frontiers of Paraguay affected 

both the origin and the course of the war. Yet the country's border dif

ficulties with Argentina and Brazil always added to the climate of mis

trust in the region and made a violent clash on a large scale as likely as 

anything in history can be.1  

The Paraguayan border question, like its cousin in the Banda Orien

tal, was tied to conflicting conceptions of nationalism. A nation defends 

its sovereignty up to its legal frontiers . Paraguay, which formally de

clared its independence only in the mid-184os, had seen its govern

ment construct a serious and unyielding nationalism symbolized by 

loud claims to irascibility. The twin slogans " Independence or Death!" 

and "To Conquer or to Die!" were coined to meet the needs of a state that 



was continually at odds with its neighbors. In this way, every slip of 

official paper, every government publication, and every piece of cur

rency bore the warning that the youthful Republic of Paraguay de

manded the same respect accorded its larger neighbors. And the largest 

and most problematic of these neighbors was the Empire of Brazil. 

A Long Dispute: The Mato Grosso 

Brazil and Paraguay inherited and accepted the imperial thrust of their 

respective mother countries. Just as Spain and Portugal made claims 

against each other's holdings in South An-ierica, so too did the successor 

states seek to gain territorial advantage. 

Drawing on seven hundred years of struggle with the Moors, the 

Spaniards and then the Paraguayans based their claims to final sover

eignty on legally and divinely sanctioned precepts. The Demarcation of 

1493, which Pope Alexander VI had authorized and overseen, divided 

control of South An"lerica between Portugal on the Brazilian bulge and 

Spain throughout the rest of the continent. No further justification was 

necessary. The Portuguese and their Brazilian successors always dis

played more flexibility in interpreting legal and diplomatic mandates 

than their Spanish or Spanish An"lerican neighbors. What might be writ

ten on a piece of vellum was of little consequence to them unless it 

worked to their advantage. What mattered most was physical presence. 

If their settlers could occupy an area, legal authorization would even

tually follow. 

Both sides prepared ornate casuistries to explain and defend their 

moves toward self-aggrandizement. True, the Portuguese were more 

actively expansionist and the Spaniards more defensive over the long 

run, but it made little difference in the way they behaved on the fron

tier. No move that vexed the other side was unworthy of consideration. 

Arming hostile Indian groups , razing rival settlements , falsifying charts 

and other documents - all were used time and again in a prolonged 

struggle. Sometimes competition took the form of a single interloper 

searching for gold or Indian slaves in an unauthorized area. At other 

times the full force of government policy was summoned on behalf of 
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territorial expansion. Even the most desolate and rarely visited areas be

came the object of intense interest and competition. 

Early maps of South America depict as one immense lake the re

gion later called the Mato Grosso. This body of water, which the Indians 

named Xarayes, was described by explorers as spreading in all direc

tions ,  unbroken except for the occasional camalote, or floating vegeta

tion. On overcast days, rowers in canoes sometimes became disoriented 

upon the lake, for it was impossible to tell where the sky ended and the 

waters began. Given this obstacle, any expedition to open the center of 

the continent would have to be mounted from some other direction. 

Lake Xarayes had a powerful hold over the minds of the explorers, 

even though it never existed in the way usually described. The swampy 

Pantanal, which covers thousands of miles of south and southwestern 

Mato Grosso on a seasonal basis, is generally shallow, normally less than 

a meter in depth. In fact, no impassable body of water prevented Euro

peans from penetrating the interior of South America. Yet such was the 

power of legend that meaningful European settlement of the southern 

Mato Grosso had to wait until the end of the eighteenth century.2 

That neither Portugal nor Spain could establish clear title over this 

area was of little consequence to the two European governments . It 

turned out that the Pantanal was less a barrier than a doorway to a var

ied and potentially wealthy province. To the north, the swamps gave 

way abruptly to a vast expanse of low hills and plateaus . Fertile soil and 

moderate climate characterized this huge area, which possessed many 

creeks and rivulets , some of which flowed north to the Amazon basin 

and others that flowed south toward Paraguay and the sea. 

As early as 1 71 9, bands of Paulista raiders, on the lookout for Indian 

captives for the coastal slave markets, found signs of mineral wealth in 

northern Mato Grosso. Later there was a full-scale gold rush; few found 

anything of value. Instead, they faced tremendous physical hardship far 

from home. The isolation of the region, the constant fear of hostile In

dians, and the need for skilled canoe pilots caused most miners to travel 

in expensive, well-organized convoys . Traveling in this fashion meant 

that it took five to seven months to reach the gold districts from Sao 
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Paulo. The Guaicuni, Mbaya, and Payagua Indians harassed the Portu

guese at every turn (the Payagua killed six hundred men in one con

voy in 1 72 5  and four hundred more in a raid five years later) . Many 

prospectors died of want and of tropical diseases before finding a single 

nugget.3 

By 1 748 the remnants of the Portuguese mining settlements in the 

Mato Grosso were organized into a captaincy separate from Sao Paulo. 

Settlement continued into the nineteenth century, though most of this 

occurred in the north, where stockraising gradually replaced mining. In 

the south, settlement was intermittent and uncertain, for these south

ern districts were home to several groups of aggressive Indians, and 

Spain claimed these territories as well. 

The 1 750 Treaty of Madrid specifically addressed the question of rival 

land claims in South America. It focused more on the Banda Oriental 

and the Jesuit missions region than on the Mato Grosso. Nevertheless, 

the treaty did contain a maj or concession to the effect that Spain now ac

cepted the Portuguese argument that the two governments should use 

the principle of uti possidetis to determine their common frontier. Thus 

did the Spaniards forego their long-cherished yet hopelessly unrealistic 

claim on territories dominated by Portugal. Effective occupation would 

be henceforth an important factor in resolving outstanding border 

problems in the Mato Grosso and elsewhere.4 

Within several years , most sections of the Madrid treaty had been 

overturned, though not the references to uti possidetis. No one could de

cide what "effective occupation" along the Alto Paraguay really meant, 

and various border commissioners argued the point for decades . The 

Portuguese accepted what was supposed to be a definitive frontier as a 

result of a short war (1 776 - 77) in which Spain gained control of the en

tire Banda Oriental. The subsequent 1 777 Treaty of San Ildefonso fixed 

the Mato Grosso boundary as running from the Ygurey River to its chief 

source in the Sierra de Mbaracayli, then by a straight line to the head of 

the nearest river that emptied into the Alto Paraguay, down that river to 

the Alto Paraguay, and up the latter waterway to the Xarayes marsh.5 

Even this specific delineation failed to satisfy both sides. The border-
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line at the Sierra de Mbaracayti posed no problem, but farther west it 

was a different matter. For the Portuguese, "nearest river" initially 

meant the Ypane, and finally the Apa, while the Spaniards maintained 

that the Blanco was the designated waterway. No one initially had the 

better claim. In 1 792 the Spaniards founded Fort Borbon on the Chaco 

side of the Alto Paraguay, just below the mouth of the Blanco. This en

campment thereafter exercised some control over both banks of the 

river. The 1 777 treaty failed to indicate, however, that Spain had any 

right to the left bank. The Portuguese rejected this claim, but failed to 

advance one of their own. 

Indian Raids and Border Disputes along the Mato Grosso Frontier 

In 1 801 ,  during the sixty-day War of the Oranges, a Spanish force from 

Asuncion penetrated the Mato Grosso and assaulted the tiny Portu

guese fort at Nova Coimbra. This expedition, which had as its object 

the expulsion of the Portuguese from southern Mato Grosso, was well 

equipped in armament and personnel. 

Despite these advantages, the expedition failed miserably. A heavy 

storm pounded the little flotilla as it neared its objective, and the water

soaked militiamen, unable to land, retreated downriver to Concepcion. 

Memory of this fiasco, which texts in the Asuncion military schools 

now omit, was at the time a source of much discomfort and resentment 

among the Paraguayans ; all the more so because, in its aftermath, Indi

ans supported by the Portuguese began a series of incursions deep into 

northern Paraguay.6 

The situation along the Mato Grosso -Paraguay frontier remained 

tense in the two decades before 1 830.  Smuggling was a factor, especially 

after Paraguayan ranchers expanded their holdings into the isolated 

frontier areas just before the end of the previous century.7 Their Brazil

ian neighbors had never made their own livestock ventures succeed, 

so the Paraguayans found it tempting to avoid their own border posts 

and drive their cattle, horses, and mules to Brazilian settlements, where 

they exchanged the animals for gold. Less commonly, Brazilian smug

glers crossed into Paraguay to return the favor. Their destination was 
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the yerba mate district east of the ranching zone. Poor Paraguayan work

ers sent to harvest the yerba formed a market for those who would sup

ply them with luxury items and alcohol. Peddlers (changadores) coming 

from Asuncion sometimes met this demand, but Brazilian contrabandis

tas also periodically supplied demijohns of rum and other goods .  

The Francia government took exception to this illegal trade and did 

everything possible to stamp it out. The dictator rejected the entreaties 

of Brazilian diplomats who promised closer political ties but failed to 

guarantee an end to encroachments in the north.8 He also rejected talk 

of a legal commerce, which he saw as promising nothing but a "con

temptible trade in bagatelles, [amounting] to no more than some ham

mocks , a little bit of cotton, and some bolts of very ordinary, crude cot

ton cloth. " 9 

He did allow supervised trade at Pilar and Itapua in the far south of 

Paraguay. Brazilian merchants were active in this commerce, particu

larly at Itapua, which linked Paraguay to Rio Grande do Sul by means of 

a circuitous route across the Misiones wastelands .  To some extent, the 

dictator favored the Brazilians who frequented the Itapua market; after 

all, some imported commodities (such as paper and gunpowder) played 

a necessary role in the maintenance of his government. He had his po

lice keep a careful eye on them notwithstanding, since he always sus

pected that their activities served as a cover for spying.10 

Francia's suspicions were justified. When the Brazilians were not try

ing to trade with Paraguay, they were trying to subvert its authority 

along the frontier. The Guaicuru Indians who earlier had raided Brazil

ian mining settlements in Mato Grosso also engaged in regular attacks 

against the Paraguayan north. Most of these raids involved the theft 

of cattle, which the Indians then sold to the Brazilians. Although Mato 

Grosso settlers could not always repel the marauders, when possible 

they encouraged their raiding to the sou th - far better that the Para

guayans be the victims . 1 1  

Some of  these assaults were notably bloody. Cutting his losses , Fran

cia ordered his militia to withdraw to Concepcion during the 1 820s.  

Most of the large ranches north of the Aquidaban River then disap-
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peared. Even communities along the Paraguay River felt the pressure of 

Guaicuni raids .  Referring to the now-deserted settlement ofTevego, the 

dictator noted that, despite the presence of his troops, "anytime the In

dians desire, they come there as to a corral of sheep, cause many deaths, 

plunder and take away whatever they wish. " 1 2 

To appear not to have abandoned the north entirely, Dr. Francia left 

a small garrison at Fort Borbon. This camp was situated at a strong po

sition high on the Chaco bank of the Alto Paraguay. From this point 

and from Concepcion, Francia occasionally mounted military sweeps 

against Indian tolderias in the disputed region. Since the Guaicuni could 

disperse into the bush at a moment's notice, these campaigns accom

plished little. But his objective was not so much to pacify the region 

as to keep up a Paraguayan presence, even one that was necessarily 

temporary. 

Francia's death in 1 840 brought few changes at first. The dictator 

had spent the last decade carefully building his dominion over the 

north, but this authority was always conditional, affected by Brazilian 

and Indian incursions , and costly to maintain. His successor, Carlos An

tonio Lopez, thought the expense worthwhile. The yerbales and ranch 

lands beyond Concepcion offered Paraguay a potential source of wealth 

unequaled in the rest of the country, and the only way to resuscitate 

the economy in that region was to provide security for settlers and 

investors. 

Lopez met this challenge by reinforcing Borbon, which he renamed 

Fort Olimpo. He then founded four forts along the left bank of the Apa, 

each with garrisons of over a hundred men.13 This was only the begin

ning of his efforts to renew control over abandoned territories .  Within 

five years his militia had built nearly a score of such forts and subsidiary 

guard posts in the north, not only along the Apa but also along the Alto 

Paraguay, Aquidaban, and Ypane Rivers. Lopez also offered land in this 

area to any peasant who would migrate there from the south.14 

These measures worked after a fashion. The Indian threat receded 

and many of the old ranches began operations again. So did work in 

the yerbales, though in this case Lopez had considerable trouble keeping 
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enough laborers on hand, so great was their fear of Indians. He often 

had to resort to drafting vagrants to make up for deserters . In 1 848 he 

went so far as to order that "from this day forward, deserters from the 

yerba stations will be treated to the death penalty, just as is imposed on 

deserters in [times of] combat." 15 By the end of the decade,  the perma

nent non-Indian population of Paraguayans between the Ypane and Apa 

Rivers had grown to nearly ten thousand, a figure perhaps ten times 

what it had been under Francia. 16 

An Incident at Fecho-dos-Morros 

The middle and late 1840s saw some marked improvements in official 

relations between the Brazilian government and that of Paraguay. For 

the Brazilians, rapprochement was part of a plan to gain allies to help 

unseat the Rosas regime in Buenos Aires. In this, the government in Rio 

followed a colonial precedent: by encouraging disaffection in the Pla

tine Litoral, the Brazilians sought to weaken porteiio influence and give 

themselves a freer hand in the estuary. The collapse of the republican re

volt in Rio Grande do Sul in 1 845 gave a new impulse to this goal. Now 

was a good time to strike at Rosas . 1 7  

Carlos Antonio Lopez demanded concessions for his  cooperation. Bra

zilian recognition of Paraguayan independence, which finally came in 

1 844, he deemed insufficient. This had to be coupled, he argued, with 

an agreement on free navigation, commerce, extradition, and most im

portant, boundaries. 18 Negotiations on these points began in Asuncion 

in 1 850. 

The discussions at first proceeded amicably. Then, midway through 

the talks, Carlos Antonio Lopez learned that the Brazilians had built 

a primitive fort, Fecho-dos-Morros, sixty-three miles north of the con

fluence of the Apa and Alto Paraguay Rivers on a wooded island that 

rose some eighty feet above the water level of the Alto Paraguay. The is

land boasted more capybara and tapirs than Brazilian soldiers , but its 

occupation nonetheless posed a threat, for nearby at the eastern bank of 

the river loomed a 1 ,350-foot-high volcanic formation that commanded 

the countryside in all directions . 1 9 On its rounded summit, the Brazil-
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ians could establish an artillery battery that could cut off the Paraguay

ans from their base at Olimpo. 

Was Brazil negotiating in bad faith? Certainly the decision to build 

a fort in the disputed territory seemed ill advised. The Paraguayan re

sponse was clear. Lopez ordered the expulsion of the Brazilian troops 

from Fecho-dos-Morros and the destruction of the fort itself. A strong de

tachment immediately sailed upriver, and on the morning of 1.4 Octo

ber 1.850 the Paraguayan lanchas opened a three-hour barrage on Fecho. 

The Paraguayans were under orders to let the Brazilians escape, so al

though they fired a great deal of musketry and shells into the air that 

day, little of it was directed on the Brazilian position. In the end, the gar

rison of thirty-one men fled eastward to the safety ofMbaya tolderias and 

thence to Coimbra; two dead pickets and an Indian auxiliary were left 

behind. The Paraguayans then set the site ablaze. Brazil's reign over 

Fecho-dos-Morros had lasted a scant fifteen days .20 

Brazilian negotiators in Asuncion swallowed their pride at word of 

this military reverse. So anxious were they to gain allies against Rosas 

that they signed a treaty that bound their country to the old San Ilde

fonso delineations. They later claimed that Lopez had taken advantage 

of their momentary inability to defend the Apa line. In the end, though, 

the Brazilian parliament refused to ratify the treaty and in turn received 

only nominal help against the governor of Buenos Aires. 

New Negotiations and the Transit Question 

The attempt to establish a presence at Fecho-dos-Morros was only a 

small part of the Brazilian effort to legitimize the empire's frontier 

claims in Mato Grosso. As Lopez consolidated Paraguayan rule in the 

north, he gave stimulus to the Brazilians to reinforce and develop the 

settlements on their side of the line. Paraguayans later argued that 

such development had little to do with secure borders . Had the Apa 

presented a genuine barrier - had it been a Danube, a Mississippi, or a 

Plata - then Paraguay would have relinquished the land between it and 

the Blanco. The Apa, however, was little more than a stream, and Lopez 

wanted the swampy land to its north as a shield. There was disingenu-
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ousness in this position: marshes abounded everywhere, and if they had 

never stopped Indian raids (even when the Indians were mounted on 

slow-moving horses), then why should they be expected to stop the Bra

zilian army? 

At this stage, the Paraguayans were not interested in going beyond 

the Blanco into the Mato Grosso itself. Indeed, during the late 1 840s, 

Carlos Antonio Lopez had even sent an agent to Rio to suggest the neu

tralization of the disputed territory and thus rid both sides of any rea

son for confrontation.21 Although this suggestion went unanswered and 

the incident at Fecho-dos-Morros temporarily clouded good relations, 

Lopez continued to press for a peaceful resolution of his dispute with 

the empire. Because of his prudent stance (and also because of obvious 

military constraints), the survival of Brazil's Mato Grosso settlements 

never seemed much in question. Their future as viable economic enti

ties, however, posed a different problem, and it was on this point that 

the Brazilians needed a concession from Asuncion. 

Because of the difficulties of overland communication and supply, 

the imperial government had long sought to use the Paraguay River as 

the link between Rio de Janeiro and the Brazilian far west. The river 

route, however, was politically sensitive. It passed through a thousand 

miles of Argentine and Paraguayan territory before leading into Brazil. 

Imperial diplomats had never secured from Lopez any clear agreement 

on transit via the Paraguay River. The Paraguayan leader feared that co

operation on this point might feed an already evident expansionism on 

Brazil 's part. His government's newspaper, EI Semanario, later explained 

his position in the following terms: " [Brazil] says 'I need to go through 

the territory of Paraguay in order to arrive home; this need gives me 

some right to impose upon Paraguay the obligation to let me pass ; '  . . .  

Paraguay responds 'I recognize that law and natural reason insist that I 

grant passage to Brazil, and I would gladly do so; but I have an even 

greater right to demand of Brazil that this [transit] not be prejudicial to 

me; real security [can only come] with the delineation of borders . . .  

make such a demarcation, give me this guarantee, and everything can 

be worked out. " ' 2 2  
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This diplomatic impasse sparked the establishment in 1 853 of two 

new Brazilian military colonies in southern Mato Grosso, Brilhante and 

Nioaque. Under a plan sponsored by the Baron of Antonina, these col

onies provided a key link in a new mixed fluvial-overland highway 

that connected the province to the Atlantic. The imperial government 

sought to counteract the bad effects of the transit problem with Para

guay by literally going around it. Yet the presence of the Nioaque and 

Brilhante colonies (and, ultimately, smaller colonies at Dourados and 

Miranda), instead of alleviating the difficulty with Paraguay, in fact ag

gravated it, since all these posts lay within or near the disputed zone. 23 

Carlos Antonio Lopez matched the Brazilian forts with new forts of 

his own. By 1854 his troops had built eight such installations along the 

Apa: Arrecife, San Carlos, Observaci6n del Apa, Observaci6n de Quien 

Vive, Itagui del Apa, Rinconada del Apa, Estrella, and Bella Vista. An

other large permanent camp, also called Bella Vista, was founded at the 

same time some fifteen miles to the south. The reinforced Paraguayan 

presence in the north was not only military in character: twenty new 

ranches were soon in operation within twenty-five miles of the Apa.24 

A de facto border came into existence, a border lined with bayonets . 

The two governments had reached no agreement on river transit. Rela

tions between Paraguay and Brazil had become tense and so remained 

until 1858 .  On one occasion in 1 855,  after an acrimonious exchange 

of notes, the imperial government dispatched a fleet of twenty ships 

mounting 120 cannons to force Paraguayan acceptance of the Brazilian 

position on transit. Argentine authorities, who would one day regret the 

decision, gave the fleet commander permission to pass upriver through 

their territory to Paraguay. Having come this far, the Brazilians felt op

timistic about settling the matter on their terms. Ironically, their efforts 

were wasted because no one had consulted the navigational charts of 

the Paraguay River to see how low it would be in February. With the 

Brazilian fleet unable to go beyond Corrientes, the 1855 confrontation 

was deemed a complete failure by many in Brazilian political and mili

tary circles .  The Argentines saw no benefit in the affair for any party, 

themselves included.25 
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Free Navigation on the Alto Paraguay 

On 6 April 1 856, Paraguay and Brazil signed a treaty of friendship, nav

igation, and commerce in Rio de Janeiro. This agreement conceded free 

navigation to Brazil (and all other foreign powers) without any clear de

termination on the question of limits , discussion of which was post

poned for six years.26 Foreign Minister Jose Berges, who had negotiated 

for Paraguay at the Brazilian capital, thought that he had made as good 

a treaty as he was likely to get.27 When he returned to Asuncion, he 

learned that Carlos Antonio Lopez thought otherwise. The president at 

first delayed ratification of the accord and then, after he eventually did 

approve it, did much to frustrate its observance; he levied irregular du

ties on goods in transit to Mato Grosso, and his sentinels and customs 

officers were encouraged to exaggerate their officiousness in dealing 

with foreign vessels bound for the same destination. 28 

In the end, Lopez gave in. He had lately become involved in a thorny 

diplomatic confrontation with the United States over the less than dip

lomatic commercial activities of the local American representative. Lo

pez wanted no further foreign complications .29 In January 1 858 Impe

rial Councilor Jose Maria da Silva Paranhos, the future viscount of Rio 

Branco, arrived in Asuncion with what amounted to an ultimatum. 

The councilor cut an impressive figure. He was well over six feet tall 

with piercing sky-blue eyes. His resplendent diplomat's uniform, which 

he used on all official occasions, shone brightly with gold brocade and 

included a high collar and white gloves, even in the tropical heat. Such 

fashion was calculated to give him a larger-than-life presence, symbolic 

of the enormous empire he represented. Paraguayans were sensitive to 

subtleties in appearance and they understood such an image. They like

wise noted his balding head; his ample, carefully arranged sideburns; 

and his clean-shaven chin. In appearance he suggested a modern Euro

pean statesman, a man who combined shrewdness and easy familiarity 

with power. In Paraguay, only members of the presidential family dared 

to put on such airs . 

The empire was willing, Paranhos stated bluntly, to go to war to en

force the 1 856 treaty. Francisco Solano Lopez, whose own appearance 
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was just as dazzling, had momentarily replaced Berges as chief negotia

tor for his father's government. The future marshal chose to take the 

councilor's threat at face value. On 1 2 February 1 858 the two men signed 

a convention that ended the restrictions on Brazilian transit of the Alto 

Paraguay.30 

After this settlement, the Brazilians inaugurated a state steamship 

line that ran up the Alto Paraguay to Cuiaba. The steamers , which in

cluded the Marques de Olinda, made eight round trips annually between 

Rio de Janeiro and the Mato Grosso ports , carrying goods a distance of 

almost four thousand miles . The line continued in operation until 1864 

without interference from the Paraguayans . Eventually, merchant ves

sels from Corrientes, Buenos Aires, Montevideo, and several Italian 

ports joined Brazilian and Paraguayan ships in fostering a tiny Mato 

Grosso trade.31 In addition to the transit of merchant vessels, the treaty 

allowed three imperial warships a year to ascend the river without 

Paraguayan inspection or limits as to tonnage or armaments . The ships 

that made this voyage were not required to take on a Paraguayan pilot. 

Whenever possible, therefore, they sailed close by Paraguayan river de

fenses, the better to gain useful military intelligence. Lopez's navy was 

unable to respond since Brazilian customs regulations mandated that 

all foreign vessels discharge their cargoes at Corumba, more than four 

hundred miles south of Mato Grosso's chief strategic point, the provin

cial capital of Cuiaba.32 

The 1 858 agreement also included a protocol on territorial limits . 

Neither side took this document seriously but accepted it for conve

nience's sake. It identified Bahia Negra, at the juncture of the Alto Para

guay and Negro Rivers , as the border between the two countries . Bahia 

Negra lay seventy miles north of the Blanco in a largely uninhabited and 

clearly indefensible zone; its very isolation was the chief point in its fa

vor as a line of demarcation. The protocol did not define the entire fron

tier, confining its writ to the west bank of the Paraguay River. Regarding 

the more important border dispute on the opposite bank, the protocol 

only called for a demilitarization of the area between the Apa and 

Blanco and, when necessary, for free passage during hot pursuit ofGuai-
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cuni raiders . All outstanding questions were to be addressed within the 

six-year delay on limits previously imposed.33 

The six-year time frame, which was supposed to make possible a pe

riod of reflection and cooperation, failed to ease tensions between the 

two countries . Solano Lopez had by then taken active charge of his coun

try's armed forces and of government efforts to expand and modernize 

the Paraguayan military. He imported armaments , hired European mil

itary specialists , and built Humaita from a minor border station near 

the Paraguay's confluence with the Parana into a fortress the likes of 

which had never been seen in South America. And he continued to re

inforce national defenses along the Mato Grosso frontier.34 

In June 1862 the six-year delay on the settlement of that frontier ex

pired without either side having lifted a finger to resolve their problems 

peaceably. Relations between Brazil and Paraguay, if formally correct, 

were in no way cordial; instead, they suffered from suspicion and mu

tual contempt. Charles Ames Washburn, the newly named U.S.  Minister 

to Asuncion, reported that Carlos Antonio Lopez "wants the old ques

tion of boundary . . .  settled, and complains that [Brazil] is crowding 

upon him all the time and will not come to a settlement, as by delay it 

is continually appropriating his territory. He has a bitter hatred of the 

Brazilians and a contempt of them as soldiers, and in speaking of them 

usually calls them macacos (monkeys) ." 35 

Politicians in Rio de Janeiro generally reciprocated the bad feelings 

displayed by the Paraguayan president, but the Banda Oriental con

cerned them far more. The lands disputed with Paraguay would almost 

certainly come into the empire's hands through the course of protracted 

negotiations. Time was on Brazil's side, and the Paraguayans could be 

left to wait. 

In the long litany of prewar ironies , perhaps the most telling - and 

the most poignant - came from Carlos Antonio Lopez. In September 

1862 the corpulent president lay on his deathbed. Fever and the con

stant pain of diabetes had sapped his strength, and he was anxious to 

pass his final hours with his family. One of his last official gestures was 

to nominate his eldest son, Francisco Solano Lopez, as vice president, 
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empowering him to exercise presidential authority until Congress met 

to choose a successor. Summoning a last reserve of strength, the old 

man struggled to voice his opinions , to give some final advice on how 

best to guarantee Paraguay's future safety. "There are many pending 

questions to ventilate; but do not try to solve them by the sword but by 

the pen, chiefly with Brazil. He pronounced the italicized words with em

phasis . . . .  The general remained silent; he did not answer his father, 

who after he had finished speaking also remained silent." Carlos Anto

nio Lopez died a short while later, without speaking another word.36 

Within days, Solano Lopez filled the streets of Asuncion with his sol

diers, their rifles and bayonets at the ready. This assured his accession to 

the nation's highest office with a minimum of debate.37 It also set the 

tone for his entire administration. 
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The Misiones and Chaco Disputes 

Travel accounts of the early nineteenth century generally portrayed the 

borderlands that separated Paraguay from Brazil's Mato Grosso province 

as a place of mystery, a blank on the map. The southern borderlands 

that separated Paraguay from Argentina, however, were so well lmown 

that they had achieved an almost legendary status .  In the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries , this region, lmown as the Misiones ,  had been 

home to tens of thousands of Guarani Indians grouped into communi

ties under Jesuit control. These reductions, and the priests who oper

ated them, fired the imagination of European intellectuals . Even the 

skeptical Voltaire expressed his grudging respect and gave the Jesuit 

missionary experiment a full chapter in his Candide. 

Spanish settlers in the Plata regarded the Jesuits with suspicion and 

jealousy. The Paraguayans envied their substantial herds of cattle, the 

size and efficiency of their export operations, and particularly their easy 

access to Indian labor. Though their secular neighbors might have hated 

them, the Jesuits recognized the power that their missionary appeal 

held among the Guarani. Even in the sparsely populated Chaco, located 

one hundred miles to the west, the reductions offered a practical, if not 

always successful, model for the assimilation of Indians into colonial 

society. 

By the early 1 800s this was all in the past. The Jesuit Order was long 

gone, expelled by the Crown forty years earlier. The inept administra-



tion that replaced the Jesuits in the Misiones and the military cam

paigns of the early national period ravaged and depopulated the region. 

The once meticulously cultivated fields now lay fallow. Village build

ings, churches, and warehouses became so overgrown that they resem

bled lost Mayan ruins , fit only for ghosts and roving bands of maraud

ers. Exacerbating this dismal state of affairs, Paraguay and Argentina 

actively disputed possession of both the Misiones and the Chaco. 

Colonial Antecedents 

The Spaniards divided the Jesuit territories after the expulsion of the or

der in 1 767, but certain divisions were already implicit in the adminis

tration of the missions . Royal ordinances in 1650, 1651 ,  and 1654 gave 

the governor of Paraguay the authority to appoint the priests to direct 

the thirty communities along the Parana and Uruguay Rivers .1  

Soon after Buenos Aires was separated from Paraguay in 1618 ,  secu

lar authorities worked out a rough demarcation that placed eighteen 

of the thirty mission communities under the bishop of Buenos Aires. 

The remaining villages, located mostly to the north of the Alto Parana, 

remained under the bishop of Asuncion. This demarcation - and in

deed the arrogation of any authority over the region - was largely theo

retical ; only the Jesuit Provincial of Tucuman exercised any real au

thority in the Misiones, and he permitted no secular priests to enter 

there. Nonetheless, this division provided the basis for future territorial 

squabbles . 

The seriousness of this matter became apparent during the eigh

teenth century, when civil authorities tried to pressure their ecclesias

tical counterparts into making clearer delineations. Royal bureaucrats 

were already thinking to displace the clerics as masters of the Indian 

population, and their efforts to paint the priests as disloyal may be seen 

in this light. 

In February 1 724 the king issued an ordinance that directed the two 

bishops to settle the jurisdictional question. The bishops subsequently 

selected arbitrators who met at the Jesuit headquarters of Candelaria. 

They agreed to divide the Misiones territory along the line of its water-
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shed, with the bishop of Asuncion maintaining j urisdiction over the 

area that drained into the Rio Parana and the bishop of Buenos Aires 

over the territory that emptied into the Uruguay.2 

Two years after this decision, the Crown ordered the transfer to 

Buenos Aires of the thirteen missions controlled by Paraguay. Royal offi

cials justified this move by noting the dangers the Misiones faced from 

the anti-Jesuit Comuneros rebellion then affecting central Paraguay. 

This transfer of authority, however, failed to clarify the ambiguity in the 

status of the Misiones. After all, colonial officials in Paraguay never re

garded the transfer as anything more than temporary; indeed, they pe

titioned regularly for the return of the lost missions . In 1 784 the viceroy 

finally ordered a new partition of the Mission communities , with Para

guay receiving the thirteen villages formerly within its jurisdiction.3 

By this time, the Jesuit Order had been expelled from the Spanish and 

Portuguese Empires. Their departure ushered in a period of even greater 

uncertainty for the Misiones . The Guarani residents of the territory en

joyed some nominal protection from the Crown. The secular agents as

signed to administer the villages, however, soon connived with outside 

entrepreneurs to exploit the Indians, often in shameless fashion. Some 

communities were forced to abandon ranching and subsistence farm

ing and devote themselves entirely to the cultivation of yerba mate, 

principally for the portefio market. The Indian laborers involved in this 

received little food and worked far longer hours than they had under 

the Jesuits . 

Confronted with disease and malnutrition, many Indians, most of 

them male, fled the region and thereby placed a still greater burden on 

those who remained. Spanish administrators tried to compensate for 

the loss in production by squeezing the Guarani even more. The result 

was predictable: the collapse of Misiones society. In fact, the royal gov

ernment had itself precipitated the disintegration of the mission com

munities by handing over seven of the richest missions to the Portu

guese through the Treaty of Madrid in 1 750.4 Though they returned the 

villages seven years later (and they remained under Spanish control un

til 1 801 ) ,  prosperity and social stability never returned. 
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At the beginning the nineteenth century, the Spaniards made a final 

effort to resuscitate the Misiones and bring the region back into the 

mainstream of Platine development. To better protect the few remain

ing Indians, the Crown issued a decree in May 1 803 that took the ten 

remaining Rio Uruguay missions from Buenos Aires and the thirteen 

Parana missions from Paraguay and consolidated them into a separate 

province governed by Lt. Col. Bernardo de Velasco.5 According to the ce

dula real, Velasco was free to act "with absolute independence of the 

Governors of Paraguay and Buenos Aires." The decision to create a new 

province might have provided a solution to the territorial dispute, but 

a complication arose. In September 1 805 the Crown received two reports 

from the Council of the Indies that recommended the unification of the 

provinces of the Misiones and Paraguay for military reasons. The king 

concurred and gave orders to this effect. Now, in addition to his position 

as governor of Misiones, Velasco received appointment as governor of 

Paraguay. 

Velasco's assumption of the Paraguayan governorship represented 

the last act in the long drama of Spain's troubles with the Misiones . In 

May 1810  the Cabildo of Buenos Aires proclaimed the independence of 

the port city and, by extension, all the provinces of the Plata, including 

Paraguay. Though enthusiastically welcomed by many porteiios, this dec

laration failed to please everyone in the provinces and was met with 

open hostility in the northeast. 

Independence and Nation Building: The Misiones in Limbo 

The landed elites of Paraguay hesitated only briefly in rejecting the pre

sumptions of the Cabildo of Buenos Aires .  For them, any break with 

Spain had to bring a more open regime that would specifically guaran

tee the rights of landlocked regions. South America's political future, 

they felt, depended on power sharing among all its provinces rather 

than a monopoly of power by one province alone.  From the Paraguayan 

viewpoint, their treatment at the hands of Buenos Aires had been uni

formly bad. Not only had commercial and fiscal policies always favored 

the port city over the Litoral but the viceregal regime also had repeat-
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edly called upon Paraguay to contribute men and materiel to dubious 

and unprofitable military ventures .  In 1. 781 Buenos Aires had mobilized 

a thousand Paraguayan militiamen to fend off a feared British attack. 

Fifteen years later, royal bureaucrats in Asuncion had pressured the lo

cal elites into a costly border war with Portuguese Brazil. In i. 806, royal 

officials again called upon Paraguayan militiamen, this time to drive 

British invaders from the mouth of the Platine estuary. On this last oc

casion, the appeal for men was poorly handled in Paraguay. The interim 

governor illegally impressed tobacco concessionaires (matriculados) into 

the militia, and press gangs sent into the Paraguayan countryside en

dured open hostility. Given such a checkered history, Paraguayans nat

urally feared the events of i.81.0 and worried that answering the portefio 

call would again result in the loss of lives and property. 

Underlying these suspicions, however, were complex cultural differ

ences that separated the two peoples and set the stage for additional 

conflicts over the Misiones. At this time, the "nationalism" of the por

tefios was entirely legalistic: as the self-proclaimed political heir to the 

viceroy after i.81.0, the Cabildo of Buenos Aires claimed control over 

all the territories and peoples once governed by the Spaniards .  In the 

view of the portefios, all of the Plata formed a new nation directed from 

Buenos Aires. 

Paraguayans viewed the "nation" as a community of shared values, 

customs, and language. All who were raised within the Hispano-Guarani 

milieu belonged to a greater Paraguayan "nation, "  whether they lived in 

Paraguay proper, in the Misiones ,  or even in Corrientes. Like the Kurds 

or the Basques, Guarani speakers saw themselves as part of a commu

nity different from other communities within the Plata and for whom 

political divisions were a reality to be borne, not to be celebrated. To the 

denizen of a small village in central Paraguay, the inhabitants of the Mi

siones were close (if not necessarily trustworthy) cousins, while those in 

Buenos Aires were foreigners. 

These concepts of nationhood, as much as legal, strategic, and com

mercial concerns, shaped the territorial dispute in the Misiones . Buenos 

Aires's first attempt to convert Paraguay to the patriot cause - the Bel-
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grano expedition of 1 8 1 1 - was launched via the Misiones . The Para

guayan victory on that occasion led to the realization that outsiders 

could easily repeat such an incursion if the Misiones stayed outside the 

orbit of Asuncion. Subsequent Paraguayan governments , therefore, de

termined to maintain their hold on the region. 

Belgrano's departure from Paraguay led to a short-lived rapproche

ment between the portefios and the Asuncion government.6 Buenos Aires 

needed friends in the face of Spanish resistance in Montevideo and Up

per Peru, and the Paraguayans, who had ousted Velasco in June 1 81 1 ,  ea

gerly responded. The result was an agreement signed on 1 2  October that 

tacitly recognized Paraguay's independence and explicitly recognized 

Asunci6n's jurisdiction over much of the Misiones : "Until with fuller in

formation the definitive boundary of both Provinces on this side has 

been established in the General Congress, the frontiers of this Province 

of Paraguay are to remain, in the meantime, in the form in which they 

are at present. Consequently, its government charges itself with the care 

of the department of Candelaria." 7 The agreement left undecided who 

should govern southern Misiones ,  the territory along the Rio Uruguay. 

Claims on paper were one thing, effective occupation of the Misiones 

was something else. In this respect, the Paraguayans held the upper 

hand. The area between the Alto Parana and Uruguay Rivers had by 1 8 1 7  

become greatly depopulated owing t o  a n  outflow o f  Indian men in 

search of work in the south, continued Portuguese incursions, increased 

banditry, and fighting between Correntinos, Entrerrianos, Orientales, 

and occasionally portefios.8 Given this chaotic situation, only Jose Gaspar 

de Francia's Paraguay offered hope for stability. 

As heir to the Bourbons, Francia claimed sovereign rights over the 

Misiones ,  and, unlike the Correntinos and Brazilians , he worked to es

tablish a presence there. His early occupation of Candelaria represented 

a crucial development, for it secured an overland trade outlet with Sao 

Borja in the Brazilian Misiones. To defend Candelaria, the dictator's men 

constructed a wall two meters high that ran for twelve hundred meters 

across a small peninsula jutting into the Alto Parana. The Paraguayans 

built the wall with stones taken from the ruins of nearby missions and 
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reinforced it with battlements and a series of entrenchments . A sizable 

garrison occupied the facility from the early 1 820s onward. Francia 

christened this fortification Sanjose, but it soon assumed the more com

mon name of Trinchera de los Paraguayos (the present-day site of the 

city of Posadas). 

In 1 822 the dictator established another base camp at Tranquera de 

Loreto on the southern bank of the Alto Parana fifty miles west of 

Trinchera. The site was well chosen. Set just above the rapids of Apipe, 

Tranquera stood at the narrowest point of dry land between the river 

and the Laguna Ybera, a vast swamp located directly to the south. The 
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Jesuits had left a series of embankments in this quarter that Francia 

greatly widened and extended. At high water, these could be broken to 

unite the waters of the Ybera with those of the Alto Parana, creating a 

barrier to any large military force coming from the west.9 

Because these fortifications alone were insufficient to dominate the 

disputed areas in the Misiones, Francia sent his small cavalry force to 

patrol the zone and escort merchant caravans to and from Sao Borj a. A 

small force stationed in the ruins of Candelaria supplied men for tem

porary guard posts at Santo Tomas , San Carlos, and periodically at Santo 

Tome. While none of these measures assured Paraguayan control, they 

did ease trade; with his government chronically in need of paper, hard

ware, and munitions, this was enough for Dr. Francia. 1 0  

Skirmishes occurred periodically. In 1821 ,  Paraguayan troops at

tacked the encan1pment of Aime Bonpland, a French botanist and col

league of Alexander von Humboldt, who had come to the Misiones to 

study the yerba mate plant. Bonpland made the mistake of openly asso

ciating with Francisco Ramirez, the gaucho leader who then controlled 

Corrientes and whom Francia suspected of wanting to extend that con

trol into the disputed Misiones . As a result, the dictator ordered his 

troops to destroy Bonpland's base camp at Santa Ana and arrest the hap

less Frenchman, who remained a prisoner of the Paraguayans for nine 

years . 1 1  

Open hostilities erupted i n  the Misiones i n  the early 1830s at approx

imately the same time that rumors circulated of a scheme by the porteno 

leadership to sell Misiones territory to British land speculators. Dr. Fran

cia left no doubt as to his sentiments concerning such a real estate trans

fer: "The lands between the Aguapey and Uruguay [Rivers] belong to 

Paraguay and not to Buenos Aires which for the past twenty years has 

not even thought about them. It is now clear that [Buenos Aires] has 

conspired to appropriate this territory and feign its sale to these Eng

lishmen only to impede and cut the Brazilian trade with Paraguay, 

which has hurt them as much as they envy it." 1 2  Though British colon

ists never appeared on the scene, the incident heightened Paraguayan 

anxiety. 
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Meanwhile, the provincial government of Corrientes had concluded 

a treaty with the municipal council of La Cruz, a tiny port on the Alto 

Uruguay River, which brought the village under direct Correntino 

rule.13 Although the takeover of La Cruz could have been viewed as the 

first step in some hostile flanking maneuver to the sou th, Dr. Francia 

displayed considerable restraint. Noting that La Cruz had nothing to do 

with the Sao Borja trade, the dictator offered to sell the port to Corri

entes together with all lands south to Yapeyli.14 

Correntino governor Pedro Ferre, however, rejected Francia's offer, 

dismissing it as a cover for Paraguayan expansion. Corrientes, the gov

ernor believed, had acquiesced to Paraguayan aggression all too often in 

the recent past, not just in the Misiones but also on the island of Apipe 

and in the Curupayty area just north of the Parana River's confluence 

with the Paraguay. 1 5  Ferre ordered his militia to attack Paraguayan 

strongholds in the Misiones and settle the matter for good. 16 

This undeclared war of 1 832 - 34 never escalated beyond a few minor 

skirmishes . Ferre hoped to exaggerate the Paraguayan threat and gain 

political concessions and material aid from the lower provinces . 17  As 

events turned out, Paraguayan resistance proved ineffectual, and after 

a brief campaign the Correntinos occupied Tranquera de Loreto and 

Candelaria in September 1832 .  

The Correntinos held the Misiones for less than two years . During 

that time, Ferre attempted to consolidate economic control over the 

region; he established an official yerba mate industry near the Jesuit ru

ins and invited all interested citizens to participate in the venture. 18 

He also established a customs house to tax the Brazilian merchants who 

journeyed to Paraguay across the Misiones from Sao Borja.19 Yet despite 

enthusiastic rhetoric from his neighbors to the south, Ferre received 

virtually no support for his occupation of Candelaria. It was only a mat

ter of time before an avenging Paraguayan expeditionary force crossed 

back into the Misiones. By mid-1 834 the Correntinos had given up the 

greater part of their recent gains, including Santo Tome and the small 

port of Hormiguero (although they retained control over La Cruz).  The 

Paraguayans reestablished a protective cordon around their trading 
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route to Sao Borja, and the skirmishing came to an end. Commercial ex

changes with Brazilian merchants soon resumed and thrived until the 

early 1 8 50s. 

The Riograndense Option 

While Dr. Francia bemoaned the intrusions of "that savage thief, the 

carpenter Ferre, "  trouble was brewing at the other end of the commer

cial chain in Rio Grande do Sul.2° The Brazilian foreign ministry had 

made no new claims on the Misiones since the time of the Cisplatine 

War, opting instead to develop friendly relations with the Paraguayan 

dictator. There was nothing disinterested in this stance.  Brazil had al

ready gained most of what she wanted in the Misiones thanks to the Por

tuguese, who in 1 801 had taken the former Jesuit ranches east of the 

Uruguay River. Gathering potential allies against Buenos Aires was far 

more important in the 1 830s than pressing questionable claims over es

sentially vacant land. The imperial government therefore did nothing 

to discourage Paraguay's trade links with Sao Borja. 

In formulating a policy toward Francia - and toward all the Platine 

regimes - diplomats in Rio de Janeiro failed to see that the interests 

of Riograndenses rarely coincided with those of the empire. Though 

the imperial government showed enthusiasm for countering the pre

tensions of Buenos Aires and for developing good relations with 

Paraguay, it repeatedly postponed legislation favorable to its own cattle 

ranchers in the south. This brought on the ten-year Farrapo Rebellion. 

Though the secessionist revolt centered in the ranching zones near the 

Uruguayan frontier, it also had profound effects on the Misiones. 

One effect was demographic. Many who were anxious to escape the 

fighting in Rio Grande do Sul crossed the Uruguay River to seek refuge 

in Paraguayan and Correntino territory. These refugees, who included 

Indians and escaped slaves, became new settlers in the underpopu

lated area. Many merchants also joined the exodus to the right bank of 

the river, where they opened businesses and waited for the fighting to 

subside. 

Sao Borja fell to the Farrapos in October 1835  and remained under 
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their rule for nearly a decade. This did not remove the town from the 

war, however, because guerrilla forces continued to uphold the em

peror's cause along the Rio Uruguay. Cavalry crossed the river in pursuit 

of opposing troops ,  and these forays brought additional conflict with 

the Correntinos or Paraguayans .  

Surprisingly, the rebellion failed to disrupt the commerce that had 

developed across the Misiones because all sides wished to see the trade 

sustained. For the Farrapos, trade with the Paraguayans and Correnti

nos brought much-needed revenues to their budding republic and reg

ular imports ofyerba, tobacco, and most importantly horses and mules 

to help the armed struggle. Mounts for the rebel cavalry were essential. 

As one Paulista deputy remarked: "The rebels have 1 2 ,000 horses and 

1 2 ,000 horses are nearly 1 2 ,000 men. [Given the terrain and the dis

tances involved,] whoever has the largest horse herds will win." 21 When 

the acquisition of horses through legal means became problematic, 

troops from either side raided Correntino-held areas in the Misiones 

and took what they needed. After one such incursion, the governor 

of Corrientes petitioned the imperial commander on behalf of the 

ranchers of Santo Tome and La Cruz, who claimed substantial loss of 

livestock.22 

The Farrapo Rebellion did little to resolve the territorial dispute over 

the Misiones, but it did prove that both the Paraguayans and their 

neighbors to the south had much to gain from peace. So too did the Bra

zilians - a fact that became increasingly obvious after the exhausted 

rebels laid down their arms in February 1 845.  

The Misiones in the 1 840s 

Dr. Francia had kept the Farrapos - and all other suitors - at arm's 

length. His death in September 1 840 made possible new political reali

ties in the Plata as a whole. A portent of the changes to come had taken 

place a year earlier, when the province of Corrientes rose in rebellion 

against the government of Juan Manuel de Rosas. If the Correntinos 

were to defeat the Restaurador de las Leyes, they needed allies, whether 

Farrapo, imperialist, or Paraguayan. 
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Rosas had long discounted the threat of an alliance between Para

guay and his enemies in the Litoral. Francia's well-known policy of non

interference in Argentine affairs had conformed to Rosas's regional in

terests for many years . There was no apparent reason why Paraguay 

would launch itself into the fray now that Francia was gone. 

The situation had changed far more than Rosas realized . The new 

consular government of Carlos Antonio Lopez and Mariano Roque 

Alonso saw itself as a force for modernization that was willing to aban

don the old isolationist policy. This was merely the first step in dispell

ing the "inland Japan" image that Francia had so carefully nurtured and 

that had cost so much in terms of economic prosperity. Accordingly, the 

consuls plunged awkwardly forward into the thicket of diplomacy and 

opened negotiations with the insurgent government in Corrientes .  

On 31  July 1 841 the consuls affixed their signatures to a treaty of 

friendship, trade, and navigation with the Correntinos . That same day, 

both parties signed a provisional boundary agreement that set a clear 

demarcation in the Misiones.  Paraguay received all lands north of the 

Aguapey River while Corrientes received control of the island of Apipe 

and of the Rio Uruguay settlements . The river fords of Itati, Yabebiri, 

and Itapua, all on the Alto Parana, were opened to Correntino trade, as 

was Pilar on the Paraguay. In recognition of the cultural and linguistic 

unity of the two peoples ,  the treaty declared that "the sons of both states 

will be considered natives of one and the other . . .  with free use of their 

rights ." 23 

Both governments viewed the agreements as temporary. The main 

objective of Pedro Ferre, who had again assumed the governor's mantle 

in Corrientes,  was to prevent disturbances on the northern frontier so 

that he could concentrate his forces against Rosas. Lopez's desire was to 

increase trade along the Parana while guarding the old Misiones cara

van route to Sao Borja.  

The 1 841 treaties angered Rosas but did not overly concern him, for 

he realized that mutual suspicion would undermine any union between 

Paraguay and Corrientes. Lopez was similarly aware of the weaknesses 

inherent in the treaties. They might be used to stabilize conditions in 
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the Misiones and promote the entry of foreign trading ships into the Up

per Plata, but they could also involve Paraguay in a war. 

A major problem of the treaties was that they depended on the con

tinued viability of the Ferre regime. In December 1 842,  however, the 

Correntinos and their Uruguayan allies suffered a major reverse in 

Entre Rios. The Rosistas then poured into Corrientes and soon seized 

that entire province. Ferre fled with the remnants of his army, passing 

through Paraguay on his way to exile in Rio Grande do Sul. This left 

Lopez with a frontier even less secure than before.24 

The 1 841- 42 treaties had little long-term effect on the Misiones land 

dispute. The language of the boundary agreement did suggest a will

ingness on Paraguay's part to content itself with the thirteen villages it 

had administered before 1 803 .25 But in the chaotic environment of the 

1 840s, nothing was certain. 

The Rosista hold on the Correntino government lasted only a few 

months, and soon the province again found itself at war. Between 1 841 

and 1 845, Corrientes had five different governments, none of which 

could maintain the peace. At one point, Farrapo envoys signed a se

cret convention with the Correntinos that obligated the two parties to 

quash smuggling in the Misiones and to disarm and expel each other's 

enemies .26 

After the Farrapo collapse in 1 845, the Brazilian Foreign Ministry re

verted to its earlier policy of trying to undermine Rosas in the Litoral 

provinces of the Plata. To that end, imperial officials assiduously 

courted potential allies in the region. They soon identified Joaquin Ma

dariaga, the new governor of Corrientes, as a key figure in the anti-Rosas 

camp and as someone who needed their help. Madariaga's position was 

hardly enviable. Local Rosistas already held the southeastern corner of 

his province, and they aligned themselves with Entrerriano governor 

Justo Jose de Urquiza, who maintained a sizable cavalry force nearby. In 

response, the various anti-Rosas leaders in the Plata launched an offen

sive in Corrientes with the full connivance of the imperial government, 

sending Unitario general Jose Maria Paz to assume command of their 

forces in the province. 
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Lopez, who by now had become Paraguayan president, also wished to 

join this campaign. The anti-Rosistas , as far as he lmew, still honored the 

previous border and trade commitments made by Ferre. In any case, the 

alternative - a Rosista Corrientes - had to be avoided at all costs . Ac

cordingly, Lopez dispatched an army of several thousand men across the 

Alto Parana. At the head of this force was his eighteen-year-old son, Brig. 

Gen. Francisco Solano Lopez. 

This was the younger Lopez's first important foray into Platine poli

tics . It was significant that he came on the scene as a military man, filled 

with expectations of battlefield glory and attired in a glittering uni

form. His father remained doubtful of his son's abilities and anxious to 

limit the Paraguayan commitment to the Rosas opposition. He issued 

elaborate instructions to the untried general on when to reconnoiter, 

when to attack, and when to withdraw.27 He also placed experienced of

ficers who could offer appropriate counsel in key positions in the force. 

The young commander's troops seemed hopelessly inept to General 

Paz, who had the opportunity to see them as they disembarked at Cor

rientes .  " It was an unformed mass,"  he later recalled, "without instruc

tion, without organization, without discipline, and ignorant of the first 

rudiments of war . . . .  [Their] infantry was so rustic that it did not lmow 

how to load or fire its weapons." As for their cavalry, they had no com

petent officers and "were badly mounted . . .  , not because they had been 

given no horses, but because they did not care for them and destroyed 

them in a few days." 28 

In the end, the Rosistas decided the issue before the Paraguayan 

troops could enter the fray, with Urquiza's cavalry smashing that of Paz 

in March 1 845. Solano Lopez wisely elected to withdraw across the Alto 

Parana without firing a shot. Paz followed him soon thereafter. Like 

Ferre before him, the general tarried only briefly in Paraguay before 

moving on to the safety of Brazilian territory. 

With Corrientes in the hands of the Rosistas, C. A. Lopez had reason 

to fear an attack from the south. His hold over the Misiones seemed pre

carious, and he could ill afford to remain idle. In 1 849, just as Francia 

had done years before, Lopez moved to assure Paraguayan sovereignty 
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over the Misiones by dispatching a column of one thousand infantry, six 

hundred cavalry, and an artillery unit southward under the command 

of the Hungarian-born mercenary Franz Wisner von Morgenstern. This 

force reached the disputed area in June with instructions from Lopez to 

secure the territory all the way to the Uruguay River and then, if pos

sible, to purchase two thousand muskets from Brazilian authorities.29 

On 4 July 1 849 Hormiguero fell. 

Wisner immediately notified the Austrian commercial attache at Rio 

de Janeiro that Hormiguero was now in Paraguayan hands and that the 

small port desired trade.  Participating merchants from the Austrian 

Empire would be exempted from all duties, Wisner observed, since Em

peror Franz Joseph had recently recommended the recognition of Para

guayan independence. This missive not only showed Wisner's desire for 

prestige among his fellow Austrians but also showed that Paraguayan 

interest in the Misiones now focused narrowly on the need for a com

mercial outlet to the Atlantic economy.30 

Lopez meant the expedition to keep the lines of trade between Itaptia 

(after 1 846 called Encarnacion) and Sao Borja open under all circum

stances. The Brazilians, for their part, had no interest at that time in 

abandoning the appearance of strict neutrality in the various Platine 

disputes.31 The trade opening desired by the Paraguayans thus received 

little official encouragement from the Brazilian side of the river. Wisner 

remained in the area only long enough to conduct a few raids against 

the Correntino Rosistas and their Entrerriano allies .  These engagements 

proved inconclusive, and by the beginning of 1 850 the Paraguayans 

returned to Tranquera, malcing only occasional forays against the Cor

rentinos over the next two years. Lopez soon came to regard the dor

mant trade with Sao Borja as not worth the risk of a military confron

tation, even though he still wanted to import armaments from Brazil. 

In the end, Paraguay retained Trinchera and Tranquera de Loreto, but 

less for commercial than strategic reasons - Lopez had no desire to see 

a second Belgrano expedition launched against his country by way of 

the Misiones . 

The 1 849 Paraguayan incursion was for all practical purposes the end 
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of the Sao Borja trade. Ironically, it resulted in such destruction that any 

revitalization of the old commerce would have proven difficult. As they 

withdrew, the Paraguayans destroyed what they could not carry. They 

set fire to Hormiguero. Wisner's men seized the livestock of the Santo 

Tome district, some eleven thousand animals in all, and drove them 

back to Paraguay.32 These actions , as harsh as anything the area had suf

fered, signaled that the Paraguayans had no intention of coming back. 

The 1 852 Agreements 

The fall of Rosas in 1 852 brought fundamental changes in the relations 

between Argentina and Paraguay. Carlos Antonio Lopez had offered sup

port to the alliance that had overthrown the Restaurador and expected to 

reap the rewards of his cooperation. He did not have to wait long. On 

1 7  July 1 852 the new Argentine Confederation officially recognized the 

independence of Paraguay and its right to free navigation. Two days 

earlier, officials of the two governments signed a treaty that carefully 

defined their common border. 

Article 1 of this treaty established the Alto Parana River from Yguasu 

Falls (at the edge of Brazilian territory) to the island of Ataj6  (Cerritos) 

at the confluence of the Parana and the Paraguay Rivers as the bound

ary between Paraguay and the confederation. With a stroke, Paraguay 

relinquished its claim to the entire area once encompassed by the thir

teen disputed missions.33 

Carlos Antonio Lopez's willingness to give up an enormous stretch 

of land stood in sharp contrast to his earlier policy and revealed more 

about his relations with Brazil than with the Argentines. The question 

of who owned the territories between the Apa and Blanco Rivers loomed 

large in Asuncion at this time. The Paraguayan president evidently felt 

that a serious conflict with Brazil was more likely than one with Argen

tina. Since the Itapua - Sao Borja trade route would lose its raison d 'etre 

with the opening of the Parana, he could afford to compromise on the 

Misiones.  Thus, in exchange for a nebulous show of support from the Ar

gentines against the pretensions of the Brazilians , he surrendered a siz

able piece of the Misiones, a territory whose potential value was many 
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times what he might have hoped to gain along his northern frontier 

with Mato Grosso. All looked ready for the transfer of the territory to the 

confederation when, at the last moment, the Argentine Congress re

jected the treaty because of clauses relating to the Gran Chaco hundreds 

of miles to the west. 

The Chaco Question 

Of all the lonely and isolated regions in Spanish South America, surely 

the Gran Chaco was the least known. An enormous plain covered by 

swamps,  chaparral, and thorn forests, it extended westward from the 

right bank of the Paraguay River to the foothills of the Andes ,  a full 

2 50,000 square miles of wilderness. Had the region been nothing more 

than a place of unusual fauna and desolate landscapes, the Spaniards 

might simply have ignored it, as they had ignored Patagonia, Arizona, 

and Alta California. As it was, the very mention of the word Chaco filled 

them with terror, for it was home to many groups of feared Indians, in

cluding the Guaicuni, Toba, and Mocobi. As one failed missionary to the 

region observed in the eighteenth century, "the Spaniards consider [the 

Gran Chaco] the theater of misery; the barbarians, in turn, their Pales

tine, their Elysium." 34 

Indian raids from the Chaco presented a near-constant reminder 

to the Spanish settlers in Paraguay of the insecurity of their position. 

On several occasions during the colonial period, Guaicuni marauders 

struck Asuncion itself. To keep the Indians at bay, the Paraguayans were 

consistently under arms and conducted punitive raids of their own. A 

more effective way to prevent the incursions suggested itself to colonial 

authorities from the beginning, but only at the end of the 1 700s did 

they construct permanent military posts within the Chaco. 

The establishment of these forts reinforced a claim that the Para

guayans had made over the Chaco for many years . A Royal Ordinance of 

1618 had assigned to the bishop of Asuncion all of the Chaco territor

ies north of the Bermejo River. Lands to the sou th, including the areas 

around the town of Santa Fe, were assigned to the ecclesiastic authori

ties of Buenos Aires .  This left three-quarters of the Chaco theoretically 
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under Paraguayan jurisdiction. In reality, the Gran Chaco remained the 

domain of the Indians, except for the occasional foray of militiamen 

bent on reprisal and some ineffectual missionary efforts . 

In 1 792 the viceroy ordered the construction of a fort on the Chaco 

side of the Paraguay River to check the expansion of the Portuguese 

from Mato Grosso and, if possible, to discourage Indian encroachments 

from the west. These objectives could best be realized by situating the 

new post as far upriver as possible . The Paraguayans accordingly es

tablished Borbon, which controlled the right bank of the river as far as 

Bahia Negra, within easy striking range of Portuguese settlements . 

From th.is time forward, Fort Borbon (or Olimpo) was almost continu

ously populated, partly by convicts and malcontents and partly by gar

rison troops . After independence, Borbon continued as a reminder of 

Asuncion's authority in the Gran Chaco. Yet Dr. Francia considered 

this single post insufficient and subsequently established forts at Santa 

Elena, Monteclaro, Pena Hermosa, and much farther to the south, at 

Formoso and Orange. Though tiny, these installations were more than 

simple guard posts against the Toba and Mocobi. Even in this remote 

spot, the dictator intended that every neighbor respect Paraguayan 

sovereignty. 

In August 1 826 this claim over the Gran Chaco was put to the test 

when a river vessel with twenty-five men aboard appeared at the mouth 

of the Bermejo.  The vessel had as its captain a Frenchman, Paul Soria. He 

had a commission from an association of portefio entrepreneurs to map 

the river from its headwaters in Salta province to its confluence with 

the Paraguay. If the river proved navigable, then it might serve to tie the 

provinces of the Argentine interior to those of the Litoral. Such a proj

ect conflicted with Paraguay's territorial claims . Francia's pickets on the 

opposite bank had standing orders to detain anyone attempting to en

ter the country, and they promptly arrested the entire party of Saltefi.os 

and sent them north to Concepcion. Francia held them as prisoners 

for five years before expelling them at roughly the same time he ejected 

Bonpland.35 

The outposts Francia established in the Chaco stayed in place for over 
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forty years . With the exception of Borbon, these posts were flimsy af

fairs, consisting of logs planted in the ground, interlaced with bamboo, 

filled in with clay or mud, and thatched with grass .  Each had a lookout 

tower some sixty feet in height and open at the sides. These platforms 

commanded an extensive view of the river. Using signal fires or horns, 

troops could alert the pickets guarding the opposite bank of the river. 

C. A. Lopez at first had little inclination to change Dr. Francia's Chaco 

policy but was concerned with protecting Paraguay's southern frontier. 

As the threat from Indians receded, this increasingly meant staving off 

threats from Argentina. Lopez supplemented Francia's pickets on the 

left bank of the Paraguay River with a tight chain of fortified posts that 

ran from Asuncion south to below the fortress of Humaita. 

The treaty of 1 5 July 1 852 ,  which established the boundaries between 

Paraguay and the Argentine Confederation in the Misiones, also implic

itly recognized Paraguayan sovereignty over all the Chaco territories 

north of the Rio Bermejo.  Article 4 read: "The Paraguay River belongs 

from bank to bank in absolute sovereignty to the Republic of Paraguay 

as far as its junction with the Parana." Article s asserted : "The naviga

tion of the Bermejo River is completely common to both states." 36 

The treaty nonetheless went on to note in Article 6 a Paraguayan de

m md that was sure to cause friction: "The bank from the mouth of the 

Bermejo to the Atajo River is neutral territory to the depth of one 

league; by common consent the high contracting parties cannot locate 

there any military camps or police posts even for the purpose of ob

serving the savages that inhabit the shore." 37 

C. A. Lopez had insisted on the inclusion of this clause as necessary 

to national defense. The proposed neutral territory commanded a clear 

view of the site on the left bank of the Paraguay River that the fortress 

of Humaita would soon occupy. The Paraguayan government even then 

regarded this as a strategic zone and was anxious to strengthen its po

sition there. 

Though the Paraguayans had long regarded the Bermejo  as the di

viding line in the Chaco, some in Buenos Aires argued that the Pilco

mayo River, lying much farther to the north, was the correct border. 
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While there was little historical justification for this position, Lopez 

knew that the Argentines would press him on this point. The insertion 

of the neutralization clause made more definite the recognition of the 

Bermejo line, for if Argentina were later to claim the Pilcomayo, it 

would be impossible to evade the wording of Article 6. And, in fact, the 

Argentine Congress refused to ratify the treaty because of this article. 

For his part, Carlos Antonio Lopez ratified the treaty immediately 

and then waited impatiently for Argentine compliance. Three years 

later, the confederation officially rejected the treaty, and Urquiza ap

pointed Gen. Tomas Guido to negotiate a new agreement. As a young 

man, Guido had been a close confidant of Jose de San Martin and later 

served as Rosas's agent at the Brazilian court in Rio de Janeiro. He was 

widely regarded as a tough negotiator from whom the Paraguayans 

couid expect little flexibility. 

A series of diplomatic notes from third parties had already clouded 

the issue. When the portefio newspapers recorded the text of the 1 852 

treaty, the Bolivian charge d 'affaires at  Buenos Aires protested Article 4 

as prejudicial to his nation's claims in the Gran Chaco, which, though 

never clearly defined, were generally seen as overlapping those of Para

guay.38 Four days later the Brazilian minister likewise issued a protest 

on behalf of his government. In this case, his objections centered, first, 

on the treaty's reference to "Brazilian possessions,"  which the docu

ment had left undefined, and second, on the article that guaranteed a 

courier service between Encarnacion and Sao Borja that, the minister 

noted, would require Brazilian approval. 

The prospect of confrontation with other powers may have caused 

confederation officials to reconsider their commitment to the treaty 

with Paraguay. Many in the confederal capital of Parana, and in Buenos 

Aires, were arguing that delay and renegotiation better served Argen

tina's interests anyway. 

Meanwhile, by a decree of 14 May 1 8 55, Carlos Antonio Lopez further 

extended Paraguayan claims in the Gran Chaco by establishing an agri

cultural colony a short distance above Asuncion.39 Called Nueva Bur

deos , the colony was the brainchild of Solano Lopez, having recently re-
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turned from Europe with a newly professed reverence for everything 

French. For Paraguay to follow the lead of Napoleon III, it would have 

to undertake radical modernization even in agriculture. Solano Lopez 

sought the immigration of some four hundred hardworldng French 

country people who could introduce new farming techniques and hab

its of labor to the Paraguayan peasantry. When they arrived, however, 

the immigrants turned out to be townsmen from Bordeaux. Not sur

prisingly, they failed to adapt to the rigors of life in the Chaco, and the 

Asuncion government did little to alleviate their distress. Food short

ages at Nueva Burdeos were acute and the promised farming tools un

available ; displays of anger resulted on all sides. In the end, after pre

cipitating a minor diplomatic crisis with Carlos Antonio Lopez, the 

Frenchmen received permission to evacuate the colony, leaving behind 

a tiny group of Paraguayan soldiers and settlers who managed to make 

do where the Europeans had failed.40 

Villa Occidental, as the Paraguayans rechristened Nueva Burdeos, be

cani.e a base camp for further efforts at colonizing the Chaco, and over 

the next decade half a dozen satellite communities sprang up in its 

vicinity. These rudimentary camps also served a military function in de

fending Asuncion from enemies, Indian or otherwise, who might ap

proach the Paraguayan capital from the west. In this way Villa Occiden

tal and the other posts were analogous to the Brazilian military colonies 

in the south of Mato Grosso. 

After several years of delay, Paraguay and the Argentine Confedera

tion signed a new treaty of trade, friendship, and navigation on 29 July 

1 856. Although this agreement promoted expanded commerce and 

affirmed the principle of free navigation in the region, it specifically 

postponed land settlement except for the islands of the Alto Parana, 

with Paraguay receiving Yacyreta and Argentina, Apipe.41 

The claims of the confederation had grown since 1852  to now en

compass nearly the whole Gran Chaco "up to the Bolivian territory" as 

well as that portion of the old Misiones territory lying on and below the 

left bank of the Parana.42 For their part, the Paraguayans attached even 

less importance to the latter territory than they had in 1 852 and were 
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willing, as before, to relinquish it if Argentina offered concessions on 

postal arrangements . 

The Chaco, however, was another matter. The entire thrust of Lopez's 

foreign policy was to carefully open the republic to the outside world 

while maintaining a strong defensive posture in the south and far 

north. If Paraguay were to drop its claims in the Chaco, then Humaita, 

Olimpo, and Villa Occidental would be rendered useless ;  an enemy 

could even threaten Asuncion. Of course, as Lopez repeatedly stated, the 

Gran Chaco was of little consequence: Paraguay only insisted on a thin 

security buffer, its "Government limiting its unconditional right to a 

certain marginal extent from the confluence with the Parana up to 

Bahia Negra." 43 This buffer excluded the south bank of the Bermejo.  The 

Argentines naturally expected under such circumstances to enjoy the 

right of navigation on the river. The Paraguayans, however, refused to 

accept this without a treaty on boundaries and argued that navigation 

on the Bermejo was still an open question. In 1 853 the Correntino gov

ernor, Juan Pujol, decided to test the issue by authorizing an explora

tory mission to the mouth of the Bermejo.  Lopez swiftly put a stop 

to this effort as "an intemperate and premature enterprise, "  and the 

schooner sent by the governor turned back to Corrientes.44 

Two years later a more serious effort was initiated in Salta, where pri

vate investors sponsored mapping of the river's headwaters. Over the 

next two years, the Saltefios extended these explorations of the Bermejo 

westward into Jujuy and Bolivia. At every stage they attracted more 

investors who were urged to put their capital into the construction of 

merchant schooners to run between Corrientes and the Bolivian fron

tier. As an added inducement, the company revealed that the Argentine 

government had granted it some valuable lands just south of the river.45 

Newspapers in communities along the Parana echoed the optimism of 

these notices; editorials led potential backers to believe that only minor 

interference from Chaco Indians prevented the Bermejo from becoming 

an important and profitable con1.mercial artery. 

This was an exaggeration. The river was navigable for most of its 

course,  but sandbars and floating vegetation posed as many problems as 
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marauding Indians. And Carlos Antonio Lopez had no intention of al

lowing free navigation on the Bermejo without exacting a high price at 

the negotiating table. In 1 857 he declared that Paraguay's claim in the 

Gran Chaco extended to the right bank of the Bermejo, thus placing the 

mouth of the river entirely within his jurisdiction. Since his troops 

at Humaita, Formoso, and Orange were the only military forces in the 

vicinity, he felt assured that his word on this matter would have force. 

And it did. Yet in exchange for continued dominance of the disputed 

lands, the Paraguayan president squandered an opportunity for a far

better understanding with Argentina. At the end of the 1 8 50s, the con

federation needed allies in its struggle with the breakaway province of 

Buenos Aires. General Urquiza was willing to offer broad concessions to 

whomever came to his aid .46 In April 1 859 he even dispatched an envoy 

to Asuncion to effect an agreement. 

For reasons that are still obscure, Lopez rebuffed these entreaties. His 

posture of aloofness, which now held little promise for his country's se

curity, reflected his recent experience with France, Britain, and the 

United States .  His impetuousness had almost brought war. Perhaps he 

felt the need for a more prudent approach to foreign affairs . Regarding 

the conflict between the confederation and Buenos Aires, the best he 

would do was to offer mediation. 

The 1 860s: New Possibilities and New Disappointments 

With a new decade little had changed. Paraguayans still maintained 

their troops and outposts in the Misiones and at the edge of the Gran 

Chaco . Carlos Antonio Lopez remained committed to his interpretation 

of national sovereignty, and his government continued to build up de

fenses in the south, especially at Humaita. Although the Argentines had 

not ratified the 1 852 agreements, the negotiations did coincide with a 

decline in the old Itaptia - Sao Borja trade. What remained was clearly 

an irregular and smalltime commerce, which gave rise to minor clashes 

between Paraguayans and Correntinos throughout the rest of the de

cade and into the 1 86os .47 

The last chance to bring about a settlement of the border disputes 
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came in 1 863, two years after the portefi.o victory at Pavon had catapulted 

Bartolome Mitre to power in Buenos Aires and one year after Francisco 

Solano Lopez succeeded to the Paraguayan presidency. With new men 

directing their respective governments, there was reason to hope that 

Paraguay and Argentina could make mutual concessions . Solano Lopez 

suggested as much in a confidential note to Mitre on 6 June 1 863 in 

which he offered to begin negotiations.48 Mitre agreed, but then wa

vered when Solano Lopez insisted that they hold talks in Asuncion 

rather than the Argentine capital. This might have seemed a minor 

point, but minor points had impeded negotiations before. Though he 

expressed concern for the future, Mitre thought there was still time to 

arrange a friendly solution.49 

Francisco Solano Lopez thought otherwise. A series of incidents near 

the frontier had convinced him to adopt a bleaker view. For one thing, 

there had been new attempts by portefi.o businessmen to force open the 

Bermejo River.so There had also been cases of Paraguayan soldiers de

serting posts in the Misiones and escaping across the disputed zone to 

Argentine territory.s1 

This inclined Solano Lopez, like his father before him, to adopt a pol

icy of intractability. In his mind, the issue of demarcating borders had 

given way to the far thornier question of which country - Argentina, 

Brazil, or Paraguay - should dominate the Platine basin. To Solano Lo

pez, the Gran Chaco, the Misiones, and for that matter the Mato Grosso, 

counted for little compared with faraway Uruguay, where a civil war 

was threatening to bring about an intervention by the major parties . 

Bad feelings were already in evidence when Fray Pedro Maria Pellichi, 

prefect of the Franciscan missions in Salta, visited Asuncion with a pro

posal to set up a new Indian community on the Bermejo.  The Paraguay

ans refused to discuss the matter.s2 

As the disappointed friar set sail on his return trip to Argentina, he 

could scarcely have failed to notice military movement in the port and 

at the various outposts along the river. This activity was hardly routine; 

Solano Lopez had, in fact, ordered a general mobilization. Throughout 

Paraguay, troops were assembling for intensive training. "It amazes me," 
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his foreign minister wrote shortly afterward, "that rumors have been 

flying around in Buenos Aires that a Paraguayan force has invaded the 

Misiones. Perhaps one day the news will be true." 53 The Paraguayan 

diplomat could allude to such eventualities flippantly; the possibility of 

a war erupting over the Misiones after all these years seemed remote. 

Such was not the case in Uruguay, where threats had already given way 

to violence and where Brazil, Argentina, and Paraguay all had interests 

to pursue. 
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The Uruguayan Imbroglio 

More than Paraguay, the Banda Oriental of Uruguay suffered from its 

position as a buffer state between Brazil and Argentina. Both the Span

iards and the Portuguese had considered it the doorway to the riches 

of the Platine estuary. During the colonial period, both sides fought to 

control the region, which, to all outward appearances, was just empty 

grassland devoid of any geographical feature that might indicate its 

northern limit. Yet this "purple land" of wide expanses (and few inhab

itants) provided the catalyst for the bloody Paraguayan War. 

It was the bad fortune of the Banda Oriental that all of its neighbors 

coveted the territory for such a long time. Many Orientals responded 

to this outside interest by allowing themselves to be co-opted by one 

side or the other. Still more of them endeavored to profit from the un

certainty by wavering between suitors, appearing first to favor the Ar

gentines, then the Brazilians , or vice versa. Even Uruguayans failed to 

grasp the ambiguities of this legacy, and it caused much confusion for 

outsiders . 

The process of forging a nation in Uruguay involved many fits and 

starts . The Portuguese invasion that drove out Jose Gervasio Artigas in 

1817  resulted in continuous military occupation through the Cisplatine 

War. The guns of the British navy finally forced the Brazilians and Ar

gentines to accept the existence of an independent state in 1828 .  The 

Oriental Republic of Uruguay was a "nation,"  but it bore little resem-



blance to the peaceful, orderly federation of provinces envisioned by Ar

tigas. For many decades, the new regime remained unstable and vul

nerable to outside interference. 

The Costs of Party Factionalism 

The presidency of the new republic devolved on Jose Fructuoso Rivera, 

an officer in Artigas's army. In 1 835  he relinquished power to his elected 

successor, Manuel Oribe, one of the original "thirty-three" patriots of 

1 825 .  Rivera, however, only reluctantly parted with the presidential 

sash and within a few months led a revolt against Oribe. This civil war 

gave rise to the political parties that have dominated Uruguayan politics 

to the present day. 

Rivera's Colorados, so named for the red pennants they carried, 

gained the advantage for a time. With the aid of Argentine Unitario 

forces , they drove Oribe's Blancas , who carried white pennants , across 

the Uruguay River. The Blancas sought refuge in Buenos Aires, where 

Rosas welcomed them for as long as he could use them. Oribe, backed 

by Argentine troops sent by the Bonaerense governor, mounted an of

fensive against the Colorados at the beginning of the new decade and by 

1 843 began a siege of Montevideo that would last nine years . 

Argentine opponents of Rosas, like the young portefio publicist Bar

tolome Mitre, arrived in the city to aid in its defense. Negligent of dress 

and reserved in manner, Mitre's most striking characteristic was his 

bookishness,  but this attribute never prevented the young colonel from 

acquitting himself well in battle.1 European adventurers also slipped 

into the "New Troy" to offer their services. So did certain Colorados 

from the countryside, who, when bested on their home ground, rallied 

to the support of the capital city. 

Among the defenders was Venancio Flores, an estanciero from Trini

dad and a man of considerable military experience. Born in 1 808, he had 

already seen action in the war against Brazil and in Uruguayan civil 

conflicts . His political instincts reflected an older rural tradition in 

which politics were determined by social hierarchies and infractions by 

subordinates were punished by the horsewhip and the dagger. Flores 
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cultivated a public image as a caudillo, a soft-spoken yet powerful fig

ure on horseback. Like Rosas, whose understanding of nation building 

rested on similar assumptions, he felt a broad contempt for his gaucho 

followers. TI1ey were useful tools, he thought, but unworthy of his long

term trust or support. Accordingly, Flores tolerated their ferocity as a 

necessary evil, allowing - even encouraging - them to "play the guitar" 

across the necks of his rivals.2 

Flores briefly held the post of military commander in Montevideo, 

even though the Colorado leadership never completely trusted him. The 

other Colorados learned to respect him more after 1 845, however, when 

he was wounded in battle and took refuge across the frontier in Brazil. 

His imperial hosts in Rio Grande do Sul were then concluding nego

tiations to end the Farrapo revolt and were now free again after more 

than a decade to project their influence into Uruguay. Flores seemed the 

perfect ally to help them, even though he controlled only one faction 

within the Colorado Party, and not the dominant one at that. Like the ri

val Blancas , the Colorados drew from many elements in Uruguayan so

ciety, both rural and urban, which made it difficult to forge a political 

consensus within the party and frustrated relations with foreigners . 

Having come close to annihilating his Colorado opponents, in 1 85 1  

Justo Jose d e  Urquiza, the powerful Entrerriano lieutenant o f  Rosas, 

shocked Oribe and others by turning against his chief and making 

common cause with the "salvajes unitarios." Urquiza's defection dumb

founded many in the region. He had always seemed the perfect Rosista -

ruthless, even brutal, in war; clearly capable ; but seemingly content to 

stand in his master's shadow. In fact, Urquiza was extraordinarily well 

read with strong interests in music, dance, engineering, and public ed

ucation. After becoming governor of Entre Rios in the early 1 840s, he 

conducted a successful land distribution program and, though many 

portefios dismissed him as a rude provincial, his idea of Argentine na

tionhood proved more modern, more inclusive, than anything Rosas 

had ever envisioned. 

On 29 May 1851  agents from Brazil, Entre Rios, Corrientes, and Mon

tevideo met in the Uruguayan capital to sign an agreement pledging 
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their common cause to destroy Rosas and Oribe. In short order, they as

sembled an army of 28 ,189 men, mostly cavalry, comprising 1 0,670 En

trerrianos, 5 ,260 Correntinos, 4,249 Bonaerenses, 1 ,907 Orientals, and 

4,040 Brazilians .3 The Brazilian troops were significant, for though they 

amounted to only one-seventh of the total, they promised still greater 

support for the future. The emperor's government had long seen the di

visions in Argentina as the best guarantor of Brazilian interests in the 

region; now these same divisions offered a direct way to settle the score 

with Rosas. 

On 14 October the Paraguayans received an invitation from Urquiza 

and the Brazilians to join this effort, but Carlos Antonio Lopez refused 

anything more than a nominal military commitment.4 The allied army 

now complete, Urquiza swiftly lifted the siege of Montevideo, crushed 

Oribe, and recrossed the Parana. Soon thereafter he smashed Rosas's un

trained levies outside Buenos Aires at Caseros, sending the governor 

flying to the protection of a British warship and to a life of exile. 

Brazil and the New Platine Politics 

The defeat of Rosas brought a great many benefits to the empire. Ever 

since independence, the Brazilians had sought an agreement assuring 

them access to the Platine river system. At the same time, they did every

thing they could to prevent the consolidation of Argentina under a 

strong unitary government in Buenos Aires. The Brazilians achieved 

these goals through Urquiza's victory. 

In its alliance with the Entrerriano caudillo, the imperial government 

committed itself to provincial autonomy in Argentina - a  course that 

the Brazilians spurned in their own country. Urquiza would have liked 

to impose his own regime over Buenos Aires in the same way that the 

former viceregal capital had once worked its will over the provinces. 

That goal being impractical, the Entrerriano had to satisfy himself with 

an Argentine Confederation formed of all the provinces save one. Two 

months after Caseros, Urquiza held a meeting of provincial governors at 

San Nicolas in Buenos Aires Province. There he called for a constitu

tional convention at Santa Fe. Meanwhile, he reaffirmed the old federal 
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pact of 1 831  and cut interprovincial customs duties. The convention 

placed the land and naval forces of the new confederation at his dis

posal, and Urquiza assumed office as foreign minister, in reality provi

sional president, of the new Argentine government. 

The Acuerdo of San Nicolas received support in the interior and Litoral 

but was rejected by Buenos Aires, which went its own way after a blood

less coup d 'etat in September 1852 .  The Bonaerenses, though certain 

that they wanted no part of the new regime, failed to define the char

acter of their breakaway state. An internal struggle pitted those who 

wished to see the province and city gain complete independence against 

those who aimed to transform all Argentina into a Liberal-dominated 

state under Bonaerense leadership. 

Urquiza rejected both positions, not so much from ideology as from 

economics . Buenos Aires earned the lion's share of Argentina's annual 

tax receipts through its control of the customhouse, and the nation 

could not flourish without these revenues. A wealthy, independent 

Buenos Aires and an impoverished Argentina presented Urquiza with 

the bleakest of prospects, and throughout the 1 850s, therefore, he 

sought to find ways to force the Bonaerenses to cooperate with the con

federation.5 He authorized a new federal constitution, designed by Juan 

Bautista Alberdi on the North American model. He also sought to feder

alize the city of Buenos Aires and provide for the financial reorganiza

tion of the country. 

The 1 853 Constitution assumed that material development would 

necessarily accompany the political integration of Argentina. The state 

had the role of "promoting ind us try, immigration, the construction of 

railroads, canals, the colonization of open lands, the establishment 

of new industries ,  the importation of foreign capital, and the opening 

of interior rivers ." 6  Modernization was seen as the key priority, with 

progress and nationhood being defined as roughly synonymous terms .  

Yet i n  order t o  build this inclusive sense o f  nationality, the ambition, tal

ent, and vision of an Alberdi were hardly sufficient - political alliances 

would have to be forged despite the intransigence of the porteiios, who 

refused to accept federalization or the new constitution. 
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The Brazilians embraced the new confederal government. They pres

sured it into recognizing Paraguayan independence (in 1 852) and con

tinued to meddle clandestinely in partisan politics throughout the 

region, occasionally funneling money to select Argentines and Uru

guayans. This policy was reflexive, with Brazilian diplomats seeking to 

perpetuate a divided Argentina over which the empire could have max

imum influence, which opened the door to renewed Brazilian penetra

tion in the Plata. Much of this was commercial and financial. The baron 

of Maua, for instance, actively underwrote scores of Platine ventures 

throughout this period; indeed, the finances of Montevideo became de

pendent on the baron's bank.7 A Brazilian diplomatic campaign was also 

part of the picture. The empire's representatives wanted both Argentina 

and Paraguay to grant free access via the rivers to Brazil's Mato Grosso 

province. And the Brazilians wanted to control Uruguay short of out

right annexation. 

The Banda Oriental took a course similar to that of Argentina. After 

Oribe's defeat, a faction of the Blancas had joined with the victorious 

Colorados to create a coalition government. This regime soon disin

tegrated, principally due to the intrigues of Flores, the Colorado war 

minister, who seized the presidency in 1 855 thanks to the aid of a four

thousand-man Brazilian military force. He in turn was forced out by a 

new coalition of Blancas and disaffected Colorados. The Brazilian inter

ventionists , still present on Uruguayan soil, abandoned Flores for this 

new Blanco-oriented coalition.8 

Flores found asylum in Buenos Aires, where his old comrade in arms 

Bartolome Mitre now held a key post in the Liberal government of the 

province. Mitre, the urban sophisticate, found much that was admirable 

and useful in Flores , the rural caudillo, thirteen years his senior. Both 

men were Masons , both were revolutionaries, and both wanted mastery 

over wider territories than they presently could hope to control. The ex

iled Colorados of Flores became the close allies of the Bonaerense Liber

als and were opposed in due course by a looser alliance of Urquiza's fed

eral movement and the Uruguayan Blancas .  The Brazilians, who had 

temporarily withdrawn from the Banda Oriental, welcomed the oppor-
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tunity to influence events, though they were no longer sure which side 

to favor. 

Building to a Crisis 

The years 1 856 -59 were more than usually chaotic in the Banda Orien

tal and throughout the Plata. Every exile group organized regular as

saults from Montevideo or Buenos Aires against their opponents on ei

ther side of the river. The Brazilians continued to interfere wherever 

possible. And far to the north in Paraguay, a military machine of great 

potential was taking shape. 

A major incident occurred at Villamayor in January 1 856, when por

tefi.o cavalry crushed a Blanco-inspired expedition against Buenos Aires. 

Mitre, acting as war minister, ordered the execution of the invaders, 

and of the 1 60 men who had disembarked from Uruguay, only 27 sur

vived.9 Two years later, a similar expedition against the Blancas was 

mounted from Bonaerense territory, meeting with similar results . Rad

icals in the Montevideo government decided that only the most severe 

punishment would discourage further attack; they shot, disemboweled, 

and lanced 1 52 Colorado exiles at Quinteros. The foreign community of 

the Plata greeted news of this slaughter with horror, as well they should 

have if one believes the account given by the British charge: "On six suc

cessive days from ten to twelve of the prisoners were killed in the same 

way [with their throats cut] , whenever the army encamped for the eve

ning . . . .  These executions were in some instances distinguished by ex

cessive cruelty; for instance, the young men among the prisoners were 

stripped, given a certain start, and told to run for their lives, when they 

were pursued by men on horseback, who speared them, and after amus

ing themselves, cut their throats ." 1 0 

A result of these events was to throw the Montevideo government 

more and more into the hands of Blanco extremists, who had already 

decided to drive the Colorados from the Banda Oriental. Room for po

litical compromise in the Plata was becoming more difficult to find with 

every passing week. In early July, U.S .  Minister Benjamin C. Yancey of

fered to mediate the dispute between Buenos Aires and the confeder-
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ation. After a month of temporizing, however, the porteiios issued de

mands that forced an end to any hope of mediation. 1 1  Then Gov. Val

entin Alsina of Buenos Aires, who had earlier indicated a willingness 

to reconcile with the confederation, launched a tariff war against Ur

quiza's government that threatened to bring it down in short order. This 

set the stage for a full-scale conflict. 

Cepeda and the Paraguayan Mediation 

The Bonaerenses immediately prepared for war. The government ap

pointed Mitre as commander of an army of nine thousand in the north 

of the province, and he in turn appointed Flores to command the left 

flank. More than half of Mitre's men were infantry, mostly inexpe

rienced porteiio national guardsmen. He also commanded twenty-four 

pieces of artillery. Ordinarily, a force of this size would have been suf

ficient to repulse an occasional raid, but the army sweeping down from 

Entre Rios was no mere raiding party. It amounted to fourteen thousand 

men, including ten thousand cavalry, with thirty-five artillery pieces ,  

under the command of Urquiza. Given the odds , Mitre could only fall 

back utilizing any advantages provided by the terrain, which, on the 

open Pampas, were few in number. 

Mitre chose the arroyo of Cepeda as offering the best chance of suc

cess.  This creek, located a short distance from San Nicolas , was suffi

ciently deep and full of obstacles to make possible a reasonable defense. 

Urquiza attacked Mitre's prepared positions on 23 October 1 859. The 

balmy air soon filled with smoke,  shot, and the cries of the wounded 

as Urquiza's men bore down. Mitre's artillery and infantry stood firm, 

but his cavalry, save for Flores,  broke and fled under the pressure of the 

Entrerriano onslaught. The Uruguayan commander kept up the fight, 

showing much personal courage, but most of the men under him soon 

grew weak from fear and exhaustion. Hoping to save what he could, 

Mitre withdrew to San Nicolas under cover of the night with what 

remained of his army; from there he embarked his remaining two 

thousand men (and six artillery pieces) on river vessels and set sail for 

Buenos Aires.12 
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The confederal army held the field and seemed poised to march into 

Buenos Aires .  Urquiza, though clearly pleased with his victory at Ce

peda, realized that total victory was beyond his grasp, for he could not 

cover the costs of an extended occupation of the city. Having won by 

force of arms, he now sought a political solution. In Mitre and the other 

porteiio leaders , Urquiza faced masters of the political art, men whose 

erudition was matched by their shrewdness.  This new battle would not 

be so easily won. 

Francisco Solano Lopez now entered the picture. He was as unlmown 

as his rarely visited but much-talked-about country. He was thirty-four, 

typically attired in a dazzling uniform, and a sojourn in the European 

capitals five years before had given him a passing acquaintance with the 

niceties of diplomacy; he was anxious to show off what he had learned. 

He was also eager to demonstrate that Paraguay would make itself an in

dispensable part of the Platine equation. Urquiza and the porteiios, wor

ried that nothing would come of their own negotiating efforts, accepted 

Lopez's offer of mediation.13 Talks began in November. 

Solano Lopez's decision to mediate the dispute between Buenos Aires 

and the confederation was a major departure from Paraguayan dip

lomatic practice, which had stressed noninterference. Dr. Francia, in 

his time, had taken this principle to an extreme; Carlos Antonio Lopez 

brought a relaxation of this hard-line stance; but before 1 852 the change 

was relative. The elder Lopez refused to yield on border disagreements 

with Brazil and Argentina, and several times he sent raiding parties into 

disputed territories .  Yet he avoided full-scale confrontations with Para

guay's neighbors. The younger Lopez, upon his return from Europe, was 

unwilling to accept any check on Paraguayan foreign policy. Outsiders 

had respected his father's aggressive approach when it was backed by 

sufficient force. The young general made it his business to see that from 

this point forward it was always well supported. His mediation efforts 

after Cepeda had the same objective: to promote respect for Paraguay 

and its government within the ruling circles of the Platine countries 

and Brazil. 

The young Paraguayan leader did very credible work at the negotiat-
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ing table. It became clear to him from the outset that the confederation 

would talk peace only if Valentin Alsina, the rabidly anti-Urquiza gover

nor of Buenos Aires, were removed from office. Not surprisingly, Alsina 

rejected this demand and broke off negotiations . The governor's po

sition was hardly secure; Mitre had engineered his earlier accession 

in Buenos Aires as a symbolic gesture, as an expression of defiance to 

Urquiza and the Federalists. Alsina was not indispensable and everyone 

knew it. 

Solano Lopez handled the situation with considerable tact. Without 

giving offense to Alsina, he negotiated around the intransigent gover

nor. He reminded the Bonaerenses that Urquiza's armies were within 

striking distance of their capital and that he could not prevent their ad

vance if the truce expired. He suggested that they do the right thing. 

They did. The provincial legislature of Buenos Aires demanded the gov

ernor's resignation, and Alsina capitulated. 

On 1 1  November the confederation and the city and province of 

Buenos Aires signed the Pact of Union that paradoxically gave the Bo

naerenses everything they wanted save legal independence. Buenos 

Aires reentered the confederation under its own constitution and, in 

turn, received a specific revenue out of the national customs - no other 

province enjoyed such a concession. Solano Lopez announced that 

the Republic of Paraguay would guarantee all the particulars of the 

agreement. 

The Paraguayan general felt satisfied with the negotiations. His skill 

and tenacity had won out against ingrained animosities , and now he 

happily accepted the accolades of the Argentine public. Portefio repre

sentative Carlos Tejedor wrote to Solano Lopez on 1 3  November and 

noted that the "diplomatic action of Paraguay in bringing together the 

members of the same family and allaying difficulties that until now had 

appeared insuperable, has contributed strongly to the solution, by 

peaceful means, of questions that could never have been resolved hon

orably for all through recourse to arms . It is a pleasure to inform Your 

Excellency that the Government of Buenos Aires shall conserve the plea

sant impressions inspired in it by the distinguished person of the rep-
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resentative of Paraguay as a complement of the noble and successful 

mission that he has performed." 14 
These sentiments were echoed in the porteiio newspapers and in tes

timonials by officials on all sides of the conflict. Urquiza went so far as 

to present Solano Lopez with the sword he had worn at Cepeda. 1 5  

For all of the acclaim directed at  the Paraguayan general, the real vic

tor at the negotiating table was Mitre. With Alsina gone, he became the 

dominant figure in porteiio politics and immediately set to work restruc

turing his home government into a modern powerhouse.  The Pact of 

Union allowed him space for maneuver, and by the next time he met 

Urquiza on the field of battle, his troops were equal to the challenge. 

Pavon: A Prelude to War 

The leaders of the Buenos Aires government accepted reincorporation 

into the Argentine Confederation as a temporary expedient. They had 

no intention of allowing the interior and Litoral provinces to set na

tional policy and endeavored to undermine the 1 859 agreements . Ur

quiza did prevent Alsina from regaining power in Buenos Aires, but 

this meant little. Mitre dominated the porteiio government both before 

and after negotiations . Urquiza decided against occupying the city of 

Buenos Aires, although he had several opportunities to do so; instead, 

he trusted that the proconfederation political factions within the city 

would win the day. 

Mitre favored unity, but his idea of Argentine nationhood was radi

cally unlike that of Urquiza. Like the Unitarians of old, he believed that 

the city of Buenos Aires should lead the rest of Argentina. Urban in

tellectuals could shape political culture in the country so as to make 

porteiio hegemony seem altogether natural, while a modern army could 

neutralize Urquiza and other provincial caudillos. 

Mitre had already begun the task of molding a new political culture. 

His writings, which celebrated the Patriot cause of 1810  as a harbinger 

of his own nationalism, enjoyed an audience in the provinces. Now 

came the time for building his military. 

Events at the beginning of the 1 860s favored Mitre. The export econ-
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omy, which demand for salt beef had fueled for many years, now re

ceived an unprecedented boost thanks to an expanded market for wool, 

which French and Belgian carpet mills needed in quantity.16 To profit 

from this demand, the Litoral provinces needed an understanding with 

Buenos Aires that would keep credits flowing to sheepmen and the 

Parana River open to navigation. Only Mitre could assure portefio coop

eration on this point, and Urquiza could ill afford to oppose his own 

provinciano landowners . 1 7  

In February 1 860 Santiago Derqui was elected president of the con

federation. A former justice minister from Cordoba, Derqui had fallen 

out with Urquiza, whom he considered as wild and untrustworthy as 

the gauchos of his province. Not altogether surprised by the election, 

Urquiza left for his Entre Rios estates .  He nonetheless retained the gov

ernorship of that province and control over the armed units stationed 

there . 

Mitre, who became governor of Buenos Aires in May, was delighted 

with the change. The confederation had removed his most intractable 

opponent, leaving someone with whom Mitre could bargain. He now 

stressed the advantages of national unity, "a high and great cause" that 

would bring peace and prosperity to long suffering Argentina. 18  

Mitre invited both Derqui and Urquiza to come to Buenos Aires in 

July to celebrate the independence holidays . For two weeks he feted 

them, showing them schools,  theaters, and .Argentina's first railroad 

(which the portefios judged a marvel even though it had yet to extend be

yond the city limits) .  Buenos Aires was the leader of the nation, he em

phasized; its material progress left no doubt that the city had a right to 

that role. If the other provinces recognized this superiority, then the na

tion as a whole could take a similarly happy road to the future. 

Derqui and Urquiza were duly impressed, if still unconvinced.19  

Mitre knew that for such propaganda to work, he had to add a plan to 

subvert the authority of the confederation in the provinces. In 1 860 and 

1 861 ,  he encouraged his followers to make their own bids for power. 

Mitrista revolts erupted in San juan, Cordoba, and elsewhere. Correctly 

seeing the hand of portefio agents in these disturbances, Urquiza issued 
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a sharp protest. Then, in a calculated affront to the newly ratified na

tional constitution, Mitre demanded the seating ofporteno deputies who 

had been elected according to provincial, rather than national, law. If 

the portefio meant to test Urquiza's reaction, on this occasion he did not 

have to wait long. The Entrerriano caudillo again took up the sword. 

The ensuing battle of Pavon sealed tl1e fate of the old order in the 

Plata. In military terms, it was a more difficult contest than Cepeda, 

for on this occasion the contending forces were more evenly balanced 

than two years earlier. Again, Mitre's strength was in his infantry and 

artillery. His mounted troops, though led by courageous officers like 

the Uruguayan Venancio Flores, had no real combat experience except 

against the Indians of the south. Mitre had learned some lessons from 

Cepeda, however, and now his forces boasted a few pieces of modern ar

tillery and a much-needed medical unit. As a whole, the Bonaerense 

army numbered 1 5 ,500 men. 

On paper, confederal forces held a slight edge with a total of 1 7,000 

men, the better part of them experienced cavalrymen. This advantage 

was offset, however, by the disposition of the troops. In fact, the con

federation had two armies in the field, one advancing from Entre Rios 

under Urquiza's command and another coming from Cordoba under 

the command of Derqui; since the two were barely on speaking terms, 

they not surprisingly found it difficult to cooperate in battle. In addi

tion, confederal forces were woefully lacking in arms and equipment, 

whereas their opponents, despite their inexperience, possessed cannons 

and rifles newly imported from Europe. 

The battle itself was anticlimactic. Convinced that Mitre's strength 

necessitated a defensive posture, Urquiza encamped in the low valley of 

Pavon, just south of the line that separated the provinces of Buenos Aires 

and Santa Fe. On 1 7  September 1861 Mitre's infantry attacked the cen

ter of the confederal position and crushed its front lines. As expected, 

Urquiza's cavalry pushed their mounted opponents back precipitously 

on the flanks. Mitre then quickly deployed his infantry and artillery in 

close formation to fend off an envelopment. Colonels Wenceslao Pau

nero and Emilio Mitre (the governor's brother), each commanding an in-
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fantry division on the porteiio side, distinguished themselves by their 

tenacious fighting at this juncture. After a short but ferocious uphill 

charge, the porteiios began an envelopment of their own. Most of the 

confederation's artillery, some thirty-two pieces, fell into Mitre's hands .  

Urquiza deemed this loss crucial. He ordered his  Entrerriano cavalry to 

withdraw to the north, leaving the remaining troops without effective 

command.20 

Urquiza's retreat seemed curious at first. The engagement, after all, 

had cost Mitre more casualties, especially among his cavalry units. At 

the same time, confederal troops were still undefeated when Urquiza 

abandoned the field . The simplest explanation for the Entrerriano's ac

tion was that he lost faith in his ability to take Buenos Aires even if he 

temporarily gained an edge over Mitre . Urquiza's personal fortune was 

strained, his province threatened, and he was tired; on the battlefield, a 

stomach ailment exacerbated his malaise .  He slinked back to Entre Rios 

to bide his time. He remained governor of the province and head of the 

majority faction of the Federal Party, but he no longer seemed the man 

he once was . 

Mitre's victory at Pavon sealed the fate of the Argentine Confed

eration. The porteiio army advanced without opposition to Rosario; less 

than two months afterward the national government capitulated, and 

Derqui fled to exile in Montevideo. Most officials of the former regime 

resigned or offered to serve whatever government Mitre could put 

together. 

The porteiio governor now had more power than any Argentine politi

cian since Rosas. In celebrating his triumph over Urquiza, Mitre rightly 

judged it a watershed event in Argentine history. In a letter to one of his 

generals , he attributed the victory to military modernization and a new 

shift in politics : "Pavon is not only a military victory. It is a triumph 

of civilization over the weapons of barbarism. History will show that 

Pavon was the tomb of the undisciplined cavalry . . . .  With the bands of 

cavalry of both sides dissipated, the battle demonstrated that decisive 

victories are won only by trained infantry and artillery." 21 The civiliza

tion that Mitre referred to had taken on an iconic character in Argen-
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tina. It assigned a special place to the city of Buenos Aires in transform

ing and regenerating the Argentine nation, bringing it to a level com

parable to that of the European countries . Such an interpretation was as 

shrewd as it was self-serving in that it provided justification for any 

course that the porteiio leadership might pursue. 

New Trouble in Uruguay 

Bartolome Mitre's domination of Argentina remained incomplete. In 

Entre Rios, still under Justo Jose de Urquiza, and in the provinces of the 

west, the power of the portefio-oriented government was dimly felt. In La 

Rioja and Catamarca, the illiterate caudillo Angel Vicente Penaloza was 

still in open rebellion. Even provinces such as Corrientes and Santa Fe, 

located much closer to Buenos Aires, saw their loyalty to the new regime 

as conditional at best. And this disunity did not go unnoticed in Brazil 

and Uruguay. 

The period between Cepeda and Pavon found Uruguay under an in

creasingly harassed Blanco administration. The Blancas identified their 

interests with those of Urquiza's confederation, but as the fortunes 

of the Entrerriano caudillo declined, so did their identification with his 

cause. A full year before Pavon, the Montevideo government began to 

loosen its ties to the confederation and search, gingerly at first, for rap

prochement with Mitre. 

Uruguayan president Bernardo Berra, a man of considerable vision, 

realized the development of his country would forever be constrained if 

its government continued to link itself overtly to either Buenos Aires or 

the confederation. He realized that a more palpable threat to Uruguay's 

sovereignty lay to the north, in Brazil. 

Imperial diplomats also viewed the decline of the confederation with 

some trepidation. On the one hand, Mitre's ascendancy, they felt, might 

bring porteiio hegemony over all the Platine states .  On the other hand, 

many regarded the connection with Urquiza as nothing more than an 

expedient; perhaps the time had come for a better understanding with 

Buenos Aires .22 The empire, after all, had attained many of its short-term 

objectives. All sides in the Plata, including Paraguay, now recognized 
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Brazil's right to traverse the Parana, Paraguay, and Uruguay Rivers . This 

assured communication by water with the Mato Grosso and encouraged 

growth of Brazilian trade with communities in the Platine interior. 

Commercial exchanges had also expanded with the Banda Oriental. 

Since much of the trade involved cattle transfers along an unclear fron

tier, however, it also brought with it the possibility of conflict with 

Montevideo. 

Berra declared neutrality at the time of Pavon. Mitre, who appreci-
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ated this stance, agreed to prevent any attacks against Uruguay by Col

orado emigres living within porteiio territory. Yet he also had a debt to 

pay to Venancio Flores. The redoubtable cavalryman had bravely served 

Buenos Aires on many occasions and expected support in return. Mitre 

might have preferred to wait; he took office as president of the Argen

tine Republic on 1-2 October 1 862 and had other things on his mind. 

Flores nonetheless pressed for an immediate hearing. And when Mitre 

gave him reason to expect aid in due course, Flores began clandestine 

preparations for an invasion of Uruguay. 

The Berro government had infiltrated spies into the ranks of the ex

iled Colorados and soon became aware of these activities . As the months 

went by, anxiety grew in Montevideo to the point where Berro felt des

perate. In November he sent to Buenos Aires a trusted agent, Dr. Octavio 

Lapido, charged with lodging a protest with Mitre. 

TI1e Argentine president promised to intern all Colorados found plot

ting any kind of escapade but otherwise failed to reassure Lapido and 

the government in Montevideo .23 At the end of November, the Blancas 

intercepted an incriminating letter from Flores to a sympathetic Uru

guayan who was thenjefe politico in the department ofMinas .24 Presented 

with this evidence of Flores's machinations, Argentine Foreign Minister 

Rufino de Elizalde tried to play down the affair, reminding Lapido that 

Flores had no legal standing in the Argentine Republic.25 Elizalde was 

known not only for his composure, tact, and agreeable appearance but 

also for his devotion to Mitre's line ; therefore his response was hardly 

reassuring. Mitre himself chose to stay mute. This ended the special re

lationship that had existed between Montevideo and Buenos Aires since 

1 860. President Berro braced for the attack that he knew would come. 

The Flores Invasion 

On the night of 19 April 1 863, Flores landed at Rincon de las Gallinas , a 

small village at the mouth of the Negro River in Uruguay. He quicldy 

gathered some five hundred gauchos and, under the banner of "Ven

geance for Quinteros," set out for safer territory along the Brazilian 

frontier. The Blancas did not pursue Flores's little army to the north. In-
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stead, they concentrated on meeting the greater challenge that was sure 

to come from Buenos Aires.  

Public opinion in the latter city was solidly behind Flores. The portefio 

press, including the quasi-official Nacion Argentina, referred glowingly 

to the "liberator" and his quest to free his country. Mitre's local oppo

nents, the autonomist faction led by Adolfo Alsina, supported the ma

jority opinion.26 Gunrunning up the Uruguay River began almost im

mediately. So did public meetings designed to recruit volunteers for the 

Colorado intervention. Yet the national government continued to deny 

its involvement. Mitre himself was in Rosario when the invasion came, 

and although he knew of the action in advance, feigned surprise at 

the news. 

Berro decided to try diplomacy one last time. He dispatched to 

Buenos Aires a figure famous in Uruguayan political circles, Dr. Andres 

Lamas , a publicist, bibliophile, and diplomat, perhaps the only Uru

guayan statesman to command respect from both Blancas and Color

ados. A gray old gentleman of dignified appearance, Lamas had served 

for many years as minister in Rio de Janeiro, where he developed a per

sonal friendship with Dom Pedro. He also lmew Mitre, with whom he 

had worked on various exile publications in Montevideo during the 

1 830s, as well as Solano Lopez, whom he met in Rio upon the young 

general's return from Europe in 1855 .27 

Lamas received no satisfaction in Argentina. He met with Elizalde at 

the beginning of May, exchanged information, and felt vexed when the 

foreign minister denied any complicity on the part of his government. 

On the thirteenth, Lamas sent a formal note to Elizalde, reminding him 

that real neutrality required something more than his simple assertion. 

The minister's written rejoinder was a model of sophistry and calcula

tion: "General Flores has lent the most distinguished services to this 

country, which have placed him on a level with the most notable of its 

citizens . Leaving the country in the way he did has shown that he car

ried his delicacy to the extreme in order not to throw upon the Repub

lic the least responsibility . . . .  Flores was not under the necessity of leav

ing the country secretly; he, more than any, could leave not only freely 
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but surrounded by the attentions that the Republic owes him and that 

the government has deemed it an honor to render him. If General Flores 

on leaving this country intended to go to Uruguay, it was not incumbent 

on the government in this case to inquire or to hinder." 28 Three days 

later Elizalde followed this with a note suggesting that Argentina knew 

how to define true neutrality and had resolved to defend that interpre

tation henceforth.29 

At this juncture the European diplomatic representatives in Montev

ideo and Buenos Aires attempted to push for reconciliation. Both sides 

rejected this effort, even though the British charge joined his European 

colleagues in arguing that a new civil war would greatly damage every

one's interests . Elizalde insisted that his government had observed neu

trality and that the entreaties of the foreign powers were both unneces

sary and unappreciated.30 The American minister, who observed these 

exchanges from a close distance, later noted that such protests had had 

little chance of success,  for when Flores departed Buenos Aires, he "had 

many friends to assist him, and [was] supported by nearly all the native 

press of the city . . . .  [He is] the Jeff Davis of Uruguay." 31  

Having spurned the Europeans , the national government proceeded 

on a confrontational course with the Blancas. In early June 1 863, Uru

guayan police officials at the port of Fray Bentos inspected the hold of 

an Argentine packet steamer, the Salta. Finding war materiel aboard, 

they took the ship into custody. The authorities released the vessel soon 

thereafter, but the contraband arms and munitions stayed behind at a 

guarded warehouse in Montevideo. The captain of the Salta, who had 

initially denied the presence of contraband aboard his ship, later told 

the Uruguayan authorities that the materiel belonged to the Argentine 

government. Upon receiving this news, the Uruguayan foreign minis

ter, Juan Jose de Herrera, dispatched a note to Elizalde offering to return 

the cases if Mitre's government would confirm the captain's claim. 

Refusing to confirm the story, Elizalde denounced the seizure of the 

ship and called "upon the Uruguayan government for immediate and 

solemn reparation such as is fitting to avenge the outrage, punish the 

offense, and accord the indemnities owing." 32 Elizalde's strident tone 
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masked an innovation in Platine diplomacy: he was responding not as 

spokesman for a liberal revolutionary movement but as minister of a 

sovereign state with clearly defined national interests . 

Argentine nationalism, as formulated in the writings of Mitre, Al

berdi, and the Men of 1 837, had started to take shape in foreign-policy 

statements, in the newspapers , and in the rhetoric of politicians . Even 

now, such nationalism was not shared by Argentines in the interior or 

by porteiio autonomists ; neither group ever willingly made concessions 

to a government greater than that of their province, and neither was 

much liked by the Men of 1 837.  After gaining power in the 1850s, the 

latter offered Argentina a seemingly modern, representative order, but 

because they mistrusted popular sentiment - which had so strongly 

backed Rosas - they limited debate to their own elite class.  The troubles 

in Uruguay gave them an opportunity. 

Herrera swallowed his pride and gave the Argentines a courteous re

ply. If Uruguay had done anything requiring reparation, he wrote, then 

it would soon be forthcoming, but meanwhile both parties could bene

fit from an enquiry. He suggested that Elizalde discuss the matter with 

Lamas, who was still in Buenos Aires and had instructions to enter into 

talks with the Argentines .33 

Elizalde would have none of it. He issued an ultimatum, which in

cluded demands for compensation, the cashiering of the Uruguayan 

naval commander who had first inspected the Salta, a twenty-one-gun 

salute to the Argentine flag, and the return of the war supplies .  Lamas 

tried to sidestep the demand and formally proposed arbitration by any 

sovereign the Argentines might name out of a list that included Queen 

Victoria, Napoleon III, Victor Emmanuel II, and Dom Pedro. Elizalde re

jected this suggestion, remarking how unfortunate it was that the Mon

tevideo government had placed Argentina in the position of having to 

take "coercive measures to avenge the outrage." 34 

On 2 2  June 1 863 the Argentines seized the Uruguayan steamer Gen

eral Artigas and blockaded the mouth of the Uruguay River. The next day, 

the Blanco government broke relations with Buenos Aires. However, as 

events built to a crescendo, behind-the-scene efforts sought to prevent 
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an outbreak of hostilities. The Uruguayans released the Salta and re

turned the arms and munitions . On June 24 Elizalde wrote to Lamas to 

suggest that they could solve the problem with a simultaneous twenty

one-gun salute from both vessels involved .  The Italian charge at Mon

tevideo offered his mediation at the same time, and the two parties 

accepted .  
Having precipitated a major crisis,  Elizalde now ended it, pulling 

back from war at the last instant while insisting that his government 

had never swayed from neutrality in Uruguayan affairs.35 A more accu

rate statement on the nature of Argentine neutrality came from Wil

liam Doria, the British charge at Buenos Aires, who noted that "all dis

passionate persons concur in the belief that clandestine assistance has 

been afforded to Venancio Flores by this government." 36 
The Mitre government had by now recognized Flores as a belligerent. 

This meant that the Colorado chieftain could legally obtain the same 

succor in Buenos Aires as the internationally recognized regime in Mon

tevideo. To take active measures against gunrunning, to break up pro

Flores rallies and recruitment campaigns, and to censor rebel newspa

pers would have constituted a breach of neutrality as Elizalde and Mitre 

defined it. A more common interpretation of neutrality, as generally 

practiced in the nineteenth century, would have demanded taking these 

actions . 
Why, after purposely aggravating the relationship with Uruguay, did 

Elizalde move so quicldy toward a normal state of affairs? His change 

of attitude can be explained on three levels. First, the Salta episode had 

demonstrated to the Berm government that it could not interdict gun

running operations, especially near the mouth of the Uruguay River 

where Flores wished to establish supply lines with Argentina. Second, 

the deteriorating situation had caught the attention of Urquiza, whose 

province was contiguous to the Oriental Republic. Mitre did not wish 

to see a new alliance spring up between the Blancas of Montevideo and 

their old ally in Entre Rios. The caudilla might have suffered defeat at 

Pavon, but he was still a force to be reckoned with. Third, and perhaps 

most important, the national government suspected Brazil's intentions 

in Uruguay. A war with the Blancas would have stretched Argentine re-
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sources further than Mitre dared go. He was already involved in sup

pressing revolts in the western province of La Rioj a, and his war chest 

was seriously depleted. If he did poorly in the west, no one could know 

what the Brazilians might do in the Banda Oriental. True, they had good 

contacts with Flores (he was at that moment organizing his cavalry 

along the frontier with Rio Grande do Sul). Yet they also had a long

standing relation with Lamas , who acted on behalf of the Montevideo 

government. One thing was certain: the empire would follow a policy 

congruent with its own interests , and these traditionally had been in 

opposition to the interests of Buenos Aires. Now was not the time to risk 

Brazilian intervention. 

New Diplomatic Efforts and the Paraguayan Connection 

Incidents continued to mar the prospects for peace during the winter of 

1 863. In August and September, the Argentine warship Pampero assisted 

pro-Flores elements landing at Fray Bentos. Again the Blancos failed to 

prevent the incursion. Again they protested to the Argentines. Again it 

did no good. 

What the Blancos could not achieve with their warships on the Rio de 

la Plata they attempted to achieve at the negotiating table. On 20 Octo

ber 1 863 Lamas signed a protocol with Elizalde that committed their 

two governments to a common interpretation of neutrality based on 

international law. According to Article 3 of the document, any disagree

ment on interpretation would be presented to a single arbitrator, the 

emperor ofBrazil .37 In malting this agreement, the two sides thus placed 

final authority in the hands of Dom Pedro, hardly a disinterested party. 

This very point caused great consternation to President Berro: "Is 

senor Lamas mad? Since when has he claimed to elevate the Emperor 

of Brazil into a supreme tribunal for the international affairs of the 

Uruguayan people?" 38 Berro was not spealdng out of simple exaspera

tion, however. His government, it emerged, had been conducting an

other diplomatic offensive in Asuncion. Berro had reason to think that 

he could play a Paraguay card, for he had just received dispatches indi

cating Solano Lopez's willingness to help his regime. 

The Blancos had been actively trying to recruit the Paraguayans for 
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over a year. Juan Jose de Herrera, the chief architect of this venture, ar

rived in Asuncion in March 1 862 on a mission to convince the aging Car

los Antonio Lopez that their two countries had a common cause.39 Their 

first meetings went well. Both men regarded the Brazilians as expan

sionists ready at a moment's notice to swallow disputed territories. Both 

feared the machinations of Mitre, whom they saw as a schemer who 

would set the peoples of the Plata against each other so as to inherit the 

-shattered remains . 

For all of their amiable discussions, Herrera failed to elicit any con

crete promises from Lopez, who thought his Uruguayan guest pushed a 

little too hard. As in 1852 ,  the Paraguayan president preferred to hold 

back from any entangling alliances.40 He was also tired. He had trans

ferred much of his authority, especially in military matters, to his eldest 

son. Carlos Antonio Lopez still issued orders, but more and more it was 

Solano Lopez, the war minister, who executed them. Unlike his father, 

whose conservatism had long prevented an expanded role for Paraguay 

in regional affairs, the younger Lopez was ambitious for himself and his 

country. 

On 3 March 1 863, Herrera, now Uruguayan foreign minister, ad

dressed a dispatch to his colleague, Dr. Octavio Lapido, who was about 

to leave on a mission to Asuncion. The dispatch contained detailed in

structions on how to coax the Paraguayans into an alliance. 

Herrera emphasized the reciprocal interest that existed between 

Uruguay and Paraguay, both threatened by deceitful and hungry neigh

bors . Their situation being common, so should be their response. This 

had been suggested the year before to the elder Lopez, but now Herrera 

added a new element, arguing that the two countries should forge a 

common policy "directed to the establishment of a balance of power, 

protective to all in this agitated part of South America . . . .  The system 

of balance of power has been and is one of the strongest guarantees of 

people's rights . . . .  [It] conserves the peace because it inspires the fear 

of war. Uruguay and Paraguay must seek it out. " 41 An alliance between 

the two could serve, he continued, as a magnet, drawing Argentine 

provinces away from Buenos Aires and Mitre. In this way Paraguay and 
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Uruguay might become important actors in Platine affairs , rather than 

passive buffer states.42 

Herrera understood that Paraguay's policy stressed noninterference 

and that any alteration was unlikely. But the situation had changed, for 

on the morning of 1 0  September 1 862,  Carlos Antonio Lopez had died 

and was quickly succeeded by his eldest son. The latter's assertiveness 

and ability to grasp concepts and interests on a continental, rather than 

just a national, basis augured well for the Lapido mission. Solano Lopez 

had experience in Europe and was aware of the political and economic 

benefits an effective balance of power might bring. 

Herrera's appeal to the Paraguayans was born of desperation, not of 

a perceived opportunity. Andres Lamas's appeals to the Argentine gov

ernment regarding the activities of Flores had brought nothing but 

promises. The Blancas needed allies and were willing to seek them in 

any quarter. 

Lapido arrived in Asuncion in early July 1 863, and over the next sev

eral weeks met frequently with Solano Lopez and his foreign minister, 

Jose Berges. With his heavy brow, lustrous eyes, and drooped mustache, 

the latter appeared more like an overworked innkeeper than a seasoned 

diplomat, but he was in fact the most thoughtful official in the Para

guayan service. Since the early 1 850s, Berges had enjoyed much success 

in government circles, largely owing to the skillful manner in which he 

presented the proposals of the younger Lopez to skeptical foreign rep

resentatives . Unlike other Paraguayan officials,  who seemed little more 

than lackeys, Berges spoke from clear authority, and foreigners liked 

dealing with him. His talks with Lapido on this occasion drew the full 

support of Solano Lopez. 

Perhaps the new Paraguayan president hoped to repeat the success

ful mediation of 1 859, or perhaps he was only trying to assess a com

plicated situation in which he might eventually become involved. In 

either case, Lapido was soon able to report a qualified interest in the 

Uruguayan position on the part of the Asuncion government. Lopez 

held back from any immediate announcement of alliance, it seems, only 

because Berges urged caution. The foreign minister noted that the Salta 
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affair had not yet run its course and that a decision of such magnitude 

required more reflection.43 Solano Lopez the general was eager to un

sheathe his sword, but Solano Lopez the president decided that it would 

be more prudent to wait. Lapido, who knew his man, began to draft a 

treaty of alliance.44 

Toward the end of August, Berges asked to see any written proposals 

that Lapido might care to submit. The Uruguayan diplomat promptly 

sent a memorandum advocating an alliance between his country and 

Paraguay.45 Solano Lopez considered the options and told Lapido that he 

would await the open support of Urquiza, with whom the Paraguayans 

had been in correspondence. The struggle in the Banda Oriental had 

greatly concerned the Entrerriano caudilio. And Solano Lopez was not 

the only one who expected him to announce his strong disagreement 

with pro-Flores policy. Mitre expected it as well. In order to head off any 

trouble from that quarter, the Argentine president had already offered 

to support his old foe for reelection as governor.46 Urquiza temporized, 

and as a result so did Solano Lopez. 

No one had to wait for long. On 21 September 1 863 Berges directed a 

note to Elizalde in which he asked for "friendly explanations" of Argen

tine actions vis-a-vis the Oriental Republic. In this missive, which he 

carefully backdated to 6 September, Berges maintained that his govern

ment regarded as essential the continued independence of Uruguay, 

"whose political existence is the [necessary] condition for the balance of 

power and for the peace that protects the interests of all in the Plata. " 47 

In a move that flabbergasted Lapido and the other Uruguayan diplo

mats, Berges appended to his note copies of the correspondence that the 

Blanco government had conducted with Paraguay. Nothing in this com

pilation flattered the Mitre government, and it was a breach of diplo

matic etiquette for Berges to put it before the eyes of the Argentines . 

The Blancas in Montevideo fumed. Such revelations could only make 

relations with Buenos Aires worse.  Even so, the Blancas got what they 

wanted: a specific declaration of support from the Asuncion govern

ment, a harbinger of some kind of alliance. Solano Lopez knew exactly 

what he was doing when his minister released the confidential docu-
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ments . He revealed the intrigues of the Uruguayans, thereby showing 

his independence from them while presenting himself in the most sin

cere and impartial light possible. Sincerity and impartiality, he hoped, 

might to all parties ultimately translate into indispensability, as it had 

in 1 859. Lopez intended to be pivotal in whatever happened next. 

Foreign Minister Herrera had received detailed accounts of Lapido's 

diplomatic efforts in Paraguay. The 6 September note strengthened the 

Blancas at the moment when Herrera received news of the Lamas

Elizalde Protocol. He now felt that his government might actually con

tain the threat from Flores and not have to yield to Mitre or the Brazil

ians . He decided to take the risk and provoke both Buenos Aires and the 

empire. Herrera demanded that Solano Lopez's name be added to the 

protocol as equal arbitrator with the emperor. The reaction in Buenos 

Aires was predictable. Mitre had no intention of giving in to Paraguayan 

pretensions, scornfully adding that "one might as well invoke the me

diation of China." 48 With the protocol now as good as dead, events 

drifted toward a much bloodier conflict. 

Smuggling to Flores continued without pause, and rumors indicated 

that his troops were nearing the vicinity of Paysandu. On 10 November 

1863 Blanco authorities searching for Colorado infiltrators discovered 

a small expeditionary force among the islands of the Uruguay River. 

It comprised three lighters heavily loaded with arms, uniforms, and 

cavalry equipment and was guarded by forty-one armed men. The sei

zure of this materiel and the capture of the men, which occurred three 

days later, provoked a new confrontation. Argentine officials demanded 

the return of men and materiel on the dubious grounds that, as one 

of the islands lay adjacent to the Argentine bank of the river, the Uru

guayans had violated Argentine soil in making the seizure. Monte

video responded with a sharp note, after which the British minister in 

Buenos Aires, Edward Thornton, offered to mediate. Both sides declined 

and then suspended diplomatic relations with one another in early 

December.49 

Mitre ordered a redeployment of his best troops from the interior 

provinces , where they had just finished crushing the Penaloza uprising, 
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to the Litoral. He ordered the construction of modern forts on Martin 

Garcia, a small island near the Uruguayan bank of the Rio de la Plata, 

which already served as a transit station for smuggled war supplies 

to Flores. Yet the most important preparation that Mitre effected was 

diplomatic: he opened negotiations with Brazil to clarify their relations 

and perceived interests , and, if possible, to coordinate their actions .50 

The Brazilian Connection 

The imperial government had paid careful attention to Uruguayan af

fairs since Flores launched his invasion in April 1 863.  The Brazilians 

were perfectly aware of Argentine support for the Colorado caudillo, and 

the fact did not especially alarm them, since they too had agents within 

Flores's camp. 

Brazil's long-term interest in weakening the hand of Argentina in the 

Banda Oriental involved more than strategic concerns . No one had ever 

adequately defined the frontier between Rio Grande do Sul and Uru

guay. The inhabitants of this zone identified themselves either as Bra

zilians or Uruguayans ; their nationalism was expedient depending on 

which nation was useful as a shield in a time of need.51 Borderlanders 

lived their lives in much the same way whether on the Brazilian side of 

the frontier or the Uruguayan side. They worked in ranching, often with 

thousands of head of cattle to manage; spoke Spanish and Portuguese 

(and sometimes Guarani) with equal fluency; enjoyed sipping mate, shar

ing tall tales , and playing the same card games as their gaucho cousins 

in Argentina. And they wore the same regional costume: loose baggy 

trousers (bombachas), calf-skin boots with silver spurs , a colorful shirt 

with silk handkerchief about the throat, a wide but unadorned som

brero strapped under the chin, a belt studded with silver coins and a ra

zor-sharp knife (fac6n), and a dark blue or black poncho of delicate wool 

flung jauntily over the shoulder to reveal the scarlet lining. 

Many borderlanders spoke of themselves as Brazilians . Yet the wealth

iest owned thousands of hectares in Uruguay as well. All used the laws 

of the empire and of the Oriental Republic to their advantage when pos

sible and ignored the laws when not. 
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By the early 1 860s, as many as twenty thousand Riograndenses had 

settled in northern Uruguay together with their slaves. They had pur

chased some of the largest estates in the country, establishments that 

were quite impressive in terms oflivestock holdings .52 In order to make 

these ranches profitable, the Riograndenses needed to drive their herds 

to saladeros in Brazil. This required the cooperation of the Montevideo 

government, something that was not always forthcoming. Even though 

some of these Riograndenses as individuals had good relations with 

the Blanco regime, as a group they feared the measures that an unsta

ble government might enact against them. 

The Flores invasion presented the Riograndense ranchers with an 

opportunity. Many Colorados had served in the Farrapo armies during 

the 1 830s and 1 840s and were well known in southern Brazil. After the 

Quinteros massacre, hundreds of Colorados found refuge there. Now 

their old leader Flores expected them to join his forces in the border

lands . Cooperation with the Riograndenses was necessary in effecting 

this linkup; both the Colorados and Blancas knew it. This put the Rio

grandenses (both the borderlands ranchers and their agents in the im

perial government) in the enviable position of being able to determine 

the specific course of the Flores rebellion, whether it was to move for

ward toward Montevideo or be left stillborn along the frontier. 

The price they demanded for their support would be high. Riogrand

ense leaders counted among their number some skilled politicians who 

were also proven fighters in the caudillo-like mold of Urquiza. Generals 

Manoel Luiz Osorio (afterward baron of Herval) and Manoel Marquez de 

Souza (afterward baron of Porto Alegre) were two such men. The recog

nized chief of the Riograndenses was a much older man, Gen. Antonio 

de Souza Netto, a fearsome warrior in the Farrapo War. (Indeed, it was 

he who had declared Riograndense independence after the battle of 

Seival in 1 836. ) 53 He was now one of the wealthiest men in the province, 

having supplied the armies of Manuel Oribe with thousands of head of 

cattle during the nine-year siege of Montevideo. Netto thus had excel

lent contacts with the Blancas. Yet their decision to tax Riograndense 

ranchers in Uruguay had adversely affected his holdings . 
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Netto came to Rio de Janeiro in late 1 863 as spokesman for the ag

grieved ranchers . He stayed on in the imperial capital until April 1864, 

all the while offering banquets to deputies, senators, and members of 

the press and Foreign Ministry. His purpose was easy to discern: to con

vince the imperial government that direct action on behalf of the Bra

zilian residents in Uruguay was warranted .54 TI1is message, usually de

livered in the most nationalistic tones possible, was soon heard in every 

hall of the government, including the emperor's residence in Petr6po

lis . Not surprisingly, the Carioca press came out in favor of Netto and the 

interventionists, with many newspapers reporting as fact the stories of 

atrocity the Riograndense patriarch supplied them.55 

Netto's appeal failed to convince every official, though. After all, his 

earlier enthusiasm for the secessionist Farrapos did not recommend 

him as a Brazilian patriot, and there was lingering suspicion that he 

might return to a separatist ideal. Evidence also had come to light that 

Netto had sent one thousand of his gauchos to hover near the Uru

guayan border, presumably to provoke an incident, the nature of which 

was still unclear.56 The problem before Dom Pedro, then, was if he re

fused to intervene in Uruguay, would Netto and his associates opt for a 

secessionist solution once more? 

A newly elected Chamber of Deputies largely comprised of young Lib

eral Party bachareis came into office on 1 January 1 864. These men be

lieved that they had received a mandate to effect sweeping domestic 

change, and even if the exact nature of that change was still hazy, they 

nonetheless felt determined to pursue it. Older Liberals, who worried 

what would happen if these reformists had their way, did everything 

they could to divert their younger colleagues with foreign affairs . The 

Banda Oriental crisis seemed ready-made in this respect, and indeed, 

the younger Liberals listened with rapt attention to Netta's arguments . 

Seeing that he had gained their confidence, the old general demanded 

sharp and immediate action, no matter what the cost. Many in the 

chamber, old and young alike, nodded their approval. 

TI1e majority faction among the Liberals had chosen as prime minis

ter Zacharias de Goes e Vasconcellos , the thin-faced scion of a wealthy 
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family from Bahia who had first entered Parliament in 1 850 as a Con

servative. Since then he had discovered the writings of Jeremy Bentham 

and John Stuart Mill and considered himself a convert to pragmatism. 

His commitment to the Liberal Party was lukewarm, but in the uncer

tain political environment of the moment, such a stance had its advan

tages, for he could present himself as the consensus candidate of all par

ties. As prime minister, Zacharias embodied not only much that was 

good but also much that was shortsighted in the Brazilian system of par

liamentary government: "Methodical all his life, meticulous as a bu

reaucrat in every stroke of his pen, calling all and sundry to account by 

the rule of the constitutional pedagogue, he was the most implacable, 

and also the most authoritative censor . . . .  In him was no trace of senti

mentality; no affection, no frankness, no intimate complaisance threw 

their shadow over the acts , words ,  or thoughts of the politician. His 

position reminded one of a warship, with the quarter-decks battened 

down, the decks cleared, steam up, the crew at their posts ; lonely, un

approachable, ready for action." 57 Zacharias did not long resist the call 

for intervention. Pressure for some military response came to a head in 

the parliamentary session of 5 April 1 864. Radicals delivered impas

sioned speeches in which they laid all manner of despicable crimes at 

the feet of the Blanco government. Cries of horror and indignation from 

the audience echoed the sympathies of the various orators, and the nor

mally complacent legislators were left j ittery and clench-fisted in their 

chairs . 

Zacharias went to the emperor and argued that the government 

should present Montevideo with a peremptory demand for "restitution, 

reparation and guarantees ." Dom Pedro reluctantly agreed that Brazil 

should formulate a more aggressive policy toward Uruguay and left the 

matter to Zacharias and the foreign minister. It was a fateful decision. 

In late April 1 864, the imperial government dispatched Jose Antonio 

Saraiva to Montevideo with a list of specific demands. A key moderate 

who had opposed the hard line against the Blancos, Saraiva was, like Pa

ranhos, a member of the Council of State and a brilliant diplomat in his 

own right. He had started life as an orphan, which was an advantage, for 
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he could claim an impartiality that was rare among the servants of a pa

tronage-ridden government. Saraiva was also talented. He had studied 

the workings of the imperial court as ifit were the machinery of a watch 

and understood the complexities of diplomacy almost as well. Now his 

superiors charged him with delivering some hard messages to the 

Uruguayans . The naval squadron that accompanied him conveyed the 

clear impression that he negotiated with the backing of the Brazilian 

military. 

The envoy based his complaints on the claims of Brazilians to have 

suffered loss of property, injury, or persecution in Uruguay since the 

campaigns against Oribe and Rosas. The terms Saraiva brought from Rio 

de Janeiro were direct. The Uruguayan government should : ( 1 )  punish 

all known "criminals" who occupied civil and military posts ; (2) cashier 

and hold responsible all Uruguayan police officials who had abused 

Brazilian residents within the territory of the republic; (3) compensate 

all Brazilians who had lost property at the hands of Uruguayan author

ities ; (4) discharge all Brazilians who had been impressed into the Uru

guayan military; and (5 )  issue instructions to its officials condemning 

all previous outrages and ordering them to comply with the new regu

lations and agreements. In order to soften these demands, Saraiva was 

to inform the Montevideo government that the empire would forcibly 

prevent the passage of any pro-Flores contingents out of Rio Grande do 

Sul; but, in a significant aside that amounted to an ultimatum, he was 

also to stress that the military forces then moving south to interdict the 

Colorados would "also serve to protect the life, honor, and property of 

the subjects of the Empire if, contrary to our expectations, the Govern

ment of the Republic, ignoring this final intimation, is unable or un

willing to do so its elf." 58 

Saraiva knew better than to present these demands to the Blancos 

shorn of all diplomatic niceties. When he arrived in Montevideo at the 

beginning of May 1 864, he purposely took his time before presenting his 

credentials to the Uruguayan government. President Berro's term of 

office had ended on 1 March, and his successor, on an interim basis, was 

Anastasio de la Cruz Aguirre. The new chief of state was as ardent a 
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Blanco as his predecessor, though he boasted little of Berra's patience 

and none of his polish or tact. Worse still, Aguirre's position was in

distinguishable from that of the Amapolas, the most fanatical faction 

among the Blancas, who wished to resist both Brazil a�d Mitre to the 

bitter end and pinned their hopes on Solano Lopez.59 

The Blancas were also preparing their case. Since the end of 1 863, 

they had redoubled their efforts to forge an alliance with Paraguay. A 

new Uruguayan ambassador to Asuncion, the able Jose Vazquez Sagas

tume, had the task of persuading Solano Lopez that the Brazilians and 

Argentines were at that moment knotting the "rope with which to stran

gle first Uruguay and then Paraguay." 60 

Mitre had tried to frustrate the potential alliance between Montev

ideo and Asuncion by offering good relations with both the Brazilians 

and the Paraguayans .  Since the Flores invasion the Argentine president 

had regularly sent out feelers to Solano Lopez, hinting at some favorable 

resolution to the Misiones boundary dispute. He went so far as to imply 

that Argentina and Paraguay should cooperate against Brazil.61 Mitre 

felt that this attention could block Uruguay's diplomatic offensive, but 

the Paraguayans remained unconvinced. Throughout early 1 864 they 

continued to demand "clear explanations" of Argentine intentions in 

the Banda Oriental, but Buenos Aires always rebuffed their inquiries .62 

Greater progress occurred in opening discussions between the Ar

gentines and Brazilians .  Jose Marmol, now seen as a key figure in Mitre's 

diplomacy, arrived as new Argentine ambassador at Rio de Janeiro in 

March. From the beginning his talks with officials at the Imperial For

eign Ministry went well. Within a few weeks , the emperor received him 

at the Summer Palace at Petr6polis . Although the Brazilians held back 

from any alliance, the possibility that they could work with Buenos 

Aires clearly interested them.63 

The contrast with Argentine diplomatic efforts in Paraguay was strik

ing. Mitre's failure to come to any agreement with Solano Lopez, and 

the contempt with which the Argentines treated the latter's inquiries, 

made matters worse.  The Asuncion government increasingly leaned to

ward the Blanco outlook on Platine affairs and prepared its sizable mil-
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itary for any eventuality. In the same month that Marmol arrived in Bra

zil, Solano Lopez established a training camp at Cerro Leon in the dis

trict of Pirayti, where thirty thousand men between the ages of sixteen 

and fifty drilled. By August he had concentrated some sixty-four thou

sand recruits at various points throughout Paraguay, and war-supplies 

flowed into the country.64 

Aware of these developments, Saraiva issued his first note to the 

Blanco government on 1 8  May 1 864. He translated the severe instruc

tions of his government into language of great tact. He emphasized that 

the Oriental Republic had nothing to fear, that the Brazilian Empire 

sought to prevent its Riograndense subjects from participating in the 

Uruguayan conflict. While he clearly stated his country's demands, care

fully noting that good relations were contingent upon their acceptance, 

he nonetheless omitted reference to the clause of his instructions that 

indicated war. Attached to the note was a long memorandum that enu

merated and explained every outstanding claim made against Uruguay 

by Brazilian subjects since 1852 .65 

Herrera replied on 24 May. He attributed most of the problems the 

Brazilians had experienced to the vicissitudes of civil war. At the same 

time, Herrera posed an uncomfortable question: if the claims against 

the Blanco government had been building up over twelve years - at the 

rate of five a year -why wait until this moment of turmoil to present de

mands? The terms, he continued, were in any case unjust. After all, if it 

were true that the Riograndenses had aided Flores because of the con

tinued persecution of the Blanco government, why did so many Corren

tinos and Entrerrianos also help him? The Argentine government had 

not tried to excuse the behavior of some of its citizens by alleging bad 

treatment at the hands of the Blancas. As Herrera observed, Flores and 

his ilk could always find followers among the "uncivilized masses of our 

frontiers, the Tatars or Bedouin of those regions, smugglers and male

factors . . .  like the peoples that inhabit that desert, and the outskirts of 

countries not yet sufficiently protected by civilization." 66 

The Uruguayan foreign minister concluded by arguing that his coun

try was interested in peace with the Brazilian Empire ; when the Uru-
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guayans had subdued General Netto and the other Riograndenses who 

were then helping Flores, then all outstanding problems would be set

tled according to the rule of law.67 Herrera appended to his reply a state

ment on the forty-eight claims of the Montevideo government against 

Brazil on behalf of Uruguayan residents in the empire. 

Over the distance of 138  years since he wrote this note, one can al

most hear Saraiva's groan. The Brazilian diplomat had wanted to avoid 

just this sort of exchange. He had thought that the Blancos might see 

reason. In attempting a judicious approach, he had hoped to keep in 

check the hotheads in Rio de Janeiro. Herrera's reaction made this next 

to impossible. 

The Storm Breaks 

However pessimistic Saraiva might have felt, he replied to Herrera's dis

patch with a dignified note stressing that Uruguay had recognized Bra

zilian neutrality on many occasions. He repeated his pleas that Blanco 

officials protect Brazilian residents and not mistreat them. Saraiva 

concluded by noting how unfortunate and untimely Herrera's note 

was "because the Uruguayan government sweeps away- the hopes that 

the friends of peace build on a compromise that, saving the sacred insti

tutions of the Republic, might assure her a future happier than the 

present." 68 

Thus far, Saraiva had departed from his instructions only in terms of 

their presentation, not in terms of their substance. Now, at the end of 

May, he decided to alter the whole scope of his mission. He wrote to his 

government requesting an extension of powers in order to explore the 

possibility of a full pacification of Uruguay. He no longer regarded repa

rations and promises of mutual respect as sufficient guarantees of fu

ture peace. War, or at least the threat of war from all the outside pow

ers ,  might be the only way out. The key, Saraiva lmew, was Bartolome 

Mitre's Argentina and, to a lesser degree, Solano Lopez's Paraguay. A rap

prochement with at least the former power would settle the Uruguay 

question. 

In Buenos Aires, Mitre and Foreign Minister Elizalde were having 
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some of the same thoughts. They worried that if they failed to interpose 

themselves at this point, the empire would invade the Banda Oriental 

and leave them with no influence in Montevideo whatsoever. 

On 1 June the two met with Edward Thornton, who had already ad

vised Elizalde to reopen negotiations with the Blanco regime. Mitre now 

suggested that Thornton accompany Elizalde to the Uruguayan capitaJ 

to confer with Saraiva on an informal basis (any official contacts being 

out of the question given the strained relation then existing between 

Brazil and Great Britain over the "Christie Affair") .69 In malting this re

quest, Mitre knew what he was doing. Inclusion of a British official lent 

prestige to any talks, and regardless of Thornton's contribution, discus

sions would then appear to have London's sanction. The president re

quested that the two diplomats take passage aboard a British warship, 

as an Argentine vessel could not then risk approaching the Uruguayan 

shore. 

The inclusion of Thornton was well considered. Despite the fact that 

his government had no formal representation in Rio at the time, upper

class Brazilians respected the minister. Great Britain had guaranteed 

Uruguayan independence since the end of the 1 820s, and in the Plata 

it remained the most influential extracontinental power. The British 

wanted to see stable trade conditions restored as soon as possible; they 

therefore favored a peaceful resolution to the Blanco-Colorado struggle 

without clear preference for one side or the other. At the same time, the 

minister's presence in negotiations might mitigate the impression that 

Argentina and Brazil were about to threaten the independence of the 

Banda Oriental . Thornton had considerable experience in the region. He 

spoke Spanish and Portuguese fluently. He had visited Paraguay in 1 862 

and had offered his good offices to mediate the Uruguayan conflict on 

several occasions during 1 863 and early 1 864. Now, he willingly joined 

Elizalde's party.70 

After some hesitation, in which he mused that he already had his 

hands full with Saraiva, Herrera decided to receive the delegation from 

Buenos Aires .  The only condition that he demanded was Andres Lamas's 

inclusion in the discussions . When Thornton, Elizalde, and Lamas ar-
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rived on 6 June, they immediately set to work to convince the Monte

video public of the wisdom of malting peace with Flores. As expected, 

the participation of the distinguished Thornton eased the anxiety that 

the Montevideo government felt at the thought of having Uruguay's 

fate determined by its two powerful neighbors. Saraiva was especially 

pleased and hastened to press Aguirre to accept the mediation of the 

three diplomats . On 10 June the president issued a decree that embod

ied their suggested proposals for peace. These included an amnesty for 

rebels , a general disarmament of those forces then in arms against the 

government, and provisions for open elections in which the Colorados 

would field candidates .71 Far to the north, Flores accepted that outright 

victory was not a realistic expectation. His cavalry was sufficiently adept 

to allow him to raid his opponents at will, but he had no infantry and 

no way to consolidate any triumph against the Blancas . T11e mediation 

efforts of Elizalde, Thornton, and Saraiva seemed to offer him the best 

chance for future success. Flores decided to join the negotiators . 

On i. 8  June they met to sign an agreement at Puntas del Rosario. No 

record exists of precisely what was said at this meeting, and this has fu

eled much subsequent discussion of a conspiracy. Thirty years later, 

Thornton remembered the Puntas del Rosario meeting as the inaugu

ration of a triple alliance of Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay against 

Paraguay.72 Perhaps there was a touch of truth in this testimony; it 

seems only logical to suppose that the Paraguayan posture received at

tention from the gathered diplomats . Revisionist historians, however, 

have woven Thornton's comments into an elaborate tapestry of imperi

alism featuring the invisible hand of Britain behind every turn in Pla

tine politics.73 

Certainly, the agreement signed at Puntas del Rosario mirrored 

Aguirre's decree. In permitting the national debt to cover the cost of 

the Flores invasion, the mediators went beyond the original terms ex

pressed in the 10 June document. The change they judged insignificant. 

Flores signed unconditionally, the Blanco negotiators ad referendum.  In 

a separate note to President Aguirre, Flores demanded that the new 

agreement receive a full guarantee. To this end he suggested a change 
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of ministry from a party to a nonparty basis within the Uruguayan gov

ernment.74 This could not be incorporated into the agreement outright 

since it implied equality between Flores, a rebel, and the legitimate gov

ernment in Montevideo. Still, the negotiators felt that Aguirre would ac

cept this condition as the necessary price for peace. 

At first, the Uruguayan president seemed to do exactly that. He is

sued a proclamation to his soldiers that announced the imminent ces

sation of hostilities .  He called personally on the three mediators to offer 

his thanks for a job well done. Then, when Aguirre sent officials to or

ganize the disarmament of the Colorado forces, Flores told them that he 

would accept no arrangements without acceptance of the point made in 

his letter. 

On 1 July the mediators returned to Montevideo to urge Aguirre to 

change the ministry as requested. They expressed amazement that he 

would let the opportunity for peace slip away when the outstanding is

sue was trivial. In truth, Aguirre did not regard it as a minor point. He 

was afraid that the Amapolas within the government would do every

thing they could to frustrate the agreement. After several fruitless meet

ings with the president, Elizalde, Saraiva, and Thornton withdrew, and 

the plan collapsed. 

Saraiva next went to Buenos Aires to confer with Mitre. Having given 

up on the Blancos, the Brazilian diplomat now hoped to gain Argentine 

support for a joint military intervention. His work with Elizalde dur

ing the last month had run so smoothly that he felt certain he could 

depend on his colleague. After all, an intervention would not threaten 

Argentine interests because free elections and the withdrawal of foreign 

forces would swiftly follow. Mitre, however, held back, still fearing a 

wave of revolts in western Argentina. He also worried that Urquiza 

might oppose the intervention and thereby place the national govern

ment in the embarrassing position of supporting a foreign military 

adventure against Argentine-born troops . Nonetheless, he accepted Sa

raiva's friendly intentions, which constituted the one bright spot in the 

Brazilian diplomat's mission to Buenos Aires .  

At the end of July, the Italian minister at  Montevideo arrived in the 
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Argentine capital with a final appeal for renewed mediation. Saraiva, 

who had received word of rampant war fever in the Brazilian parlia

ment, replied that it was too late. The Italian withdrew, and Saraiva set 

sail for Montevideo to confer once more with the Blancas. 

On 4 August he presented Herrera with an ultimatum. He demanded 

that the Blan cos accede within six days to the terms indicated in his 

note of 18 May. Failing such acceptance, 

The forces of the Brazilian army stationed on the frontier will receive 

orders to proceed to reprisals in the event of Brazilian subj ects being 

subjected to violence, or menaced in life or security. It will be incum

bent on the respective commanders to provide in the most convenient 

form the protection that they need. The Admiral Baron of Tamandare 

will likewise receive instructions to protect in the same way with the 

forces of the squadron under his command the Brazilian consular 

agents and citizens injured by any authorities . . . .  The reprisals and 

measures to guarantee my fellow-citizens above indicated are not, as 

Your Excellency is aware, acts of war; and I hope that the government 

of this Republic will avoid augmenting the gravity of these measures 

by precipitating regrettable events, the responsibility for which will 

rest exclusively on that government.75 

As Saraiva delivered his note, detachments of the imperial army as

sembled along the frontier and Tamandare's warships stood by off 

Montevideo. 

Herrera waited until just before the expiration of the ultimatum 

to send his reply, which was long, polemical, and noncommittal . He 

asked that the diplomatic corps at Montevideo arbitrate all outstanding 

questions. On 10 August, Saraiva announced that his mission before 

the Uruguayan government was at an end; General Netto and Admiral 

Tamandare had their orders to proceed. The Brazilian diplomat left im

mediately for Buenos Aires to formalize the entente that already existed 

de facto. Twelve days later, he and Elizalde issued a protocol that prom

ised the mutual aid of Brazil and Argentina in efforts to bring about a 
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settlement in the Banda Oriental . This move gave the empire a free hand 

in eliminating Aguirre's government. 

The only hope left for the Blanco regime lay in the Paraguayan con

nection, and this hardly presented an ironclad guarantee of safety. Re

lations between Paraguay and the government in Montevideo had been 

anything but perfect during 1 864; a February incident in which Uru

guayan port authorities tried to forcibly inspect the Paraguayan vessel 

Paraguari was only closed months later when Vazquez Sagastume pre

sented his government's apologies to Solano Lopez.76 Also, the refusal of 

Brazil and Argentina to accept Paraguayan mediation in Uruguay had 

offended the Paraguayan leader and dampened his enthusiasm for such 

a role. 

The Uruguayans kept trying to enlist Paraguayan aid and Berges kept 

responding in the affirmative, but nothing much happened.  At the end 

of July, the Montevideo government sent one of its highest officials , 

Antonio de las Carreras, on a secret mission to Asuncion to get definite 

commitment of support. Yet Carreras had no authority to make any 

promises, and this left Berges and Solano Lopez uncertain as to what 

their next step should be.77 

Agents of the Paraguayan government stationed in Corrientes, 

Parana, Buenos Aires, and Montevideo sent in regular reports to Solano 

Lopez.  In consequence, he often knew more about conditions in the 

Banda Oriental than did Vazquez Sagastume himself. News of the re

jection of Saraiva's ultimatum, however, failed to reach the Paraguayan 

president until 24 August, when the Paraguari docked at Asuncion. 

Aboard the ship were the new Brazilian minister-resident, Cesar Vianna 

de Lima, and Edward TI10rnton, the British minister at Buenos Aires. 

The latter approached Solano Lopez to beg for calm consideration of 

what had occurred. He tried "with admirable dexterity" to allay the sus

picion that Brazil's actions had aroused in the Paraguayan capital, all to 

no avail. 

Responding to the entreaties of Vazquez Sagastume (and to the con

fidential appeals of Carreras), Solano Lopez ordered Berges to compose 

a policy statement, a protest that the empire could not ignore. As part 
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of this note, which Berges presented to Vianna de Lima on 30 August, 

the Paraguayans issued an unmistakable warning as to what might hap

pen should Brazil continue on its aggressive course in the Banda Orien

tal : "the Government of the Republic of Paraguay would consider any 

occupation of Uruguayan territory by Imperial forces . . .  as an attack 

upon the balance of power of the Platine states ,  which interests the Re

public of Paraguay as the guarantee of its security, peace, and prosper

ity. That Government protests in the most solemn manner against such 

an act, disclaiming at once all responsibility for the ultimate conse

quences of the present declaration."  78 

Over the next few days, Vianna de Lima and Berges exchanged a se

ries of notes, all highly spirited.  No progress could have resulted from 

this correspondence because the Brazilian minister lacked the author

ity to make concessions of any kind. Solano Lopez,  moreover, had al

ready determined to increase pressure on the empire. His efforts at a 

conciliatory stance had failed. If the Brazilians had dealt more gently 

with Lopez's amour-propre in this matter, much of the following tragedy 

might never have happened. 

Public opinion in Asuncion, until then almost oblivious of the con

flict downriver, began to turn angry. Expression of political sentiment 

had never been welcomed under the rule of the Lopez family. In a soci

ety like Paraguay's ,  however, state orders could generate and direct pop

ular fervor with as much ease as they could summon work parties. On 

this occasion, as one British observer noted: 

A body of the chief men of Asuncion went to the Palace and declared 

their adhesion. They then went with a piquet of soldiers from the 

Palace to the Government Square, in procession. Here they hoisted 

the Paraguayan flag, under a salute of 21 guns ; and afterwards all 

the town took to dancing, drinking, and serenading -by order, of 

course. Everyone, high and low, was obliged to assist at these frolics, 

under pain of being reported by the police as unpatriotic, which was 

equivalent, for the ladies, to being banished to the wilds, and for the 

men, to being imprisoned. Deep family affliction was no excuse for 
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being absent from the revels . Written manifestoes were made up, and 

signed by everyone, offering their lives and goods to sustain the cause. 

Even ladies and children were obliged to sign these documents; and 

they were got up in all the towns and villages of Paraguay, so that no 

one remained in the country who had not signed away life and prop

erty, without knowing why.79 

Vianna de Lima and the Brazilian residents in Asuncion knew of 

these demonstrations, but their countrymen in Rio doubted that Para

guayan protest went beyond mere bombast. Indeed, they greeted the 

protest "with shouts of laughter, and its author was recommended by 

the Colorados to attend to the state of his huts and settle the squabbles 

of his half-naked squaws at home."  80 Such gibes may have brought 

smiles to the faces of government officials in Brazil and Argentina, but 

s ix months later they no longer seemed so amusing. 

Berges directed a final protest to Vianna de Lima on 9 September. The 

Paraguayans had received word that a corvette under Tamandare's com

mand had given chase to the Villa del Salta, a Blanco vessel carrying re

inforcements for Mercedes (a port along the Uruguay River then threat

ened by Flores's cavalry), and forced it to take refuge at Paysandu, still 

higher up the river. Berges noted that such actions "profoundly im

pressed the Government of the undersigned who cannot do other than 

confirm by this communication his declarations of 30 August and of the 

3rd instant." The Paraguayans sent no further communications but in

stead stepped up military preparations on a huge scale. 

Given the alliance that had come to exist between Paraguay and 

the Uruguayan Blancas, one would have thought that both would have 

hastened to formalize their relation. Something quite different hap

pened. On 30 August, the same day that he issued the protest of the Para

guayan government, Berges replied to Vazquez Sagastume's appeal with 

a lengthy note. After cataloguing and describing in detail all the corre

spondence that had passed between his office and that of the Uruguayan 

Foreign Ministry, Berges roundly condemned the position in which his 

country had been placed. Paraguay, he insisted, had been snubbed at 
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every juncture, mislead on numerous occasions, and generally treated 

with contempt by the very countries it had hoped to help. Given such a 

background, his government had no choice but to be guided by its own 

counsels exclusively; though Paraguayan leaders regarded the integrity 

and independence of Uruguay as necessary to their own security, none

theless they could not ally with its government.81 

Solano Lopez saw to it that the state gazette published this letter 

with the confidential communications it contained. This unprecedented 

step outraged many in the local diplomatic corps .82 It is hard to under

stand what Solano Lopez thought to gain from this publication. Admit

tedly, he never found discretion an especially heavy yoke, though he 

took pains to make his judgments appear calculating and shrewd. What

ever his intention on this occasion, he only managed to embarrass the 

Blancas .  

The only voice still being raised in favor of peace was that of Andres 

Lamas in Buenos Aires. Unfortunately, public opinion in the Argentine 

capital had moved in the same direction as that in Montevideo, Asun

cion, and Rio de Janeiro. Everywhere people talked of war. No political 

figure felt capable of protesting the drift toward violence. 

The Mitre regime, however much it respected Lamas's efforts , had no 

intention of changing its policy toward the Banda Oriental. Elizalde de

clared Argentine neutrality in the event of any conflict between Uru

guay and Brazil. Yet at the same time, arms and munitions continued to 

flow from Buenos Aires to Flores. As for the attitude of Paraguay, the Ar

gentine government contented itself with the fact that Solano Lopez 

concentrated his resentment on Brazil and left Argentina alone. 

The Paraguayan president had forgotten neither the pretensions of 

his southern neighbor nor the border disputes in the Misiones. He had 

in mind Justo Jose de Urquiza, whose Entrerriano stalwarts still pro

fessed a pro-Blanco bias and who might be counted on should a wider 

war erupt in the Plata.83 As it turned out, this assumption amounted to 

wishful thinking. 

Brazilian troops crossed the Uruguayan frontier on i.6 October 1 864 

and soon thereafter occupied Villa de Melo, capital of the Department 
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of Cerro Largo. If Aguirre and his associates in Montevideo thought this 

action would draw an immediate Paraguayan response, they were dis

appointed. Solano Lopez's land forces were ready, his field commanders 

reported.84 His river fleet, however, was unprepared for offensive opera

tions, and proceeding down the Parana to help Montevideo would cer

tainly call for military action en route. 

Solano Lopez 's vacillation might have been understandable, but 

Vazquez Sagastume kept plying him with exhortations to attack. He re

minded him that a Brazilian steamer, the Marques de Olinda, was due to 

enter the Paraguay River during the first weeks of November. The vessel, 

which made the passage between Montevideo and Corumba monthly, 

was part of the empire's plan to develop the Mato Grosso.85 Now it be

came the trigger for the bloodiest war ever fought in South America. 

The Marques de Olinda passed the fortress of Humaita, exchanged the 

customary salutes, and continued northward until it docked without 

incident at Asuncion on 1 1  November. It was a sizable vessel, 1 98 tons, 

with a naval lieutenant as commander and a crew of forty-three. Its pas

sengers included Col. Federico Carneiro de Campos , the recently ap

pointed governor of Mato Grosso, ten other Brazilian soldiers , the new 

Argentine consul general Adolfo Soler, and two Italian colonists . After 

Soler disembarked, the ship took on coal while its commander ex

changed news with Vianna de Lima. By two o'clock in the afternoon, its 

business in the city concluded, the Marques de Olinda set course again for 

Co rumba and eased into the muddy river with a trail of gray vapor blow

ing from its stack. 

Upon the ship's arrival, however, a special messenger had set off by 

locomotive to Cerro Leon, where Solano Lopez was reviewing his troops. 

He waited a whole day, still hesitating as to his next move. According to 

one account, Lopez finally remarked, "If we don't have a war now with 

Brazil, we shall have one at a less convenient time for ourselves." 86 He 

then dispatched an aide-de-camp by express train with a message for 

Remigio Cabral, the commander of the war-steamer Tacuari: overtake 

the Brazilian ship and compel its return to Asuncion. 

The Paraguayan steamer departed at once, and the next day its look-
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outs caught sight of the slower vessel steaming in the distance in the 

vicinity of Concepcion. Cabral ordered his gunners to fire across its 

bow. The Brazilians immediately obeyed his shouted commands and re

versed course.  The Marques de Olinda reached Asuncion on the evening of 

13 November. Even before it dropped anchor, Vianna de Lima received a 

note that informed him that Paraguay had severed relations with the 

empire.87 

At first light next morning, Paraguayan officials boarded the ship 

and arrested everyone. They seized the cargo, including two thousand 

muskets , and removed the mail packs and two cases containing two 

hundred thousand milreis in paper currency. Some time later, another 

party led by Col. Vicente Barrios returned to the ship to confiscate its 

imperial ensign. The flag was sewn into a carpet and presented to So

lano Lopez to cover the floor of his office in the presidential palace .88 

This was not the last symbol of the empire's authority that Solano Lopez 

would tread upon during the next five years . 
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I I I  
The War Begins 





Military Preparedness 

Nation building in South America involved much more than assigning 

specific identities to set people off from each other. It also involved the 

establishment of concrete institutions - states that sought to create in

dependent political characters in keeping with people's needs and aspi

rations. Within each country, the state promoted respect for its author

ity through taxation, the schooling of the young, the promulgation of 

edicts, and other governmental functions. 

Internationally, it proved harder for these new states to gain the rec

ognition they demanded as heirs to the colonial power or as the expres

sion of "popular" sovereignty. Border disputes invariably frustrated the 

common quest for status ,  for no one could tell where the authority of 

one "nation" ended and that of another began. As the disputes over Mato 

Grosso, the Misiones, and the Banda Oriental illustrate, such conflicts 

were frequent and often virulent, poisoning relations between neigh

bors for decades. But they fueled the development of the states' most im

portant correlate institution-the military. 

Whether viewed as a plague or as a boon to national cohesion, there 

is no doubt that the military played a crucial role in nineteenth-century 

South America. It provided an instrument through which members of 

the elite could legitimize their power, offered employment in certain 

depressed areas , brought an aspect of modernization into an otherwise 

backward economy, and made state policy something palpable over a 

wide expanse of territory. 



It is useful to recall that Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, and Paraguay 

shared a similar military situation. All four countries faced long periods 

of uncertainty during which foreigners - or local Indians - contested 

state authority at will and with the utmost violence. While Paraguay felt 

these dangers more immediately than its neighbors in the early -i8oos , 

all experienced them in sufficient degree to prompt the creation of pro

fessional armies and navies. Beyond this general apprehension, how

ever, the experiences of the four countries differed as sharply as their 

political interests . 

Brazil: The Reluctant Militarists 

One might suppose that a country as large as Brazil would build a mili

tary establishment on a commensurate scale. Yet as was true in the an

tebellum United States, a sizable military never received proper gov

ernment endorsement. For the first forty years of its existence as an 

independent state, Brazil's standing army rarely rose above sixteen 

thousand effectives, with a reserve of Guarda Nacional units totaling an

other two hundred thousand men. The latter force, which mainly con

ducted police operations in the provinces, consisted of local recruits 

commanded by the sons of wealthy planters . The guard possessed few of 

the characteristics usually associated with a professional military. On 

occasion guard units did respectable service in that capacity, but only 

rarely were they deployed outside their respective provinces.1  

The real power within the imperial military structure lay with the 

standing army. After 1851 ,  the empire was divided into six military 

districts, each of which theoretically contained corpos especiais (staff per

sonnel) and corpos combatentes (combat forces) .  The latter included cav

alry, infantry, and artillery units divided into mobile forces and garri

son troops .2 

By the mid-1 86os , the ern.pire's standing army had a framework as 

modern as any in Europe. The artillery consisted of a battalion of en

gineers , a regiment of horse-drawn artillery, four battalions of foot ar

tillery, and twelve other companies . The cavalry had five regiments, one 

corps of four companies, a squadron of two more, seven battalions of 
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riflemen, and five other companies .  The infantry, which made up the 

bulk of the troops, included nine rifle battalions of eight companies, an

other battalion of six, five garrison corps of four companies, another 

four garrison corps of two, and another two companies. Total manpower 

reserves for the standing army amounted to 1. 7,600 men.3 

On paper, Brazil's regular army looked impressive, though in practice 

it could rarely boast. the organization or equipment that ministerial 

reports indicated. Its distribution was likewise curious, for the great 

majority of units were stationed in the far south near the Uruguayan 

frontier. This deployment made good sense given likely foreign contin

gencies as well as the remote possibility of renewed separatist conflict; 

but it left wide areas of Brazil essentially unprotected save for poorly 

trained guard units . 

The Brazilian elites felt an instinctive suspicion of "creeping" mili

tarism. They saw the disorder elsewhere on the continent and were 

wont to ascribe its uglier aspects to the presence of too many illiterate 

braggarts in uniform. Reflecting this bias , the government kept its 

military budgets low and its generals in the background. The emperor 

himself never bothered to conceal his distaste for the profession of 

arms (though he was scrupulously correct, even kind, with individual 

officers) .  

Nevertheless, the Brazilian military had its  staunch defenders. Men 

like Caxias and Manoel Luis Osorio were seasoned politicians as well as 

talented commanders. They could occasionally maneuver the govern

ment, however reluctantly, toward a more realistic military policy. This 

was always easier in times of political crisis, as during the campaign 

against Argentina's Juan Manuel de Rosas. At all other times, though, 

the officer corps appeared no different from other imperial bureaucra

cies in its penchant for bickering, its emphasis on status ,  and its craving 

for every possible coin or honor. 

The officers could count some talented individuals in their midst 

and, as a group, displayed much the same cohesion as the bachareis. The 

younger generation attended the Imperial Academia Militar and the Es

cola Militar da Praia Vermelha in Rio.  The first of these two academies , 
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founded in the reign of Dorn Joao, taught tactics to a small cohort, usu

ally, though not necessarily, highborn cadets . A few individuals at Praia 

Verrnelha learned more than smart drilling on the parade ground. Some 

became excellent military doctors and engineers . Others read widely in 

foreign (especially French) tactical manuals,  taking pride in their knowl

edge of the latest innovations in European arrnament.4 

One practical result of this interest was a partial revamping of Bra

zil's artillery during the 1850s. Though a great many antiquated guns re

mained in service, the imperial government arranged for each artillery 

unit to receive a number of Lahitte, Paixhan, and Whitworth guns of 

calibers 90 to 1 20.5 The better of these rifled rnuzzleloaders had an ef

fective range of just under three miles and thus greatly enhanced the 

army's firepower. This said, target practice was much neglected in Bra

zil; and artillery tactics founded on the principle of concentration of fire 

were little practiced owing to the want of large-scale maneuvers. Still, 

the artillery persevered, and so did the infantry. 

At the close of the Crimean War, many South American countries 

rushed to buy surplus materiel from Europe. The Brazilian army pur

chased several thousand new small arms to replace the 1 7-gauge flint

locks then in use.6 The new weapons , which included Prussian-made 

needle rifles and Belgian carbines , were all capable of firing cartridges 

at a superior rate of fire. In general, such weapons could kill at half a 

mile and were accurate to 2 50 yards, five times as far as any other one

rnan weapon. 

The needle rifle had its shortcomings. Its worst fault was the large es

cape of gas at the breech, which was so great that troopers found it dif

ficult to fire the rifle from the shoulder after the first half-dozen shots. 

When the barrel was foul, the strain was still greater, often obliging the 

men to fire from the hip. It was nonetheless a remarkable weapon and 

eventually helped assure Prussian victory over the Danes in 1 864, the 

Austrians in 1 866, and the French in 1 870-71 . 

Even so, the Brazilians failed to capitalize on the rifle's many advan

tages because they only imported a few of the newer models. Those rifles 

they did obtain came in many different calibers . While some of the arms 
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were breechloaders, others were loaded at the muzzle, thus causing con

fusion among the regular troops, the majority of whom continued to 

use the older, nearly obsolete flintlocks . 

The reluctance of the government to fund a larger military was un

derstandable in a regime hard pressed for revenues. In addition, what

ever the empire's interest in the Banda Oriental, little really j ustified 

an expansion of military forces. The emperor, the Council of State, and 

most members of Parliament believed that the nation's security was 

already guaranteed under the established system, which gave primary 

responsibility to the elite-led Guardia Nacional. This was a shortsighted 

view of military preparedness.  It relegated the engineers and other reg

ular officers to a subordinate, essentially advisory position and little 

more. The elites expected military men to screech like a flock of sea 

birds when it came to promotions and procurement, but in the fi

nal analysis, the opinions of regular officers meant little to the men in 

frock coats. 

Coupled with the elite's mistrust of the officer corps was their near 

revulsion for the common soldier. The very term for an army enlisted 

man, prai;:a, derived from the Portuguese word for the public square -

with all its disreputable connotations of the street. Simply put, high 

society did not consider the army a fit place for the "honorable" poor 

(i .e. ,  those men with access to patronage). Only degenerates and row

dies should end up in the ranks, and officers were little better than 

wardens .7 

There was a good reason why undesirables predominated in the 

ranks . As yet, no universal draft existed, and there was no real reason 

for young men to j oin up. Starting in 1 837,  therefore, police officers 

were awarded a cash bonus for every new "recruit" they brought to the 

colors.8 The police sent press gangs into the streets of every town in 

Brazil in search of inductees. Whether habitually drunk, delinquent, 

or feeble minded, the condition of such levies mattered little; the army 

took most of the men remanded. Even after a broader conscription 

began in 1 865,  the composition of the army changed only slightly. 

Wealthy and even middle-class men could hire poorer individuals to 
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serve as their substitutes. The practice was so common that impover

ished gente de cor soon constituted the greater part of the soldiers in 

every Brazilian infantry battalion, while cowboy "vagabonds" from the 

south or northeast made up most of the cavalrymen. In the campaigns 

to come, despite continued shows of disdain from the upper classes, 

these men fought well. 

While the standing army suffered from government indifference (or 

actual resistance), the imperial navy found considerable favor. In con

trast to the army, the navy had an aristocratic and Anglophilic tradition 

that dated back before independence. Government officials responded 

better to admirals than to generals because the former had nothing of 

the parvenu about them. Besides, the lawyers, merchants, and a good 

many of the planters that made up the Brazilian government generally 

had roots in the coastal region and saw war largely in terms of protect

ing commercial traffic along the sea lanes . This view manifested itself 

in good, though not lavish, funding for the navy. By the early 1 860s, Bra

zil's fleet had become the largest in South America. It counted forty-five 

vessels - thirty-three steamers (both propeller-driven and sidewheelers) 

and twelve sailing ships. All were reasonably well fitted with state-of

the-art guns, including 70-pounder Whitworths capable of piercing the 

armor of ironclads or dealing powerful blows to shore defenses . 

Total manpower for the imperial navy during this period was 4,236 

officers and men.9 The crews came from a variety of backgrounds from 

all over coastal Brazil. The navy's greatest strength, however, was in its 

well-trained officer corps, which displayed the same professionalism 

and sophistication as the best of the army's engineers . 

Of course, life in the imperial navy was in many ways unpleasant, ex

cept for senior officers , who were separated from their crews by a rigid 

class system. Sailors taken by press gangs from the most squalid port dis

tricts were expected to spend long hours below deck during the hot 

summer months. They ate poorly, slept little, and were routinely abused 

by midshipmen and each other. They received minimal pay. In this, their 

circumstance paralleled that of the common soldiers. 

Taken as a whole, the Brazilian military had serious weaknesses in 
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the mid-nineteenth century. The standing army was small, poorly or

ganized, and unevenly equipped. Though the officer corps boasted some 

talented figures, there 'Yas also much dead weight. The rank and file, for 

their part, were hopelessly undisciplined. The army dragooned nearly 

halfits troops, many of them vagrants supplied by the police. Those who 

volunteered, or who offered themselves as substitutes, usually did so to 

escape hunger, homelessness,  unemployment, or the law. They had nei

ther interest in the military life nor any motivations that might be 

called patriotic. 

Imperial officials, whose own idea of the Brazilian nation centered 

on political stability and the preservation of privileges, had little faith 

in a military structure that might potentially threaten both. Instead, 

they unmistakably preferred the Guarda Nacional, an institution that 

mirrored the status quo and within which existed little professionalism 

and no real commitment to modernization. The guard officers had their 

ornate swords and fancy dress uniforms, the men their bamboo lances 

and blunderbusses . But just as on the fazenda only a weak sense of loy

alty connected the two groups.  Real cohesion - the kind that comes 

from a shared identity - came only later, when the alternatives to war 

had been exhausted. 

Argentina and Uruguay: The Military Divided 

TI1e germ of modernization that infected one small segment of the Bra

zilian military was nowhere in evidence in Argentina and Uruguay. The 

fall of Rosas in 1 852 supposedly guaranteed unity on a foundation of 

political liberalism, yet real national integration under the constitution 

remained a distant goal. Despite the battle of Pavon, the competition be

tween Justo Jose de Urquiza and Bartolome Mitre in Argentina still col

ored provincial politics , especially in the Litoral. Proxies vied for govern

ment posts and positions ofinfluence, unafraid of using force to achieve 

their goals. Though the unifying call of the constitution was beautiful 

in its conception, most Argentines remained skeptical. Even in Buenos 

Aires, the competition between Mitre's Liberals and Adolfo Alsina's Au

tonomists threatened to rend the fragile political order. 
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Such divisiveness interrupted the evolution of national military in

stitutions in Argentina. In theory, patriotic citizen-soldiers should have 

stepped forward to replace the mercenaries and gaucho draftees. But 

nothing of the kind happened. The standing army that Mitre created in 

1 864 counted only 6,ooo effectives ,  the great majority stationed in the 

interior provinces and along the Patagonian frontier.10 The regulars 

were organized into seven infantry battalions, nine cavalry regiments, 

one unit of light artillery, and five companies of "newly created" artil

lery- the latter used as a garrison force on the island of Martin Garcia. 

A high incidence of desertion took its toll on the ranks, however, and 

government officials conducted constant recruitment in order to keep 

these units near full strength. 

The bulk of the men under arms in Argentina were found in the var

ious Guardia Nacional units, perhaps as many as 1 84,478 effectives in 

early 1 865 . 1 1  Like its Brazilian counterpart, the Argentine guard was ba

s ically a provincial institution, though rarely a patrimonial one. Under 

an 1 8 54 law, each male citizen of the confederation from age seventeen 

to sixty was liable for service in the guard, and versions of the same law 

were in vigor after Pavon.  Yet the law was imperfectly and irregularly 

applied. A few units, especially those from Buenos Aires, did serve un

der national command. Aside from some Indian auxiliaries , these par

ticular battalions proved the only reliable units in the guard, having 

had some rudimentary training as well as combat experience at Pavon. 

The other guard units had no such preparation. Each province con

trolled its own militia, but with the exception of Buenos Aires - and to 

a much-lesser degree Santa Fe - none provided sufficient funding for its 

units . The result was a motley assemblage of poorly armed gauchos ut

terly incapable of military action on a large scale. And in the case of cer

tain provinces, notably Entre Rios, the local guard expressed open an

tagonism toward the national government. 

Such divisions left little room for military development. President 

Mitre understood how weak his country's armed forces really were. He 

was also a portefio, however, and believed that in order to correct the 

country's military backwardness, he had to start with Buenos Aires. The 
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port city at this time had j ust under one-tenth of the total Argentine 

population of 1 . 5  million, but it had almost all the country's merchants 

and most of its European immigrants. The consequent availability of 

both capital and skilled labor provided two ingredients for a viable 

military. To this was added the vision of Mitre and the native talent of 

his generals. One could see some solidity in the president's army, em

bryonic though it was . Mitre saw it too and sought to expand the effi

ciency and size of his military on every occasion and in every way. In 

1 864 the troops under his direct command numbered some eight thou

sand guardsmen and regulars. A year later the number had grown to 

fifteen thousand, largely through forced conscription in the country

side of Buenos Aires . 12  

Though they came from the poorest areas of the province, these new 

recruits wore blue uniforms with brass buttons and shouldered rifles 

of European manufacture. In their packs, along with the usual cuts 

of charqui, they carried full rations of hardtack (galleta), tobacco, sugar, 

and even a little cane liquor. Their lives for the first time were governed 

by an elaborate and systematic discipline, with infantry regulations, 

strictly applied, that were drawn from standard Spanish precedents of 

1846 (and cavalry regulations from 1 834).13 

For all their attractive appearance, these new troops were still mostly 

gauchos. Mitre only trusted them j ust so far, so he experimented with 

other options. He sent some of his j unior officers to Europe for special

ized training, recruited soldiers of fortune in Italy and France, and put 

pressure on provincial governors to remand an increasing number of 

conscripts to the national arms.14 But he never deceived himself: creat

ing a modern army was going to be difficult. 

To put a fine point on the problem, the average Argentine soldier 

found it difficult to see himself as part of a "national" project. He saw 

no sense in soldiering on anything but a conditional and short-term ba

sis. His nature inclined him to an impetuous courage, but patriotism 

was a feeling that others had to construct for him. Even without this 

greater sense of purpose, he remained a good soldier, brave, and inured 

to hardship. His normal standard of living left him content to live with-
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out many things European soldiers thought indispensable. But pro

tracted fighting in organized units for an uncertain reward - this was 

frequently beyond him. 

As for the Argentine navy, it existed more in name than in reality. Out 

of a total of nineteen vessels in 1 864, only two steamers (the Guardia Na

cional and the Pampero) and one schooner (the Argos) carried any arma

ment, and that was substandard. Much of the remaining fleet had either 

been leased to private parties as merchantmen or was in dry dock. At 

the time of the Cisplatine War, the Argentine navy had been a formida

ble entity under the Irish admiral William Brown. Now it had declined 

so much that it was useful only for the transport of troops and horses.15 

Neither Argentina's diminutive navy nor its untested army had de

veloped any traditions of note, and neither institution enjoyed any re

spect from politicians or the public at large. Though such officers as 

Emilio Mitre and Juan Andres Gelly y Obes were capable organizers, 

they never transferred their efficiency to the service as a whole. Unlike 

the Brazilian Empire, which saw a glimmer of the future in the profes

sionalization of its military engineers, Argentina had almost no confi

dence. Mitre drafted plan after plan calling for reform in the armed 

forces - for new artillery, for commissary units and surgeons, for musi

cal bands and staff officers. But the fractious nature of Argentine poli

tics made progress on military matters practically impossible. As with 

the forging of the nation itself, great ingenuity was necessary to move 

ahead. Sometimes such ingenuity was at work just below the surface; 

more often it was not. 

Across the river in the Banda Oriental, there was little talk of either 

nation or professional military. Every political issue - the character of 

the "nation" its elf - was in Uruguay reduced to the partisan struggle be

tween Blancas and Colorados. Each party maintained its own armed 

force. These were little changed from the gaucho bands that Jose Artigas 

led in an earlier age .
. 
The men had combat experience but no training 

and were poorly armed save for the usual muskets, boleadoras, and fac6n 

knives. 
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European immigrants with previous military experience officered a 

few units from Montevideo. The Spanish-born Leon de Palleja, for in

stance, headed the "Batallon Florida" under the Colorados, and he did 

manage to infuse his men with a measure of esprit de corps. But Palleja 

was an exceptional man whose discipline and attention to detail were 

noteworthy but also ephemeral and seemingly out of place. 

The average Uruguayan soldier in 1864 related less to his country 

than to his immediate superior. This was not necessarily bad for disci

pline in any military force. In this case, however, that superior was likely 

the indirect agent of a foreign power. Whether he associated himself 

with Urquiza, Mitre, or the Brazilians, such an officer might have a le

gitimate claim on the loyalty of his men but could never pose as a Uru

guayan nationalist. Though there were several thousand men under 

arms in Uruguay, a military service that was authentically Uruguayan in 

character had yet to evolve. What did exist was a force of men experi

enced in combat who were ready to fight. 

Paraguay: The Military Born 

Dr. Jose Gaspar de Francia had always kept his military on the tightest 

of leashes. It was, after all, a small institution, untrained, and woefully 

underarmed - exactly like the colonial militia. Paraguayan army offic

ers could barely sign their own names. Yet in foreign circles there al

ways existed uncertainty about j ust how many troops the dictator com

manded, and this was a factor in staving off outside invasion. Thus, 

when Carlos Antonio Lopez gained power in the early 1 840s, he sur

veyed an army little changed since 1. 814.  

The world was becoming a more dangerous place for Paraguay as the 

country slowly opened its doors. Lopez possessed as little military expe

rience as the garrison commanders he displaced, but unlike many Para

guayans, he believed that the old isolationism could no longer guaran

tee peace. As he experimented with new foreign contacts, he quietly but 

very intently began to improve his armed forces. In 1.845 he established 

a national guard on the Spanish model of a semiprofessional prestige 
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militia. Nearly all Paraguayan males between the ages of sixteen and 

fifty-five were supposedly registered for this force, which had police as 

well as military duties.16  

Paraguay's participation in two misadventures in Corrientes during 

the 1 840s convinced Lopez that he had to modernize or risk seeing his 

country swallowed by its neighbors. The Paraguayan president was bet

ter informed than most of his countrymen, but like them he shared 

a near-xenophobic suspicion of foreign intentions. Although both Ar

gentina and Brazil had recognized Paraguayan independence by the 

early 1 850s, he still saw no reason to let down his guard in the face 

of " incorrigible anarchists on the one hand, and two-faced, traitorous 

monkeys on the other." 17 The country remained isolated and weak - far 

better to arm and thereby gain the respect that legal sovereignty alone 

could never provide. 

Lopez had chosen Franz Wisner von Morgenstern to command the 

Corrientes expedition of 1 849. A Hungarian adventurer and sometimes 

tutor to the Lopez family, Wisner had served for some time in the Aus

trian army. His intimate contacts with high-ranking Paraguayans 

opened the door for foreign military advisors in the country. And Wis

ner was only the first of many. In 1 85 1 ,  at a moment of detente between 

the imperial government and Paraguay, the Brazilians acceded to 

Lopez's request that they provide instructors for his fledgling army. In 

an ironic twist, they sent Capt. Hermenegildo de Albuquerque Porto

carreiro, who later commanded Fort Coimbra in the southernmost dis

trict of Mato Grosso. The captain was a talented artillery officer. He 

came to Asuncion in the most pleasant of moods bearing an important 

gift: a battery of field artillery for Carlos Antonio Lopez . Accompanying 

Por�ocarreiro was Lt. Joao Carlos de Vilagran Cabrita, an engineer whose 

daring and intricate river crossings would make possible the first major 

Brazilian incursion into Paraguayan territory.18  

The Brazilian military mission was small scale. The real catalyst for 

Paraguayan military expansion was Solano Lopez's European tour of 

1853- 54. Though only in his twenties, the younger Lopez was already 

the chief military figure in his father's government-and one of the few 
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men whom Carlos Antonio really trusted. As a student, Solano Lopez 

had poured over every volume that Wisner placed before him and 

gained more than a casual knowledge of Jo mini and other military 

writers of his day. His position as heir-apparent, moreover, gave him rea

son to suppose that he could guide the development of the armed forces 

much as he pleased. 

Because Solano Lopez always appraised himself in the most exagger

ated and vainglorious manner, historians have tended to dismiss his 

claims as an organizer. His father, however, could not have found an

other man more dedicated to the task of military procurement. The Eu

ropean states had already recognized Paraguayan independence; now, 

thought Solano Lopez, they had to contribute to its defense. 

While accepting Solano Lopez's basic competence, it must be recog

nized that he was a passionate and contradictory man, and those con

tradictions carried a price for his nation. His arrogance, of which much 

has been made, was not natural but willed ; he always had to prove to 

himself and others that he was a man of the world, a cosmopolitan not 

to be bested. At heart he was a romantic who dreamed of glory for him

self and his country. For many nineteenth-century South Americans, 

acquaintance with the majesty of the Old World brought the limitations 

of their own continent into clearer focus. With Solano Lopez, it had 

the opposite effect. He became enthralled. And like a convert to some 

ecstatic religion, he convinced himself that he was a new man, partly 

ashamed of his past, and anxious to spread the good news. He began 

to copy the mannerisms of the Europeans .  Even the physical aspect of 

his handwriting took on a florid, deliberately European style, which 

stood in contrast to the plain, conservative hand of his father. When 

the younger Lopez put his rubric to a military requisition or decree, the 

force of his stroke frequently tore the paper - like a man whose hand 

slashes out a signature in order to hide a tremble. 

On 14 September 1853 the ancient Paraguayan warship Independencia 

docked at Southampton and disgorged the young general, his brother 

Benigno, brother-in-law Vicente Barrios, and five or six other well-placed 

Paraguayans, several of them visibly seasick. The party spent three 
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months in England, visiting factories in Liverpool and Manchester, ex

changing pleasantries with British officials, and even taking in Madame 

Tussaud's famous wax museum. 

Militarily, the most important result of Lopez's mission in England 

was the beginning of a long-term relationship with the firm of John and 

Alfred Blyth of Limehouse, London. The Blyths acted as general agents 

for the Paraguayan government over the next twel�e years. On Lopez's 

behalf, they purchased industrial and military hardware, small arms, 

powder, and surplus uniforms. They undertook to arrange the educa

tion of a score of Paraguayans sent to England for advanced studies. 

They even sold Paraguayan cotton and yerba on the European market. 

The Blyth Brothers were instrumental in helping Paraguay's nascent 

military adopt more modern standards in armament and training. This 

made it possible for Lopez to challenge his foreign rivals in a direct and 

convincing way. 

From Britain, Solano Lopez crossed over to the Continent, where he 

continued to improve his lmowledge of materia beiica. Part of his educa

tion involved learning what made great men great. In this, he particu

larly admired Napoleon III, whose rise to prominence he equated with 

his own career. That a man of a less-than-ancient bloodline should face 

foreign resistance and the leaden weight of aristocratic tradition and 

yet still bring his country to the forefront of world politics struck the 

young general as greatness personified. It certainly gave him pause for 

thought. 

Solano Lopez's grasp of the realities of the Second Empire was less 

than inspiring, however. He saw the glitter of Bonapartism but not the 

wealmess of its political and military base. In the pomp of the Imperial 

Guard, for instance, he saw the will of a single man rather than a com

plex history of revolution, partisan indecision, and chance.19 His inter

pretation discounted the power and influence of Napoleon's neighbors, 

portraying them as men of the past when their regimes, in fact, were 

every bit as powerful and modernizing as that of Prance. 

On one point, however, Solano Lopez understood European politics 

relatively well. A balance of power between the various states had se-
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cured the peace since 1 8 1 5 , and anything that threatened that balance 

also threatened the well being of each nation. Solano Lopez took this 

principle as proven fact, assuming its applicability for the Plata (which 

necessarily put Brazil in the worst light). In retrospect, his approval was 

odd, for it contradicted the daring militarism he so admired in Napo

leon III. Perhaps the young general gave in to his heart when he should 

have used his reason; perhaps he was simply immature. Either way, the 

lessons he learned in Europe had terrible consequences for Paraguay. 

To the impressionable Lopez, the avenues of Paris approached those 

of the Celestial Paradise in their magnificence. Roads, public build

ings , bridges, even the immaculate attire of French public men were all 

linked in his thinking to perfection (as outlined in some barely remem

bered lesson on Saint Augustine). To attempt to emulate some of that 

grandeur in his own nation seemed natural, even obligatory: such was 

the proper duty of a leader. 

The place to start was with the military, and while in the French cap

ital, Solano Lopez attached himself as closely as possible to the imperial 

court and army. Some officers kept the upstart at arm's length, while 

others were evidently amused at the young general from an obscure 

country. He met with ordnance specialists, picked through the newest 

tactical manuals,  and drilled and reviewed the troops . Solano Lopez 

examined the most up-to-date weaponry and basked in the attention 

shown him by veterans of colonial warfare in Algeria. He attended re

ceptions and semiofficial fetes - and also joined in the licentious activ

ities of his military hosts, visiting bordellos and gambling halls night af

ter night. 

Later, Solano Lopez traveled to Sardinia, the Papal States,  and Spain, 

concluding treaties of friendship and trade at nearly every stop. Finally, 

in inid-1 854, he returned to the City ofLights to finalize plans for French 

immigration to the Nueva Burdeos colony in the Paraguayan Chaco. Al

most as an afterthought, he entered into a fateful liaison with a beauti

ful paramour, Elisa Alicia Lynch. It was a relationship that lasted the 

rest of his life. 

The gray-eyed Madame Lynch brought a degree of steadiness to the 
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fitful Lopez despite her somewhat checkered background. Born in 1835 

into humble gentility in Ireland, she married a French army surgeon at 

age fifteen only to be left to fend for herself in Paris .  Apparently, she suc

ceeded through grit and a carefully cultivated charm in transforming 

herself into a courtesan, one of the class of kept women, often associ

ated with the stage, that was so prominent a feature of smart Continen

tal society in the 1 8 50s. For Solano Lopez, she was no mere bed partner. 

Her broad culture, poise, and undoubted magnetism well matched his 

ability to wield unchecked authority in Paraguay. Lynch made him ap

pear more worldly, and he made her feel more secure. Many in the 

socially conservative Asuncion later came to fear her. Lynch's blonde 

tresses, snobbish attitudes, and high sense of fashion made them look 

rather ordinary, and they hated her for it. But the general loved her as 

he had no other woman. 

Brother Benigno voiced disapproval of the connection right from the 

beginning. He begged Francisco Solano to drop Lynch, but the general 

refused when he learned that she was pregnant. He left her instead with 

an ample purse, letters of introduction, and directions on how to book 

passage to South America. After giving birth to a son in Buenos Aires, 

she finally arrived in Asuncion in December 1855 .  

Solano Lopez had already been home eleven months by then, having 

departed Europe in style aboard the richly furnished Tacuari. This was a 

448-ton war steamer built on order through the Blyth Brothers . It had a 

full complement of British contract sailors and officers and eventually 

saw service as the flagship of the Paraguayan fleet.20 

Paraguay: The Military Transformed 

When the Tacuari dropped anchor at Asuncion in January 1855 ,  its ar

rival heralded major changes for Paraguay and its military. First off the 

pier came the general's traveling companions, clerks, and other lackeys, 

all attired in frock coats of stunning weave. To the people of the capi

tal, they seemed the epitome of modern professionals.  Next came a be

medalled Solano Lopez, who looked every inch the man who would 

build a military infrastructure second to none in the Plata. Finally, there 
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was the appearance of the ship itself, so modern and imposing, the per

fect symbol of a Paraguay ready to burst upon the world stage. No one 

missed its significance. 

Though most of the Tacuari's crew soon returned to England, her cap

tain, George Francis Morice, stayed on to help build the Paraguayan 

navy into a force stronger than that of Argentina. Other Britons con

tracted through the Blyth Brothers did much the same for the army. One 

of the first to arrive from London was John William K. Whytehead, who 

directed the labors of scores of European machinists, doctors, and tech

nicians. A civil engineer by training, the bearded, misty eyed Whytehead 

proved to be a visionary not unlike Solano Lopez. He was also as obses

sive as the general, though with a more realistic sense of the country's 

limitations and advantages .  As engineer in chief, he drove himself day 

and night for ten years orchestrating a program of economic and mili

tary development on a huge scale.21 The men who worked under him 

came to Paraguay on two- or four-year contracts, receiving handsome 

pay for their efforts. They constructed public buildings, shipyards, an ar

senal, an iron foundry, a railroad, and a telegraph line. In every way, 

they worked to modernize the government's infrastructure.22 

Individuals who deserve specific mention in this respect included 

Col. George Thompson, Dr. William Stewart, and George F. Masterman, 

all of whom wrote memoirs of the war. A former British army officer 

with no previous experience in military engineering, Thompson ac

cepted an appointment in the Paraguayan forces, first as a topographi

cal engineer and later as a corps commander. His skill in the prepara

tion of earthworks gave the Paraguayans a decided advantage on the 

defensive. 

Stewart likewise had served with the British army as a member of the 

medical corps. He came to Asuncion as a penniless survivor of an abor

tive colonization project and thereafter met the lonely Madame Lynch. 

Kept pregnant in a golden cage by Solano Lopez, she had been mainly 

spurned by other British residents and basked in the attention of Stew

art, a natural charmer. Thanks to her influence, he soon received the 

post of chief surgeon in Solano Lopez's army. He ran military hospitals 
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and together with Masterman oversaw the treatment of hundreds of 

sick and wounded. Masterman himself was a pharmacist by training 

and became chief apothecary in the Paraguayan forces ,  a position that 

carried a lieutenant's rank. Like Stewart, he played a major role in the 

wartime medical establishment and was well placed to observe the re

sults of combat. 

These British specialists and their associates earned their share of the 

Paraguayan payroll. The state yerba monopoly and the various govern

ment leaseholds permitted Solano Lopez to pay cash for their services, 

but the government received much in return. The contracts with Euro

pean engineers contained clauses that obligated them to train Para

guayan apprentices who eventually would take their place. This dif

fused some precious knowledge of modern industry in a country far 

removed from the Clyde. The apprentices commonly became noncom

missioned officers in the Paraguayan army and made crucial contribu

tions to the military buildup in the early 1 860s and even more so dur

ing the long resistance thereafter. 

Whytehead's projects were sound and broadly conceived. Indeed, 

they have inspired much favorable comment from revisionist historians 

anxious to discover some proof of economic development in Paraguay. 

But a balanced program of modernization in which all Paraguayans par

ticipated was the furthest thing from Solano Lopez's mind. State coffers 

had a surplus sufficient to cover the refurbishing of the armed forces ,  

and al l  the major state projects were directed toward that goal. But most 

Paraguayans still had no contact with the Europeans, nor did they bene

fit conspicuously from the changes they were helping to bring about. 

One thing was certain, though: Paraguay's military capabilities were 

growing quickly. The greater part of the nation's artillery previously con

sisted of old honeycombed iron guns ,  "probably taken by ships for bal

last and bought by Paraguay." 23 Now there were distinct signs of change. 

Consignments of arms of many types arrived from England and the Con

tinent: sabers for the cavalry, iron and brass cannon, Congreve rockets, 

canister rounds and solid shot, and carronades. After the 1850s, foreign 

arms purchases continued to take up a good portion of the budget.24 Yet 
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more and more arms were produced locally, with the Asuncion Arsenal 

and Ybycui ironworks casting 1 2-, 24-, and 32-pounder cannon and shot 

of all calibers . The Paraguayans constructed wagons for the Quarter

master Corps together with fixed and mobile gun carriages. State ship

yards also built the Ypora and Salta Guaira (in 1856), EI Correo (in 1 857), 

Apa ( 1 858),  and ]ejui ( 1859), all sizable, modern steamers designed for 

both commercial and military purposes . 

Perhaps the most important innovations, however, came in the form 

of new training procedures for common soldiers and the establishment 

of large military encampments. Modern drill replaced informal slip

shod discipline. Wisner earned some credit in this, though much more 

was due to British engineers like Thompson who doubled as military 

trainers . 

They faced daunting challenges. Throughout the early 1 850s, Carlos 

Antonio Lopez built up the number of men under arms, and now with 

the return of his eldest son, the draft became nearly universal .25 Men 

from the most isolated villages were thrown together with men from 

Asuncion. Few except for yerba workers had any experience of working 

in large groups. Few had seen modern rifles ; even flintlocks were for

eign objects to some. 

The untrained recruit's method of shooting was to cram as much 

shot and powder as possible into the barrel of a weapon, then looking 

away from the target, jerk forcibly at the trigger and hope for the best. 

The noisiest of reports was satisfying; few cared about the accuracy of 

fire. Of course, regular practice instilled more efficient habits. 

Instructors of every nationality had the advantage of authority in 

their lessons, for they could discourage waste and inefficiency in as se

vere a way as necessary. Discipline in the Paraguayan army was strict, 

even brutal. Idle soldiers ran the risk of a flogging that would tear the 

flesh from their backs . Not even the youngest drummer boy claimed ex

emption from the rule of the lash. It went without saying that for cow

ardice or desertion, a man might be whipped to death.26 

Yet for all of the harshness of military life, the average soldier rarely 

indulged in open grumbling or questioning of orders . He took it for 
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granted that his lot in life demanded of him silent, unconditional ac

quiescence. As one eyewitness noted: "The Paraguayans were the most 

respectful and obedient men imaginable. From the soldier to the Gen

eral, everyone squared up with his cap in hand, to his superior officer, 

who never returned the salute. Anyone in military costume in Paraguay 

was the superior officer of any civilian, and all judges, etc. had to take 

off their hats to any ensign . . . .  A Paraguayan never com plained of an in

justice, and was perfectly contented with whatever his superior deter

mined. If he was flogged, he consoled himself by saying, 'If my father did 

not flog me, who would?"' 27 

This evocation of paternalism was apt, but so was the notion that 

Solano Lopez had in mind building a national army with a common na

tional ethos. Unlike the Brazilian military, where the presence of crimi

nals , debtors , and unemployed day laborers was the accepted norm, in 

Paraguay, conscription took in every able-bodied man for as long as the 

government required. The scorn so commonly heaped upon soldiers in 

Brazil thus found no parallel in Paraguay, for citizens of all stations par

ticipated in the armed forces ,  and the government made it obvious that 

soldiers deserved deferential treatment. As in the French army, officers 

were generally promoted from the ranks, and there were no such per

sons as substitutes . In fact, when wealthier men reported for service, 

the government obliged them to remove their shoes and go barefooted, 

for none but Solano Lopez and his highest-ranking officers were per

mitted boots .28 Though perhaps a mere curiosity, this doffing of shoes 

clearly demonstrated an inclination toward uniformity among the Para

guayans - a uniformity conducive to esprit de corps. 

The military encampments the Europeans designed in Paraguay were 

not trivial affairs . There were already substantial garrisons at Asuncion, 

Olimpo, Villa Franca, Concepcion, and Villa Oliva, but these facilities 

were modest compared with those of the newer camps. The major train

ing center at Cerro Leon, for instance, had barracks and parade grounds , 

officers' quarters, numerous corrals for cavalry horses, an armory, a hos

pital (with well-stocked pharmacy), supply depots and canteens, and 

vast herds of beef cattle for food. It was specially constructed at the ter-
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minus of the new railroad so that troops might deploy more rapidly. As 

a whole, the camp accommodated huge numbers of soldiers , and in late 

1864 some twenty thousand were in residence.29 

If Cerro Leon was impressive by regional standards,  the great fortress 

of Humaita became even more famous as the "Sebastopol of South 

America." Located fifteen miles north of the confluence of the Paraguay 

and Parana Rivers , the initial settlement was founded in 1 778 as a tiny 

government outpost set up to interdict tobacco smugglers. At the time, 

it consisted of two or three rough adobes on a bank overlooking a sharp 

bend in the Paraguay. The Gran Chaco was directly in front and Corri

entes just a few hours downriver. As a strategic site, Humaita was with

out equal in the region, for enemy ships could not ascend the Paraguay 

without passing under its guns . It was also exceptionally well protected 

on the south and east by marshes and lagoons. The few dry areas lead

ing to it could be reinforced with troops in such a way as to frustrate any 

attack. 

The camp itself came alive only after the 1 855 confrontation over Fe

cho-dos-Morros. The Brazilian flotilla might have caused considerable 

havoc at Pilar and Asuncion had conditions allowed, and Carlos Antonio 

Lopez was anxious that an adversary never again have such an opportu

nity. Under European direction, an army of workers felled the forest 

around the site, grubbing up the roots . They erected a line of fortifica

tions that ran more than 6,ooo feet along the left bank of the river. The 

line was constructed of packed abode, baked bricks , and hardwood 

braces. It contained scores of parapets and eight separate gun batteries .  

At 450  feet across at the front and 2 1  feet high, Battery Landres was the 

most remarkable of the eight. It was a long brick casement with walls 

nearly a yard thick, covered at the arches with packed earth. Pierced by 

embrasures for sixteen cannon, it then mounted two 68-pounders, two 

56-pounders, three 32-pounders, and an 8.75-inch gun. The other seven 

batteries were mainly sited on raised platforms a la barbette, covered 

with straw sheds, and partly revetted with brick or earth-filled gabions . 

All together, Humaita's defenses presented a formidable, though not im

pregnable, barrier to any enemy force approaching from the river. 
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Until the time of the American Civil War, the history of modern war

fare had been one of increasing troop numbers and ever more sophisti

cated fortress and weapons systems.  When Gustavus Adolphus intro

duced batteries of lightweight cannon, he revolutionized combat by 

making it possible to concentrate the fire of several guns on a single tar

get and to move the guns about rapidly. Napoleon improved on this by 

concentrating the fire of an entire army upon a single sector of the bat

tlefield so as to prepare the way for a decisive infantry assault. The place

ment of cannon at Humaita showed that Solano Lopez and his advisers 

had learned something from these European precedents, for the lighter 

pieces could easily be moved about to support the fire of heavier guns . 

Behind the gun batteries, the Paraguayans constructed permanent 

entrenchments to encircle the camp in an eight-mile arc. At regular in

tervals they situated palisades and chevaux-de-frise, and on the south

east portion they established another set of batteries commanding 

the marshlands. They also set up a magazine with five hundred tons 

of black powder, wharves, barracks for twelve thousand troops , ample 

warehouses for the stocking of food and arms, a smithy, a sawmill, coal

sheds, corrals for horses and cattle, workshops, and several hospitals 

and clinics .30 At the center, Solano Lopez's men built an elegant blue and 

white church on the model of the Asuncion cathedral. Consecrated in 

1 861 (and named San Carlos in honor of the elder Lopez), it was "a splen

did edifice with three towers, the middle one being 1 2 0 or 1 50 feet high; 

the interior [was] neat, and a colonnade [ran] round the exterior; there 

[were] four large bells hung from a wooden scaffolding, one bearing the 

inscription Sancte Carole, ora pro nobis." 31 The church's cupola was the 

first thing visible when ships rounded the bend from either direction; 

one day its outline against the rising sun would stand as a symbol of re

sistance, of desperation, and of a nearly unobtainable prize. 

Humaita was as much a training facility as Cerro Leon. Like the larger 

camp to the north, it saw thousands of recruits processed and made 

ready for combat. In general, these men had grown up in the country

side and had never lived under strict discipline. They were duly im

pressed by all the curious military hardware. As shipments of imported 
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weapons arrived from Asuncion, everyone had a chance to see them, 

though only a few could actually test their firing. 

Solano Lopez was among the few figures in South America to under

stand the value of the needle rifle, and even more so of the single-shot 

muzzleloader that came onto the market after the U.S .  Civil War. The lat

ter weapon fired the much-admired Minie projectile, which had such 

good range and accuracy. Solano Lopez only managed, however, to ob

tain enough Wittons rifles to arm three infantry battalions and a con

signment of Turner's breechloading carbines for his 250-man escort. 

This unit styled itself the Aca caraya, or monkey heads , as each member 

wore a leather helmet upon which was attached the tail of a howler 

monkey. Three or four other units ,  including the brass-helmeted dra

goons (Aca vera), eventually received percussion-cap rifles before enemy 

blockades cut off Paraguay's source of supply; the remaining troopers 

had to rely on a miscellany of flintlocks.32 Recruits without rifles shoul

dered bamboo lances and marched smartly on command in their new 

scarlet tunics and white trousers . These young soldiers were generally 

small yet trimly built, sinewy figures with bright eyes like those of a 

Coptic mosaic. They seemed timid in the face of authority but usually 

enjoyed being away from home. Later observers cited their bravery, high 

morale, and steadfastness in combat. 

The precise number of troops available to Solano Lopez in 1 864 re

mains a matter of conjecture. Colonel Thompson claimed at the time 

that the Paraguayan Army had about 80,000 men, one-third of whom 

were cavalry and the rest infantry and artillery.33 Another accounting 

from an official source in early 1 865 listed a force of 38,  1 73 .34 This was 

probably closer to the mark, though it likely reflected the standing 

forces before full mobilization. The key factor, after all, was not how 

many men were under arms in Paraguay at any one time, but how much 

of a manpower reserve existed. Solano Lopez almost certainly could 

count on upward of 1 50,000 men, this being nearly one-third of the 

country's population.35 

Neither the Brazilians nor the Argentines could hope to mobilize so 

many men so quickly, though with their large populations , either could 
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manage something similar after a rigorous recruitment. Paraguay's ad

vantage in this sense was political , as no significant opposition to the re

gime existed within its borders . Moreover, when seen in narrow mili

tary terms, the country's ability to mobilize quicldy and extensively 

imposed a burden, for the army lacked trained officers to lead so many 

men. Sergeants and corporals were also in short supply. 

Whatever the true size of Solano Lopez's army, its internal organiza

tion was clear enough. The infantry was divided into battalions , thirty

seven in 1 864. On paper, each battalion had from 800 to 1 ,000 men or

ganized into six companies . The majority of the units followed the 

pattern of the Second Infantry Battalion, however, which counted only 

483 officers and men by midyear.36 For its part, the cavalry was organ

ized into twenty-nine regiments of four squadrons apiece. Each regi

ment had four hundred rank and file, though again, few units served at 

full strength, in part because they lacked sufficient horses .37 The ar

tillery amounted to only three regiments, and these had to handle all 

manner of guns, from standard steel-rifled 1 2-pounders to smoothbore 

56-pounders for use at Humaita. 

Despite its general backwardness and lack of modern arms and ma

teriel ,  the Paraguayan army was still large, and this was the key ele

ment in its reputation. Some observers -Thompson, for example -pre

ferred to focus their criticisms on other matters, specific weaknesses in 

the armed forces, and the general lack of military preparedness. Most 

others blamed Solano Lopez directly. 

The same authoritarianism that permitted a large military in Para

guay prevented the development of a skilled officer corps. Like his fa

ther, the new president was a jealous man. He assigned promotions so 

sparingly that regiments were commonly commanded by a lieutenant 

and seldom by an officer of higher rank than captain. At the outset of 

the war, Paraguay's army counted but one general (Lopez himself), five 

colonels, two lieutenant colonels,  ten majors , fifty-one captains, and 

twenty-two first lieutenants . Several hundred junior grade officers and 

noncommissioned officers rounded out the leadership. This was hardly 

adequate for an army numbering in the tens of thousands. Six young 
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men sent to France for military studies had yet to complete their first 

semester by the end of 1. 864.38 Thus, though an imposing force by re

gional standards, the Paraguayan army still had glaring inadequacies -

not the least of which was the fear of many officers that any show of 

skill on their part would bring down upon them the envy, perhaps even 

the wrath, of Solano Lopez . 

Conditions were no better in the navy. Though Solano Lopez had 

focused on modernizing this service, it had only expanded to sixteen 

steamers by 1. 864, all of them save the Tacuari converted merchant ships. 

These were supported by a small flotilla of sailing ships , flat-bottomed 

barges, and canoes. The steamers and some of the barges mounted 

smoothbore 4- to 32-pounder cannons, but gunners were generally 

neophytes. 

In fact, save for the various British machinists and stokers, no one 

aboard these ships could be called experienced. Ships' crews tended 

to be small. The largest crew seems to have been that of the Y gurey 

(launched in 1. 862), which boasted a captain, two senior lieutenants, a 

sergeant, a fifer and drummer, six corporals, two pilots , and fifty-one 

other sailors .39 Most steamers carried fewer than fifty crewmen, the sail

ing vessels around fifteen, and the barges and canoes, seven or less. 

Some of these men had made the voyage to Montevideo, but most 

had gone no farther than Concepcion or Humaita. Therefore, no matter 

how many reports on naval matters Captain Morice issued and how 

much the Asuncion shipyards worked overtime, the Paraguayans had 

little chance of making up for the Brazilian advantage in ships and 

training. They had to find their strengths elsewhere. 

Some Comparisons 

A glance at the military infrastructures of the countries under exami

nation reveals few unimpeachable strengths . The officer corps of the 

Brazilian Imperial Navy and the army engineers had professional stan

dards, if one defines those as meaning knowledge, ability, responsibility, 

and a sense of corporate identity. Such standards were also present to a 

degree in some of the porteiio battalions of Argentina and perhaps in the 
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escort battalion of Paraguay. Except for these tiny nuclei, however, the 

militaries in South America lacked the professionalism of European 

armed forces . South American officers might have had more ambition 

than talent, yet they lmew which way they wanted to go and which ob

stacles they needed to overcome. 

If one includes the Guarda NacionaI troops, the forces available to the 

Brazilian Empire greatly exceeded those of Paraguay, Uruguay, and Ar

gentina. Such numbers would normally give them an overwhelming ad

vantage vis-a-vis any of their neighbors. But these forces could not be 

easily trained or concentrated. Most were poorly armed and poorly led. 

The Brazilian military owed its basic disorganization to the bud

getary politics of the imperial government and, more particularly, to 

the instinctive conservatism of Brazil's elites. The great lawyers, mer

chants , and landowners worried that any expansion in the standing 

army might disrupt their carefully constructed social order. As later 

events unfolded, their assumptions proved justified. This was no conso

lation, however, to Caxias , Osorio, and others who sought to modernize 

the military establishment within the bounds of the imperial order. 

They had to content themselves with piecemeal reform. 

While the imperial army had nothing of the juggernaut in it, the 

navy by contrast looked relatively modern in terms that any European 

observer would have recognized. The fleet was large, its guns formida

ble, and its officer class well trained. Its mission, however, centered on 

coastal defense. It could not easily be trained to support land forces ,  and 

its officers had little experience on interior rivers . The imperial navy 

was not ready, therefore, for the ldnd of war that Solano Lopez thrust 

upon it. 

If Brazil's armed forces had a certain clumsiness about them, Argen

tina's had yet to take a mature step. There were certainly some sldlled 

officers in the highest ranks in Buenos Aires, but their talents were 

highly individual and not easily transferable to field commanders or 

the officer corps as a whole. Mitre tried to make some headway through 

the recruitment of foreign mercenaries and the purchase of modern 
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arms, but the funds available for such initiatives were limited. Besides, 

the politics of the Litoral and interior provinces remained unsettled ; 

the national government had no reason to feel confident that any pro

gram of military development would gain widespread support. Mean

while, for the most part, the men under arms in Argentina continued to 

organize and comport themselves as they had under Rosas. Next door in 

Uruguay, the situation was broadly similar, though forward momentum 

there was even less conspicuous . 

Paraguay was the only country in the region that could boast of its 

military preparedness and a full treasury. For Francisco Solano Lopez, 

the center of political gravity was the army, and he treated the institu

tion with as much favor as the isolated circumstances of Paraguay per

mitted. He had many successes in building the army as a result. It was 

large in terms of sheer numbers . Though units were untested, training 

had started to take on a regular form. There were still many weaknesses 

in armament and leadership (the lack of reliable midlevel officers was 

an especially thorny problem), yet the future of the Paraguayan military 

looked bright. 

The ethos of Solano Lopez's army was entirely different from that of 

the Brazilians and Argentines ; it was an institution that responded to 

national directives rather than a coterie of provincial guards with a lim

ited outlook. The army (and the navy) could depend on the unswerving, 

unquestioned patronage of the state. The two structures overlapped at 

so many places as to become essentially one and the same. Thus, unlike 

Argentina and Brazil, Paraguay could mobilize almost all of the nation's 

men with relative ease. The presence ofWhytehead and other European 

engineers added another modern element to what otherwise would 

have been a wholly backward institution. Finally, in that nebulous area 

sometimes called the "will to fight," here again the Paraguayans could 

fall back on their strong sense of community. They had both discipline 

and high morale. Whether such feelings could overcome the country's 

geographic disadvantages, whether they alone could carry Solano Lopez 

to victory, was nonetheless a decidedly open question. 
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The Mato Grosso Campaign 

The Paraguayan decision to invade Mato Grosso in December 1 864 ap

peared to conflict with Asuncion's war aims. After all, how could Uru

guay, a country situated far beyond the frontier to the southeast, be de

fended by a concerted attack to the north? Several explanations suggest 

themselves. For one, Solano Lopez was aware of the military stores that 

the Brazilians had built up in their Mato Grosso settlements. He also 

knew that the province contained thousands of head of cattle, which he 

likewise could use to support his army. He needed both munitions and 

cattle and was clearly willing to launch a quick strike in order to get 

them. Solano Lopez reasoned that such a campaign would last only a 

few weeks, after which he could redeploy his forces to Uruguay. At the 

same time, he knew that if Paraguay ignored Mato Grosso, it might later 

prove costly. In a general war with Brazil, the empire could find a way to 

transfer troops from Goias or Sao Paulo to reinforce the Mato Grosso 

garrisons. This would mean that the Paraguayans would have to fight on 

two fronts. If Solano Lopez attacked Mato Grosso now, he might prevent 

such an enemy move until after it no longer mattered. 

There was also the longstanding territorial dispute with Brazil . An 

audacious strike against the north might yield a secure frontier, for the 

Brazilians could not hope to reinforce Mato Grosso in a timely fashion 

except by the Paraguay River. Solano Lopez could gain de facto sover

eignty in the disputed area and thus achieve his father's old ambition of 



a definitive border. An attack on Mato Grosso would nonetheless take 

time, time that Lopez could ill afford if he were to save the Blanco re

gime in Montevideo. 

The Invasion Plan 

Although one of the largest provinces in the empire, Mato Grosso still 

had a small population in the mid-1 86os , numbering less than sixty-five 

thousand inhabitants, of whom twenty-four thousand were Indians and 

another six thousand slaves. Most lived in tiny, isolated communities,  

so isolated, in fact, that few Brazilians in Mato Grosso sensed the imme

diate danger facing them from Paraguay. And only a few in the provin

cial government were aware of how unprepared they were to face that 

danger. 

On paper, the province maintained nearly four thousand men under 

arms as National Guardsmen, but the true figure, inclusive of Indian 

auxiliaries, was almost certainly less than one-third that number.1 Many 

were stationed upriver at Cuiaba, far from the potential invasion sites 

in the south. These soldiers had little or no training in the conventional 

sense of the term. They had to provide their own uniforms and mounts, 

and although commanded by officers of the regular army, they gener

ally acted more as independent rovers than organized troops . On raids 

against the Indians, they lived off the land like the Bandeirantes of old . 

Yet such independence of movement often took them far from popu

lated areas and far from contact with other units. They could not easily 

respond to a large-scale assault. 

TI1e only major defensive work in the province was the small fort at 

Nova Coimbra. The tiny military colonies at Dourados, Nioaque, and Mi

randa worked well enough as observation posts but could not hope 

to mount any serious resistance to a determined attack; together, they 

had an effective force of only eighty-four men, most of whom, officers 

included, were regarded as the dregs of the imperial army, hardly fit 

even for guard duty.2 As for naval defenses , the Brazilians did have avail

able six small sailing vessels under the command of a captain. But only 

the flagship, the Anhambai, carried any guns at all - two small, smooth-
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bore cannons mounted haphazardly on the deck. The other vessels 

served primarily in the transport of supplies and had no military capa

bility. All told, the Brazilians in Mato Grosso were in no position to repel 

any serious attack from the south.  And in Cuiaba, if not on the frontier, 

few suspected that danger from that quarter even existed.3 

For their part, the Paraguayans were prepared. Solano Lopez de

manded thorough and regular reports from his own frontier posts on 

the Apa River.4 In 1 863 he sent two secret agents into the disputed ter

ritory on reconnaissance missions . One of these men, naval lieutenant 

Andres Herreros, explored the Alto Paraguay, Sao Laurern;o, and Cuiaba 

Rivers as part of an open, semiofficial visit to improve trade relations . 

His real task was to survey Brazilian river defenses . His trip to Nova 

Coimbra, Albuquerque, and Dourados proved critical to what subse

quently occurred, though because of low waters he failed to visit Cui

aba. TI1e other agent, who posed as a wealthy entrepreneur looking to 

purchase ranch land, was in fact Lt. Col. Francisco Isidoro Resquin of the 

Paraguayan army. He had received orders to complete a land reconnais

sance just north of the disputed area. 5 

The intelligence-gathering activities of Resquin and Herreros gave 

the Paraguayans some advanced understanding of the Mato Grosso ter

rain as well as the disposition and wealmesses of the Brazilian troops 

generally.6 Lopez now felt prepared. He had his brother, the war minis

ter, issue a detailed plan of invasion. In typical fashion, President Lo

pez's plan was many pages in length, addressed every possible contin

gency, and made sure that his field commanders would follow orders to 

the letter.7 

Lopez envisioned a three-pronged attack, with two columns crossing 

into Brazil by land and a third by the Alto Paraguay River. The river

borne force would disembark at Nova Coimbra and seize the fort there, 

then reembark and move north to take the villages of Albuquerque and 

Corumba. The two land forces, comprising mostly cavalry, would depart 

simultaneously from Concepcion in parallel columns. After crossing the 

Apa, they were to capture Dourados and the Brazilian settlements along 

the Mbotety (or Miranda) River. They would then make contact with the 
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river force and together consolidate the Paraguayan gains by stationing 

garrisons in the captured communities. Lopez's plan called for a strict 

(and unrealistic) timetable of one week to attain all of these objectives. 

River conditions in December made it impossible to go above Corumba, 

so the Paraguayan president made no specific provision regarding any 

move on Cuiaba or points north. In this, Lopez seemed to recognize that 

although southern Mato Grosso might be easy to take, it might not be 

so easy to hold. 

The Departure 

Lopez had been at his military headquarters at Cerro Leon for nearly a 

month, conferring with his officers there on the proposed offensive 

against Brazil . Since the seizure of the Marques de Olinda, the Paraguayan 

capital had been swept by a war fever, which, though distinctly artifi

cial in character, was now having the desired effect of mobilizing the 

populace for war. On 7 December 1 864, the president returned to Asun

cion to amplify and focus that feeling in specific support of his Mato 

Grosso expedition. He quickly gathered his army. The assembled troops 

included his crack Sixth and Seventh Infantry Battalions (exclusively 

comprised of pardo regulars), the Twenty-seventh and Thirtieth Infantry 

Battalions, and two field batteries equipped with twelve rifled cannons 

and several 24-caliber Congreve rockets, totaling around thirty-eight 

hundred men.8 Asuncion had not seen this many soldiers for some time. 

Their scarlet tunics and brightly shining bayonets might have clashed 

with their rough, bare, and callused feet, but they maintained an ener

getic and jaunty attitude and made a favorable impression. 

On 12 December Lopez designated the commanders for the Mato 

Grosso expedition. Not surprisingly, he placed Resquin and Herreras in 

key positions, the former to lead the principal column against Miranda 

and the small posts on the Mbotety, the latter to command the steamer 

Ypora, which took the vanguard position in the Paraguayan flotilla. So

lano Lopez assigned all river forces to Capt. Pedro Ignacio Meza, then the 

senior officer in Paraguay's navy. For overall command of the expedi

tionary force, Lopez chose his own brother-in-law, Vicente Barrios .  
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As a favored member of the president's family, Barrios enjoyed an 

authority far above that conferred by his military rank. He had known 

Solano Lopez since they were boys and had, according to one source, 

"been his willing tool in outraging other people," even acting as his pro

curer in Asuncion during the 1 85os.9 Whatever the truth of this obser

vation, Barrios had received command and, in the Paraguayan service, 

this alone assured him unquestioned obedience. 

His subordinate officers were also held in high regard by their men, 

though less for their political connections than for their military skills. 

The stocky Resquin, who eschewed Barrios's lustrous beard in favor of 

a clean-shaven chin, was typical. He was a wily fighter, having learned 

many lessons over the years from the Guaicuni; he was constant, loyal, 

and inured to personal suffering (and actually managed to survive 

the war). 

Meza and Herreras, the two naval men, had decidedly different back

grounds and personalities. Meza was already an anciano, having fought 

in the independence struggle (though he had never commanded a war

ship in combat). He had the sad, wizened face of a businessman whose 

years of material success had been purchased with a series of peptic ul

cers . Herreras, for his part, was young, dashing, and worldly - an au

thentic "dandy" in naval uniform and much beloved by the officers and 

men around him. His openhearted "slap-on-the-back" bonhomie stood 

in stark contrast to the saturnine manner of Meza. Had he lived longer, 

Herreros's effusiveness might well have brought him trouble when the 

Paraguayan government began to turn against its own.10 As it was ,  he 

became Paraguay's first martyr. 

Embarkation commenced on 14 December with the assembled three 

thousand soldiers boarding five steamers and three schooners at Asun

cion. Immediately before their departure, an officer standing upon a 

dais at the Campo del Hospital read them a triumphant proclamation:  

Soldiers! My endeavors to keep the peace have been fruitless. The Em

pire of Brazil, not knowing our valor and enthusiasm, provokes us to 
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war, which challenge we are bound by our honor and dignity to accept 

in protection of our dearest rights . 

In recompense for your loyalty and long services ,  I have fixed my at

tention on you ,  choosing you from among the numerous legions that 

form the armies of the Republic, that you may be the first to give a 

proof of the force of our arms,  by gathering the first laurels we shall 

add to those that our forefathers planted in the crown of our Father

land in the memorable battles of Paraguari and Tacuari. 

Your subordination and discipline, and your constancy under fa

tigues,  assure me of your bravery, and of the lustre of the arms that I 

confide to your valor. 

Soldiers and sailors ! Carry this vote of confidence to your compan

ions, who will j oin you on our northern frontiers, and march serenely 

to the field of honor, where, gathering glories for your country and 

fame for yourselves, you may show the world what the Paraguayan 

soldier is worth. 

"Francisco Solano Lopez" 1 1  

What the assembled troops thought of these rousing though some

what mawkish words has not been recorded. That the various phrases 

were flowery they recognized easily enough; their own Guarani lan

guage had an ample vocabulary of just such expansive terms, and the 

tradition of oral culture had a long history in their country. The procla

mation, however, was in Spanish, a language whose nuances were usu

ally lost on the average Paraguayan soldier. What mattered was its 

provenance: the Supreme Authority had given the order to attack the 

Brazilians , to drive the macacos out, to carry the flag northward. Optima! 

It was enough. 

For Solano Lopez, the proclamation had a deeper, more personal 

meaning. He had begun it, characteristically, with a reference to him

self, saying that he had tried to prevent an outbreak of hostilities, but 

now that the Brazilians had thrust the war upon Paraguay, he expected 

every man to do his duty, to "show the world" the value of the Para

guayan soldier. A hint of insecurity and self-doubt lay behind this last 
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point, even perhaps the briefest recollection of a time a decade earlier, 

when, at the court of Louis Napoleon, no one had even heard of his 

country. Never again would he tolerate such colossal ignorance. 

Perhaps these thoughts raced through Lopez's mind as he sat upon 

his white charger Mandyju, watching his troops embark in the blazing 

December sun. Bishop Palacios had already given the benediction, and 

the cheers had started to die down. The flotilla, still in full sight of the 

crowd, veered northward into the main channel of the Paraguay and set 

out for Mato Grosso. 

The Attack on Nova Coimbra 

The transit upriver was uneventful.  Soldiers lounged together on the 

decks of the ships and sweated in their red tunics. With little room to 

move about, most men polished and repolished their bayonets, gos

siped, tried to make shade for themselves, and drank prodigious 

amounts of cold yerba mate (terere). Naval regulations forbade them 

from spitting off the side into the water, nor were they officially per

mitted to discharge the used tea from the cow-horn receptacles (guam

pas) by tapping them against the railing. The British engineers who had 

modernized the Paraguayan navy had earlier insisted on these prohibi

tions as hygienic necessities . 1 2  The summer of 1864, however, was not a 

time for such niceties, and the officers (who themselves were drinldng 

a great deal of terere} chose to look the other way. 

On 16 December the expeditionary force halted momentarily at 

the small port of Concepcion. There, Barrios met with Resquin, who was 

waiting with several thousand more troops, again mostly cavalrymen. 

Some joined the amphibious force, which proceeded upriver after two 

days. In compliance with the preestablished plan, the remaining units 

(some three thousand to five thousand men) departed overland from 

Concepcion at the same time. After crossing the Ypane, this force split 

in two, with the main group under Resquin marching on Miranda and 

a smaller force under Maj .  Martin Urbieta moving on Dourados.13 

As the morning star rose on 27  December, the riverborne units under 

Barrios reached their objective. The fort at Nova Coimbra was perched 
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on a low, wooded bluff some fifty meters above the river's right bank. Ir

regular in shape, its walls and parapets were built of stone and heavy 

mortar, thick enough to withstand solid shot from smoothbore can

nons. The walls ranged in height from two to five meters and boasted 

both gun and firing ports for riflemen. Yet none of these positions had 

overhead cover, and, in general, the fort was vulnerable to direct fire 

from the hills just above, where tamarind forests obscured the view.14 

Even so, an effective fusillade from this direction seemed unlikely be

cause of the range limitations of the muskets and rifles .  

The Brazilian garrison defending Nova Coimbra consisted of 1- 1- s ar

tillerymen, not counting forty male Indians, civilians , convicts, and sev

enty female dependents . Besides the army garrison, two naval vessels, 

the British-built steamer Anhambai and the smaller steamer ]aura, lay 

at anchor nearby. The imperial commander at the fort, who also con

trolled these warships, was Lt. Col. Hermenegildo de Albuquerque Porto

carreiro, who a decade earlier had been artillery instructor to Solano 

Lopez. The colonel had little idea that the em.pire's relations with his for

mer student's government had taken such a violent turn. Portocarreiro 

had just risen to take his breakfast when his lookouts sighted the smoke 

coming from the stacks of the approaching Paraguayan steamers . At 

8 : 30 A.M. a Paraguayan sloop advanced under a white flag to a spot just 

below the fort. A Paraguayan officer then stepped ashore and carried a 

surrender demand from Barrios to Portocarreiro. 

The Brazilian commander, still trying to recover from his surprise, 

hastily wrote a negative reply. In it he tried to buy time by telling Barrios 

that he had sent the Paraguayan demand on by courier to superior au

thorities in the provincial capital . 1 5  He evidently was unaware that un

der cover of darkness the preceding night, the Paraguayans had landed 

on the opposite bank of the river, established themselves on the heights, 

and now had several cannons trained on the fort. 

Upon receipt of Portocarreiro's note, these same cannons began to 

spew fire upon the Brazilian position. They were soon joined by guns fir

ing from the Paraguayan warships and from the muskets of infantry 

units swarming up from landing points at the river's edge. The Brazil-
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ians within the fort returned fire with gusto and kept up the cannonade 

until dusk, when further firing became ineffectual. 

Sunset in Mato Grosso was normally accompanied by a rhythmic din 

of animal and insect sounds that grew louder and more hypnotic as 

darlmess drove out the last flicker of sunlight. This night there was little 

such noise. The howler monkeys had fled and so had the birds . The only 

loud sounds to break the silence came from the occasional bark of a 

musket or rifle and from the shouted insults in Guarani coming from 

the Paraguayan lines. Around eight in the evening, in a move that re

mains unexplained, Barrios reembarked his troops aboard the Para

guayan warships . There, at last, his men found a moment to wash the 

grime from their hands and faces.  Their scarlet tunics, dirtied by mud 

and powder burns, no longer looked so impressive, but then, there was 

no one left to impress except other soldiers . Among the Paraguayans 

morale was high. A feeling of exhilaration had replaced the nervous ex

citement and tension that had accompanied the first volleys. They had 

survived the first day of battle and now could almost taste victory. Bar

rios and Meza opened bottles of wine, and there were many toasts to the 

glory of Solano Lopez. 

The dawn of the new day found the Paraguayans still in high spir

its , ready to renew their attack on Nova Coimbra. They had seemingly 

placed their opponents in an untenable position and felt exceedingly 

optimistic. The morning of 28 December, however, brought good reason 

to question that hasty appraisal. Heavy solid shot had pitted the fort, 

but it still held and showed no outward sign of a quick capitulation. Bar

rios decided to mount a ground attack - if not an all-out assault, at least 

a reconnaissance in force. 

The topography of the land surrounding the fort prevented any 

direct attack upon it except from one side, and there the Brazilians 

had planted hedges ofpricldy cactus .  To mount a simple probe, the Para

guayans had to cut through this cactus under constant rifle fire. Even 

with luck they advanced only with great difficulty. The midday heat also 

took its toll, and many soldiers felt the onset of heatstroke. 

In the end, the Paraguayan reconnaissance (if it deserves the name) 
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was quite uneven in character. Some units withdrew precipitously to 

the protective line of the forest after firing only a few shots . Others blun

dered ahead in an obstinate if unorganized and undirected assault. In 

this they made some headway, though at a high price. Colonel Thomp

son, who had many friends among the participants in the battle, de

scribed what happened next: "Although exposed to a terrible fire of 

grape and musketry, [the Paraguayans ultimately] reached the walls ; 

but they could not scale them, having taken no ladders with them. They 

also lost many men by the hand-grenades that the garrison threw upon 

them. Seven men, however, did scale the wall and got in, but they were 

immediately overpowered, and the remainder retreated." 1 6  

Having seen their men repulsed, Barrios and Meza continued to  co

ordinate their barrage of Nova Coimbra into the late afternoon. Despite 

their excellent firing position, they could not tell what effect they were 

having. In fact, while the Paraguayans themselves had already lost 1 64 

wounded and 42 killed, the Brazilians within the fort had yet to suffer 

a single casualty.1 7  
Ammunition was a different matter. Portocarreiro's men had spent 

more than three-quarters of the available rounds for their rifles in re

pulsing the Paraguayans . The women in the fort had already set to work 

malting new cartridges. Led by the garrison commander's wife, they 

rolled 1 7-mm round balls under heavy stones to make them longer in 

order to fit the smaller bores of the French-made rifles. Though far from 

perfect, the result proved serviceable, as the Paraguayans found to their 

regret during the assault. Now, even these makeshift bullets were run

ning out. 

Portocarreiro's position was desperate. The following morning saw 

the advance once again of Barrios's troops along the west bank of the 

river. These men quicldy melted into the adj acent forest, hacking their 

way to good firing positions around the fort. They constructed ladders 

during the night and expected to use them during the course of another 

assault. Then one of the forward observers for the Paraguayan artillery 

ran to the river bank to shout a message to Barrios: the Brazilian impe

rial ensign, clearly visible the previous day, no longer flew from Nova 

Coimbra's flagstaff. 
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Portocarreiro and his men had withdrawn aboard the Anhambai and 

]aurtl during the previous evening. The Paraguayans had not detected 

this evacuation, which had taken place quickly and in near silence. The 

Brazilian commander and his men were now far away, steaming upriver 

toward Corumba. As for Nova Coimbra, Barrios's men rushed its walls 

under a heavy cover fire from below. They then scaled the parapets and 

established immediate control. Inside they found eighteen Paraguayan 

prisoners who the Brazilians had taken the day before and who Porto

carreiro had left behind in a locked room. They also found intact thirty

one cannons with substantial stocks of ammunition and powder.18  

Military historians have criticized both Barrios and Portocarreiro for 

their conduct of the battle. According to one source, the latter was ar

rested and charged with ineptitude after he arrived at Corumbci . 1 9  By 

leaving his gunpowder dry and not spiking his cannons, he allowed 

valuable supplies to fall into the hands of the enemy. 

As for Barrios, his critics have focused on his poor staff work (as seen, 

for instance, in the initial lack of ladders and in the sloppy reconnais

sance efforts) and, more generally, on the timidity of the Paraguayan at

tack. After all, he had overwhelming strength in both men and fire

power, but he used neither to great effect. Nor did he employ his naval 

power appropriately. In keeping Meza and his ships back a good deal of 

the time, he prevented their effective participation in the fight, which 

in turn probably cost Paraguayan lives. Worst of all, he failed to take the 

Anhambai and ]aurtl, allowing Portocarreiro and the garrison the means 

to get away and warn Cuiaba. If he had placed even one of his five steam

ers a half-league upriver, the Brazilians could never have escaped.20 

These criticisms aside, historians have rightly judged the attack on 

Nova Coimbra a major Paraguayan victory, and all over the country the 

soldiers and common people celebrated it as such. Whatever the origi

nal plan, the Brazilian defenders were less of a threat outside the fort 

than they were inside it. Better to have them flying away to the north, 

far away from Paraguay's borders , than having them pressing down 

upon the patria and impeding the realization of Solano Lopez's grand 

design. 
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Albuquerque and Corumbci. 

After the hard fighting at Nova Coimbra, the Paraguayans expected fur

ther strong resistance as they pressed northward along the river. Events 

from this point forward, however, took an anticlimactic turn for Barrios 

and his troops . Not only did the Brazilians refuse to engage them in 

combat but the emperor's forces simply abandoned wide stretches of 

Mato Grosso as they fled back toward Cuiabci. 

The tiny post of Albuquerque, located in a protected bend of the river 

some fifty miles north of Nova Coimbra, learned of the Paraguayan in

cursion when Portocarreiro arrived aboard the Anhambai on 29 Decem

ber. The "garrison" there consisted of only six men (despite the fact that 

the construction of fortifications at that spot was due to begin soon), so 

there was never any question of resistance. Instead, Portocarreiro dis

embarked some of his own soldiers from the overloaded steamer and or

dered them to move overland to the provincial capital with the male 

civilians of the district. Portocarreiro himself evacuated the female res

idents of Albuquerque by river. As the ship departed, two smaller Bra

zilian vessels steaming south with reinforcements from Corumba and 

that had just learned of the disaster downriver joined it. All three now 

turned north. 

On New Year's Day, the Paraguayans reached Albuquerque. They 

found it abandoned but, significantly, not burnt to the ground. Perhaps 

the Brazilians thought that they could return soon, or perhaps they pan

icked and simply failed to take the time to set the place on fire. Through

out the campaign, the retreating Brazilians made this mistake repeat

edly, leaving much useful materiel to fall into Paraguayan hands. 

Corumba turned out to be no more defensible than Albuquerque. 

Located on limestone bluffs high above the west bank of the Paraguay, 

the community enjoyed the best climate in the province, but no major 

fortification protected the town. Instead, Corumba was known as the 

chief emporium of southern Mato Grosso - a valuable plum for Solano 

Lopez as it constituted the terminus point for the nascent caravan trade 

to Santo Corazon in Bolivia.21 Since a land dispute existed between the 

latter country and Brazil, possession of Corumba might also provide 
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Paraguay with a key asset in forging any alliance with the government 

in La Paz.22 

On 2 January an emergency committee consisting of two colonels, 

several junior officers, and important local notables met at Corumba. 

After some heated argument, these men decided that they could not 

hold the town and recommended that an orderly evacuation of its 

two thousand inhabitants commence at once . The committee members 

themselves, rather than organize an orderly retreat, immediately left 

with their families aboard the Anhambai. As the ship set course for Cui

aba, the populace of Corumba hurried from their town into the Pan

tanal and the forests. They fled in abject terror, as if Barrios and his men 

were not creatures of flesh and blood but demons sent by Satan. 

If their estimation seemed unjust initially, it later seemed altogether 

appropriate. On 4 January, Barrios landed four companies just south of 

Corumba. They advanced and determined that the town was empty save 

for some foreign merchants and their families . Barrios then brought up 

his full force. He seized the small Brazilian vessel]acobina, then in port. 

Afterward, while he stayed at the riverbank with Meza, he ordered pa

trols to enter the town. 

The Paraguayan troops quickly fanned out among the few streets of 

the community. They made no effort to respect the neutrality of the for

eigners but rounded them up with great harshness together with the 

few Brazilians they found. Officers dispatched patrols to nearby ranches 

to seize supplies, hides , and livestock and to arrest any civilians. No one 

was exempt. As Colonel Thompson related: 

The inhabitants had hidden themselves in the surrounding woods, 

and Barrios sent and brought them back. Their houses were already 

completely sacked, and some of the choicest articles of spoil were sent 

as presents to Lopez, who did not disdain to accept them. The women 

were ill-treated, and Barrios himself took the lead in it. A Brazilian 

gentleman and his daughter were taken to him on board his steamer, 

and on the old man refusing to leave his daughter with Barrios, he 

was sent away under a threat of being shot, and his daughter was kept 
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on board. All whom Barrios took he put to the question, and those 

who did not give or did not possess the information he required were 

beaten by his order, and some of them lanced as spies.23 

The sacking that Thompson alluded to went on for some time. It in

cluded not only the taking of sundry souvenirs - billiard balls,  church 

ornaments, and the like - but also the tearing out of door hinges and 

the stripping of imported wallpaper from the wealthiest homes .24 Men 

who would have been satisfied with chickens and dried beef carried 

away everything that caught their eye. In short order, the Paraguayans 

gutted Corumba, leaving it fit perhaps to shelter a rough military force 

but otherwise shorn of everything that gave the town its life .  

One can only speculate on the causes of such behavior. How was it 

that border disputes and balance-of-power concepts , all poorly grasped 

by the average Paraguayan, should translate into the brutal treatment 

of Brazilian civilians and the greedy seizure of their property? Was it a 

matter of deliberate policy? Solano Lopez certainly regarded the Brazil

ians with great contempt, and the state newspapers reflected this bias, 

but much less so at the beginning of the war. It was only later - at the 

end of 1 865 and in 1 866 - when the Paraguayans were first publicly en

joined to kill the "vile traitors and slave-mongers." The savagery seen in 

Mato Grosso must have resulted, then, from something else. 

On one level, lack of disciplined leadership was a factor. Barrios set a 

poor example; he helped himself to money taken from merchants and 

townsmen and even sent the choicest prizes and the prettiest jewelry on 

to Solano Lopez and Madame Lynch in Asuncion. He also raped at least 

one woman in Corumba. TI1eir leader's actions made it clear to the 

Paraguayans that war justified any degree of barbarous behavior, that, 

indeed, their commander would forgive any undisciplined behavior 

and countenance any taking of revenge. 

TI1ere was ,  however, another element at work. Paraguayan society 

had always centered on a patrimonial worldview that featured heavy

handed social control as part of everyday life .  The police spy, the work

gang foreman, and sometimes the local priest were all part of a repres-
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sive structure that successfully channeled anger and discontent in di

rections that could not threaten the social order. In such an environ

ment, bad feelings could only be expressed in nonproscribed ways - re

ligious confession, drunkenness ,  familial violence. Only occasionally, 

as when militiamen destroyed an Indian tolderia, were Paraguayans re

ally allowed to unburden themselves fully, and when they did, it was 

with great relish. Perhaps for the Paraguayan soldiers at Corumbci, the 

war with Brazil was just another "big Indian fight." Fighting those they 

thought of as savages meant that no quarter would be offered. Yet the 

Paraguayan penchant for letting their worst impulses rule their actions 

played into the hands of Brazilian propagandists, who wanted to mask 

their own questionable actions in a veneer not just of respectability but 

also of a "civilizing mission." 

The Capture of the Anhambai 

Barrios was well aware of the little Brazilian flotilla escaping northward 

toward Cuiabci, and he lost no time in sending two warships after it. The 

Yponi, with Herreras in command, took the lead. The young lieutenant 

had no doubt that he could find his quarry, for he knew this section of 

the river well from his espionage the year before. His own vessel, more

over, was a light passenger boat built in Paraguay and equipped with 

a powerful eighty-horsepower engine. The Anhambai, although it had a 

head start, had only half the horsepower. It was also overloaded with 

civilians and soldiers from Corumba. Herreros's companion vessel, the 

Rio Apa, ran slower than the Ypord (though not as slow as the Brazilian 

ship), and was well suited to serve as an auxiliary. 

On 6 January the Paraguayan vessels discovered the Anhambai near 

the confluence of the Alto Paraguay and Sao Laurenc;o Rivers . The ship 

had already discharged its troops some distance below Cuiabci and 

was returning downriver in hopes ofreaching Corumba to complete the 

evacuation. Now, after sighting the Paraguayan steamers, it abruptly re

versed course and entered the Sao Laurenc;o. Herreras immediately gave 

chase. 

The most-seasoned sailor aboard the Brazilian ship was an English-
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man, Josiah Baker, who had considerable experience with river vessels. 25 

He knew that he could not outrun the Ypora, so he trained his stern

mounted 32-pounder on the approaching Paraguayan and started fir

ing. Baker hoped to get in a lucky shot as he kept moving forward to

ward shallower water. One round did hit the Ypora's bridge, killing an 

army lieutenant, but Herreras continued to close rapidly in an obvious 

attempt to overtake and board the vessel. Baker was a good gunner, but 

after he fired the thirteenth round, the crew panicked and turned the 

vessel sharply toward land.26 It ran aground on a sandbar, and the men 

tried to flee for their lives. Colonel Thompson later recounted that the 

"Brazilians were terror-stricken, and many of them jumped into the 

water, where they were shot at; the rest were put to the sword. Captain 

Baker, who had been obliged to load and fire his gun himself, finding 

that his men would not fight, jumped into the water and escaped into 

the woods .  Boats were sent to follow the fugitives, and all who were 

caught were killed ." 27 

Thompson followed up this description with a specific charge of 

atrocity, asserting that the Paraguayan soldiers had cut off the ears from 

the Brazilian dead, gleefully stringing them together and hanging them 

on the shrouds of the Ypora. When the vessel returned to Asuncion, the 

ears were removed, he claimed, by presidential order.28 While Thomp

son normally took a skeptical view of atrocity tales, on this occasion he 

seems to have uncritically accepted a rumor then being circulated in 

the Argentine press. The rumor evidently originated in the doubtful tes

timony of a Brazilian purser who had entered Mato Grosso in early 1 865 

aboard the British ship Ranger and later wrote letters to several porteiio 

newspapers. To be sure, this individual had visited the province as he 

claimed, but he witnessed no combat nor even set foot in occupied ter

ritory.29 Whatever the truth of this atrocity story, it was widely believed 

in South America and added to the general reputation of ferocity that 

the Paraguayans enjoyed. 

Lieutenant Herreras, for his part, acted in a disciplined manner. He 

quickly organized work parties that attached cables to the Anhambai 

and eased it off the sandbar. Working in the cold water refreshed and 
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calmed his men after the heat of combat and of the day. There was no fur

ther problem with their shooting captured Brazilians (despite Thomp

son's claim, the Paraguayans did take some prisoners , and these, for the 

moment, they treated properly). Noting the presence of still more sand

bars, Herreras turned his ships around and headed out of the Sao Lau

renc;o with his prize. He had shown great bravery during the battle and 

gained some fame among the soldiers attached to him. 

Herreras, however, had nearly run out of time. On 9 January his ships 

reached the undefended port of Dourados near the confluence of the 

Alto Paraguay and Cuiaba Rivers . The Paraguayans decided to go no 

farther than the mouth of the Cuiaba because the waters ahead were 

too shallow for their steamers . The capital of Mato Grosso therefore re

mained safe under imperial control. Its inhabitants, however, greatly 

feared that the Paraguayans would shortly sweep through the entire 

province, probably in conjunction with a general uprising of black 

slaves. Though this revolt failed to materialize, th� Cuyabanos never 

ceased to worry that the Paraguayans would forge a murderous alliance 

with the Indians and slaves.30 

At Dourados, Herreras concerned himself with more practical mat

ters . No sooner had he dropped anchor than two other vessels came into 

view from downriver. Captain Meza, it turned out, had dispatched the 

two ships from Corumbci in order to speed the transport of captured 

munitions and powder. Solano Lopez urgently needed these supplies to 

bolster his forces in the south. Realizing that speed was of the essence, 

Herreras ordered his crew to join in the task ofloading. The men labored 

through the night and into the next day. 

The sun grew unbearably hot by midmorning, but Herreras refused 

to slow the pace of loading. When an army officer remonstrated with 

him, warning of the danger of accident in the intense heat, he waved off 

the officer's concerns and walked up to the riverside storehouses to su

pervise the work gangs. These storehouses , which the Brazilians used as 

magazines , were never built for such a purpose: rainwater seeped down 

the sides of the walls, the flooring was moist and uneven, and loose pow

der filled every crack. Herreras had just gone into one building when a 
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thunderous blast tore it apart. Exactly what happened was never estab

lished with certainty, but given the high temperature, a static spark was 

the likely culprit that set off the powder (or it might have been some 

careless individual dragging his spur along the floor). In any event, the 

young lieutenant and twenty-five other Paraguayans died instantly. 

On the news of their deaths, Solano Lopez ordered an elaborate fu

neral service for Herreras and decreed the erection of a public monu

ment to commemorate his deeds .31  The mourning that ensued in the 

Paraguayan capital - and especially in the armed forces - was heartfelt, 

as Herreras enjoyed near universal esteem. His death brought home the 

reality that waging war inevitably carried a high price, not j ust for the 

common soldier but also for others like the handsome officer and hero 

beloved by all. 

The Overland Invasion 

Resquin's and Urbieta's columns made good progress after they crossed 

the Apa River (and this despite the fact that much of the land they tra

versed was flooded).32 With 3 ,000 - 5,000 ni.en at their command, the two 

Paraguayan officers enjoyed a decisive numerical advantage over their 

opponents . Whenever their cavalry approached, the noise of the horses' 

hooves was enough to cause Brazilian troops, settlers , and Indian allies 

to scatter into the bush. All told, the Paraguayans encountered little re

sistance, especially at the beginning. 

The main contingent under Francisco Resquin took five days to reach 

the military colony at Miranda, arriving on 29 December. The Brazil

ian commander had received word of the Paraguayan presence the day 

before and had ordered his men to flee. They hastily buried some mu

nitions and valuables before departing. An advance column of 1 50 Para

guayans reached Miranda within hours of their exit, finding the cook

ing fires still warm but no Brazilians . 

It was different farther east. Maj .  Martin Urbieta, who had two hun

dred men at his disposal, arrived at the Dourados colony the same day 

that Resquin's men took Miranda. Unlike his immediate superior, how-
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ever, he encountered some resistance from the sixteen-man garrison -

a struggle both courageous and foolhardy. 

Dourados (not to be confused with the present-day city of the same 

name, nor with the river port located far to the northwest) was com

manded by a young Brazilian lieutenant named Antonio Joao Ribeiro. 

Antonio Joao, as military biographers always call him, refused either to 

capitulate or to flee at the approach of the Paraguayans . The thirty-odd 

civilians of the district he ordered to withdraw immediately into the 

bush, accompanied by one soldier who carried a message to Brazilian 

cavalry units farther north. 

The officer and fourteen of his men went onto the field to meet the 

enemy at 1 : oo P.M.  Answering their challengers with muskets, the small 

force was itself immediately fired upon. Antonio Joao and two other Bra

zilian soldiers fell dead, their bodies scored with shot in a dozen places ; 

two others were wounded. The remaining men scattered quickly into 

the forest and away from Urbieta's advancing troops , who later captured 

most of them anyway. Dourados fell after an engagement of only two 

minutes' duration.33 A new Paraguayan garrison moved in to replace the 

vanquished Brazilians . Urbieta then proceeded to sack and burn nearby 

Colonia Brilhante and the tiny Vila Vacaria cattle station during the 

next few days. He then moved north to rejoin the main force under 

Resquin. 

Antonio Joao's sacrifice made no difference to the outcome of the 

Mato Grosso campaign. Yet the message he sent to his superior officers 

before the action contained a rousing note of defiance that became fa

mous as the battle cry of the empire in the general conflict that fol

lowed. His words have since inspired many a Brazilian schoolboy: "I 

know I shall die,  but my blood and the blood of my comrades will serve 

as a solemn protest against the invasion of my homeland." 34 

Only one major objective of the overland invasion force remained: 

the taking of the small post at Nioaque. On 30 December, as they at

tempted to ford the Feio River, Resquin's advance guard made contact 

with 200 - 300 Brazilian cavalrymen. This was the force that Antonio 
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Joao had tried to warn. Now fully ready to fight (though greatly out

numbered),  they discharged their weapons at the Paraguayans , making 

their passage across the shallow water nearly impossible. Resquin later 

reported that "after a heavy volley of rifle fire and a few artillery rounds,  

the Brazilians retreated to the banks of the Desbarrancado River," there 

to make a stand.35 They held that position, however, only long enough 

to destroy a small bridge and then quickly withdrew, leaving fifteen 

stragglers to the mercy of the Paraguayans .  The Brazilians lost fifty

seven men killed and could afford no further losses . Instead, they aban

doned Nioaque, which Resquin took on 2 January. 

The Paraguayan commander attempted no major pursuit thereafter 

but allowed the enemy cavalry to fall back on Miranda (not the military 

colony, which had already fallen, but the small village of the same name 

on the Mbotety River). Unsure of what to do next, the Brazilians then 

headed west toward Corumba to link up with the troops there. When 

they learned that their comrades had also abandoned that site, the col

umn turned due east and quit Mato Grosso altogether. Eventually, they 

reached friendly territory in the province of Sao Paulo. 

Resquin had by now reached the Mbotety. His men found the village 

of Miranda abandoned save for two Italian merchants and a black freed

man; all the other inhabitants had fled, they claimed, when the rumor 

reached them that the Paraguayans were beheading every Brazilian they 

found. The Mbaya had also entered the picture in the eleventh hour, ran

sacking every abandoned building and making off with considerable 

loot just before the Paraguayans arrived .36 

After securing the area, Resquin sent a flying column of three hun

dred cavalrymen to raid the remote military colony of Coxim, which lay 

above Corumba at some distance to the northeast on the Tacuari River. 

They reached this site only in late April and seized it without resist

ance.37 Yet they held it only long enough to put it to the torch. The raid

ing party then returned to Paraguayan positions farther south.38 They 

made no attempt then or later to raid Cuiaba by land. Heeding the fran

tic appeal of the imperial governor, troops had arrived from the north-
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em areas of the province (and perhaps from Goias), effectively reinforc

ing the town. The Brazilians nonetheless lacked sufficient strength to 

force the Paraguayans to relinquish their gains. Solano Lopez's army 

controlled southern Mato Grosso essentially undisturbed until 1 866. 

The Spoils and the Consequences 

The conquest of Mato Grosso was a mixed blessing for the Paraguayans .  

In terms of overall political goals ,  most particularly rescuing the Blanco 

regime in Montevideo, the victory was obviously of little use. The fight

ing was far removed from the Banda Oriental, and it drew no Brazil

ian troops from that quarter. The invasion, moreover, ate up valuable 

time that Lopez could have used in dispatching troops to Uruguay. He 

evidently concluded, though, that securing his northern flank was of 

greater importance. 

Some historians have argued that Solano Lopez exaggerated the dan

ger posed by the Brazilian forces in the north, that he "frittered his time 

away" in Mato Grosso when he should have launched a decisive attack 

across the Misiones and into Rio Grande do Sul, there to blunt the Bra

zilian invasion of Uruguay and save the Blanco regime. Yet this position 

begs the question as to what Brazilian intentions along the Mato Grosso 

frontier really were. 

The quantity of arms and munitions the Paraguayans discovered 

at the various military posts - if not necessarily the quality - suggest 

more than a defensive posture. After all, from the Brazilian point of 

view, Paraguay was the natural extension of Mato Grosso, and any geog

rapher could see that the republic stood poised like a dagger at the 

entrails of the empire. If the Paraguayans ever chose to move against 

Brazil in collusion with the other Platine states, then they could effec

tively blunt the westward expansionism that had started with the Por

tuguese and continued into the 1 800s. This was , of course, a long-term 

policy consideration, and officials in Rio believed that, in the short run, 

they had time to prepare for any contingency. They stockpiled arms in 

Mato Grosso without a clear sense of how much this irritated the Asun-
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ci6n government. Had the Brazilians positioned enough men to shoul

der the weapons they had stored along the frontier, then this perhaps 

would have justified Paraguayan fears. 

As it was , Brazil did not have the men to defend the region, and 

Solano Lopez knew it. Any explanation of Paraguayan actions in Mato 

Grosso relying primarily on a perceived need for a preemptive strike 

therefore misses the point. A token Paraguayan force along the Apa 

could have held the Brazilians back (and, given the geographical cir

cumstances of the province, it would have been impossible for the im

perial army to reinforce Mato Grosso sufficiently to make it a palpable 

threat to Solano Lopez). 

The desire to acquire materiel rather than strategic considerations of

fers a better explanation for the 1864 - 65 invasion of Mato Grosso. In 

fact, the capture of arms and munitions ultimately gave the expedition 

its raison d'etre . Thompson insisted that Paraguay "drew from Mato 

Grosso almost all the stores it consumed during the war." 39 The quanti

ties involved were impressive, for the Brazilians had been stockpiling 

weapons there for years. 

Though no complete inventory of the materiel seized appears in the 

Paraguayan records ,  the fragmentary documentation is suggestive. At 

Nova Coimbra, the steamer Salta Guaira loaded ten bronze cannons of 

various calibers and several hundred cannonballs.40 Every other Para

guayan ship carried similar numbers of armaments downriver. As for 

the spoils taken by the overland expedition, at the village of Miranda, 

Resquin's cavalry found "four cannon, 502 muskets, 67 carbines, 1 3 1  pis

tols, 468 swords,  1 ,090 lances, and 9,847 cannonballs of different cal

ibers . " 41 This in itself was sufficient to arm a full battalion, and appar

ently much more existed . Resquin himself was said to have observed 

that it looked as if "the Brazilian government had been expecting to de

fend the frontier simply with racks of arms. " 42 

Still, it was easy to overstate the real value of these acquisitions. The 

fact was that not all of the captured cannons were serviceable. Many 

were ancient pieces, the refuse of the old colonial militia, which the 

governors-general had dumped into Mato Grosso to provide a false show 
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of strength to the Indians . The harsh climate had left some cannons 

jammed with muck; the Brazilians made no attempt to provide regular 

maintenance but simply left their cannons in the rain .  The foreign tech

nicians at Asuncion did, however, maintain shops capable of provid

ing good repair for the guns , even including rifling for the iron pieces 

(though this was rarely done to bronze cannons) .  The Paraguayans were 

thus ready to incorporate even the most deteriorated Brazilian guns 

into their arsenal. They normally left behind the original, termite

ridden gun carriages and refitted the tubes with new carriages at Hu

maita or elsewhere. A good many of these artillery pieces later saw ser

vice against their former owners. 

Arms and munitions were not the only spoils taken by the Paraguay

ans. They confiscated hardware, money, foodstuffs,  farm implements , 

carpets, bric-a-brac, and herds of cattle.43 Colonel Thompson summed 

up the general picture by referring to a specific case: "The houses were 

all sacked by the Paraguayans, who found a great deal of booty in them. 

They laid waste the property of the Baron of Villa Maria, who only j ust 

got away in time himself. He managed to put a bottle of diamonds in his 

pocket [before he made good his escape] .  He was the richest man in 

the province, and had a fine house and furniture, paintings , etc. He had 

also 80,000 head of cattle. All this was taken by the Paraguayans , to

gether with his patent of nobility, under the Emperor's seal, which he 

had but lately bought. It was in a gilt frame, and afterwards adorned 

Mrs .  Lynch's anteroom."44 

The distance between Corumba and Rio de Janeiro is greater than 

that between Paris and Belgrade, and yet the baron arrived in a record 

forty-seven days, bringing to the imperial capital its first word of the in

vasion. He was lucky. Many other Brazilian landowners and colonists in 

Mato Grosso, surprised by the enemy troops , passed into an uncomfort

able and uncertain captivity, much like the passengers of the Marques de 

Olinda. Normally, the army sent such people down to Asuncion, where 

state officials distributed them among the well-to-do families (though 

some ended up in the streets) .45 The Paraguayans set the male prisoners 

to work at heavy labor on various government projects, particularly at 
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the iron foundry of Ybycui, where overseers had them lashed for the 

slightest infraction. Even the foreign merchants of Corumba, who had 

thought themselves safe from abuse by virtue of their nationality, saw 

their lives radically changed. As George Frederick Masterman noted : 

"All the foreigners they [the Paraguayan forces] could find were brought 

down as prisoners , after having been stripped of all they possessed : they 

were principally Germans , Italians, and Frenchmen. I saw many poor 

fellows working as laborers or begging in the streets , who, a few weeks 

before, had been wealthy merchants or landowners . " 46 TI1e poor treat

ment accorded prisoners in Lopez's Paraguay was later reciprocated by 

the Brazilians, who treated their own Paraguayan prisoners as little bet

ter than slaves. 

For better or worse, the southern reaches of Mato Grosso fell under 

Paraguayan control. Tiny garrisons were left in place at various spots in 

the occupied zone, while the bulk of Barrios's and Resquin's men with

drew toward Asuncion, taking with them the remaining prisoners and 

all the goods and foodstuffs .  TI1ey also carried away herds of cattle and 

enough arms and munitions to equip an army. Such supplies were much 

needed, for now that the war had begun in earnest, there were greater -

and far bloodier - challenges ahead for the army of Solano Lopez. Its 

enemies would no longer be so easily surprised. 
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Neutrality Tested 

The seizure of the Marques de Olinda and the rapid conquest of Mato 

Grosso surprised and infuriated the Brazilians, few of whom had heard 

of Solano Lopez before this time. Now, in turns, he was represented to 

them as a child, a uniformed orangutan, a rolling-eyed Asiatic ogre, and 

lci.ng over a mountain of skulls. That such a man should launch an at

tack against the empire, and even seize a piece of national territory, was 

unbearable. In a much-later parliamentary session, political opponents 

accused Prime Minister Zacharias de Goes e Vasconcellos of having 

failed to predict Lopez's action; this was certainly true, he responded, 

but no one in either Brazil or the Rio de la Plata had ever guessed that 

the Paraguayans would behave so rashly.1 

What mattered now was how the empire should respond to the chal

lenge of a new war. The Paraguayans clearly had to be taught a lesson, 

but that was perhaps easier said than done. On Saturday, 7 January 1 865,  

Dorn Pedro authorized the creation of a new corps, the Voluntcirios da Pa

tria, which consisted of those men aged eighteen to fifty who had not 

yet enrolled in the National Guard.2 For legal reasons, the latter could 

not easily be deployed outside the Brazilian provinces . The emperor and 

his ministers , however, felt confident that the voluntarios and the stand

ing army could soon obliterate the Paraguayans and restore the honor 

of emperor and nation. 

Volunteers fell into two groups. There were the aggressive ones, who 



were itching to get at the throat of the enemy, and the restless, who 

stepped forward to take on any job in order to escape the boredom of 

their home districts . From all over Brazil, men donned uniforms to 

show their zeal for this new conflict and their interest in the monetary 

awards announced in the decree of 7 January. 

The first voluntario units to come together in Sao Paulo were an un

disciplined and violent lot, though seemingly happy in their contem

plation of new clothing. A good many were not really volunteers in 

any sense of the word. Like those individuals who had earlier been im

pressed as military "colonists" in Mato Grosso, they were simply seized 

on the streets by press gangs.3 

Yet despite the poor quality of many recruits (and the questionable 

circumstances of their entry into the armed forces), the enthusiasm of 

the majority appeared genuine enough. The same was true for civilians, 

who offered contributions of money, slaves, and foodstuffs for the war 

effort. 

This openhanded reaction stood in sharp contrast to the indiffer

ence displayed forty years earlier at the time of the Cisplatine War. It 

suggests that some sort of national feeling had sunk roots in Brazil. 

Even so, the show of patriotism was not entirely convincing, for a ma

jority of contributors were members of the small (but growing) ni.iddle 

class .  Such individuals had an interest in establishing their legitimacy 

as coequal citizens in an elite-oriented nation. As such, they were doing 

what they imagined the Germans or French would do in like circum

stances. A good many seem to have had some association with the state 

(or else found it useful to mouth the government's anti-Paraguayan lita

nies). The director of a private gymnasium in Bahia, for instance, reserved 

five places in his school for twelve-year-old boys, sons of officers sent to 

the front. His offer could be interpreted either as nationalism or as 

advertising.4 

This kind of posing, of course, was common in many countries dur

ing the nineteenth century. And it should be stressed that some contrib

utors in Brazil had a more humble background with less to gain by their 

generosity. One Bahian seamstress, for example, offered to sew one 
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hundred shirts for the use of the army and navy at no charge.5 Perhaps 

she assumed that the war would last only a short time and engender few 

casualties. If she really believed this, then she was far from alone, for 

no one in Brazil guessed how long and traumatic a fight this war would 

become. 

If the attack on Mato Grosso angered the Brazilian public and gov

ernment, it also displeased the Uruguayan Blancas, who would have pre

ferred to see the Paraguayan army on the march to Montevideo . From 

their point of view, Solano Lopez had forgotten his primary objective in 

favor of a questionable adventure. The Blancas now had to contend with 

both Flores and a full-scale Brazilian invasion force without any outside 

help at all. 

Solano Lopez recognized the predicament faced by his allies and, in 

a vague sense, sincerely wished to help them. Paraguay came first, how

ever, and any thought of timely assistance had to be subordinated to the 

national interest as he defined it. The occupation of Mato Grosso was 

a first step in pursuit of this interest; exploiting the anti-Brazilian sym

pathies in Argentina's Litoral provinces, and especially gaining the sup

port of Justo Jose de Urquiza, was another. As Solano Lopez viewed it, 

Paraguayan success in any venture in the Lower Plata depended on the 

Entrerriano's cooperation. Additionally, it required a neutral Argentina 

that would show sympathy for Paraguay at the right moment. 

In contrast to the Uruguayan Blancas, who had spared no effort to 

convince the Asuncion government to adopt their viewpoint, the Para

guayans made no systematic attempt to sway Argentine opinion. They 

had agents in Corrientes, Parana, Buenos Aires, and Montevideo who pe

riodically supplied pro-Lopez copy to the newspapers, but their efforts 

rarely went beyond this . Yet Solano Lopez thought that time was on his 

side. As the Brazilian intervention in Uruguay unfolded, he believed 

that the Argentines would disown Pres. Bartolome Mitre's collaboration 

with the empire. This would soon bring an openly pro-Paraguayan po

sition. However much Urquiza might feign reluctance, under such cir

cumstances he would inevitably seize the opportunity to wrest power 

from Mitre.6 The Brazilians , faced with a united front of Paraguayans, 
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Entrerrianos, and certain other Argentines and Uruguayans , would soon 

withdraw. In this manner Solano Lopez would restore the proper bal

ance of power in the Plata, establishing himself and his country in a po

sition of unimpeachable influence. 

Playing the Entrerriano Card 

Urquiza was the key. Since August 1863, Solano Lopez had tried to per

suade the caudillo to abandon his mistaken policy of neutrality in the 

Uruguayan civil war.7 Urquiza's own son Waldino and many other lo

cal figures had also urged him in that direction. The events of 1 864 did 

nothing to relieve this pressure. The threat of Brazilian intervention had 

not j ust set Entrerriano sabers rattling but waving wildly through the 

air. El Litoral, the provincial scandal sheet edited by Evaristo Carriego, 

launched a virulent attack on Buenos Aires and nervously predicted the 

disintegration of the Argentine Republic should Mitre continue his dal

liance with the emperor.8 In response, the porteiio press came close to 

calling Urquiza a traitor and even treated his alliance with Paraguay 

as an established fact: "General Urquiza is in close touch with Lopez. 

It is he who is manipulating Lopez. We are told on the authority of a 

witness from [Urquiza's palace at] San Jose that there is an alliance be

tween these two kindred spirits and that Lopez is providing Urquiza 

with money." 9 

Actually, Urquiza had yet to decide on any agreement with the Para

guayans . For one thing, he doubted whether the Blancas were worth 

defending. He knew Venancio Flores personally and, though they were 

hardly close friends ,  wished to avoid any direct confrontation with him 

and his Colorado stalwarts. In addition, Urquiza had attempted an 

unofficial mediation between the warring factions of the Banda Orien

tal in September 1 864 and had been greatly irritated at the intransi

gence of the Blancos . 1 0  

The Entrerriano also questioned Solano Lopez's trustworthiness 

as an ally. The Paraguayan president might possess an impressive war 

chest, but his army remained untested and he himself was hardly the 

brilliant commander he pretended to be. Urquiza had come close to fac-
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ing the Paraguayans once before, in 1 845, and on that occasion the nine

teen-year-old Solano Lopez had fled the field before opening a single en

gagement, leaving his Unitario allies - or what remained of them - to 

an uncertain fate in Corrientes.  

More significantly, it was by no means clear that the two men shared 

the same political vision for the future of the Plata. While Urquiza be

lieved in a strong Argentina composed of coequal provinces, Solano 

Lopez desired weak neighbors over whom he could exercise some au

thority (much like Bismarck's attitude toward the Bavarians during the 

period of the North German Confederation). The two leaders' common 

interest vis-a-vis the Brazilians was a thing of expedience. Moreover, the 

Entrerriano felt uneasy about starting a war that he had lost once before 

for the sake of a short-term gain. 

It was also likely that Urquiza had grown tired of fighting big battles. 

Since Pavon, events had cast him as a King Lear, yet he saw no reason to 

willingly accept that role. He might still retain his prestigious place in 

Platine affairs and grow wealthier by selling cattle to all buyers - but 

only ifhe eschewed the dangerous propositions of Solano Lopez. Far bet

ter to stay neutral, provide Paraguay with indirect support, and reap the 

benefits from the resulting confusion. 

Toward Mitre and the national government generally, Urquiza pro

fessed an unflinching loyalty. He even went so far as to provide the por

tefio leader with certain correspondence he had received from the Asun

cion government that depicted Paraguay in an aggressive light (while 

leaving his own Entre Rios free of blame). 

Mitre in turn found it convenient to express his confidence in Ur

quiza. On 3 November 1 864 he wrote from Buenos Aires to stress that he 

scoffed at the malicious tales journalists were circulating about him. Af

ter reasserting his own neutrality in the Uruguayan crisis, he appealed 

to the Entrerriano to avoid complications by restraining the provincial 

hotheads who had called for action: "it is essential that all good Argen

tines and all men of influence . . .  unite their efforts with those of the 

national government . . . .  [W]e should be Argentines above all, pursuing 

a truly Argentine policy that will not be subordinated to foreign pas-
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sions and interests, nor allowed to deviate due to harangues in the street 

that have not the slightest responsibility." 1 1  

Mitre's call for national unity might have been genuine, but he was 

less than candid with Urquiza. He made no mention of Foreign Minister 

Rufino de Elizalde's latest negotiations with the empire, pointedly avoid

ing any reference to the protocol j ust concluded with Rio. This agree

ment (as mentioned earlier) came close to bringing the two countries 

into formal alliance. 

Urquiza's mouthpiece, El Uruguay, which had thus far avoided the 

radical tone adopted by Carriego and other opponents of Buenos Aires, 

denounced Mitre's links with Venancio Flores and the Brazilians. It also 

offered a succinct defense ofUrquiza's actions : "If General Urquiza does 

not raise the standard of revolt, it is not because he is too old or too in

terested in his private fortune as his critics say. This is signal ingratitude 

to one to whose self-effacement the country owes its liberty and its in

stitutions. No, if General Urquiza does not raise the standard of revolt it 

is because of his faith in and respect for those same institutions ." 1 2  

Having declared his  true feelings in this manner, the Entrerriano 

caudillo then wrote a solicitous letter to Mitre indicating his commit

ment to moderation even at this late hour: "peace [in Uruguay] should 

be made under the same program as at Caseros: 'neither conquerors nor 

vanquished. '  [But] since all efforts made to end the civil war have been 

frustrated, . . .  there is truly no other way nor is there any other policy 

possible [for the country] whose intervention has been frustrated than 

to let events take their course, preserving neutrality and trying, as Your 

Excellency says, to avoid involving the Republic in this war, which like 

all civil strife is hateful and without honor." 1 3  

Solano Lopez and his advisors refused to  believe that this stance 

was anything more than a political minuet. If they failed to arrange an 

alliance with Urquiza, they knew that they could at least secure free 

passage across the Misiones to attack the Brazilians. Urquiza, they felt, 

wanted the same thing and was simply feigning reluctance. They there

fore redoubled their diplomatic efforts in October 1 864 and sent a j un

ior official, Jose Caminos, on an exhaustive mission from San Jose to 
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Buenos Aires, from Montevideo to Parana, and then to Asuncion. Ca

minos carried a memorandum from the Paraguayan president that 

urged Urquiza to issue a pronunciamento calling for the secession of the 

Litoral provinces and their adherence to an anti-Brazilian alliance with 

Paraguay. The Paraguayans had floated this idea a year earlier, and at 

that time Urquiza showed some interest. Now, however, he sent only a 

tepid reply that promised nothing.14 Upon Caminos's return to Para

guay, Foreign Minister Jose Berges deemed it unwise for him to proceed 

on to Cerro Leon to report to Solano Lopez, who by this time had heard 

enough about negotiations with Urquiza. 1 5  

Paysandu 

Things had not gone well for Anastasio de la Cruz Aguirre's Uruguayan 

forces since the intervention began. The imperial army, in the form of 

two extended columns of gaucho cavalry, had crossed the border at the 

beginning of December. These were roughhewn men, inured to hard 

riding and the steamy weather that always accompanied year's end in 

this part of South America. The broad grasslands through which they 

passed were exactly like those of their own country - better fitted for 

range cattle, and for millions of gnats and fireflies, than for large human 

settlements. The Brazilians encountered few enemies or Uruguayans 

of any kind at first, moving slowly and deliberately southward, timing 

their advance to coincide with a naval expedition sent up the Uruguay 

River. The objective of both forces was Paysandu, a major trading center 

on the river and the site chosen by the Blancas to make a stand. 

Paysandli was strategically important to President Aguirre and the 

Blanco cause. If Solano Lopez or any other allies were to affect a rescue, 

they would almost certainly have to enter Uruguay from the west at that 

point. In addition, the stretch of land directly opposite the town on the 

Argentine side of the river belonged to General Urquiza, who would 

never tolerate Brazilian troops so close to his territory. The Blancas had 

to keep this door open at all costs . 

The imperial government also understood the value of Paysandu and 

wanted it in Brazilian hands as soon as possible. Venancio Flores had al-
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ready concentrated his attacks in that area since January. On 20 October 

he exchanged notes with the Brazilian vice admiral, the baron of Ta

mandare, whose squadron subsequently steamed up the Uruguay River. 

Blanco control over the north withered, leaving the Montevideo regime 

in possession only of Paysandu and the smaller port of Sal to, just to the 

north. On 28 November, Salto fell to Flores , leaving Paysandu isolated.16 

Immediately thereafter, the Brazilians and Colorados began a siege of 

the latter community. 

The month-long stand at Paysandu has attained heroic proportions 

in Uruguay, not for its duration (Montevideo, after all, had endured a 

nine-year siege in the 1 840s and early 1 850s) but for its tragic outcome, 

which greatly appealed to popular notions of loyalty and self-sacrifice. 

At first, the defenders of Paysandu gave little thought to dying for a 

cause. They knew that the Blanco stronghold presented a major chal

lenge to its enemies in spite of its isolation. Its garrison counted 1 ,1 20 

men, all of them veterans in the fight against Flores. Their commanding 

officer, Col. Leandro Gomez,  was a fifty-three-year-old Blanco partisan 

with a short, unkempt beard and a reputation for irascibility and hard

headedness .  

On 3 December, Flores and the Brazilians found out precisely how 

stubborn Gomez was when they demanded his surrender and were re

buffed with great insolence. The colonel reportedly taunted Tamandare, 

challenging him to bombard Paysandu as he saw fit. No matter what the 

Brazilians threw at the town, its garrison would never surrender. That 

same evening Gomez appeared before his troops on horseback with 

a Blanco sash across his tunic and a national flag in hand. "Will you 

swear," he rasped melodramatically, "to defend this plaza to the death?" 

Though his men thought him an insufferable martinet, they admired 

the grandiloquence and timing of Gomez's gesture and thundered their 

affirmation to a man.17  

Such esprit de corps was easy to maintain at first, but as the days 

went by, individual doubts among the men gave way to a general feel

ing of regret and anxiety. The defenders did their best, however, to 

hide their fears from Gomez, who treated any sign of defeatism with a 
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swift and cruel hand. The colonel was an impatient man, all the more 

so since he had contracted a severe chest cold and slept little as a result. 

His loud coughing, which could be heard from the enemy lines , had a 

frustrated and mournful tone, like that of a dog who could not escape 

his pursuers . 18  

The Brazilians carefully bided their time. They fired intermittent 

shells into Paysandu but left most of the aggressive penetrations to 

the Colorados. Admiral Tamandare, a white-haired argumentative old 

man who used a block of wood for a pillow at night, saw no need to take 

chances. He positioned his three gunboats on the opposite bank of the 

Uruguay and waited. He avoided any moves that might unduly irritate 

Urquiza and contented himself with having prevented the one Blanco 

steamer, the venerable ViIIa del Salta, from leaving port. 

Tamandare also sent four hundred imperial marines to join Flores's 

six hundred troops for the attack. On 6 December a small column of 

these marines marched into the outlying district of Paysandu with ban

ners flying and music playing. A fusillade fired by three hundred deter

mined Blancas drove them back. Later Gomez took fifteen small cannon 

from the Villa del Salta and moved them to the forward lines to prevent 

a recurrence of an attack from that quarter. 19  

Such forays by the enemy failed to impress the colonel, who re

mained as obstinate and provocative as ever.20 During a lull in the fight

ing, he invited a group of foreign naval officers to dine with him in the 

besieged area around the central plaza. On entering the hall, the guests 

discovered that a captured Brazilian flag had replaced the rug that nor

mally adorned the room. A British officer saved the situation by lifting 

the flag with studied nonchalance and placing it on a chair before sit

ting down to eat.21 

The Brazilian columns finally reached the outskirts of Paysandu 

in the last week of December. Their arrival brought the total number 

of men participating in the siege to nearly nine thousand. After giv

ing Gomez a final opportunity to surrender - which he predictably de

clined - this combined force opened a tremendous bombardment of 

the Blanco positions. It lasted fifty-two hours , essentially without inter-
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ruption. The Brazilians ultimately poured more than four thousand 

rounds into the port.22 

Although the defenders showed much bravery, the outcome of this 

constant shelling was never in doubt. Despite Gomez's ferocity, the Blan

cas were worn thin, dispirited, and ready to call an end to their resist

ance. They had lost four hundred men dead and wounded and had been 

reduced to one musket for every two men. The supply of shot for their 

few remaining cannons was exhausted. And the town of Paysandu had 

been blasted beyond recognition, with some neighborhoods little more 

than rubble. 

On New Year's Eve, Gomez sent a note to Flores to ask for a temporary 

suspension of hostilities in order to bury his dead men, whose bodies lit

tered the ground in every direction. Flores refused. Still defiant even af

ter all these losses, Gomez finally yielded to the pleas of his subordi

nates .  He laid down his arms at 8 :  30 in the morning on 2 January 1 865.23 

The Brazilian officers to whom he capitulated counted among their 

number some talented and ambitious men, all of whom in short or

der would face Solano Lopez. As individuals , they had reason to con

sider themselves honorable gentlemen. In victory, though, they behaved 

badly. When Gomez surrendered, he believed that the empire would 

provide protection for his subordinates. The Brazilians , however, turned 

him and four of his officers over to Gregorio "Gayo" Suarez, a colonel 

of Flores's army, who conducted the group to the patio of a small house 

near the central plaza. Suarez began shooting the prisoners, starting 

with Gomez himself, and bodies soon covered the patio. Additional 

bloodshed was avoided at the last moment when an Argentine officer, 

Jose Murature, interposed himself until higher authorities reestablished 

order.24 

The fall of Paysandu brought rejoicing in the Colorado camp. There 

was much drinking and much talk of a sweet revenge for Quinteros; the 

singing, laughing, and shouts of jubilation could be heard until cock

crow. But the execution of Gomez and his officers - who had become 

symbols of heroic resistance in the popular mind - ultimately proved 

scandalous . 111e Brazilians offered an excuse reminiscent of Pontius Pi-
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late when they claimed that Gomez had asked to be turned over to the 

Colorados, preferring to be a prisoner of his own countrymen rather 

than of a foreign power. He therefore had to take responsibility for his 

own death. Perhaps this version of events gave some comfort to officials 

in the Brazilian Foreign Ministry, but it failed to convince others .25 Col. 

George Thompson, normally a dispassionate writer, observed acidly 

that the "taking of Paysandu, with the atrocities committed there, form 

a revolting page in the history of Brazil ." 26 

Even those who had nothing to fear from the Brazilian interven

tion felt outraged by what had happened. Many wondered in print who 

would next come under the emperor's knife. Public figures expressed in

dignation as far away as Peru, Chile, and Bolivia, where Solano Lopez 

was acclaimed as a champion against monarchist Brazil.27 The French 

intervention in Mexico and Spain's unfortunate seizure of Peru's Chin

cha Islands had already caused many in the continent to view monar

chism as a dangerous, resurgent force that had to be stopped. Certainly 

that feeling was evident in Argentina's Litoral provinces , where opposi

tion newspapers that had previously castigated the Brazilians as monar

chist interlopers now depicted them as outright butchers . 

Such antipathies were troubling to both Mitre and Urquiza. Hence

forth, it would be more difficult for the national government to main

tain a fa<;ade of neutrality. Mitre still looked upon the Colorados as his 

proteges, but their actions and those of their Brazilian allies made it 

difficult for him to maintain his influence in the Litoral. 

For Urquiza, the situation was even worse. Entre Rios stood on the 

verge of open rebellion, and even his own son was clamoring for Brazil

ian blood. Urquiza's inaction up to that point had been widely seen as 

contributing to the Blanca's predicament. The killings at Paysandu, it 

was said, proved that he had lost the confidence that had sustained him 

on so many other battlefields. 

Actually, Urquiza realized that violent action on his part would bring 

an open break with Buenos Aires. This he wished to avoid at all costs.  As 

it was ,  he found it nearly impossible to control the wrath of his own En

trerriano supporters, and he had to use all of his threats and diplomatic 
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skills to keep the other provincianos in line. He nonetheless seethed with 

contempt for the Brazilians, who seemed to be gloating at him from 

across the river. 

The one obvious course open to Urquiza was to make common cause 

with Solano Lopez. Throughout the siege, the Asuncion govermnent had 

continued to seek his support in transiting the Misiones . On one occa

sion, the Paraguayans even tried to interest him in an earlier Blanco 

plan to ally Uruguay, Paraguay, and Entre Rios .28 

Urquiza wanted no new alliances . He maintained his posture of 

fealty to the national government in part because he felt he had no 

other long-term option and also because his sense of personal honor 

prevented any room for maneuver. Once before he had tried to forge an 

Argentine policy that left out Buenos Aires, and that effort had resulted 

in civil war. He refused to repeat that mistake. 

Even so, Urquiza was unwilling to surrender all strategic advantage 

to the empire . At the end of December, he notified Mitre that while he 

would tolerate neither Paraguayans nor Brazilians in Entre Rios and 

Corrientes, he had no objection if either party crossed "the uninhabited 

territories" of the Misiones. Since Brazil was preoccupied with the 

Banda Oriental and had no clear interest in the Misiones, Urquiza's note 

implicitly benefited only Solano Lopez.29 Not surprisingly, Mitre rejected 

the idea. The established policy, he argued, extended to the Misiones as 

well as the rest of the Litoral, and any departure from it would consti

tute a "neutrality of the weak." 30 By the time he penned his response to 

Urquiza, however, Gomez and his men had been dead for eight days . 

The Blanco Collapse 

The fall of Paysandu presented a dilemma for Paraguay. Though it pro

vided impetus for a Paraguayan intervention, such action would now 

only succor a much weakened Blanco ally; Solano Lopez was franldy 

unsure whether or not he wanted to do this .  However much the poli

tical schemes of Urquiza, Mitre, or the Blancos might depend upon 

support from his army, the Paraguayan president was adamant that he 

alone would time its deployment. Had Solano Lopez advanced decisively 
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through the Misiones and down the Uruguay in January 1865, he would 

have found strong support from Ricardo Lopez Jordan and other En

trerrianos who would have willingly defied both president and gover

nor alike. A resuscitation of the Blanco cause was not unthinkable. In

stead, Solano Lopez waited and lost a splendid opportunity. 

On 16 January 1 865 the Asuncion government ordered a force of ten 

thousand men - comprising recently assembled infantry, cavalry, and 

artillery units - to cross the Alto Parana and establish a base camp in 

the Misiones . For this purpose, they selected a spot at the edge of a swol

len creek called the Pindapoi.31 Nearly all of these recruits had seen the 

Alto Parana, but very few knew anything about what lay beyond it. Af

ter crossing the river, they moved eastward along a trail leading out of 

the old Trinchera de los Paraguayos .  Soon they passed San Ignacio Mini 

and what was left of the other Jesuit missions,  now engulfed in weeds, 

bearing lifeless testimony to human ambition and to failure. 

Not far from the ruins of San Carlos they finally reached the Pin

dapoi. In short order, the soldiers covered the grassy meadows above the 

creek with pitched tents, lean-tos , and semicircles of carts . Here they 

trained and retrained under a suffocating sun. They knew that disci

pline demanded of them a skill so perfectly honed that later, when in 

mortal danger, they would do things mechanically, as part of a unit. 

They therefore took seriously the close order drill that Solano Lopez had 

adopted from French military manuals and practiced it over and over 

again. Some became ill with heatstroke as a result.32 But everyone not 

in hospital worked hard, with cavalrymen learning to handle the lance 

and infantrymen, the musket.33 

Most of these men came from isolated villages in southern Paraguay 

such as Jesus, Yuty, and San Juan Bautista. Instead of the scarlet tunic 

seen among the troops sent to Mato Grosso, the maj ority wore the long, 

loose shirt and the soft cotton pantaloons of the Paraguayan peasant. 

They had no idea why they were there and soon felt homesick and un

easy despite the resemblance of the landscape to that of their own coun

try. They knew that the supreme government had declared war on Bra

zil, but surely there were no macacos in the Misiones . Unlike recruits in 
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other armies, however, they grumbled little, for such behavior implied 

disrespect toward a higher authority that never hesitated to use the 

whip. Their commanding officer, gray-bearded Maj .  Pedro Duarte, had 

been placed over them by that same authority; he would eventually tell 

them all they needed to know. Though in fact he possessed little infor

mation, Duarte put on a great show of building a modern army that at 

short notice could be dispatched anywhere, even to Montevideo. He ig

nored the notes that anxious Correntino officials wrote to remind him 

that his camp was in Argentine territory (strictly speaking, it was not, 

for the national government had never ratified the 1 852 border agree

ment with Paraguay).34 

Meanwhile, Solano Lopez had grown impatient. With Paysandti in 

Brazilian hands and with the Colorados closing in on Montevideo at 

the beginning of 1 865, he needed to push south as fast as possible to 

save the Blanco regime. Yet if he could not save it, then how should he 

proceed? 

If Berges and the other men around Lopez had not been afraid to 

speak plainly, they might have told him that Argentine neutrality actu

ally worked in his favor. Mitre would almost certainly hesitate to allow 

Tamandare's fleet to pass through Argentina in order to save the Brazil

ians in Mato Grosso. An overland expedition to relieve that province was 

at that point too expensive to contemplate. If Montevideo could not be 

relieved, the Paraguayans might at least negotiate from a strong posi

tion that left their seizure of Corumba a fait accompli. The empire 

would have little choice but to accept this new reality or be lost in a 

maze of diplomatic head-knocking with an uncooperative Buenos Aires. 

The Paraguayans could effectively win their territorial dispute with 

Brazil without further expense. 

Solano Lopez, however, apparently never considered this .  All his nat

ural inclinations, reinforced by a history of bad relations with his neigh

bors, told him to strike hard and swiftly. By bringing a sizable force to 

the Pindapoi, he had moved a knight into the attack position on the 

chessboard. He meant this as a provocation, yet another unmistakable 

warning to those who still ignored his country's aspirations . And still 
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the Argentine government paid no heed. Ominously, a comet with a 

huge, fiery tail had just become visible in the southwestern sky of Para

guay at night.35 This traditional omen of calamitous times could also be 

plainly seen in Buenos Aires . 

Even before the fall of Paysandu, the Brazilians had played a shrewd 

diplomatic game of their own, and Argentines of all political persua

sions had their attention drawn to the Banda Oriental, not to the Mi

siones. Silva Paranhos had gone to Buenos Aires in early December to 

complete Jose Saraiva's task of obtaining an open alliance with Mitre. 

Knowing full well the political cost of such an agreement (and the effect 

it would have on Urquiza), the Argentine president refused again to 

deviate from his policy of neutrality. The councilor returned to Rio 

de Janeiro empty-handed but remained enthusiastic. As late as 26 De

cember, he told British Minister Thornton that he was still negoti

ating with Mitre "for an active alliance against the Montevidean Gov

ernment in which he believed he should succeed, and that when the 

coditions would be made public, the position of Brazil would be greatly 

improved." In his official report to the foreign secretary, however, 

Thornton dismissed Paranhos's optimism as little more than wishful 

thinking.36 

The Brazilians were just as anxious to win Flores to a formal alliance 

that would supersede the nebulous agreements reached earlier with 

Tamandare. They thought their task would be relatively easy but were 

surprised when the Colorado chieftain held back. Many years later, the 

British historian Pelham Horton Box attributed his reluctance to the 

emotional stress of the moment: "though far advanced along the path 

of treason, [Flores] was suddenly and quite unexpectedly afflicted with 

an attack of conscience, perhaps nothing more than apprehension. He 

lmew the hatred that was rising against Brazil in all the countries of the 

Rio de la Plata, and he feared to be compromised ." 37 

Paranhos had no patience with such dithering. If the longhaired 

Flores was not strictly a puppet of the empire, he also was not the in

dependent patriot he had imagined himself in April 1 863.  He owed all 

his major victories to Brazilian arms, and even now he could not hope 
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to take Montevideo without imperial troops . Between 28 and 31 Janu

ary, Paranhos exchanged a series of notes with Flores that effectively 

quashed any misgivings the latter had about his Brazilian connection. 

Flores acceded to the empire's demands .  This included a specific com

mitment to oppose Solano Lopez:  " [The Uruguayan government] will af

ford to the Empire all the cooperation in its power, regarding as a sacred 

task its alliance with Brazil in the war treacherously declared by the 

Paraguayan government, whose interference in the internal affairs of 

the Uruguayan Republic is a bold and unjustifiable pretension." 38 

In addition to this important concession, Flores also had to agree to 

recognize the losses Brazilian subjects had incurred during the decades

long fight against Rosas. He thereby committed his country simultane

ously to making good on the exaggerated claims of the Riograndense 

ranchers and to the pursuit of a foreign war the little republic could ill 

afford. 

Paranhos assumed that Mitre and Elizalde would see reason once the 

Blancas had submitted. Yet there were many dangers inherent in vic

tory. Above all, Flores and the Brazilians needed to prevent a repetition 

of the Paysandu massacre; to fail to do so would galvanize opposition in 

the Lower Plata. The same result might also follow if any new regime in 

Montevideo appeared too much the tool of the empire. The challenge 

for Paranhos was to steer clear of these obstacles and definitively crush 

the Blancas while leaving the Argentines reassured about Brazil's good 

intentions . Improbable as this scenario seemed, he characteristically 

pushed ahead, confident that he would triumph in the end. 

His first step was to urge restraint among his own people. In this re

gard, Paranhos did his utmost to rein in the impetuous Tamandare, 

whose warships had steamed back into the Rio de la Plata and were then 

preparing to fire upon Montevideo. The councilor pressured his Col

orado allies in a similar manner, letting them know by subtle and not

so-subtle means that their earlier barbarism brought no benefit to the 

common cause. What he needed was their cooperation while he fought 

the real battles behind the scenes. 

At this tense juncture, the aged but still indefatigable Andres Lamas 
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put forward an idea that he hoped would save his native city. He argued 

from Buenos Aires that outside mediation was still possible. He has

tened to inform President Aguirre that Mitre might be called upon to of

fer his services.39 If Mitre proved reluctant, then the ministers of Great 

Britain, France, Italy, or some other European power might help.40 

The talk of last-minute mediation provoked excitement in the Uru

guayan capital, where many viewed it as the last chance to preserve the 

Blanco government. The Blancas themselves were terribly divided, with 

some favoring compromise and others, still smarting from Paysandu, 

preferring to fight to the death; a few others favored some kind of ne

gotiation as a delaying tactic so as to give the Paraguayans enough time 

to arrive on the scene. President Aguirre was as indecisive as ever and 

failed completely to bring the various factions together. On the streets 

of Montevideo, the Blancas were cursing each other far more than they 

cursed the name of the emperor. 

Other than Lamas , the only strong proponents of a new mediation 

effort were the European representatives in Uruguay, especially the 

British and Italian ministers . Over the next month, the diplomats in 

Montevideo pressured Aguirre to accept the inevitable and request 

Mitre's help. They elicited from Tamandare a promise to cancel the bom

bardment of the city if the president opened negotiations . Yet nothing 

seemed to move him. 

The European diplomats failed to realize that the composition of 

the Montevideo government had shifted in favor of the most fanatical 

Blancas . Antonio de las Carreras, who only recently had returned from 

his failed mission to Asuncion, had succeeded the moderate Juan Jose de 

Herrera in September as part of this change. Carreras came into office 

convinced that only the diehard faction could save Montevideo. Aguirre 

hesitated to act without the full support of the cabinet. Yet despite the 

mounting danger of Montevideo's position, his ministers still counseled 

against any mediation. Perhaps this was simple stubbornness or foolish 

thinking, or maybe it reflected a xenophobia learned after so many bad 

experiences with foreigners during the Rosas era.41 

Whatever the cause, Aguirre refused to deviate from his established 
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policy, an attitude that the frustrated diplomats viewed as ostrichlike in 

its self-deception. On 21 January, the British charge, W. G. Lettsorn, flew 

into a most undiplomatic rage at the president, his patience exhausted 

by the Blanco leader's obstinacy. Letts om asked Aguirre point-blank if he 

were planning to torch the city rather than see it fall to his enemies. The 

president assured him that such was not the case, but left the English

man unsatisfied as to every other particular. One day later, Aguirre for

mally declined the proposal of the diplomatic corps. 

Lamas, who was even more exasperated than his European counter

parts, wrote a final appeal to the president on 27 January that in its bit

terness captured the essence of the problem: 

Your party by spontaneously opening the doors of Government House 

to the Colorado Party so that all Uruguayans together might close 

our territory to the foreigner would have saved itself gloriously and 

spared our unhappy country that horrible nameless spectacle that 

took place at Paysandu and that Your Excellency is about to have re

peated in Montevideo. Always the party above the country! As Your Ex

cellency does, so do all the rest. I despair, sir, of the safety of our coun

try. They are murdering her and dishonoring our name in a dispute 

about official posts, for in the end that is all it comes to. God knows, I 

do not want to do an injustice to Your Excellency, or to anyone, but in 

good earnest I believe that Your Excellency is sacrificing to your party 

the city of Montevideo. Arn I mistaken? It is easy for Your Excellency 

to prove it.42 

Aguirre had no other answer for Lamas and the Europeans but to again 

question the impartiality of Mitre and the goodwill of the empire. 

His response was for once decisive, but it played directly into the 

hands of Paranhos , for it provided the councilor with the excuse he 

needed to turn aside Argentine rnediation.43 Now nothing could keep 

the empire from destroying the Blancas and converting Uruguay into 

an ally in its war against Solano Lopez . 

On 2 February, Admiral Tarnandare declared a strict blockade of the 
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Uruguayan capital as a prelude to a general bombardment. Paranhos, 

sensing that victory could be attained without further violence, con

vinced the admiral to grant six-days notice to enable merchant vessels 

to clear the port. He then arranged to extend the grace period until mid

February, when, as the councilor well knew, the Uruguayan Congress 

was scheduled to name a new president to replace Aguirre. 

Paranhos lost no time. The British and French had already sent war

ships to evacuate their countrymen to Buenos Aires. The general exodus 

of foreigners that followed caused those who remained in Montevideo 

to feel terror for the first time. All agreed that a full-scale assault against 

the city could no longer be postponed. Paranhos knew better; it suited 

him to let the volatile Tamandare rant and threaten and jab at the shore

line with his sword. He was aware that behind the scenes , the Blanco 

moderates were gaining the upper hand. The councilor believed that 

a major change in the Blanco leadership would shortly take place, ei

ther through the actions of the Uruguayan Congress or through a coup 

d'etat. His agents in the city told him as much, and so he was prepared 

to wait. 

On 15 February 1 865 Aguirre's term of office expired, its last hours 

clouded by the same "vacillation and paralysis of will"  that had charac

terized his entire administration. The Senate had been scheduled to 

meet the day before to confirm the election of the moderate Tomas Vil

lalba as successor to Aguirre, but partisans of Carreras had drawn their 

facones on certain senators to prevent their attending the meeting. With

out a quorum, the Senate could not conduct business and the Blanco ex

tremists might continue their inglorious reign. 

Carreras, however, failed to consider the garrison commanders who 

would have to face Tamandare's guns without the benefit of popular 

support. Meeting hastily on the night of 14 January, these officers swore 

to defend any president the Senate might elect - moderate or other

wise. They sent armed soldiers to protect the individual senators , and 

the extremists abandoned their attempt to disrupt congressional delib

erations . Villalba assumed executive power on 1 5  February. He at once 

called upon the diplomatic corps for recognition and aid. The European 
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representatives quickly arranged for a mixed detachment of British, 

French, Italian, and Spanish marines to land at Montevideo, where 

their presence dissuaded the remaining extremists from any further 

thoughts of a coup. 

The councilor's perseverance had won the day for the empire. He 

could easily have dictated the terms of the resulting peace accord, but 

Paranhos cleverly left the task to Villalba and Flores so as to make the 

agreement appear to be written by and for Uruguayans . The settlement 

fooled no one, least of all the Blancas, who soon fled into the interior 

and to Entre Rios. Their departure meant the beginning of a virtual dic

tatorship for Venancio Flores, who, having already promised his full co

operation against Paraguay, could be counted among Brazil's allies in 

whatever happened next. 

The Riograndense ranchers, in whose name the Brazilians had 

launched their invasion of Uruguay, felt satisfied at last. Flores gave 

many of their number commissions in his army and agreed to look af

ter their business interests.44 Gen. Antonio Netto and his supporters ac

cepted this patronage at face value. Their many claims against Uruguay, 

which hitherto had filled the editorial pages of various Carioca and 

Paulista newspapers, seemed to disappear overnight. 

Ironically, the only unsatisfied party on the Brazilian side was Taman

dare. The Blanco collapse had left the admiral with no outlet for his 

truculence, and he was in no mood for celebrating. He was a recognized 

favorite of the emperor and felt he deserved better. Paranhos offered to 

assuage his hurt feelings by arranging for the peace agreement to be 

signed on 20 February, the anniversary of Brazil's defeat at Ituzaing6 in 

1 827 .45 Tamandare held his temper in check, and the agreement was 

signed on schedule at Villa de la Union. 

Metternich once described the diplomat's task as the art of seeming 

a dupe without actually being one, and in this sense Councilor Paran

hos had good reason to feel pleased with himself. At minimal cost he 

had eliminated the Uruguayan threat and had transformed the country 

into a friendly base for future operations against Paraguay. His actions 
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made it possible to satisfy the Riograndense ranchers and at the same 

time demonstrate how shrewd diplomacy could win the day. Brazilian 

objectives in the Plata would henceforth be realized through his sort of 

negotiation, not through the force of arms. Now the councilor was free 

to apply the capstone to his Platine strategy by enlisting Mitre in the 

struggle against Solano Lopez. 

Paranhos stood at the summit of his influence. It turned out, how

ever, that the ground beneath him was less than rock-solid. Though a 

Conservative, Paranhos had received his appointment as minister to 

Montevideo from Francisco Jose Furtado, a progressive Liberal who had 

replaced Zacharias in mid-1 864. Neither Furtado nor any of his appoint

ees enjoyed steady support among the older Liberals, who had consis

tently rejected their calls for reform. When news of the agreement of 

20 February reached Rio de Janeiro, many of these Liberals feared that 

the councilor's achievements would translate into political gains for 

the Conservatives. At the same time, Tamandare's partisans complained 

loudly in the elegant coffeehouses of the Rua Ouvidor (and in the news

paper offices) that Paranhos had sold out the empire. He had dishonored 

his Imperial Majesty's armed forces by talking when events called for 

action. 

The councilor might have weathered this storm, but at this juncture, 

Liberal hardliners met privately with Furtado to demand the ouster 

of Conservatives from positions of confidence in his government. The 

prime minister had recently decided to name the marquis of Caxias, 

another longtime stalwart of the Conservative Party, to head the army 

against Paraguay. Caxias , who had vanquished the Farrapos twenty 

years earlier, was still Brazil's most famous soldier and widely seen as an 

indispensable figure in any military campaign. Furtado knew that he 

could not win on the Caxias nomination and also retain Paranhos at the 

Itamaraty Palace. With some hesitation, he instructed the councilor to 

step down. Now no longer the foreign minister, Paranhos had to watch 

from a distance while others reaped the benefits of the peace he had 

forged. 
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Argentine Neutrality Challenged 

The Blanco capitulation at Montevideo was Mitre's cue for a new ap

proach to the Brazil-Paraguay conflict. The Argentine president had long 

been accustomed to seeing his country at the center stage of Platine pol

itics , but recent events in the Banda Oriental had left him nonplused . 

His assistance to Flores and his many overtures to the empire might 

reap some rewards for Buenos Aires now that the Blanco forces had dis

integrated . Mitre was too shrewd a politician, however, to openly assent 

to Uruguay's becoming a satellite of Rio de Janeiro. Like Urquiza, he dis

trusted having Brazilian troops so close at hand, and however much he 

might respect Paranhos and other officials of the imperial government, 

he had no desire to see them dictating terms in a sphere that tradition

ally had been his. 

Mitre had always left open alternative lines of policy in order to take 

credit for whichever one succeeded. Thus,  as Paranhos's Uruguay policy 

began to bear fruit, Mitre tried to distance himself from the empire. His 

"neutrality, " which had been notoriously indulgent toward Flores ,  now 

became progressively stricter. 

Mitre faced a difficult domestic situation. His cabinet ministers had 

all been overtly pro-Colorado, and his own favorable inclinations to

ward Brazil were widely known. Many in Buenos Aires had celebrated 

the fall of Montevideo and urged the president to now move against the 

Paraguayans .  Yet within Argentina as a whole, much sympathy still ex

isted for the now-defunct Blanco government. Brazilian victories in the 

Banda Oriental had caused these feelings to refocus on Solano Lopez, 

whose army still awaited its orders in the Misiones. Brazilian agents had 

been trying to counter this development by financing an anti-Lopez 

propaganda campaign in the porteiio press .46 Paraguayan emigres aided 

these efforts by issuing polemical tracts and holding public meetings 

where they called for the ouster of the Lopez family.47 Yet there were 

many Argentine public figures, not the least of whom was the brilliant 

jurist Juan Bautista Alberdi, who felt that Mitre's flirtation with Bra

zil was dangerously wrongheaded, and that the national government 

would be wise to lean toward Paraguay. Mitre had no intention of doing 
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so, but he did want to exercise the utmost caution at that moment in 

dealing with other Argentines ; Alberdi's sharp criticisms, after all, were 

a vivid reminder that not all Argentine citizens shared Mitre's goals. 

Every observer of Platine affairs was aware that one chapter had 

ended and another was about to begin. The war between Paraguay and 

Brazil could ensue in a small way or a great way, all depending on the 

role of Argentina. That country's continued neutrality made a Brazilian 

invasion of Paraguay well-nigh impossible ; but it also put a limit on any 

ambitions that Solano Lopez might entertain in the region. This fact put 

great pressure on Mitre, who above all craved information on what his 

neighbors would do next. 

In Asuncion, Solano Lopez also craved new information. Unlike 

Mitre, who always hid his worries, the Paraguayan president appeared 

nervous and out of sorts . The news from Mato Grosso had been good, 

and it had whetted his appetite for further action. The Brazilians, how

ever, were far away, and it violated all of his aggressive instincts that he 

could not get at them. 

Visiting the Paraguayan capital at the beginning of 1 865 was Anacar

sis Lantis, an Argentine arms merchant of considerable means . He had 

come to Asuncion to obtain trade concessions for his firm from the Para

guayan government. Solano Lopez, with whom he had many conver

sations, saw in Lantis a possible conduit to Mitre; he therefore talked 

freely with him about Paraguayan-Argentine relations and the war with 

Brazil. As expected, Lantis reported their discussions to Mitre, who en

couraged the merchant in his role of intermediary. Mitre's message to 

Lopez, addressed in an 1 1  January letter to Lantis ,  reiterated in the clear

est possible terms Argentina's commitment to neutrality.48 To show his 

good will, Mitre had just allowed an important shipment of arms to pass 

unmolested to Paraguay. This act alone might have failed to reassure the 

ever-suspicious Solano Lopez, but Lamis's unflagging optimism did sug

gest that Mitre would keep his word. 

The Paraguayan president had every intention, it now seemed, of 

keeping his own commitment to the Blancas ,  who at this point had yet 

to surrender Montevideo. Solano Lopez's advice to the besieged forces 
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was in this respect ironic but unambiguous : "Fall with the glory of Pay

sandu, and I shall soon reconquer your territory. "49 

On 14 January 1 865 Solano Lopez gave substance to his impatience in 

the form of an official note from Berges to Elizalde. It asked Argentine 

permission for Paraguayan forces to cross the province of Corrientes to 

attack Brazil in a supposedly expeditious and direct way: "The Govern

ment of this Republic hopes that the Argentine Government will con

sent without difficulty to this request and at once tenders the assurance 

that the whole transit will be effected without injury to the population 

and with all due consideration to the Argentine authorities." 50 

In a period characterized by many miscalculations, this letter stands 

out as a tragic blunder from which no good could come. No one doubted 

that the Argentines would protest a Paraguayan dash across the dis

puted Misiones, but this was all they were likely to do. Mitre could 

hardly be sentimental about the Misiones no matter how firmly he 

stood on the principle of national sovereignty. He would never abandon 

his policy of neutrality over such a minor infraction. As for Urquiza 

and the Entrerrianos, almost certainly they would welcome a Para

guayan intervention against Brazil as long as it proceeded southward 

down the left bank of the Uruguay and left Argentine territory alone. 

But a request for passage across Corrientes presented an entirely dif

ferent situation. Corrientes was not disputed territory but an integral 

part of Argentina. Urquiza, who had tacitly supported the Paraguayans 

in his arguments with the national government, could never counte

nance their violating Argentine territory. Mitre, who had earlier re

solved to keep the belligerent armies out of the Misiones, would refuse 

in even stronger terms any suggestion of a Paraguayan force crossing 

Corrientes.  

Berges believed, however, that he possessed an answer to any Argen

tine objections. In his note to Elizalde, he cited as a precedent that both 

Buenos Aires and the Argentine Confederation had permitted a Bra

zilian naval expedition to ascend the Parana in 1855 during the Fecho

dos-Morros incident. As it turned out, low water had kept the Brazilian 

fleet from moving above Corrientes. The Paraguayans nonetheless noted 
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the good treatment the Brazilians had received from the Argentine au

thorities and from merchants anxious to sell foodstuffs and other sup

plies. Surely, Berges argued, there could now be no complaint about any 

"act of just reciprocity." He delegated Luis Caminos to carry this mes

sage to Buenos Aires and to return as soon as possible with the Argen

tine response. 

Berges was too seasoned a diplomat to feel hopeful about how Eli

zalde might react. Like Solano Lopez, he had no faith in the neutrality 

espoused by Mitre. He regarded Duarte's force in the Misiones as the best 

guarantor of Argentine cooperation. War fever had swept Cerro Leon 

and Asuncion, and Berges could not afford to make himself an excep

tion. Whoever was not a friend could only be counted an enemy. 

Caminos had meant to travel aboard the British ship Ranger, which 

had just arrived from Corumba and was en route to Buenos Aires. Amer

ican Minister Charles Ames Washburn had also booked passage aboard 

this vessel and was looking forward to some months on home leave. As 

it turned out, Caminos did not accompany him downriver, for the Rang

er's captain decided not to compromise the safety of his vessel by carry

ing the Paraguayan envoy.51 It was not until early February that Ca

minos arrived in Buenos Aires. On the sixth of the month, he presented 

his note at the Foreign Ministry, retired to a nearby inn, and waited. 

Caminos had come to the Argentine capital not simply as a courier 

but also as a special agent. He possessed authority to negotiate a loan of 

up to five hundred thousand pounds sterling to pay for the purchase of 

war supplies from Europe. His timing on this occasion, as on so many 

others , was decidedly poor. As Felix Egusquiza, the Paraguayan commer

cial agent in Buenos Aires, related in a letter to Candido Bareiro, his gov

ernment's representative in London :  

The operation would have been easy to realize three or four months 

ago; but at this moment I consider it, if not impossible, extremely dif

ficult, not only on account of the monetary crisis through which this 

market is passing, but because of the political events that are causing 

the fear of a general conflagration in the states of the Plata. As raising 
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a loan here at this moment is almost impossible, it will not surprise 

me to see you shortly send authority to raise one in London or Frank

furt . . . .  But I greatly fear the President is letting time pass and that 

when he wants to do so it will be too late, as is the case here, or, if not 

too late, it will have to be done under conditions more unfavorable 

than those we should obtain today. Our President has the defect oflet

ting time pass and waiting for the last moment, and sometimes this 

is likely to have lamentable consequences.52 

Again, as with the question of passage across Argentine territory, Solano 

Lopez was late. On 12 February Caminos wrote to Bareiro to notify him 

that he had found backers for a ten-thousand-pound loan, but since this 

sum was obviously insufficient, he had decided to forego the offer.53 

Elizalde, meanwhile, had responded to the Paraguayan request to 

cross Corrientes; although the note was dated 9 February, it seems to 

have been delivered into Caminos's hands several days later. As Berges 

anticipated, the Argentine foreign minister spurned the Paraguayan 

appeal. Elizalde observed that since Paraguay and Brazil had a long 

common border, the two countries should fight their war there and 

leave a neutral neighbor in peace. To accede to the Paraguayan demand, 

moreover, would turn Corrientes into a theater of combat, for what was 

granted to Paraguay would also have to be granted to the empire. As 

for the precedent cited by Berges, it was irrelevant: " [T]here is no reci

procity between the innocent passage by navigable waters to arrive at 

a pacific negotiation and the passage [by land] for an avowedly hostile 

object." 54 

In another note addressed on 9 February, Elizalde asked Berges to ex

plain the concentration of Paraguayan forces in the Misiones.55 He evi

dently intended to emphasize his government's rejection of the Para

guayan request for transit across Corrientes .  In point of fact, neither he 

nor Mitre were especially worried about Lopez's men in the Misiones. 

Over and over they reassured Correntino authorities that Paraguayan 

troop movements amounted to little more than posturing.56 Almost to 

a man, officials in Buenos Aires thought that Lopez would welcome 
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their refusal to grant passage so that he could then advance it as an ex

cuse for abandoning his Blanco allies . 

Urquiza was the only influential figure who clearly saw the danger 

this correspondence foretold. The Paraguayans thought that they could 

still count on his support; Mitre was just as convinced that Urquiza 

would remain loyal to the national government as long as Buenos Aires 

pursued a genuinely neutral policy. The Entrerriano leader apparently 

inclined toward the latter course. He recognized, however, that any con

frontation with Paraguay would throw the Argentine nation into an al

liance with the Brazilian Empire, and this would spoil all that he had 

worked for. He therefore wished to do everything possible to defuse ten

sions between Argentina and Paraguay. "I believe," he wrote (with more 

hope than conviction), "that once this circumstance is averted, Paraguay 

will gain great advantages and place Brazil in a difficult position." 57 

Yet nothing was certain. Consequently, Urquiza sent his private sec

retary, the twenty-year old Julio Victorica, to persuade Lopez that Ar

gentine neutrality helped, rather than hindered, the Paraguayan cause. 

When the envoy arrived in Asuncion on 16 February, however, he found 

the president in a somber frame of mind. Befitting his dark mood, So

lano Lopez had donned a heavy blue uniform and buttoned it to the 

neck in spite of the sultry, dog-day weather. "He had all the aspect of a 

French general," Victorica wrote, and "revealed in his behavior an irre

proachable culture and correctness." 58 Yet not a hint of friendliness 

could be read in the president's face. Little wonder: he had j ust received 

Elizalde's two letters. 

Stepping toward the Chasm 

It sometimes seems quite impossible to stop the onset of a major war; it 

is like the course of the Parana, the motion of which at times is scarcely 

seen, though it possesses a momentum quite irresistible. So it seemed 

to Solano Lopez in early 1 865. Accustomed since his childhood to abj ect 

condescension, he found it difficult to see in the Argentine rejection 

anything but rank hostility. He showed Victorica clippings from the 

portefio newspapers that represented his campaign against Brazil as the 
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antics of a buffoon in a feathered cockade. Protestations of neutrality at 

the official level, insults and taunts in the press :  this was more than he 

cared to endure. 

Lopez felt particularly incensed at Elizalde's request for "explana

tions" of Paraguayan military movements in the Misiones . His country 

was at war, he told Victorica, why should he not move his troops to for

ward positions? More to the point, when would Urquiza drop his pre

tense of supporting Mitre and ally himself with the Paraguayans? Vic

torica later recalled that "On Lopez telling me that General Urquiza 

could count on him in making himself President by overthrowing Gen

eral Mitre, I made clear to him that such an offer could not be accepted 

by the Liberator of the Republic and the founder of her Constitution. 

'Then, ' said Lopez raising his voice, 'if they provoke me I shall go ahead 

with everything.'" 59 

"Everything" in this context was an ominous word. As he departed 

downriver, Victorica reflected on this and on the many things left un

said in his interview with the Paraguayan president. He knew that he 

would have nothing positive to report. 

When Urquiza read the message from Solano Lopez, his hopes van

ished, for the letter accused him of having reneged on earlier promises 

of support on the transit question.60 Decidedly pessimistic about the 

future, Urquiza offered - one last time - to mediate between Paraguay 

and Brazil. His offer, however, went nowhere. 

For his part, Mitre clung to his earlier optimism about the Para

guayan threat. The Argentine president thought it manifestly clear that 

Lopez would do nothing to threaten Paraguay's relation with Buenos 

Aires. Any action in Corrientes would result in an Argentine-Brazilian 

alliance that held nothing but disaster for the Lopez regime. This being 

obvious, Mitre looked for little change in the immediate future. There 

was time to placate the Paraguayans as he had the Brazilians , offering 

them periodic concessions and praise, flattering their sense of honor, 

but never allowing them any permanent advantages in the diploma

tic game. 

By Mitre's reckoning, the time had in fact come to offer the Paraguay-
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ans a sop. He had already made many public statements defending his 

government's neutrality. At the beginning of March 1 865, he found an 

opportunity to do more than talk when a flotilla of eight Brazilian war

ships prepared to depart Buenos Aires. Tamandare, having concluded 

his Uruguayan mission, intended to steam up the Parana to Tres Bocas , 

the river's confluence with the Paraguay, and there establish a blockade 

of Lopez's country. An 1 856 treaty between Brazil and Argentina pro

vided that the navigation of the Platine waterways should remain free 

in wartime. From this it followed that ports, but not rivers , could be 

blockaded. Mitre, who well understood the implications of the proposed 

Tres Bocas operation, could either wink at this obvious contravention of 

the treaty or demand that the Brazilians refrain from any such action. 

This would force them into a dangerous frontal assault on Humaita, for 

that fortress could not be bypassed if the imperial navy wished to block

ade Paraguayan ports. If Mitre refused to agree to the navy's plan for a 

river blockade, then the Brazilians would have little room for maneuver. 

Tamandare would have to attack Humaita immediately or withdraw. 

Anacarsis Lantis, who had carefully followed these events, paid a 

call on Mitre at this point. The merchant still wanted to do business in 

Asuncion, but he had received word from Felix Egusquiza that the Para

guayan government was growing more hostile and now regarded an 

open confrontation with Buenos Aires as highly likely. The Argentine 

president was as calm as ever. He regarded his interview with Lantis as 

a fortuitous opportunity to send new reassurances to Solano Lopez and 

encouraged him to depart for Asuncion as soon as possible. The neu

trality the Argentine government espoused had not wavered, the presi

dent insisted; if anything, it had grown more concrete. 

When Lantis sailed northward aboard the Salta on 25 March, he car

ried with him a letter to Solano Lopez written in Mitre's own hand. It re

vealed the Argentine president's decision to prevent the Brazilian block

ade at Tres Bocas (a decision that Mitre immediately acted upon by 

refusing to allow Brazilian gunboats then in Buenos Aires to ascend the 

Parana) . The Salta also carried a cargo of rifles and sabers for the Para

guayan army. When he learned of the cargo, Lantis hastened at ten in 
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the evening to inform Mitre. He warned him that such a shipment 

might exacerbate an already difficult situation (in truth, the merchant 

was irritated that the Paraguayans had purchased arms from another 

supplier). Mitre reacted calmly; without hesitation, he let the shipment 

pass,  pointedly observing that "we cannot deny to Paraguay what we do 

not deny to Brazil ." 61 He calculated that Solano Lopez would interpret 

this gesture as a clear signal that Argentine neutrality was evenhanded. 

In a separate note to Solano Lopez written at the beginning of April, 

Egusquiza confirmed that Mitre was serious about maintaining this 

stance and that the Argentines eschewed any thought of allying them

selves with the empire.62 

But it was already too late. On 26 February Solano Lopez had written 

to Candido Bareiro that the government in Buenos Aires was definitely 

leaning toward the Brazilians and that an alliance between the two pow

ers would soon be in the offing: "That event is very likely to happen, and 

though we can no longer count on a single dissident [in the Argentine 

Litoral] because General Urquiza has not fulfilled his spontaneous prom

ises, yet if war with that country becomes inevitable, counting on the 

firmness and enthusiasm of my fellow countrymen, I hope to bring it to 

a good conclusion." 63 

The Extraordinary Congress 

To provide the legal foundation for any action that he might take, So

lano Lopez had already decreed the convocation of an Extraordinary 

Congress to meet on 5 March. Paraguayans from all walks of life under

stood the importance of this decree, for such meetings were rare events 

and always preceded momentous political changes. To imagine that 

Solano Lopez was influenced by public opinion or that he was swayed by 

a fear of parliamentary opposition is to transfer to Paraguay the prin

ciples of constitutional government as practiced in the United States or 

Britain. Nothing was further from the truth. The 1 844 Constitution pro

vided for a legislature that met every five years at the pleasure of the 

chief executive. Revisionist writers have portrayed these various con

gressional bodies as a form of "organic democracy."  But membership 
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was limited to established landowners who were named by local garri

son commanders or jefes politicos and approved by the president.64 Thus ,  

when Solano Lopez convoked the 1 865 Congress, he fully expected its 

unanimous support for his position.65 

The Congress sat for two straight weeks in the sumptuous confines 

of the new Legislative Palace . During that time, members passed a ser

ies of propositions that reflected the bellicosity of the moment and the 

ascendancy of Solano Lopez to the status of all-powerful war leader. 

They conferred upon him the rank of marshal, together with a sixty

thousand-peso annual salary (his father never earned more than four 

thousand pesos as president) and the right to create a new officer corps 

with six brigadier and two major generals .  In honor of his new rank, 

members voted him a gold commemorative sword encrusted with pre

cious gems.66 Solano Lopez also received congressional approval to raise 

a foreign loan of twenty-five million pesos and to issue paper money in 

whatever amounts he saw fit. 

All of these honors and privileges Lopez accepted with feigned reluc

tance. He made a particular show of annoyance when members insisted 

that he refrain from exposing himself to enemy fire should he later be

come involved in battle. As Colonel Thompson remarked, "The Bishop 

said it was the decision and personal bravery of Lopez which chiefly 

made them anxious on his account." 67 

Whatever the truth of that observation, government officials had 

clearly coached the congressmen. Following word for word the presi

dent's proclamations and utilizing the sharp rhetoric found in El Sema

nario, members parroted every conceivable accusation against Argen

tina. Buenos Aires, they asserted, had virtually declared war by refusing 

the passage of Paraguayan troops through Corrientes.  Mitre's hostility, 

moreover, was demonstrated in every sarcastic story the portefi.o press 

printed.68 

After hearing Berges somberly recount these and other serious 

charges against Argentina, the Congress named a special commission of 

sixteen men headed by the canon of the Asuncion Cathedral to prepare 

a comprehensive report on Paraguayan foreign policy. Not one of these 
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commissioners had any previous experience in foreign diplomacy, and 

most had never left Paraguay, but they worked hard at their task and de

livered their report to Congress on 17 March. Well written and highly 

detailed, it constituted a virtual precis on the marshal's worldview and 

the threats facing the nation. 

The report began by exploring the causes of the war with Brazil and 

by clarifying the need for the invasion of Mato Grosso. The empire was 

roundly denounced for its refusal to acknowledge the Paraguayan note 

of 30 August 1 864 in which the Asuncion government demanded that 

the Brazilians withdraw from the Banda Oriental. This demand, which 

the commission now specifically endorsed, revealed to the world how 

seriously Paraguay desired to maintain a balance of power in the Plata; 

by ignoring the demand to withdraw, the imperial government chose 

the path of war and now had to pay the price. 

With reference to Argentina, the commission echoed the resentment 

that Solano Lopez felt concerning the transit issue. The only possible 

reason for Mitre's refusal to allow Paraguayan passage across Corrientes 

was that he sought to injure Paraguay (and thus aid Brazil) . The sec

ond note from Elizalde, in which the Argentine foreign minister asked 

for an explanation for the troop movements in the Misiones , only con

firmed the bad intentions of the Buenos Aires government. The report 

cited Argentine interest in the Misiones as implicit proof that Mitre 

wanted to eject Paraguay from the region. In this, the Argentine presi

dent was following a long tradition of unfriendly behavior toward Para

guay that dated from independence, a tradition that, if the insulting ar

ticles in La Nacion Argentina were any measure, had yet to run its course. 

The official toleration Mitre had shown a committee of anti-Lopez revo

lutionaries in Buenos Aires provided additional evidence of unfriendli

ness .  He had used these tactics against the Uruguayan Blancos and now 

wished Paraguay to share their fate.69 

The commission's report then turned to the heart of the Lopez argu

ment by explaining the Paraguayan defense of a balance of power in the 

Platine basin. On this point, the report observed, Mitre had posited a 

radically mistaken line : "Guiding itself strictly by the principles of inter-
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national law, the Argentine Government ought to help us in the war 

that Brazil is waging against us, thus breaking the balance [of power] of 

the States of the Plata; when there is a restless and malignant nation, 

disposed always to harm others by creating obstructions and rousing in

ternal dissentions , all the other [nations] have the right to unite to re

press and reduce [that nation] so as to make it impossible for it to work 

evil. It is also a principle of right that when a State finds itself unjustly 

pressured by a powerful neighbor that seeks to oppress it, if it can im

mediately, it has the duty to defend itself." 70 

Having underlined this point, the commission members opted to 

cloak it in a poncho of historical and legal precedent. Strangely citing 

Alphonse de Lamartine's Histoire de Ia Turquie, they described an exact 

parallel between events in the Platine basin in 1 864 - 65 and the Cri

mean War a decade earlier. Lamartine had criticized the neutrality of 

Austria and Prussia in that conflict, noting that this policy in essence 

constituted a thinly disguised hostility toward Britain and France. The 

latter two countries had gone to war against Russia to defend the bal

ance-of-power concept in Europe, j ust as Paraguay had now done in the 

Plata. The analogy between the two cases was not particularly apt. La

martine had never recommended that the western powers attack Prus

sia and Austria for their alleged hostility (and thus push them into an 

active alliance with Russia). Yet this was precisely what commission 

members advised the Paraguayan government to do in regard to Ar

gentina, whose leaders had already shown their lack of true neutrality 

by colluding with an empire every bit as expansionist as that of the Tsar: 

If the silence and immobility of Austria and Prussia in a question of 

continental interest are considered hidden aggressions, what quali

fications can be given to the Argentine policy of proclaiming neutral

ity and openly protecting a rebellion, favoring the action of an Empire 

against a weak sister Republic, and encouraging discord in another 

nation that with generous self-abnegation rushes to the defense of the 

first . . . ? How can we qualify the conduct of the Argentine Govern

ment that offers a passage that is not asked and refuses one that is so-
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licited as necessary or useful for the preservation of the balance of 

power . . .  ? The Commission therefore thinks that, should war break 

out with the Argentine Republic because of the transit of our armies 

by way of our Misiones territory or by way of her own, it will not be 

war but simply the defense of the peace and of our own survival .71 

With this, the commission recommended that the Congress issue a 

"decisive statement" expressing broad condemnation of the "antina

tional" policy of the Argentine government. In pursuit of even more de

cisive action, the commission also offered a "project of law" that the 

Congress approved without debate on 18 March 1 865. Its adoption for

mally indicated that Paraguay had declared war on Argentina. 

The Paraguayans Prepare to Attack 

Though the decision for war had received unanimous approbation, 

many in the Paraguayan Congress secretly feared the consequences 

of their action. Juan Crisostomo Centurion, who had been present in 

the Legislative Palace throughout this time, felt stupefied and angry: 

"After the vote, I was left pallid and heartsick with a great sadness,  to 

the point that I could not resist saying, in a low voice, to my colleague 

and friend Natalicio Talavera, whom I found standing by my side at one 

of the interior doors : 'Bad tidings, my friend! Paraguay might be able to 

contend with one country; but with two, who are bound to make com

mon cause, it seems to me very risky. It is a great imprudence, and . . .  he 

that seizes much holds but little. '  [Talavera] answered me with a coun

tenance equally sad, 'What do you want, my friend? We will see what 

happens . '"  72 

The more common reaction in Asuncion was one of unrestrained 

patriotic fervor. EI Semanario announced the declaration of war on 

25 March, but even before then the plazas had filled with raucous 

crowds cheering Marshal Lopez and the army. A festive atmosphere, 

officially encouraged, soon suffused the Paraguayan capital. Celebra

tions occurred everywhere and there was much drinking.73 The revel-
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ers screamed themselves hoarse, calling for the heads of Mitre, Elizalde, 

and the other Argentine pigs (kurepi) .  

The objects of this scorn remained strangely unaware that their 

neighbor had thrown down the gauntlet. Their ignorance on this point 

is all the more remarkable given that Mitre's own newspaper, La Nacion 

Argentina, had already reported in extenso on the Paraguayan congres

sional meetings of 5 -14  March. During these meetings, several dele

gates had expressed the opinion that Paraguay was already at war with 

Argentina.74 These statements should have given clear warning that 

something drastic was pending, but the official posture in Buenos Aires 

was that "the Paraguayan despot had invented a tactic as ridiculous as 

it was original." The marshal's threats were clearly designed as theater, 

part of a plan to raise loans overseas, and Argentina could safely ignore 

them. The cost of Paraguay's war with Brazil had exceeded the funds 

available in the national treasury; surely now Solano Lopez was without 

the "means to launch the Quixotic expeditions with which [he] threat

ens [his] neighbors." 75 

Revisionist historians have claimed that Argentina's confident atti

tude was itself a kind of theater. Their argument closely parallels that of 

American historians who assert that Franklin Roosevelt knew in ad

vance that Japan would attack Pearl Harbor in December 1 941 . In this 

case, Mitre supposedly knew that the Paraguayans would lash out at Ar

gentina. He desired that they do so, for then he could portray his own 

aggressiveness - and his friendship with Brazil - as a legitimate defen

sive response, and this would convert what was certain to be an unpop

ular war into a righteous struggle.76 

The revisionist argument gives Mitre more credit for farsightedness 

than he deserves. Like Paranhos and Saraiva (who found reason to regret 

their attitude), he had always regarded the Paraguayan threats as empty 

talk, and it is only with hindsight that the events of March 1 865 look 

more serious than those that preceded it. The revisionists also err in as

suming that Mitre paid close attention to his informants. The governor 

of Corrientes had warned him on many occasions of Paraguayan unpre-
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dictability, and these same sentiments had been echoed by his minister 

in Asuncion and others. The Argentine president had always reassured 

these doomsayers, telling them that Solano Lopez was loud but not re

ally dangerous and that he could always be mollified with minor con

cessions and promises . 

Mitre's dismissive attitude toward Solano Lopez seems foolhardy in 

retrospect, but at the time it was hardly surprising. No diplomatic or 

military intelligence can be better than the judgment of its inter

preters . Mitre had the porteiio's disdain for country bumpkins dressed in 

gaudy uniforms - which is exactly what he considered Solano Lopez to 

be (he thought much the same about most leaders of the Platine interior 

and Litoral). Such men, he believed, do not make war on the Argentine 

Republic. Perhaps this was wishful thinking, perhaps ignorance. Con

spiracy, however, it was not. 

Mitre harbored great ambitions for himself and his country. Revi

sionists are right in supposing that he wished to forge a new hegemonic 

order in the Plata with Buenos Aires dominant over all the other prov

inces of the old viceroyalty, including Paraguay and the Banda Oriental. 

His plans, however, never included provoking the Paraguayans into a 

genuine war with Argentina. 

The attack, when it did occur, came largely as a surprise to Mitre. On 

29 March, Berges directed yet another note to Elizalde to tell him of 

Paraguay's declaration of war. He went into considerable detail to ex

plain why the Asuncion government had taken such a step and did not 

omit mention of the transit question, the insulting references to Para

guay in the porteiio press, the purported aid given to anti-Lopez revolu

tionaries, and the favoritism that the Argentines had shown Brazil. He 

also offered a novel interpretation when he argued that strict neutrality 

demanded either the concession of a right of " innocent transit" across 

Corrientes or the closing of the Parana to Brazil.77 

The Argentine government only acknowledged receipt of this mis

sive on 3 May 1 865.78 The revisionists see this month-long delay as proof 

that Mitre manipulated the facts to serve his political interests at the 

expense of his country.79 And there is probably some truth in this asser-
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tion. Mitre had carefully built a reputation for himsel(as a shrewd pen

sador and statesman, yet he was always capable of twisting the truth to 

his advantage. If he could lie about the extent of his early support for 

Flores, he could also lie about the threat from Asuncion and when he 

first became aware of it. After all, Mitre had to constantly sidestep rivals 

in his own Partido de la Libertad. Adolfo Alsina, for instance, wished to see 

the president openly aligned with the Brazilian Empire, the better to 

drive Urquiza into a final, hopeless confrontation with Buenos Aires. To 

stave off such an eventuality, which held so many uncertainties, it was 

crucial for Mitre to delay the announcement of war with Paraguay in or

der to make the fight look less like a self-interested political maneuver 

and more like an expression of popular will .  

Whatever the truth, the danger from Paraguay was real enough. A 

month earlier a young Paraguayan lieutenant named Cipriano Ayala 

had changed into civilian dress and hurriedly slipped out ofHumaita on 

the war steamer ]ejui. After reporting to Paraguayan agents at Corrientes 

and Parana and changing ships at Rosario, he finally reached Buenos 

Aires on 8 April. Without delay, he presented himself at the door of Felix 

Egusquiza. The lieutenant then drew from his baggage several sealed 

dispatches that informed the commercial agent that Paraguay had de

clared war on Argentina. 

Egusquiza wasted no time. He immediately set to work destroying 

his correspondence, converting his paper money to specie, and transfer

ring title of his properties to trustworthy locals .  The speed with which 

he accomplished these tasks did not go unnoticed by his neighbors, who 

spread word of his actions through every barrio in the city. The capital 

was soon abuzz with rumors of impending war. Thornton and the other 

foreign representatives heard these rumors and gave them ample credit. 

Mitre heard them as well but paid little heed at the beginning. 

Lieutenant Ayala remained in Buenos Aires less than a day before 

boarding another steamer heading north. Once again he changed ships 

at Rosario, this time switching to the Esmeralda, a fast cargo vessel that, 

not coincidentally, carried a substantial shipment of arms and muni

tions for the marshal's army at Humaita. Ayala, it seems, had completed 
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most of his assignment. He had warned the various Paraguayan agents 

of the blow that was about to fall, and now he found himself escorting 

the last shipment of arms his country could expect to see for some time 

to come. 

Back in Buenos Aires, it had finally dawned on the Argentine leader

ship that the rumors concerning Paraguay possessed considerable cre

dence.80 Some indirect evidence suggests that news of Paraguay's dec

laration of war had already slipped out due to an indiscrete private 

letter the authorities had intercepted in Cordoba. Guillermo Rawson, 

the Argentine finance minister, who happened to be visiting the inland 

city at that time, saw the letter and sent word of its contents to Mitre 

on 17 April .81 The Correntino governor, Manuel Y. Lagrafia, also in

formed Buenos Aires of the declaration of war, but again, the news came 

too late.82 

Whether the Argentine president was angry with himself for having 

been caught unawares or found it convenient to appear more surprised 

by the news than he actually was scarcely mattered by the time he re

ceived these notes . There was no longer any room for speculation. Word 

had just arrived from Corrientes that a Paraguayan invasion force had 

landed. 
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1 .  Jose Gaspar de Francia ( 1 76 6 - 1 840). He 

helped foster a narrow, patrimonial form of 

nationalism in Paraguay. Engraving re

printed from Thomas Jefferson Page, La Plata, 

the Argentine Confederation, and Paraguay (New 

York, 1 8 59), 202. 

2 . Carlos Antonio Lopez ( 1 798 - 1 862).  Lopez 

"opened" Paraguay to many outside influ

ences yet offered only a rigid authoritarian

ism as the best guarantee of its indepen

dence. Courtesy Javier Yubi . 



3 . Emperor Dom Pedro II of Brazil. He was an 

introverted, studious monarch whose long 

reign ( 1 840 - 89) provided the sinews of nation

hood to Brazil . Courtesy Roderick Barman. 

4. Justo Jose de Urquiza ( 1 801-70). The 

Entrerriano caudillo, who long resisted porteiio 

pretensions in Argentina, ended by support

ing the national government during the war. 

From a nineteenth-century lithograph. 
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7. Marshal Francisco Solano Lopez ( 1 82 6 - 70). 

The Paraguayan president (here shown with 

his young son) was a complex figure, by turns 

affectionate, brutal, and calculating. Courtesy 

Museo Historico Militar, Asuncion. 

8 . Eliza Lynch ( 1 835 - 86). The Irish-born courte

san who shared Solano Lopez's passions, inse

curities, and craving for greatness. Courtesy 

Javier Yu bi. 



9. Joaquim Marques Lisboa, baron of 

Tamandare ( 1 807- 97). The "Father of the 

Brazilian Navy" was as imposing in imperial 

politics as he was in naval affairs. Courtesy 

Biblioteca Nacional, Rio de Janeiro. 

1 0. Charles Ames Washburn ( 1 8 2 2 - 89). The 

U.S. minister to Asuncion was an unrepen

tant critic of the Lopez regime. Courtesy 

Billie Gammon, Washbum-Norlands Library. 





1 1 . The Paraguayan army as

sembled in Asuncion. Engrav

ing reprinted from Alfred M. 

DuGraty, La Republica del Para

guay (Besanc;:on, 1 862).  

12.  The fort at Nova Coimbra 

as it appeared in the late 1 800s. 

From a nineteenth-century 

photograph. 





1 3 . The river battle of the Riachuelo, 

1 1 June 1 865 . From a painting by Vitor 

Meireles. Museu Hist6rico Nacional, 

Rio de Janeiro. 

14. Adm. Francisco Manoel Barroso 

( 1 804 - 82). TI1e Brazilian naval com

mander was the controversial victor at 

the battle of the Riachuelo. Courtesy 

Miguel Angel Cuarterolo. 



15. The Battle ofYatai, 17 August 1 865. 

(Uruguaiana is in the distance.) 

Reprinted from L'nlustration. 





1 6. The Argentine 

encampment near 

Uruguaiana. From a 

painting by Candido 

Lopez, Museo 

Hist6rico Nacional, 

Buenos Aires. 





17. Lt. Col. Antonio Estigarribia (d. 1870). His surrender 

of the Paraguayan forces at Uruguaiana ended all hope 

of victory in the south. Engraving reprinted from 

Colecci6n Juan O'Leary, Biblioteca Nacional, Asuncion. 

18. Allied forces land at Corrientes following the Para

guayan evacuation. Engraving reprinted from Jorge 

Thompson, La guerra deI Paraguay (Buenos Aires, 1869). 
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Corrientes under the Gun 

10 
Like its northern neighbor, the Argentine province of Corrientes was a 

lush, riverine province cut by broad waterways and fast-flowing creeks, 

many of which were so poorly drained that they merged into immense 

sloughs after every heavy downpour. A small population of Hispano

Guarani vaqueros and peasant farmers lived in tiny, often isolated settle

ments wherever they could find dry land. They raised citrus fruit, maize, 

peanuts, manioc, tobacco, and livestock (with yerba mate taken from 

the Misiones)- enough to meet their own needs with a small surplus 

left over for export. 

As in Paraguay, the social ethos was generally conservative. Most 

Correntinos had little use for the innovative spirit seen elsewhere in 

the Plata. They tended to regard as mere whimsy all the details of 

modern science that so enraptured the intellectuals of Buenos Aires . In

stead, traditional Spanish values defined for them the exact relation be

tween the classes, between man and woman, parent and child, priest 

and parishioner. 

To be sure, Correntinos did understand the importance of money; 

they were happy to find new opportunities to enrich themselves and 

so permitted in their midst foreign entrepreneurs and outside politi

cos whose attitudes were distinctly "modern." Though Correntinos re

garded their modernity with ambivalence, some individuals were will

ing to learn and, to a vague extent, redefine themselves according to ihe 



changing times . Yet only a tiny number of Correntinos were really aware 

that new notions of representative government, of freedom of the press 

and assembly, and of obligatory public education had already started 

to send up a few tentative shoots through the sandy soil of provincial 

politics. 

One man who did know these things was Juan Pujol (181 7- 61) ,  a tire

less, sensitive, bighearted dreamer in a frock coat who governed Cor

rientes during the 1850s .  A strong ally of Justo Jose de Urquiza, he be

gan as something of an unknown but was so manifestly talented and 

well connected downriver that few locals found it convenient to oppose 

him. The political order in Corrientes traditionally resembled that of 

old Paraguay, with a tiny elite of landowners and merchants holding 

sway in patrimonial fashion over the peasant masses. That basic social 

arrangement was too deeply engrained for Pujol to openly challenge. In 

fomenting a more modern social order, therefore, he adopted a "water

u pon-stone" approach, promoting steamship companies, colonization 

proj ects, and other economic and scientific ventures that he felt the 

elites could broadly support. He had some minor successes locally and 

then left Corrientes behind for new duties in the Argentine Congress .1 

Pujol's attempts at reform were widely admired but not emulated 

by his successors . Instead, the province abandoned the newfound sense 

of optimism that he had created and in its place substituted another 

round of political strife. Part of this conflict reflected uncertainties at 

the national level - the effects of the battle of Pavon above all. But a 

great deal of the problem involved local j ealousies that had remained 

hidden beneath the surface during Pujol's administration. When he left 

office in December 1859,  he was succeeded by Jose Maria Rolon (1 826 -

62) ,  an unimaginative and conservative cleric who found little to ad

mire in his own century. 

Though he himself became governor as the result of a political com

promise, Rolon's politics were anything but conciliatory. His opponents 

in the provincial legislature represented all the key political factions, 

but they failed to unite against him until after he adopted a policy of 
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wholesale repression. Arrest followed arrest in every community. In late 

1 861., with the elites in Corrientes still divided over his policies, the 

black-cassocked priest faced an open rebellion in the south.2 The rebels, 

many of whom were disgruntled militiamen, quickly forced his ouster 

and went on to provide a political opening for various "liberals , "  Man

uel Lagrafi.a among them. Though the victory over Rolon was complete 

in one sense (he died of natural causes within a year's time), it left unan

swered many questions about the province's future, especially regard

ing its relation with the national government. Under the circumstances, 

few Correntinos expected peace to endure. 

The feeling of apprehension that characterized this period was 

caused by the radical and abrupt shifts between old and new politics, 

shifts that Correntinos usually resented. The rural people, in particular, 

preferred to be left alone to their livestock and crops, their morning 

yerba, and their old habits . The constant interference of outsiders had 

aggravated local differences and was deeply resented as a result. 

Paradoxically (for they themselves were foreigners) ,  the Paraguayans 

in 1865 sought to take advantage of the Correntinos' resentment of out

siders . It was a feeling of indignation that was common on both sides 

of the Parana River. More important, as in Paraguay, everyone in Corri

entes spoke Guarani. The use of Guarani gave Correntinos a mindset 

similar to that ofparaguayans but quite different from that of other Ar

gentines . This was why Solano Lopez thought that the provincia hermana 

would rally to his cause; no matter what the government in Buenos 

Aires did, the Correntinos would choose their cousins over the "nation" 

that Bartolome Mitre offered them. 

The Seizure of the Fl.eet 

Having chosen to make war on Argentina, the marshal moved quicldy 

to prepare his attack. He redeployed all but one thousand of his troops 

from the Mato Grosso, sending the greater part to Humaita. There was 

a flurry of activity at the latter base at the beginning of April, but even 

more at the port of Asuncion.  There Solano Lopez assembled a fleet of 
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five steamers - the Tacuari, Ygurey, Paraguari, Ypora, and the recently cap

tured Marques de Olinda. Together these ships mounted twenty-three 

guns of various sizes - a formidable river force by any measure. 

Regardless of how the Correntinos might react, Lopez had good rea

son to suppose that he would need these guns to cover his incursion 

into the neighboring province. In fact, on the morning of 1 2  April, Para

guayan border guards at Paso de la Patria confirmed earlier reports that 

placed three Argentine warships carrying as many as four hundred men 

in the port of Corrientes.3 Only part of this story turned out to be true, 

for one of the three ships was a British-flagged vessel, the Flying Fish. The 

contingent of sailors on the remaining two vessels numbered nowhere 

near four hundred, but the Correntinos evidently felt secure none

theless .  Governor Lagrafia had often asked Mitre for naval assistance to 

fend off the Paraguayan threat. Though he scoffed at the supposed dan

ger, Mitre ultimately gave in and dispatched two small warships, the 

25 de Mayo (six guns) and the Gualeguay (two guns).4 As it turned out, this 

one gesture toward the defense of the port made no difference at all. 

As in the Mato Grosso campaign, the Paraguayans had conceived a de

tailed plan of attack. It called for the seizure of the Argentine ships at 

Corrientes on the morning of 13 April. After depositing the captured 

vessels at Hurnaita, the Paraguayan fleet would then steam to Fort Ita

pini on the Alto Parana and embark the advanced elements of the inva

sion force. The next day these troops would land at Corrientes to con

quer the city in tandem with two cavalry regiments riding hard from 

Paso de la Patria. After all resistance ceased, the main body of Paraguay's 

Southern Division would arrive from Hurnaita and begin preparations 

to advance along the Parana toward Bella Vista and Goya. 

The attack went better than expected. An hour after dawn, Corren

tino lookouts sighted the Paraguayan squadron corning straight for 

them. The appearance of so many ships together and the loud noises 

from their engines caused some commotion ashore. Men, women, and 

children came down to the river to stare. They gathered in small groups 

and wondered aloud what it was all about. Capt. Pedro Ignacio Meza, in 

command of the approaching force, soon showed them. 
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The Paraguayans steamed downriver parallel to the port as if it were 

their intention to continue toward Buenos Aires .  A few miles to the 

south of Corrientes, they turned sharply and approached the port on 

the windward side (to facilitate the boarding of the two enemy ships). 

The sailors of the 25 de Mayo, who were just as surprised as the local 

townspeople, dipped their colors in salute. Some of those on the Argen

tine steamer suspected the intentions of the Paraguayans, but her cap

tain, who had only just come back on board, assured everyone that all 

was well, that Lagra:fia himself had recently said that the Paraguayans 

had no argument with the Argentine navy.5 The captain failed to take 

any extraordinary steps, and his men, to their regret, stood back from 

their main guns. This allowed the Ygurey and Ypora to slip in unopposed 

from port and starboard. 

The fusillade started at once. Paraguayan riflemen fired one quick 

volley that peppered the 25 de Mayo's deck with Minie balls . In response, 

the shocked Argentine sailors drew cutlasses and tried to fire back with 

their own rifles, but boarding parties quickly overwhelmed them. The 

captain, first mate, and forty-seven crewmembers fell prisoner, while 

others who tried to escape by jumping overboard were shot to pieces as 

they swam. Twenty-eight men died .6 

The Gualeguay proved a more difficult catch, if only because it was 

tied close to the shore, which meant that the Paraguayans could only 

board from the side facing the river. The Marques de Olinda offered light 

covering fire for this effort while troops from the Paraguari closed in to 

effect the boarding. The captain and crew of the Gualeguay gave no 

thought to fighting and rushed ashore at once.7 

As a last gesture of bravado, a drunken Paraguayan corporal gleefully 

fired one salvo from his cannon into the town proper.8 While the smoke 

cleared, the Paraguayans took both Argentine vessels in tow and turned 

north into the main current of the Parana. The entire action had lasted 

just under an hour and cost the marshal's navy one officer and ten men 

wounded; none were killed. By g: oo A.M. the seven ships had disap

peared upriver. 

The attack on the port left the inhabitants of Corrientes in a state of 
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complete bewilderment. The Gualeguay and 25 de Mayo, whose brief pres

ence had provided them with a sense of security, were now gone, taken 

before their eyes. Instead of offering resistance, most Correntino guards 

along the riverbank had stood motionless, as if mesmerized by the swift 

maneuvering of the steamers . TI1e harbormaster managed to fire two or 

three rounds from a small cannon he kept at the customshouse, but this 

effort was "more symbolic than effective." 9 
The capture of the two Argentine ships left Corrientes with nothing 

to prevent a full-scale invasion. The sense of surprise in the town gave 

way to panic by midday, with many residents hastily packing their valu

ables onto carts and wagons and departing for the interior of the prov

ince. No one stopped to bury the bodies that washed up along the river

front (and which soon filled the bellies of crocodiles) .  One eyewitness, a 

Correntino cavalry officer recently returned from an expedition into 

the Argentine Chaco, succinctly summed up the reactions of his fellow 

provincials on this first day: "iOikou los paraguay, afiama fiande rerajhd! 

[The Paraguayans have come and the devil is upon us!] ." 10 
While Governor Lagrafia had warned the national government of 

Paraguayan intentions, he had done precious little to prepare the town's 

defense. Faced with imminent invasion, he decided to abandon Cor

rientes. This was a sound move. Any Paraguayan invasion force was sure 

to proceed southward along the Parana, and Lagrafia thought it possible 

to organize some defense along its anticipated route farther south. 

Though nervous, the governor also had the foresight to send word to 

intercept the Esmeralda, then en route to Humaita with a large shipment 

of arms. Had the marshal delayed his surprise attack by a single day, 

this shipment, which young Lieutenant Ayala had so carefully shep

herded, would have reached the Paraguayans. As it was ,  thanks to La

grafia's quick thinking, the Esmeralda turned back near Bella Vista and 

Ayala was arrested.1 1 
Among the governor's last acts before j oining the line of fleeing 

townspeople was instructing the municipal council not to resist the 

Paraguayans but to cooperate with them in order to ensure public safety 

and protect property.12 At the same time, however, Lagrafia issued a call 

for all men between the ages of sixteen and sixty to take up arms against 
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the invaders.13 He himself demanded the right to command all available 

units while he tried to set up a functioning government at the town of 

Empedrado. 

When troops actually began assembling farther south, however, it 

soon became obvious that real authority there rested with the old Ur

quicista general Nicanor Caceres ( 181 2-70), who took his given name 

from a lieutenant of Alexander the Great. This veteran officer was as 
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brave and as bearded as his namesake, and as ruthless in war. He had 

fought campaigns in Corrientes as early as the 1 840s and had developed 

a reputation for ferocity combined with an acute knowledge of the ter

rain. As one Correntino historian put it, Caceres was as unbeatable on 

his home ground as "the armadillo of our countryside, which in his own 

burrow is invincible." 1 4 Now, as the Paraguayans advanced, many in the 

province looked to him to save the day. 

Meanwhile, Captain Meza towed the two Argentine ships to Hu

maita, where cheering troops greeted the arrival of the victorious Para

guayan squadron. "Death to the porteii.os!" the soldiers cried, echoing the 

same words used only hours before at Corrientes.15 Without delay, Meza 

steamed to Paso de la Patria, where Gen. Wenceslao Robles and three 

thousand men awaited him. As planned, at five the next morning, the 

Paraguayan ships again approached Corrientes and in the morning twi

light landed the invasion force. There was no resistance. Robles's men 

spread through the streets, seizing government buildings, the port dis

trict, and the marketplace. A large number of women and children, 

frightened by the dramatic advent of Robles's men, sought refuge in the 

confines of the church, but the Paraguayan commander let them lmow 

that they had nothing to fear and could return unmolested to their 

homes.16 

The cavalry units from Paso de la Patria arrived several hours later 

only to find that their waterborne compatriots had already secured their 

common obj ective.17 The two units then moved to establish a defensive 

perimeter along the southern approaches to the town, but no counter

attack occurred, nor even any sniping. As the sun set over the Gran 

Chaco on that first day, the Paraguayan troops across the river in Corri

entes settled back in their positions to brew their yerba and to eat their 

portion of beef and biscuit. All were relieved that it had been so easy. 

That night they slept comfortably. 

The Occupation Begins 

The Paraguayans understood that the military conquest of Corrientes 

would not in itselfbring victory over Buenos Aires and the Brazilian Em-
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pire. For that, Solano Lopez needed friendly supporters in the Litoral 

provinces. From the beginning of his invasion, therefore, he sought to 

build a political alliance with those Correntinos who would see the jus

tice of the Paraguayan cause. Identifying such a faction seemed an easy 

enough matter; after all , the Correntinos and the Paraguayans were 

neighbors and thought they understood each other well. Any detail or 

specific matter that remained fuzzy could be clarified with information 

supplied by spies. Yet the marshal failed to grasp how very complex Cor

rientes was.  

TI1e internal politics of the province reflected the several different ap

proaches to nationhood in Argentina in the 1 860s. Though Correntino 

elites shared a conservative social agenda (especially regarding religion 

and the subordination of the lower classes), they disagreed about which 

group among them should administer the province. Roughly speaking, 

three strong factions competed for power. 

The most important group, led nominally by Lagrafi.a, affiliated 

explicitly with President Mitre's Liberals. These men considered them

selves modernists on all the key national issues : construction of rail

roads and telegraph lines, nationalization of customs receipts , and pro

motion of immigration as a solution for the country's backwardness.  

Though clearly ascendant in provincial politics by the mid-1 86os , the 

Liberals were themselves divided, mostly due to family interests and 

personal j ealousies . Sometimes they refused even to speak to each other. 

A second faction, less divided but also less powerful, consisted of al

lies and former allies of Urquiza. These men, who thought of themselves 

as authentic federals ,  took the pre-Pavon Argentine Confederation as 

their model for the nation. More than other Correntinos, they resented 

the heavy hand of Buenos Aires, which they saw as inevitably oppres

sive of local enterprises. In the 1 850s these "Autonomists" dominated 

the province under Juan Pujol .  Many national politicians had consid

ered the latter a probable successor to Santiago Derqui as president of 

the confederation and had brought him sou th to prepare his candidacy. 

Pujol served as senator and then as interior minister, but he died young, 

in 1861 ,  and his hopes for broad-scale reform came to naught. In Corri-
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entes his partisans only managed to retain the support of ranchers in 

the south and southeast, an area that in its topography, culture, and po

litical forms more closely resembled Entre Rios than it did the rest of 

the province. 

The weakest of the three factions in 1 865 was made up of members 

of the old Federal Party. Many of these men had once supported Juan 

Manuel de Rosas and now espoused a frankly reactionary line. They fa

vored an extreme interpretation of provincial autonomy tantamount to 

independence for individual provinces except in matters of defense. 

This outlook enjoyed scant support among the younger generation of 

Correntino politicians, who regarded its adherents as irredeemably old 

fashioned. 

Characteristically, the Paraguayans pinned their hopes for success 

in Corrientes on this latter group. This was ,  in part, simple expediency. 

As the weakest of the "out groups," the Federals had little to lose from 

forming an alliance with the Asuncion government; they had no ob

vious patron, nor any prospects of finding one, within Argentina. More

over, their distinctive interpretation of autonomy reinforced Para

guay's ascendancy in the Plata since it rejected on ideological grounds 

any stance that gave Buenos Aires a commanding role over the other 

provinces .  The Federals also deeply mistrusted the Brazilians, whom 

they saw as backward monarchists, born opponents of the "American 

cause." 18 

Even before the invasion, Jose Berges had already sponsored several 

Correntino Federals then present in Asuncion with whom he wanted to 

work. One of these, Victor Silvero, was the young, handlebar mustached 

editor of a rabidly anti-Mitre newspaper that had constantly vexed Gov

ernor Lagrafia and his political allies. The Paraguayan agent at Corri

entes identified the editor as the best friend his government had in the 

province: " Silvero is no merchant of phrases, and if he has spoken out 

against Brazil . . .  , it is because he really holds these convictions, and 

these harmonize with his private interests and with those of the prov

ince in general. Silvero is a man who has dignity, and as such, in his po

litical beliefs he is firm and constant. . . .  That I have not had to make use 
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of any monies to assure EI Independiente's stance against Brazil and in fa

vor of our cause is due in large part to the efforts of Silvera." 19 

Berges also picked Sinforoso Caceres, a major cattle dealer, who like 

many Correntinos dating back to colonial times, had enjoyed excellent 

business relations with the Paraguayans .  In this case, Caceres had sup

plied cattle to the troops stationed at Humaita ever since the beginning 

of the war with Brazil ;  as Charles Washburn laconically observed, he 

"had a partnership with Mrs . Lynch, and through her influence with Lo

pez was able to secure very profitable contracts ." 20 But Caceres, though 

he "might irritate certain doctores in the city [of Corrientes, was likely to 

be] well-received in the countryside, where he had many relations ." 21 

Immediately after the fall of Corrientes, Jose Berges sought out Sil

vera and Caceres and arranged for their conveyance to the conquered 

town. While Solano Lopez and his officers normally looked to straight

forward military solutions to complex problems, the Paraguayan for

eign minister had in mind a more subtle policy of coaxing Corrientes 

into a pro-Paraguay stance. He knew that many in the province hated 

the portefios exactly as the Paraguayans did; hatred of the Brazilians ran 

still deeper.22 Through friendly treatment and generosity on the part 

of the invading forces, the Correntinos might come to see Paraguay as 

a natural ally. Berges believed, moreover, that the old Federals would be 

instrumental in granting their fellow Correntinos at least the illusion of 

alliance in the struggle against Buenos Aires and the empire. 

Berges may have hoped for more. Lopez Jordan and the other En

trerriano dissidents were not far distant to the south .  As yet, there 

was no clear inkling of how the Autonomists in southern Corrientes 

might react. Perhaps with their help, the Paraguayans might yet reach 

Montevideo. 

This was ,  of course, pure speculation. For the moment, however, 

Berges held the upper hand in setting state policy in the occupied pro

vincial capital, and he wanted to make a show of goodwill. If he failed, 

not only were the Correntinos certain to align themselves with the 

national government, but he also would lose out to his uniformed ri

vals .  Those officers , he fully expected, would be blind to any political 
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opening that might later develop. Fighting alone made sense to them. 

Whether this was also true of the marshal remained to be seen. 

Berges, Silvera, Caceres, and a team of Paraguayan assistants arrived 

in Corrientes on 16 April. The next day, drumbeats and the shouts of her

alds summoned the townspeople to the public square in front of Gov

ernment House; from there Robles's officers led the various notables 

down the street to the Chamber of Commerce building, where three 

hundred of their number received instructions to hold an impromptu 

election to replace Lagrafia. Silvera and Caceres had already announced 

their candidacy for office in this new government, and there existed 

little doubt as to Paraguayan preferences.  At the last moment, an aged 

Federal named Teodoro Gauna stepped fo1ward to join the other two in 

forming a triumvirate - la junta Gubernativa-to administer Corrientes 

for the foreseeable future.23 

Most Argentine sources paint the junta as a clique of unscrupulous 

opportunists and collaborators who had no real standing among Cor

rentinos .24 In truth, though the inhabitants of the province failed to re

ceive the junta with enthusiasm, they were not altogether displeased 

with those whom the Paraguayans had chosen. Some thought that these 

servants of the occupation might open a new and better avenue for 

trade. Others thought they would act as useful middlemen between the 

townspeople and the Paraguayans .25 

Many Correntinos sympathized with the marshal's troops, with 

whom they could easily converse in Guarani.26 Correntinos also re

garded the Paraguayans as disciplined and orderly, for they seemed to 

respect the rights and property of locals. This offered a sharp contrast 

with the behavior of other armies that had seized the town in earlier 

decades . 

The Correntino reaction shows that the concept of Argentine nation

alism as Mitre understood it had yet to sink deep roots in the northeast. 

Even before coming to power, the Argentine president recognized the 

weakness of the Liberal agenda in the interior and Litoral provinces.  

Like Urquiza, Juan Bautista Alberdi, and others , he sought to remedy 

this in part by stressing the contributions that the provinces had made 
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in forging a modern Argentina (and the benefits they could enjoy if they 

all worked together). 

In his various historical writings, Mitre reminded the people of the 

northeast that Jose de San Martin had been born in Corrientes and that 

the great liberator, more than any other man, had given his country 

a vision of the future that went beyond the province or republiqueta. 

This image of San Martin beckoning to his native province convinced 

some people in April 1 865, but not many. Most Correntinos , especially 

in the lower classes, remained skeptical now that war had come. They 

had little use for a portefi.o-dominated nation-state, so they waited to 

see ifthe marshal offered them anything better. A few of the province's 

wealthiest men took exactly the same attitude, such that the Paraguay

ans had no lack of potential clients .27 

Berges was acutely aware, however, of how conditional any Corren

tino support might be. He lmew that many friendly people in the prov

ince still viewed the Paraguayans as having been "baptized late and very 

badly." Berges therefore did not base his strategy exclusively on the Junta 

Gubernativa. Shortly after arriving in the occupied city, he sought out 

and interviewed Santiago Derqui .  The former president of the confed

eration had retired to a small ranch outside of Corrientes after the de

feat of his old ally Urquiza at Pavon. Though he lived quietly and avoided 

politics, Derqui was just the sort of senior statesman who might bridge 

the gap - if that were still possible - between Solano Lopez and the En

trerriano caudillo. Evidently, however, the ex-president had no inten

tion of doing anything of the kind; in his report of their meeting, Berges 

made the unlikely claim that the two had avoided all talk of politics .28 

Even so, the Paraguayan foreign minister never quite gave up on Derqui 

and treated him with great consideration throughout the time of the 

occupation. 

For Berges to make any real headway in Corrientes ,  he needed the co

operation of General Robles and his men more than anything else. On 

the surface, Robles followed point-by-point the political line set down by 

Berges. In his 19 April proclamation to the Correntino people,  for ex

ample, he announced: 
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You have practical proof that we have only come to'{help] you recon

quer that freedom wrenched from you by portefio demagoguery . . . .  

The LJunta] you have elected will have the firm support of the soldiers 

I have the honor of commanding. The enemies of our common hap

piness wish to divide us from the cause of democracy and make us in

struments of Brazilian conquest. [But] now, loyal to the tradition of 

our fathers, we will have the glory of fighting together against the Em

pire, traditional enemy of the principles of Americanism . . . .  On our 

side you will sustain your independence, and together we will show 

throughout the Argentine Republic that we recognize no enemy save 

General Mitre and his clique.29 

Despite these words, however, Robles had his own ideas of how to 

govern a defeated province. A middle-aged soldier with deep-set eyes 

and jet-black hair, he had enjoyed a notable career during the time of 

the elder Lopez . Now he was the most senior officer in the Paraguayan 

army, and like so many who had benefited from the military buildup of 

the 1 850s, he was keenly sensitive to anything or anybody who might 

come between him and his superiors . His opportunities for further fame 

and honors could only come with victory over the Argentines . And that 

was a matter not of fair words or political compromise but of fighting. 

Robles assumed that the marshal shared this inclination and would 

cheerfully approve any measure the general thought necessary. 

From the beginning, for instance, the Paraguayans required that Cor

rentinos accept Paraguayan paper currency, which was valued at an 

implausible thirty-four pesos to the gold ounce.30 Some merchants re

jected these bills as legal tender until the day General Robles ordered 

the arrest of an entire community of Chaco Indians when they refused 

to take the paper money as payment for horse fodder and firewood. He 

had them all shot in full view of the merchants .31 Though this act ended 

the grumbling from the shopkeepers, it did little to inspire confidence 

in Berges's stated desire for continued open trade, by then a hopeless 

goal anyway.32 

Robles's men believed from what had happened in Mato Grosso that 
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they could abuse the Correntinos, take their possessions, and be for

given by the marshal of any excesses notwithstanding. Robles had al

ready examined the Correntino archives, sending some crucial docu

ments north to Asuncion, including a detailed map of the province that 

indicated the location of the most prominent ranches.33 Armed with 

this intelligence, the Paraguayans now moved on those estates closest 

to Corrientes and carried off their livestock. Raids near Itati, Caacati, 

San Luis , and San Cosme netted hundreds of head of cattle and horses, 

which were quicldy transferred to the main Paraguayan forces just 

north of Empedrado.34 

In the town of Corrientes itself, Berges was at pains to depict the un

pleasantness associated with these seizures as a passing phase.  If the 

Paraguayan soldiers engaged in unauthorized looting, he claimed, this 

resulted from a misinterpretation of orders rather than from any gen

eral disdain for the locals - and he would not tolerate such abuses in the 

provincial capital. He paid indemnities to the few merchants in town 

who reported bad experiences with the soldiers.35 T. H. Mangels, a Brit

ish wholesaler, received a full ten thousand pesos from the Paraguay

ans after a group of Robles's men ransacked his warehouse.36 Berges 

apologized and, as a palliative, arranged to give passports to anyone 

who wished to leave. This was hardly a satisfactory solution, though, 

since it excluded the detained families of Argentine army officers.37 The 

truth was that few peopie wished to abandon Corrientes just yet. Berges 

continued to exercise great influence in the administration of the town 

(though not the province) ,  and his word went a long way toward reas

suring the populace. 

Argentine Reactions 

Manuel Lagrafia was understandably less convinced about Paraguayan 

intentions. When he informed the national government of the invasion 

on the morning on 13 April, he wrote: "this declares the war of vandal

ism. It is useless to reflect [any further] . Our fatherland must through 

necessity and honor accept the war to which we are provoked." 38 Most 

Correntinos ,  the Liberals excepted, were not yet inclined to follow his 
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lead. They reacted instead with quiet fearfulness,  then momentary 

panic, and finally ambivalence, when the Paraguayans swept into their 

province. 
In Buenos Aires the news of the invasion brought a very different 

reaction of unreasoning white-faced rage. Porteno newspapers such as 

El Nacional, La Tribuna, El Bonaerense, and Mitre's own Nacion Argentina 

reflected the general opinion when they styled Solano Lopez an " imbe

cile," a "sinister tyrant," a "broken down emperor of a barefoot nation,"  

and a "tropical Caligula." 39 Crowds gathered everywhere, shouting for 

revenge. Musical bands quicldy joined in, playing such martial tunes as 

"El Tala," "A la lid ,"  and "La Carcajada," while men of every age bellowed 

out their intention of joining up.40 The American consul in Buenos 

Aires, who had witnessed a similar enthusiasm among his fellow Yan

kees when the Confederates attacked Fort Sumter, likened the show of 

fervor to a religious experience and noted in the portenos "unmistakable 

demonstrations of joy as if a Divine Messenger, with love and healing in 

his wings, had descended from the heavens. Bonfires, rockets, crackers, 

and all the improvised paraphernalia of great and glorious occasions 

were conspicuous in every street of the city." 4 1  
The Paraguayan attack caught President Mitre unaware. Outwardly, 

he was as incensed as his fellow portefios. Yet he was also a calculating 

politician who prized clear-headedness, especially in himself. His in

stincts told him that Solano Lopez would not have behaved with such 

impetuousness; there had to be some other explanation, and just possi

bly that explanation -whatever it was - could be turned to Argentina's 

advantage. 
For the moment, Mitre kept these ideas to himself and assumed 

the public pose that the throng demanded. He gave a rousing patriotic 

speech at his residence. It was full of angry recriminations and promises 

of swift action against Paraguay: "to the barracks in twenty-four hours , 

to the field in fifteen days, and to Asuncion in three months . " 42 On 

16 April he issued a proclamation that called upon all citizens to sup

port the national cause. "As for myself," he concluded, "I will not rest 

until the peace that was treacherously broken is restored, and the honor 

of the Argentine nation is vindicated." 43 
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That same day, Mitre ordered the formation of new infantry units for 

the National Guard, four battalions of 500 men each from the city of 

Buenos Aires, and another four from the province. A day later he called 

upon the interior and Litoral provinces to contribute another eleven 

battalions - for a proposed total of 9,500 infantrymen - to form the 

backbone of the national army.44 These troops would join the nearly 

1 0,000 cavalrymen then being assembled in Entre Rios and southern 

Corrientes. On 24 April the first battalion of portefio infantry, com

manded by Gen. Wenceslao Paunero, left for the northeast. 

Mitre had always trusted his own judgment far above that of his 

informants . He still thought it just possible that the marshal would re

pent of his actions and, after malting some effusive apologies , make 

everything right. One year earlier, Mitre had insisted to Lagrafia that the 

Paraguayan leader would act rationally even when pushed into a cor

ner: "Senor Lopez will reflect long and hard before adopting measures 

that might produce a war in which he has much to lose and nothing to 

gain."45 The effusion of blood in April 1 865 proved Mitre wrong. Yet de

spite all the evidence coming from the northeast, the Argentine presi

dent still hoped for some backdoor arrangement with Lopez that would 

save face for all concerned. 
Lagrafi.a, for one, knew that that time had passed. So too did the 

town fathers of Rosario, who organized a mass demonstration, arrested 

the Paraguayan consul (Jose Rufo Caminos) ,  and tore from the Consu

late building the shield bearing his national arms. This they dragged 

through the streets together with a portrait of the marshal. Upon reach

ing the Parana, they shot both icons full of holes before casting them 

into the river. They then composed and published a "solemn act" that 

gave a full account of the proceedings .46 

The Brazilians, though they had yet to issue an official statement, 

grasped the importance of what had occurred right away. They had al

ready opened some contacts with the Argentine military. In a letter to 

Lagrafi.a dated 1 7  April, War Minister Juan A. Gelly y Obes notified the 

desperate governor that a full division of three thousand Argentines 

and Brazilians was on its way to Corrientes.47 This claim of reinforce

ment was almost certainly an exaggeration, for it was hardly likely that 
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the minister had Brazilian troops at his disposal. Yet, to the extent that 

words could reassure Lagrafi.a, mention of imperial forces helped - but 

not much. 

As the Correntino governor brooded about the future, Robles started 

to move. He left the Third and Twenty-fourth Infantry Battalions, to

gether with several small artillery pieces, to protect the port of Corri

entes and established a new base nine miles to the south. The site was 

well chosen, with the majority of his twenty-five thousand men en

camped on a high cliff overlooking the spot where a large stream - the 

Riachuelo - emptied into the Parana. From this easily defensible point, 

the Paraguayans could conduct raids into the interior and as far south 

as Bella Vista. 

Lagrafi.a had already left Empedrado for the relative safety of San 

Roque, a tiny community in the dead center of the province. All he and 

his government could do was wait. Correntino irregulars and some of 

the units attached to Nicanor Caceres harassed the Paraguayans as best 

they could, but real resistance could only begin when Urquiza and the 

Brazilians committed their forces. 

The Entrerriano chief had long since accepted as inevitable a com

ing confrontation with Paraguay. Now that it was here, he gave every 

sign of loyalty to Buenos Aires : "The moment has arrived when words 

must give way to deeds.  Now it falls to our lot to fight once more under 

the flag that united all Argentines at Caseros . . . .  I look forward to the 

moment of clasping your Excellency's hand and placing myself person

ally under your orders ." 48 According to Julio Victorica, Mitre received 

this note with the succinct exclamation, "We reap the fruit of a great 

policy. " 49 

And so they had. The Paraguayans still held out hope that Urquiza 

would switch to their camp. Indeed, Berges was still sending corre

spondence (which Urquiza refused even to open), begging him to join 

their fight against Brazil . Urquiza, however, had retreated too far to 

turn around now. He had suffered a diplomatic defeat at Mitre's hand 

over the transit question in the Misiones. And he had sold horses to the 

imperial army.50 Writing from exile in France, Alberdi contemptuously 
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observed that Urquiza had sunk back to the level of a local caudiilo, be

holden to Mitre as he had once been to Rosas .51 Just as predictably, For

eign Minister Elizalde expressed great satisfaction at this same develop

ment: "When the present Argentine government was formed we had 

ranged against us much of the Interior of the country, Paraguay, Uru

guay, Brazil, and almost all of the foreign diplomats . Our entente with 

General Urquiza weakened our enemies and we were able to proceed 

slowly but surely with independent policies and, with the elements we 

had on our side either to defeat or to conciliate our enemies .  We made 

friends with the foreign representatives, we made a friend of Brazil and 

by letting things take their course in Uruguay we saw a hostile govern

ment disappear to be replaced by a friendly one." 52 

For the moment, therefore, the portefi.os could count on the backing 

of many key political figures in the Litoral who would follow Urquiza's 

lead with little argument.53 Those who hitherto opposed Mitre now saw 

him as the only alternative to a Paraguayan victory. Even the English

language Standard, which had favored Solano Lopez's war on Brazil, 

came out strongly in favor of the national government: "The foreign el

ement is of great influence and will now pronounce unanimously for 

President Mitre and the Argentine cause. If Buenos Aires had first de

clared war the case would be exactly opposite. But Lopez has broken 

with all the usages of civilized nations by seizing the fleet and invading 

Argentine territory before any declaration of war. President Mitre is a 

pet of good fortune, for nothing could render him more popular than 

the present conjuncture, and his sword will carry in its victorious ca

reer, besides the weight of past glories, the irresistible impulse of pub

lic opinion in a righteous cause."  54 The Argentine president believed 

he could convert all this positive feeling into something durable that 

would outlast the struggle with Paraguay. And unlike the marshal, 

whose procrastination and missteps had already cost him dearly, Mitre 

understood when to strike. 

Popular feeling in favor of the war was likely to wane when the pub

lic learned how poor the Argentine military response had been thus far. 

Lagrafi.a had struggled with some sort of mutiny, the details of which 
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even now are unclear.55 In the south, Gen. Nicanor Caceres had yet to 

gain firm control over his men, a great many of whom were reluctant to 

heed the call to arms ; and as for Urquiza's ten thousand men, there was 

good reason to doubt that they would ever fight. Mitre realized all of 

this. Master publicist that he was, he lmew he could stave off doubt for 

only a short period - but that would be enough time to conclude a for

mal alliance with the Brazilian Empire. 

The Triple Alliance 

The Paraguayan invasion of Corrientes served as a catalyst in South 

American politics. Before April 1865, Paraguay's war with Brazil encom

passed little more than an isolated front in Mato Grosso. Few thought 

that the empire could respond effectively even if Adm. Baron de Taman

dare managed to force the Parana and Paraguay Rivers - a highly un

likely scenario given Mitre's hardening stance on neutrality. 

The fall of Corrientes, however, changed the political configuration 

in the Plata in a basic way. In Uruguay, the Colorados had effectively sub

dued the Blancas. The famed cavalry of the Litoral provinces , following 

Urquiza's lead, had now placed themselves under the orders of the gov

ernment in Buenos Aires.56 This left the Paraguayans boxed in on three 

sides with few friends in the immediate vicinity and no real hope of suc

cor from Correntino or Entrerriano rebels . Solano Lopez was on his own. 

The Brazilian minister in Buenos Aires, Francisco Octaviano de Al

meida Rosa, moved speedily to sign a politico-military alliance with 

Argentina. He met with a group of key notables (of whom Urquiza 

was one) and began complex negotiations without specific instructions 

from Rio de Janeiro. By 24 April, Octaviano reached an understanding 

with Mitre on the terms of the proposed alliance; the two men at once 

informed Uruguayan president Venancio Flores, who likewise affirmed 

his support for the agreement.57 The Triple Alliance Treaty was signed 

on 1 May 1 865 and ratified unanimously by the Argentine Congress 

twenty-three days later. Brazil and Argentina exchanged ratifications on 

12 June, and Uruguay was added the next day. 

The Triple Alliance agreement guided the Allied nations in their 
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struggle against Paraguay for the next five years. Its terms, as revealed 

in public fora, were high minded and moderate, though absolutely fo

cused on the objective of final victory. The Allied signatories maintained 

that the Lopez government callously threatened the peace and security 

of their respective countries. Consequently, according to Article 6 of the 

treaty, they vowed not to lay down their arms until the marshal quit the 

scene. Since the war was to be directed specifically against Lopez and 

not against his people, the Allies vowed to accept the aid of all friendly 

Paraguayans (Article 7); indeed, a Paraguayan Legion of anti-Lopez "pa

triots" was already being organized in Buenos Aires for that purpose.58 

Article 8 pledged the Allies "to respect the independence, sovereignty, 

and territorial integrity of the Republic of Paraguay." In the end, the 

Paraguayan people would "choose the Government and the institutions 

that suit them without any one of the Allies annexing them or impos

ing its protectorate on them as a result of the war." 59 

The liberal tone of these words reflected the careful scripting of 

Mitre and his foreign minister. They depicted the war as the product of 

historical necessity, as the inevitable clash between a barbarous ,  des

potic regime that "for twenty years has been sharpening the sword" and 

a republic that "throughout Spanish America was distinguished as civi

lized, progressive, and as always opening its arms to outsiders ." 60 

The implicit reference to a civilization-versus-barbarism dichotomy, 

which drew its inspiration from Domingo Sarmiento's famous essay Fa

cundo, was as obvious then as it is today. Less obvious, perhaps, was the 

fact that it was demonstrably false. "Civilization" was present in both 

systems and in both countries - as Mitre well knew from his contacts 

with Solano Lopez during the mediation of 1 859. As for "barbarism," 

if that term meant the violent irregularity of rural politics, again, that 

was more typical of Mitre's own western provinces than it ever was 

of Paraguay. To suggest that the Allied side was entirely virtuous and 

the Paraguayans entirely "savage" amounted to a claim of disinterest

edness on the part of the former - and nothing was further from the 

truth in 1 865.  

Specifically, the Allies argued that their war was directed solely 
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against Solano Lopez, yet both Mitre and the Brazilians had other, more 

substantial , aspirations than they initially revealed ; they left secret the 

sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth articles of the treaty of alliance. 

These articles, it later emerged, granted the senior Allies the full ex

tent of their territorial demands on Paraguay while leaving the coun

try nominally independent.6 1  Mitre clearly wanted even more territo

rial concessions in the Chaco. The Brazilians, however, refused to allow 

him more land than was initially stipulated during the early negotia

tions . In a dispatch written while these talks were still in progress,  Ed

ward Thornton noted the expansionist proclivities of Elizalde and his 

president: 

I had supposed that on the arrival here of Senor Octaviano, the Brazil

ian Minister, who had come here sooner than he had intended at the 

invitation of the Argentine Government, negotiations would at once 

[have] been entered into for a formal alliance with Brazil as regards 

the war against Paraguay; but at first there was an evident coolness be

tween Senor Octaviano and the Argentine Government. I can only at

tribute it to the stipulation demanded by the former that both parties 

should declare that they would respect the independence of the Re

public of Paraguay. Both Mitre and Senor Elizalde have at different 

times declared to me that for the present they wished Paraguay to be 

independent, that it would not suit them to annex Paraguay, even if 

the Paraguayans should wish it, but that they were unwilling to make 

any engagement to that effect with Brazil; for they did not conceal 

from me that whatever their present views on the point, circum

stances might change them hereafter, and Senor Elizalde, who is 

about forty years old, said to me one day though in mere conversation 

that he "hoped he should live to see Bolivia, Paraguay, Uruguay, and 

the Argentine Republic united in one Confederation, and forming a 

powerful Republic in South America." 62 

Thornton, who like all British diplomats in the Plata had long favored 

a buffer-state for promoting peace in the region, had no sympathy for 
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the Argentine view on this question. The British government, as a sign 

of its displeasure, opted to publish his report at the end of June 1865.  

Despite the distances involved, it was still odd that the report's 

contents elicited so little comment in South America, for they clearly 

showed that the marshal was right in suspecting Mitre's intentions.63 

They also showed that, far from instigating the war, the British regarded 

a violent conflict in the worst possible light and wanted nothing to do 

with it. The alliance, the British believed, was a sloppy and entangling 

piece of diplomacy, for in wedding Brazilian interests to those of Ar

gentina, the treaty sought to join oil to water. No one, after all, could 

predict the war's outcome, Mitre's claims of a three-month campaign 

notwithstanding. The only thing the British government regarded as 

certain was that the Platine trade they had done so much to promote 

was sure to suffer.64 

The Brazilians had no interest in seeing Paraguay swallowed by their 

Argentine ally and pointedly refused to approve any such plan. Speak

ing before the Imperial Parliament some ten years later, Jose Antonio 

Saraiva explained his government's opposition to Argentine expansion

ism in concise terms : "I recognize that the Argentines wish to form a 

great State on the margins of the Plata. That desire is natural. Facing 

Brazil, whose territory extends 1 ,200 leagues along the Atlantic, . . .  it is 

natural that the Argentines want to constitute a strong nationality. Sup

pressing the little republics that more than once have affected the peace 

of those regions . But the Argentine Government lmows that those small 

republics wish to be independent and that the interest of Brazil consists 

in sustaining that independence. Later, when Brazil becomes a giant, it 

can afford to be indifferent to Platine unity." 65 Even though the Brazil

ians rejected Argentine plans for territorial aggrandizement, it would 

not have been politic to admit that such discussions had taken place. Oc

taviano understood the explosive character of the treaty's territorial 

provisions as they stood and insisted that all such references remain se

cret until after the Allies had crushed Lopez. 

H .  G. Lettsom, the British minister at Montevideo, did not feel bound 

by any such considerations. Given a copy of the treaty in confidence by 
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the young Uruguayan foreign minister, he transmitted it in toto to Lon

don, where in early 1 866 the government published it as part of a par

liamentary blue book. This time the British government's revelations 

caused a furor in Sou th America, where many who previously had es

poused neutrality now leaned sharply against the Allies . Little wonder; 

the terms of the treaty that touched on territorial matters were specific, 

unambiguous, and extensive. 
Article 1 1  declared the Parana and Paraguay Rivers permanently 

open to commercial and naval traffic. In fact, for the most part, the 

rivers had already been open since the mid-185os, though to be sure,  

there were times when Carlos Antonio Lopez harassed Brazilian vessels 

passing through his territory. Article 14  held that Paraguay, if defeated, 

should bear the entire cost of the war. Article 16 provided for the settle

ment of land disputes " in order to avoid the arguments and wars to 

which boundary questions give rise." The boundaries of Paraguay and 

Argentina were set at the Parana and Paraguay Rivers up to Brazilian 

territory; in other words, in the event of Allied victory, the Argentines 

would receive the whole of the Misiones territory south of the Alto 

Parana and the whole of the Gran Chaco as far north as Bahia Negra. 

Villa Occidental and all the lands opposite Asuncion would come un

der Argentine control. Thornton, who regarded as farfetched the claims 

made in Article 16 ,  wrote to the Lord Russell that "Senor Elizalde has 

stated to me that although the Argentine Government appears to claim 

the right bank of the river Paraguay as far up as the Brazilian frontier, 

they are willing to acknowledge that Bolivia has a right to an interven

ing space from the Brazilian frontier to the river Pilcomayo, and they 

would even consent upon certain conditions to cede to Bolivia as far 

down as the river Vermejo; but both the Brazilian and Argentine Gov

ernments think it very desirable that Paraguay should at no point have 

dominion over both banks of the river of that name." 66 

The empire set its boundary with Paraguay at the confluence of the 

Paraguay and Apa Rivers in the west and at that of the Alto Parana and 

Ygurey Rivers in the east. The two points would be linked by a line run

ning along the crest of the Sierra de Mbaracayli. In sum, the two allies 

recognized each other's most extensive claims against Paraguay. 
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By an additional protocol, Argentina and Brazil agreed to dismantle 

Humaita and eliminate forever all of Paraguay's war-malting capabili

ties . Article 18 concluded the treaty, declaring that its various details 

should remain secret until its principal objective - the elimination of 

the Lopez regime - was attained. However, word of the treaty's contents 

leaked after several months. The result, as Octaviano and his colleagues 

had foreseen, was that Paraguayan resistance stiffened in every way, for 

now the Paraguayan people saw that more than simple politics guided 

the ambitions of their enemies :  Paraguay's survival as a nation, as a com

munity, was at stake. Given this fact, it mattered little that the marshal 

was irresponsible. The Paraguayan people would follow him, if neces

sary, down the long, painful trail to Armageddon. 

Delaying Actions 

A treaty is one thing; planning and conducting a military campaign 

quite another. The Allied armies now had a maj or theater of operations 

in which to fight the Paraguayans . But could they coordinate their ac

tions to good effect? Roseate promises of easy victory were certainly re

assuring, yet no one considered the financial and political costs of wag
ing war. Thus far, no one had thought in practical terms at all. 

As the need for an overall strategy came into sharper focus, General 

Paunero arrived in the Litoral. His mission necessarily took the form of 

a holding action until the general mobilization throughout Argentina 

was complete. All the Argentine forces - including Urquiza's Entrerri

anos - received orders to execute maximum delay against Robles's army 

while avoiding decisive combat. 

The Allies enjoyed some advantages even at this early stage. For one 

thing, the marshal had failed to concentrate all his forces in the west 

and had instead left ten thousand men at the Pindapoi to prepare an in

cursion along the Uruguay River. Had the Paraguayans combined their 

forces and moved boldly on Bella Vista and Goya, nothing could have 

stopped them. They would have taken Parana and gone on to threaten 

Santa Fe, Rosario, and the east of Entre Rios. 

The Paraguayans exhibited another weakness at the divisional level -
the indecision of General Robles. He had no experience with the type of 
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conventional warfare he was now pursuing. As a result, he favored 

slower, more conservative tactics. He obviously expected the Argentines 

to mount a counterattack, though, as he should have recognized, they 

were in no position to mount offensive operations . True, Robles's cau

tious approach aided his reconnaissance efforts on his peripheries and 

thereby gained for the Paraguayans a degree of safety that they other

wise would not have enjoyed. But it also lost valuable time. 

After 1 May, the Allies adopted a long-term strategy that called for a 

djrect confrontation with the Paraguayans along the Parana River fol

lowed promptly thereafter by the recapture of Corrientes, the passage 

across the Parana to Paso de la Patria, and then up the Paraguay to Asun

cion. All this would be the task of the main Allied armies then being as

sembled, organized, and trained at the small Entrerriano town of Con

cordia, opposite Salto on the Uruguay River. 

For the time being, the province of Corrientes had to defend itself 

with five thousand irregulars. One-fifth of this number - almost all cav

alrymen -were positioned near the Misiones frontier, where they care

fully watched Duarte's activities on the Pindapoi; if the Paraguayans 

made any precipitous moves, the irregulars had orders to slow them by 

whatever means necessary. The Correntino commander in the east, Col. 

Simeon Paiva, realized that his men would show only a limited enthu

siasm for obeying these instructions . He therefore had to be satisfied 

with keeping desertions to a minimum. 

Similar problems plagued the Correntinos in the west. Though on pa

per Nicanor Caceres had at least four thousand irregulars under his 

command, in reality the number varied from day to day. These troops 

operated without artillery and without logistical or medical support. 

They often refused to obey their officers . Experience had taught Caceres 

not to expect too much of his men. He himself was a cunning old guer

rilla who knew well enough how to dodge, retreat, and circumvent, but 

he also knew these men, and he wisely avoided pushing them too hard. 

Instead, he gave up land in order to gain time, malting only minor for

ays against the Paraguayan left. Maintaining contact in this way helped 

restrict Paraguayan reconnaissance to a thin semicircle around the 
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front and flank of Robles's vanguard column, which had limited itself to 

long-range patrolling. Though his troops outnumbered their Argentine 

opponents eight to one, Robles continued to ease forward only gingerly. 

Caceres,  whom the portefios still dismissed as a gaucho rustic, now be

gan to reap benefits from these delaying tactics. His war of movement 

played to the strengths of Mitre and his generals,  who wished to avoid 

any decisive battles at this stage. And the frequency of sniping and 

small-scale ambushes began taking a toll on Paraguayan morale. 

On 2 8  April, Caceres's irregulars and Robles's main force clashed for 

the first time along the edge of the San Lorenzo River, a narrow and un

remarkable waterway located halfway between Empedrado and Bella 

Vista. The Paraguayan general had dispatched the six-hundred-man 

Twenty-first Cavalry Regiment to reconnoiter along the riverbanks and 

seize whatever livestock could be found. One squadron of about fifty 

troopers was moving through tall grass when it suddenly found itself 

surrounded by two or three hundred Correntino cavalrymen. The Cor

rentinos shouted in Guarani for the Paraguayans to surrender. One 

officer, Col. Fermin Alsina, hastily sent over a note to the same effect, 

threatening the Paraguayans with extermination (the deguello) should 

they refuse. Yet this was exactly what the squadron did. Jose de Jesus 

Paez, the lieutenant commanding the Paraguayan horsemen, refused to 

parley and instead attacked at once. His men dashed through the front 

line of the Correntino cavalry and, with their lances stabbing to the left 

and right, made good their escape into the bush. The Paraguayans lost 

four men killed and perhaps a dozen wounded. They left behind the 

herds of cattle that they had taken earlier in the day. 

This action at San Lorenzo, which lasted less than an hour, was typi

cal of the clashes that occurred on a daily basis for the rest of the Cor

rientes campaign.67 General Robles remained with his infantry in a 

defensive position at Riachuelo, all the time receiving reinforcements 

from the north. Berges and the junta Gubernativa promised to send some 

reliable Correntino troops to join the Paraguayans as part of this 

buildup.68 By the second week of May, the Southern Division reached a 

peak strength of twenty-five thousand men - far greater than anything 
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the Argentines could muster. The size of these units mattered little, 

however, for Robles's inaction had already cost him too much time. 

More than three weeks had passed since the beginning of the campaign, 

and he had yet to advance even as far as Empedrado.69 Nicanor Caceres 

could afford to feel sanguine. His small band of irregulars had effec

tively delayed the Paraguayan anny.70 

When Robles finally decided to move on 1 1  May, he struck out in a cu

rious direction. The Paraguayans abruptly pushed inland, away from 

the Parana and toward the marshlands at the center of the province. 

Within twenty-four hours, the army turned again, first to the south and 

then to the southwest, before finally entering Empedrado on the four

teenth. This odd maneuver might have fooled a few Argentine pickets, 

but its execution took three days, whereas Empedrado would certainly 

have fallen in just as many hours . 

On 1 5  May the long-anticipated advance began in earnest as the Para

guayans, now formed into a single column, pushed south in the direc

tion of Bella Vista. The vanguard, commanded by Col. Jose Maria Aguiar, 

had already been bloodied in the many minor encounters with Caceres.  

Now, however, it boasted an important advantage hitherto unavailable. 

Robles brought most of his artillery well forward in the column where 

it could directly support the advance guard. As soon as Aguiar met re

sistance, his men wheeled their cannons into position and fired on the 

Correntinos at close range. Caceres, who could not take many casual

ties , invariably withdrew. By this deft use of artillery, the Paraguayans 

kept their own losses low. More importantly, they saved wear on their 

horses, without which no forward momentum was possible.71 

The Paraguayans took Bella Vista on 20 May. They found the village 

largely deserted, its inhabitants gone. Even so, there was something 

restful about the place they left behind. Many of the sweet orange and 

tangerine trees that made the community famous in the northeast were 

bearing fruit just then. The few blooms that remained on the trees were 

enough to fill the air with a light perfume that seemed wildly out of 

place in a country at war. As at Corumba, the Paraguayans went from 

door to door filling their rucksacks with whatever spoils they could find. 
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They then slept soundly by their campfires. Having come nearly eighty 

miles through backswamps and sloughs littered with brush and downed 

timber, the soldiers were tired and footsore. 

Robles allowed his ni.en two days rest, then started them south once 

again. The harassment they encountered this time was far less than ear

lier; Caceres wrote Paunero that desertions plagued him terribly and 

that what remained of his exhausted forces could not continue their de

laying operations much longer.72 Still in good spirits after a long march, 

the Paraguayans took up new positions along the Santa Lucia River, 

some forty miles south of Bella Vista, on 26 May. They were poised to 

walk into Goya, this time convinced that Argentine resistance had evap

orated. Events back at Corrientes were to prove them wrong. 

The Argentine predicament in the region had been exacerbated by 

bad intelligence all along. General Paunero, an old, white-bearded of

ficer who shared the same unusual given name with his Paraguayan op

ponent, had far more experience of the world and of the military art 

than his counterpart.73 Yet this did not stop him from misconstruing 

the situation in the northeast. 

Paunero had counted from the beginning on the active support of 

the Brazilian fleet. After the attack of 13 April, Admiral Tamandare had 

sent ten vessels to Bella Vista to begin preparations for a blockade up

river. Paunero's First Division arrived in town on 2 May only to discover 

by messenger that, though Entrerriano recruitment had gone well, 

Urquiza would not be able to deploy his troops for some time to come. 

This was unfortunate, for word had just arrived from Caceres that 

the Paraguayans had withdrawn from Empedrado and had even aban

doned their base camp on the Riachuelo. To Paunero, these tidings 

could only mean that Paraguayan indecision, even cowardice, had fi

nally rebounded to Argentina's favor. He promptly asked the imperial 

navy to provide passage for his two-thousand-man force so that he could 

cut off Robles's retreat and destroy the Paraguayan interlopers before 

they could reach Paso de la Patria. 

In fact, the enemy had no intention of withdrawing. Acting under 

the marshal's specific orders , Robles had transferred to the port of Cor-
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rientes all the men he deemed unfit for a forced march to the south. 

This was the "withdrawal" that Caceres had reported. Thus, when Pau

nero set out from Bella Vista, he imagined himself to be in pursuit of a 

retreating army, only to discover on arrival at Empedrado that the Para

guayans even then were bearing down on him. 

There was nothing left to be done. Paunero reembarked his men 

aboard the Brazilian steamers and returned to Bella Vista without hav

ing once made contact with Robles's forces. The swiftness of the Para

guayan onslaught made it impossible for him to attempt any resistance 

at Bella Vista, and so, rather embarrassed, he again withdrew, this time 

to an old saladero j ust north of Goya called the Rincon de Soto. 

The Raid on Corrientes 

On 1 9  May the much-flustered Paunero received a reinforcement of two 

infantry battalions and a squadron of artillery. This gave his First Divi

sion a total of some thirty-five hundred men and twelve guns, not count

ing Caceres's five thousand mounted irregulars.74 Though still distinctly 

inferior to Robles's army, this force at least was capable of effective ac

tion. The Brazilians still had ten vessels in the area, and perhaps Pau

nero could take advantage of their firepower - though this was by no 

means certain, as the Paraguayans could simply move out of range. The 

Argentine commander initially planned to land at Bella Vista but aban

doned the idea when Robles preempted him. This left two possible op

tions. In keeping with his mission of delaying the Paraguayan advance, 

Paunero might set up a defensive position across from the Paraguayans 

on the Santa Lucia River. Though Robles's men could storm or outflank 

his division, their losses would be heavy. But Paunero was also likely to 

lose many men. 

Another option involved using the Brazilian fleet to transport his 

men upriver and land them behind the Paraguayans to wreck havoc 

in their rear. Robles had established a line of communications that 

stretched one hundred miles back to Corrientes and was nearly unde

fended along its entire length. The Paraguayan had relied on Meza's 

ships to ferry men and supplies to the front lines ; this made sense ini-
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tially, when the enemy fleet had yet to react, but now no one could tell 

when the imperial navy might choose to take offensive action. 

This uncertainty worked to Paunero's favor. So did the fact that Mar

shal Lopez had left only a token force to garrison the port of Corri

entes - an unforgivable error given the thirty thousand men held in re

serve at Humaita. Had Lopez used these troops to reinforce Corrientes 

and defend Robles's lines of communication, Paunero would have had 

to yield even more ground. Instead, the Argentine commander became 

the happy recipient of some important news. At midnight on 23 May, 

Brazilian vessels captured a small Paraguayan canoe that was attempt

ing to work its way down the Parana to Robles ; its crew, when forced to 

talk, informed Allied officers of the true situation at Corrientes :  the port 

had only a skeletal defense force and one warship at anchor.75 Paunero 

at once decided to mount a maj or raid to coincide with 25 May, Ar

gentina's independence day. 

His plan called for the First Division to leave the Rincon de Soto 

aboard nine Brazilian and two Argentine vessels, then land and cap

ture the provincial capital under the covering fire of the navy. Nicanor 

Caceres,  who was already hard pressed, received an order to contribute 

fifteen hundred cavalrymen who would by-pass the Paraguayans on 

the east, ride hard on Corrientes, and support the landing force on the 

river.76 

This part of the plan, which the Correntino general strenuously op

posed, was ill considered. It required that his men move a distance of 

1 1 0 miles through partly contested territory, join a battle in progress, 

and then withdraw just as quickly by the same route. Exhausted men 

fight poorly. Moreover, as Caceres gruffly pointed out to his porteiio 

superior, their participation was unnecessary to a successful raid. It 

added nothing while drawing away from the delaying operations in the 

south . Paunero, however, overruled Caceres and made preparations for 

the attack. 

The Allied landing force consisted of approximately four thousand 

officers and men. This included Paunero's First Division, which then had 

twelve hundred infantrymen and one hundred artillerymen; Brazil's 
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Ninth Infantry Brigade, under the command of Col. Joao Guilherme 

Bruce, which in addition to thirteen hundred infantry had another fifty 

artillerymen; and twenty-three hundred naval crewmen, including gun

ners commanded by Adm. Francisco Manoel Barroso, a white-whiskered 

old salt only recently arrived from Montevideo. The Paraguayan defend

ers, who would also have to contend with Caceres's fifteen hundred cav

alry, had two infantry battalions and three old bronze field guns of 

small caliber in battery for a total of sixteen hundred men. 

The raiding force arrived off Riachuelo in midafternoon on 24 May. 

The Paraguayans had already left their nearby base camp, and Paunero 

felt reassured that he could surprise his enemies without fear of detec

tion. In fact, the Paraguayans learned of his presence almost immedi

ately.77 At 7 :  30 A.M . the next day, the Allied ships again got under way, 

and after rounding a bend j ust below Corrientes, they became visible 

to sailors aboard the Paraguayan ship Pirabebe. As the British-flagged 

Ranger, this vessel had previously plowed the river as far north as Co

rumba and was well known in the region. Solano Lopez had authorized 

her purchase only a short time earlier and was happy to add her to his 

fleet. At 1 2 0  tons, though, she was one of his smaller steamers and not 

likely to put up a good fight. As the Paraguayan prisoners had main

tained, no other ship was then in port. The Pirabebe fired two shots, both 

of which missed, and then retired posthaste toward Humaita to warn 

the troops there. She steamed past Corrientes without stopping though 

her crew did signal the Paraguayan garrison of the impending attack. 

At 1.0 :  oo A.M. the Allied fleet moved into view off Corrientes. The 

streets of the town, though sandy and rutted, were laid out on a perfect 

grid; this allowed the fleet to fire along straight lines into Corrientes 

and make difficult any movements by the defending Paraguayans. Gen

eral Paunero and Admiral Barroso, however, had decided to keep such 

firing to a minimum and concentrate it only on the points where they 

intended to land troops . 

The place chosen for a landing was several miles north of the port at 

a spot called La Bateria de San Pedro. After their invasion six weeks ear

lier, the Paraguayans had erected a small fort at this site, which guarded 
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the approach to Paso de la Patria. One of the two available Paraguayan 

battalions had moved up earlier to guard this site upon receiving news 

of Paunero's approach. They were ready when, at four o'clock in the af

ternoon, two companies of Argentine infantry landed directly in front 

of them.78 

One of these companies was organized as a unit called the Legion 

Militar, comprising mostly Italian and French mercenaries recruited in 

Europe at the time of the troubles in the Banda Oriental. Some of these 

men had fought in the Crimea, and all had been told that the struggle 

against Solano Lopez was the same as their own against the hated Aus

trians. To a man, they were anxious for the fray to begin. Their com

mander, Maj .  Gianbattista Char lone, had formerly served in the Italian 

forces and, like many adventurers in the Garibaldi mold, had cultivated 

a dashing appearance and an air of self-assurance. He too was ready to 

fight. Before his legion could advance, however, he had to cancel the 

supporting fire of his Brazilian allies, who had accidentally rained shells 

among his men.79 

Still more died when they tried to assault the small fort. Paraguayan 

resistance proved sharper and more sustained than anyone on the Al

lied side would have guessed. Charlone received a serious wound when 

a Paraguayan trooper struck him across the head with a saber as he tried 

to rush the enemy position. His men pulled him to safety, but several 

were lanced in the process. More common were the casualties suffered 

on both sides from musket and rifle fire.80 

Though the Paraguayans looked grimy and ill attired compared to 

the Legion Militar, there was nothing sloppy about their fighting. They 

maintained unit cohesion amid the smoke and confusion and even 

when pressured at close quarters. Already the Allies were beginning to 

note and admire the fighting qualities of Lopez's men.81 

The most impressive show of Paraguayan doggedness came an 

hour and a half into the fight. The marshal's commander at Corrientes, 

Maj .  Jose de la Cruz Martinez, was a young, dyspeptic-looking officer 

with a thin, almost comical moustache and no experience of war. He 

sent his reserve battalion forward to reinforce La Bateria without un-
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derstanding the artillery arrayed against him. Given the constant bom

bardment, the battalion made it only as far as the Poncho Verde Creek, 

still a quarter mile to the south. The creek, which was filled with slow

moving, greenish water, could only effectively be crossed at one stone 

bridge. Since they could go no farther, the Paraguayans decided to hold 

the bridge in order to disrupt any Allied moves on Corrientes. The de

fenders at La Bateria, seeing what had happened, abandoned the fort 

and fell back to the bridge to join their comrades . 

Martinez, who observed these developments from the tower of the 

legislative palace in Corrientes, had no time to plan an elaborate de

fense, but what his men lacked in preparation, they made up for in stam

ina. They brought forward two of their three bronze guns just before 

the Argentines attacked en masse. The Paraguayans fired their cannon 

and muskets and brandished their cutlasses at the enemy. Acrid black

powder smoke engulfed their position; neither side could see what they 

were firing at. Many defenders fell back bloodied, reeling into the Pon

cho Verde, where they were drowned. 

The Argentines fought well for a time, concentrating their rifle fire 

with good effect on the thinning ranks before them. But when the Para

guayans still refused to break, the attacking force fell back to regroup 

and strike again. At just that moment, Colonel Bruce and his Brazilian 

Ninth Infantry arrived. The colonel brought with him a two-gun battery 

that at once proceeded to fire grapeshot directly into the Paraguayan 

position. This proved too much even for Martinez. He signaled his men 

to abandon the bridge, leaving behind the corpses that littered it at both 

ends . That night no one could cross the bridge without stepping on the 

bodies of the fallen.82 

The Paraguayans retreated through the town to a point about one 

mile east. There, in a forested area, they halted, regrouped, and awaited 

aid from Humaita. Berges, the junta Gubernativa, and scores of pro-L6pez 

Correntinos had already preceded them to Las Lomas, where they found 

refuge at Teodoro Gauna's summerhouse. The Paraguayans had lost 

some four hundred men and the Allies just over three hundred.83 

As it turned out, the Allies lacked sufficient naval support to stay in 
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Corrientes .  They definitely had no wish to pursue Martinez away from 

the river and the protection of naval guns. Instead, they marched into 

town and seized a huge quantity of Paraguayan arms and munitions .84 

Then, during the night, they celebrated with drinks and fireworks. The 

Correntinos showed little interest in these festivities nor any sign at all 

of friendship for their porteiio liberators.85 Some of the townspeople kept 

their distance because they worried about Paraguayan retributions, but 

a majority thought the raid an unqualified victory for no one save the 

Liberals. In fact, the Brazilian and Argentine troops wrecked at least a 

score of houses and made off with whatever spoils were lying within -

hardly the kind of behavior calculated to build support for the Allied 

cause among the Correntinos.86 As for Caceres, whose participation Pau

nero had deemed so crucial, he failed to arrive until the next day. 

To achieve maximum disruption of Paraguayan movements, Paunero 

wished to station the Brazilian fleet forward, directly in the channel 

that separated Corrientes from Paraguay. This would prevent any quick 

reinforcement for Martinez from the opposite bank of the Parana. Ad

miral Barroso demurred, however, saying that his fleet had no pilots fa

miliar with that stretch of the river. He feared that his ships might run 

aground or come under the Paraguayan guns at Paso de la Patria.87 

Though no great comment was made at the time, Barroso's refusal to 

heed the Argentine request was only the first instance of what was to be

come a chronic problem: without an overall commander, the naval and 

land forces operated independently, and their leaders could not or 

would not subordinate their individual interests to a common goal. Jeal

ousy played a role in all this as did mistrust, both of which augured 

badly for the future.88 

Reluctantly, Paunero reembarked his troops aboard the Brazilian 

transports. The Correntinos, who had neither welcomed nor shunned 

the Argentine raiders , came out of their houses to stare at the troops. 

Paunero told them that he would provide transport for anyone who 

wished to leave, but few locals took him up on his offer. By the morning 

of the twenty-seventh, the Allied forces were steaming southward, once 

again looking for Robles . 
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The porteiio press celebrated the raid of 25 May as a great triumph 

for Argentina, and indeed, Paunero had much to feel good about. As a 

spoiling action, his raid was completely successful. It confused the over

confident Paraguayans and frustrated their plans for a continued ad

vance to the south . Now they had to worry about similar Allied attacks 

in their rear, and this worry, in turn, justified a reappraisal of their en

tire strategic position. The government in Buenos Aires had ordered 

Paunero to delay Robles in every way possible; his raid on Corrientes ac

complished this better than the harassment of the main Paraguayan 

columns had hitherto done. 

Despite Paunero's success on 25  May, he could not afford to bluster. 

He had sustained heavy losses without really diminishing the num

bers of Paraguayans facing him. And, without sufficient naval support, 

he could never hope to hold Corrientes. Thus, though he might claim 

a significant victory for Allied arms, he still had much to worry about. 

Word soon spread throughout the army, moreover, that the Paraguay

ans fought like jaguars and would not yield to superior arms. 

The Marshal Overreacts 

When Solano Lopez learned of Paunero's attack on Corrientes, he flew 

into a rage. The main part of his fleet was at anchor at Asuncion, unable 

to respond to this obvious threat to Paraguay proper. The marshal had 

men ready at Humaita but no way to get them in sufficient numbers 

across the river to Martinez. Flustered, he summoned his scribe and dic

tated an elaborate dispatch to Robles , who at that moment was still po

sitioned along the Santa Lucia. Lopez ordered his general to decamp and 

return in haste to Corrientes together with the entire Southern Divi

sion: "There is no need to effect a forced march, but you must not lose 

time. It is understood that you cannot leave a single man behind, but in

stead [rush] to reinforce our troops . . . .  If General Urquiza should appear 

to pursue you,  attempt to avoid contact and fight only if you have no 

choice, always keeping in mind that the further you pull him [into Cor

rientes] , the further will he be from his base of supply, whereas you will 

be approaching and finally uniting with us." 89 
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The marshal had incomplete information when he composed this 

dispatch, and he sent it off without waiting for an update. In point of 

fact, Martinez had reoccupied Corrientes; Paunero's army had with

drawn to Esquina, a town far to the south of Goya; Caceres had melted 

back into the hinterland away from the Paraguayans ;  and neither Ur

quiza nor Mitre could promise reinforcements any time soon. There was 

no threat. 

Such was his character, however, that Lopez could not bring himself 

to reverse his order. Robles had been set to march on Goya. He was fi

nally beginning to feel his oats as a fighting general, and his men were 

rested. Yet now came this baffling instruction to turn around, abandon 

the field, and retrace his path northward to Corrientes. 

Robles simply could not believe it, for once the offensive had begun, 

it was his duty to sustain it. The general assumed, therefore, that the 

marshal had issued his order without full knowledge of what had hap

pened back at the provincial capital.90 The general equivocated for a 

time, then sent his own messenger to ask for a clarification. When the 

query reached Asuncion, Solano Lopez lost his temper. How dare this 

general question his orders? Worse still, he began to think that Robles 

was not merely foolish but actively undermining Paraguayan war aims. 

His suspicions were confirmed to him when he learned that Robles had 

occupied Goya on 2 June. On that same day, the marshal announced his 

decision to leave for the front to take personal command of his forces in 

the field.91 

The Paraguayan general had not meant to appear insubordinate, but 

Goya had always loomed large in his strategic plans. It possessed the 

best port in the immediate vicinity. The Allies had left it undefended, 

and yet the Paraguayans could easily bring the town under their own 

defensive umbrella from their camps on the Santa Lucia. Most impor

tant of all, Goya was located along the shortest and best-trod route to 

the Uruguay River, which meant, in effect, that only a few days' march 

now separated Robles from his Oriental friends. It is easy to see why he 

was reluctant to part with such a valuable prize. 

Solano Lopez had no patience with "unruly" field commanders . By 
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his actions, Robles had planted the seed in his president's mind that 

something had gone badly awry with the Southern Division. On 4 June 

the general received confirmation of the earlier order. In language that 

was terse and biting, Solano Lopez reminded him of his place, stating 

that his failure to obey promptly had frustrated the military timetable 

elsewhere.92 

Why should the marshal insist now on the course of action outlined 

on 26 May? Robles , after all, was right - the situation had changed. In 

looking for an answer, we need to recall that the Lopez regime was 

atavistically focused on the power and prestige of the chief executive. 

Any suggestion of fallibility brought the entire system into question. 

Solano Lopez reacted instinctively to protect himself, his family, and the 

established order. He might change his mind, but no one would change 

it for him. 

It is also unclear how much reliable intelligence he had received. 

Martinez had reported; his men had started to clear the corpses from 

the battleground and from the mucky waters of the Poncho Verde. 

Eighty-three soldiers wounded in the battle were being cared for in a 

converted convent at one side of town. Aside from this , the only news 

worthy of attention was the arrival, some miles to the south, of the Brit

ish ship Dotterell and the Italian ship Veloce, both of which intended to 

sail on to Asuncion to evacuate their respective compatriots. The Bra

zilians , who insisted on the inviolability of their blockade, tried to hold 

up their passage, though only for a �hort time.93 There was no further 

evidence of enemy activity.94 

The marshal had also heard from Berges, however, and in his note 

the foreign minister stressed that Barroso's warships were still lurking 

near the Riachuelo. Perhaps Solano Lopez suspected that another Allied 

assault was in the offing. In any case, he had given Robles an order twice 

and now expected to see it obeyed. 

Robles felt chastened, even a little afraid. He forgot all about the 

military implications of abandoning Goya and, after setting a few build

ings ablaze, turned his army around.95 On 13 June the Southern Divi

sion reached Empedrado. The weird movement of the Paraguayan col-
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umn perplexed Paunero, who at first assumed that Robles meant to at

tack San Roque on his way to the Uruguay. When the Paraguayan com

mander made no move in that direction, the main Argentine forces held 

back, leaving Caceres's irregulars to ambush a few enemy stragglers. In 

any case Paunero was considering urgent calls to bring his troops to join 

the Allied buildup at Concordia and wished no confrontation at the 

time. Little else happened as the Allies pondered their next move. Mean

while, Robles received an order to encamp his forces along the Parana 

at the Rincon del Peguaj6.  His mission now was to prevent the passage 

of the Brazilian fleet - a 1 udicrous assignment for an army. 

The Allies had reason to feel perplexed, for in truth, the Paraguayan 

movements made no sense . In the two months since the war began in 

Corrientes, Robles had marched roughly two hundred miles into Ar

gentine territory but had yet to fight a major battle. What he had 

accomplished had little strategic value if he failed to push forward . 

Instead, he withdrew because of a brief but violent raid behind his 

back. And now, oddest of all, he was holding a riverbank in order to keep 

seven Brazilian warships at bay. None of this was useful, none of it 

necessary. 

The Paraguayans fared no better in their political offensive. Berges 

and Silvera were hard;working individuals who struggled incessantly to 

convince the Correntinos to adhere to the marshal's cause.  With the fol

lowers of the Federal Party - and their extended families - they enjoyed 

some success.  The junta also managed to recruit several hundred men to 

serve with the Paraguayan army.96 These forces were just as irregular as 

those who served with Caceres and fought in the same ruthless way. 

They served as scouts and foragers for Robles and were particularly 

effective in stemming Mitrista resistance in the departments of Itati, 

San Cosme, and Yaguarete Cora.97 Even so, their numbers were tiny and 

their support precarious. 

Ordinary Correntinos - the people that Berges and the junta desper

ately wished to sway - remained indifferent to the Paraguayan appeals . 

Their attitude of uncertainty was understandable, but the Paraguayan 

tired of waiting for their conversion. The marshal had little use for po-
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litical gestures when military solutions were freely at hand. Now that 

the battle of La Bateria was over, he grew tired of the seemingly endless 

banter in Corrientes and demanded that his officers get on with the war. 

Under such pressure, Berges's hopes for rapprochement between the 

two Guarani-speaking peoples were sorely tested . He tried to address the 

concerns of the Correntinos by establishing a ten-member committee 

to investigate allegations of Allied theft and mayhem growing out of 

the 25 May raid. Merchants, especially foreigners, filed scores of com

plaints with this committee, which continued to operate until the end 

of August.98 

In the intervening months, the Junta Gubernativa repeatedly at

tempted to serve as a conduit between the Paraguayans and the Cor

rentinos in the south of the province. Berges encouraged Silvera and his 

associates to think of themselves as allies, not puppets . One result early 

on was that they openly sought to contact Nicanor Caceres and encour

age his defection from the national government.99 They also made sev

eral clandestine attempts to open negotiations with his old patron Ur

quiza, and on at least one occasion, now understood only in outline, 

they tried to tempt some key portefio officers to turn against Mitre and 

his Brazilian friends. 100 None of these efforts had any success. And as the 

cold South American winter months passed, the Junta members began 

to lose the little amount of legitimacy they had built up in the province. 

They also learned how expendable they really were. More and more, the 

trio found themselves turning to Berges as someone who might protect 

them, as much from Solano Lopez as from the Allied armies. For his 

part, the foreign minister felt no compunction at passing off every 

failed policy in Corrientes as specifically their work. 

The March to the Uruguay 

Ever since the attack on Corrientes, the Paraguayan force stationed 

on the Pindapoi had been waiting to join the fight. Maj .  Pedro Duarte, 

aware of the distances involved, supposed that at some point his army 

of ten thousand would be ordered south to link up with that of Robles .  

The Argentines were perfectly aware of his presence, but the dispatch of 
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Col. Simeon Paiva's irregulars into the Misiones was all they could man

age by way of defense. No one imagined that such poor troops would 

stop Duarte once he started to move. The Brazilians were still too far 

away to provide support, yet to the surprise of the Allies ,  the Paraguayan 

major failed to advance. 

The map of northeastern Argentina suggests two possible strategies 

for Duarte's army. In one scenario, it could drive through the lightly 

held Misiones directly into Rio Grande do Sul, probably at Sao Borja, and 

continue south as an independent force until it crossed the Uruguayan 

frontier. At that point, friendly Blancos would rise and link their oper

ations to those of the marshal. Given the disposition of the imperial 

forces, most of which still clustered around Montevideo, this approach 

had much to recommend it. 

A safer, though more time-consuming, strategy would involve 

Duarte's force as one arm of a giant pincer movement across the prov

inces of Corrientes and Entre Rios. His force would act as counterweight 

to that of Robles, driving down the Uruguay just as the general's troops 

drove down the Parana. Somewhere below the Laguna Ybera, the two 

forces would come together and destroy any remaining Argentine units 

between them. They then would move on as a single formation into 

friendly territory in Uruguay. Both strategies required a clear time

table that synchronized Duarte's movements with those of Robles . To 

achieve such coordination, Duarte should have started his march before 

1 3  April. But he remained immobile, nervously awaiting orders. 

Other than advancing in the general direction of the Banda Oriental, 

Solano Lopez had no operational plan to achieve his military goals .  

H e  expected t o  b e  carried from victory t o  victory by the bravery o f  his 

troops and the sheer incompetence of his enemies. The Mato Grosso 

campaign had demonstrated the vulnerability of Brazilian arms. But 

there the Paraguayans enjoyed the advantage of surprise.  Rio Grande, 

the marshal hoped, would prove that even with sufficient time for pre

paration, his enemies would still crumble at the approach of his army. 

This was a dangerous assumption. The marshal's lack of concrete 

plans was astonishing for a man who had read Jomini and who had 
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done so much to prepare his armed forces in training and weaponry. In 

this case, not only did he fail to synchronize Duarte's movements with 

those of Robles but he even went so far as to relieve Duarte at the last 

moment, replacing him with an inexperienced lieutenant colonel. 

The new commander was Antonio de la Cruz Estigarribia, a tall, 

youngish officer whose black beard had yet to be marred by a single gray 

hair. Although not particularly wealthy, he came from a well-connected 

family (one of his relatives had been Dr. Francia's personal physician) 

and enjoyed the many privileges of elite life in the 1850s.  But he had 

little aptitude for the military. Instead, he owed his advancement in the 

army to connections and to his unfailing submissiveness to the presi

dent. As one of his own subordinates later observed, Estigarribia might 

have been "a sergeant with the epaulettes of a lieutenant colonel, " but 

he was always willing to keep himself in Solano Lopez's shadow.101  Dur

ing the latter's mediation between Buenos Aires and the Argentine Con

federation in 1 859, Estigarribia acted as his military assistant. At the 

beginning of the war with Brazil, he was still serving as presidential 

aide-de-camp. Then in quick succession, he was transferred to the far 

sou th to take command at Encarnacion before finally arriving at the 

Pindapoi on 27 April to take over from Duarte, who stayed on as second 

in command.102 

The troops in the Misiones saw in the appointment ofEstigarribia the 

triumph of political connections over efficiency, and they felt uncom

fortable. Duarte, whom the men regarded as a soldier's soldier, had 

been with them since the beginning and had overseen their training 

and organization. They still itched to get into action. With a "political" 

commander like Estigarribia to lead them, however, they were far more 

uneasy about the task before them. 

Estigarribia was no more comfortable than his men. He understood 

better than they how meager his real experience of command was and 

chose to make up for it by ridiculing Duarte behind his back. He made 

life so difficult for his subordinate that even written communication be

tween the two became strained - a fact that later played to the Allies' 

advantage. 103 
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Though by the end of April most of the men along the Pindapoi were 

reasonably well trained, they still had few arms relative to their com

patriots on the Parana. Estigarribia could boast only five cannon, cal

ibers 3 and 5, and one mortar, caliber 1 0 .  For a force about to mount an 

invasion, this was woefully inadequate artillery. Estigarribia's superiors 

in Asuncion evidently felt, however, that the sheer_ weight of his ten

thousand-man force was more than enough to cover any contingency, 

and indeed, the Allies had no comparable armed force anywhere nearby. 

The most Colonels Paiva and Isidoro Reguera could do was to follow 

Estigarribia's movements and perhaps steal some of the cattle grazing 

along the Pindapoi. 

On 5 May the first Paraguayan units, organized into a "brigade" un

der Major Duarte, began a reconnaissance in force, marching south 

through rolling hills . Heavily wooded in places, this was some of the 

fairest land in the northeast. Light breezes kept its climate pleasant ex

cept in the hottest months, and even then it was more comfortable than 

the adjacent river valleys. Its beauty and pleasant airs aside, this part of 

the Misiones impressed the Paraguayans by its emptiness .  As the threat 

of war mounted in 1 864, the small farmers and ranchers of the region 

relocated farther south. Even those tiny groups of refugees that had 

taken up residence in the ruins of the old Jesuit missions were nowhere 

in sight. 

Duarte's men periodically spotted some of Paiva's troops but made 

no contact. On 7 May the Paraguayans reached the former mission town 

of Santa Maria, now an abandoned ruin save for one or two families who 

proved outwardly friendly. They informed the major that he would en

counter no Correntino or Brazilian troop concentrations before reach

ing Santo Tome on the Uruguay River. Armed with this information, 

Duarte sent to Estigarribia for reinforcements. The colonel, who had 

stayed behind with the main Paraguayan force, immediately sent two 

squadrons of lancers to help Duarte dislodge any enemies he might 

find. Using lancers as shock troops was certainly unconventional, but 

the major was glad to get the help, which brought the size of his com

mand to 664 men. 
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The marshal's instructions directed Estigarribia to move with all dis

patch to the Paso de los Garruchos, an isolated bend on the Uruguay 

some distance from Santo Tome. Solano Lopez wanted the colonel to 

avoid all inhabited areas during the first stage of the campaign. Duarte's 

reconnaissance, however, took him forty miles south of the point indi

cated; it was well that he went so far, else he would not have learned 

how weak Allied defenses really were. A false rumor had it that a full di

vision of infantry and cavalry was waiting in ambush. 

On 9 May, having advanced twenty-eight miles through wooded 

country from Santa Maria, Duarte's brigade caught sight of the Uruguay 

River, glistening and curving gently like a crescent moon in the direc

tion of Buenos Aires .  The next day Duarte ordered twenty-three of his 

best horsemen to move forward into Santo Tome. This was only a probe, 

designed to ferret out enemy stragglers and determine the disposition 

of any larger forces ; Duarte still thought it likely that they would en

counter sizable Allied units . In order to prevent their being heard, the 

horsemen received orders to use only their lances and avoid all gunfire. 

Yet as they came to the edge of town, the Paraguayans turned a corner 

and ran headlong into an Argentine mounted patrol, probably from 

Paiva's command. The Paraguayans instantly charged, killing one of

ficer and driving the other horsemen from the field.104 Duarte's men 

then entered Santo Tome, which they found deserted save for several 

old women and three or four Italian merchants . One of the Paraguayan 

soldiers returned to the major with this news, and Duarte quickly 

brought up the remainder of his troops . 

Santo Tome hardly amounted to much - a score or two of little 

houses built of wood and adobe and thatched with palm leaves, and a 

half-dozen more substantial dwellings built partly of stone. Each house 

had its own small grove of orange trees intermixed with guavas, sweet 

limes, and the omnipresent mango, under which no grass could grow. 

The sleepy port district of Hormiguero was located a mile farther to the 

southeast. Though still small and underutilized, it was well situated 

to control the upper reaches of the Uruguay. Only Sao Borja,  above the 

opposite bank a few miles downriver, had any claim to greater promi-
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nence. That town was still in the hands of the emperor's forces ,  and 

Duarte had no idea how many enemy troops were there. 

As it was, the major had his hands full assessing the situation at 

Santo Tome. While he was composing an extensive report for Estigar

ribia, however, he was happily surprised by the arrival of several well

dressed Uruguayans, army officers of the former Blanco regime. These 

men had earlier left Montevideo and j ourneyed to Paraguay through 

the Misiones in order to offer the marshal their support in driving the 

Brazilians from their horneland.105 Their arrival at Santo Tome gave 

added significance to Duarte's expedition, heartening his men, who 

reasoned that there must be many more potential allies in the Uru

guayan hinterland and in Entre Rios. Flores and the Brazilians had spent 

five months suppressing the Blancas , however, and a general uprising 

against the new order was now most unlikely. The men who came to 

Santo Tome posed as heralds of a new round of fighting in the Banda 

Oriental, but in fact they were simply exiles . Duarte, who could not 

judge one way or the other, incorporated them into his brigade. They 

were to serve him faithfully over the next months. 

Heavy rains delayed both Paraguayan and Allied movements for 

some days (though, as usual, rumor had thousands of Brazilian cavalry

men corning from the east). When the rains abruptly cleared on 1 7 May, 

Duarte temporarily retreated north toward Santa Maria, halting at a 

small encampment called Caazapava, where he ordered his men to dig 

a series of trenches. Reinforcements still had not arrived from Estigar

ribia. Spies had revealed to him, though, that the various Correntino 

cavalry units had finally reconstituted themselves into a fighting force 

of at least one thousand, and these horsemen were rapidly approaching 

the Paraguayans from the southwest. Given the presumed threat from 

imperial forces on the other side of the river, Duarte opted to pull back 

and tempt his enemies into a frontal assault, giving him the tactical ad

vantage of a prepared defensive position.106 

This was a wise move. Paiva, in fact, had already arranged for 500 

Brazilian troopers to cross the Uruguay at Sao Borja to join his advance 

on Santo Tome. When he learned of Duarte's retreat, however, he erro-
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neously concluded that the Paraguayans were pulling back to the Pin

dapoi . Pushing ahead to cut them off, he missed his rendezvous with 

the Brazilians .107 Lack of coordination between the two allies made it 

impossible to strike decisively at Caazapava. As the various units tried 

to regroup before attacking, they discovered that Duarte had finally re

ceived reinforcements - 452 cavalrymen and 385 infantrymen - and 

could not now be vanquished without serious loss to the Allies . 108 

Having missed the moment, Paiva and the Brazilians withdrew to 

Santo Tome to plan their next move. Meanwhile, on 21 May Solano Lo

pez sent word to Colonel Estigarribia to get on with his attack. Strangely, 

the marshal expressed little anger at the vacillating officer, simply reit

erating his previous orders . Estigarribia was to move his command 

south of the Uruguay, crossing the bulk of his forces at the Paso de los 

Garruchos, and take Sao Borja.  A secondary force along the right bank 

of the river was to protect his line of communication. Duarte would 

command this latter force. 

As always , the major started out first, securing the river crossing 

without incident on 27 May, then moving on to retake Santo Tome three 

days later. The Correntinos had learned of the Paraguayan advance from 

the few remaining refugees escaping south. Colonel Paiva, who had 

nothing to match the enemy's fifteen hundred men, wisely opted to 

avoid contact, save for a single incident in which some of his men ex

changed fire with the Paraguayan vanguard and managed to shoot 

Duarte's kepi from his head.109 Paiva's decision to pull back rather than 

take a stand at the river's edge was perfectly sound, especially as his 

Brazilian allies had yet to make an appearance . 

The absence of the imperial forces worried rather than reassured the 

Paraguayan commander back at the Pindapoi.  Despite the urgency of 

his orders , Estigarribia still hesitated to commit his full contingent, de

laying his departure until the afternoon of 31 May 1 865. His "Uruguay 

Division" now counted some eight thousand men in eight infantry bat

talions of seven hundred men each, three cavalry regiments of six hun

dred men each, one artillery squadron of five guns, and several engi

neering units to handle canoes and forty supply wagons.1 10 At that time, 
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the Brazilians had no soldiers west of the Uruguay River and relied on 

the sporadic reports of Correntino refugees fleeing Santo Tome for in

telligence. These frightened people always exaggerated the size of the 

Paraguayan force, some putting it as high as twenty-five thousand men. 

Ignorance of the true strength of the enemy vexed the Brazilian mil

itary (as indeed it did the Paraguayans), but instead of acting with pru

dence, imperial forces scoffed at the antics of their opponents . These 

Riograndeses had not fought at La Bateria and still regarded the mar

shal and his army with contempt. One rumormonger in Porto Alegre 

even claimed that the true commander of the Paraguayan forces was 

the Neapolitan general Bosck (a possible reference to Ferdinando Bosco, 

who had served Francis II  in his recent campaign against Garibaldi). 1 1 1  

Above all, n o  one felt that the Paraguayans themselves presented any 

real challenge. 

Gen. David Canabarro, the thicldy built Brazilian commander of the 

northern stretches of the Uruguay, held the same disdainful views as his 

men. Again and again he laughed at the Paraguayan army, which he 

thought full of "children and ancient men with hardly any teeth." 1 1 2 As 

an old cavalry officer from the Farrapo Revolt, he had the usual gaucho 

disdain for peasant soldiers who walked rather than rode on horseback 

and who could never be trusted to obey an order.1 13 The fall of Corri

entes had taught him nothing, nor had the approach of Estigarribia. 

When the time came, he felt confident that the Paraguayans would turn 

and run. 

Canabarro's experience and skill in the saddle, though certainly re

spectable, could only take him so far. He might loudly disparage the en

emy while speaking words of kindness and encouragement to his men. 

He realized , all the same, that his own units were both inexperienced 

and under strength. In 1 864, when the empire launched its invasion 

of the Banda Oriental, it sent to Paysandu the only organized military 

force in Rio Grande do Sul - a division of cavalry and infantry under 

Gen.  Joao Propicio Menna Barreto. The departure of this expeditionary 

force left an uncomfortable void in provincial defenses . Locals had to 

make up the difference with existing reserves. This meant that a brigade 
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ofless than five thousand untrained Guarda Nacional had to defend the 

entire length of the river as far south as Uruguaiana. As individuals , 

these guardsmen were exactly like Canabarro in his youth - resource

ful, cagey, and accustomed to hard living on a sparse diet but almost in

capable of acting together as a disciplined unit. Recognizing this weak

ness in his forces, Canabarro sought to bring as many men as possible 

under his command. He scoured the countryside looking for recruits 

and impressed young teenagers and even slaves. He also tried to obtain 

reinforcements from other commands, meeting with little success. 

Commanders in other areas of Rio Grande do Sul failed to offer aid 

because they faced the same problems as the general. All the recently re

cruited guardsmen were familiar with flintlock muskets ,  but they had 

never before seen the imported percussion-cap rifles then being issued. 

It took some effort to master the loading and firing of such weapons, 

but the Brazilians had no time. 

Another problem concerned recruitment of the Voluntarios da Patria. 

When the idea of forming these volunteer units initially came up in Jan

uary 1 865, the imperial government set terms of enlistment at three 

months .1 14 By May, many volunteers (who were mostly foreign born) had 

taken their pay and departed. Few showed any interest in reenlisting, es

pecially since authorities could promise them neither prompt pay nor a 

ready supply of equipment. 

Only the First Infantry Battalion ofVolunteers, then disembarking at 

the port of Rio Grande, responded to an appeal from Canabarro. Rio 

Grande was over two hundred miles distant, however, and at this late 

hour, only a forced march could get the unit to Sao Borja before the 

Paraguayans. 

Estigarribia arrived near Santo Tome on 7 June, having again - for no 

discernible reason - chosen to bypass the Paso de los Garruchos. Two 

days later, while his engineers prepared canoes to cross the Uruguay 

River, the exhausted soldiers of Brazil's First Infantry Battalion of Vol

unteers set up camp eight miles east of Sao Borja.  

At midmorning on 1 0  June, Brazilian pickets spotted a large column 

of Paraguayans approaching the Uruguay River from the west. At a 

prearranged signal, Estigarribia's men launched canoes into the water. 
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They then scrambled aboard in groups of twenty-five and made for the 

opposite bank as fast as they could paddle. At this one site - the Paso de 

Hormiguero - the Uruguay was nearly six hundred yards wide, and the 

Paraguayans had to work against a strong current.1 1 5  

A river crossing in full daylight is usually i l l  advised . Estigarribia 

outmaneuvered his opponents by having sent across a battalion of 

infiltrators the previous night. These men kept in the tall grass and 

waited quietly for the same cannon shot that sent their comrades to the 

water's edge. As the canoes neared the east bank, the hidden soldiers 

were to spring out and flank the Brazilian defenders before they could 

respond. 1 1 6  

The Brazilians had already moved one hundred men into position 

at the Paso de Hormiguero. When the main crossing began that morn

ing, they fired a volley into the canoes as soon as they came within rifle 

range. The Brazilian fire proved effective. The Paraguayans slowed, then 

returned to the west bank and started out once more, this time directed 

to a point farther south . By now, their comrades had placed dozens of 

rafts and various floats onto the water and were furiously paddling east

ward. They obviously had in mind landing at multiple sites . 

The Brazilian field commander, Maj .  Jose Rodrigues Ramos, decided 

on a desperate maneuver. He split his small force into four platoons and 

sent them to intercept the various landings individually. This made a 

coordinated defense more difficult. The east bank of the Uruguay was 

wooded right down to the water and had a narrow clearing only at 

the port, called San Borj ita. Ramos's platoons failed to get through the 

heavy vegetation in time to prevent or even slow the landings . To make 

matters worse,  as the Brazilians attempted to maneuver, Estigarribia's 

hidden battalion - perhaps five hundred men - came at them unex

pectedly from the north.1 17 As his men began to waver, Ramos yielded to 

the inevitable and called for a retreat into the town of Sao Borja,  more 

than a mile distant. His southernmost platoon was cut off and in dan

ger of annihilation when, at the last moment, a body of Brazilian cav

alry arrived from Itaqui and managed to rescue them. Both units then 

dashed back to join Ramos on the outskirts of the town.1 1 8  

The Brazilian retreat allowed Estigarribia to land his  full  contingent 
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on the east bank.1 19 The first units across were the Seventeenth Infantry 

Battalion and the Twenty-seventh Cavalry Regiment, which together to

taled fourteen hundred men. In short order, two more battalions of in

fantry and one of cavalry crossed over to join the fray. 

The first Paraguayans ashore drove steadily toward Sao Borja.  The 

same cavalry unit that had saved Ramos's platoon an hour earlier furi

ously attacked the Paraguayan right flank; Estigarribia's men recoiled 

slightly, and in the confusion Ramos struck at their left flank, causing 

several more casualties .  Sao Borja,  it seemed, would not fall easily. 

Capt. Jose de Rosario Lopez (no relative of the marshal) was the Para

guayan field commander that day. Still unsure of how many Brazilians 

stood in his path, he decided to bring up his artillery and pound the 

town. This caused a delay of some minutes as his forward units shifted 

to clear a field of fire . Ironically, the Brazilian defenders facing him at 

that moment numbered less than a hundred and probably could have 

been dislodged without serious effort. 

The delay proved costly to Lopez, for it permitted Brazil's First In

fantry Battalion of Volunteers to move into position alongside Ramos . 

The Paraguayans fired twice into the town, but then were stunned to see 

the volunteers rushing directly at them. Lopez's riflemen soon beat the 

Brazilian infantry back with minor losses. By this time, though, it was 

clear that neither the Brazilians nor the Paraguayans would win a vic

tory that day. 

Fearing that his vanguard would become separated from the bridge

head, Estigarribia ordered Captain Lopez to withdraw to the river at 

sunset.1 2° This ended the day's fighting, which had lasted five hours . 

Twenty-two Brazilians had died and another sixty-four were wounded. 

Paraguayan losses , though officially reported at three killed and twenty

four wounded, certainly amounted to far more.121 

Night brought no celebrations, either in Sao Borja or in the Para

guayan camp. Estigarribia wanted to expand the bridgehead before the 

Brazilians could mount a counterattack. He still believed that enemy re

inforcements would soon arrive from the interior of Rio Grande do Sul. 

In consequence, his engineers labored through the night and the next 
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day to ferry troops , horses, cattle, and all kinds of equipm.ent and bag

gage to the eastern bank of the river. By dusk on 1 1  June, Estigarribia 

had across five infantry battalions, four cavalry regiments, all the ar

tillery, and most of the cattle. This left Duarte in Santo Tome with the 

remaining twenty-five hundred men and the canoes. From now on, the 

major's mission was to stay in contact with Estigarribia's main force and 

parallel its movement as the two columns marched south along their re

spective sides of the Uruguay River. 1 22 

The Brazilians, it turned out, had no reinforcements. They spent 

a nervous night evacuating civilians and the wounded from Sao 

Borja.  Some of the forward units lit bonfires and roasted meat so as 

to give the Paraguayans the impression that their numbers were still 

considerable. 1 23 

The various Brazilian commanders met the next morning and con

cluded that, despite all the courage their men had shown, Sao Borja 

could not be held. Rather than waste lives, they ordered their men to 

abandon their makeshift trenches and follow the civilians eastward. 

The Paraguayans occupied Sao Borja on the morning of 12 June and 

immediately set to work sacking the place. 1 24 The private homes , which 

were low and carefully whitewashed, all had decorative sashes to the 

windows as in England. Without exception, each was brutally torn 

apart, their clean and sober aspect done away with in an hour's time. 

Every man, from Estigarribia down, felt justified, even exhilarated, by 

this looting. This was the celebration the Paraguayans had missed the 

day before. Little did they know that on the Parana, just below Corri

entes, their country had just suffered a terrible defeat. 
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The Battle of the Riachuelo 

The 25 May raid on Corrientes demonstrated an important wealmess in 

the marshal's strategy: without complete control of the Parana River, 

his fleet could not keep Gen. Wenceslao Robles adequately provisioned 

and the latter's drive on Entre Rios would fail for want of supplies. As 

it stood, Adm. Francisco Barroso's warships were on the Parana River 

just opposite the mouth of the Riachuelo, itself split by an island into 

northern and southern channels. From that station, the Brazilian naval 

forces could make constant trouble for the Paraguayans and had proven 

as much by transporting Paunero's troops into Corrientes at the time 

of the raid. They might do so again at any time. Solano Lopez decided 

to deal with this threat before any additional warships arrived from 

Buenos Aires or Rio de Janeiro. 

On g june 1 865 the marshal stepped off the gangplank of his flagship 

onto the pier at Humaita. After a short welcoming ceremony, he called 

a meeting of his senior officers to discuss an attack on the enemy fleet. 

Representing the navy at this session were Capt. Pedro Ignacio Meza, 

commander of the fleet; Capt. Remigio Cabral, second in command; and 

Lt. Pedro V. Gill, commander of the Ybera. For once the marshal asked his 

subordinates' advice: when and how should the assault take place? 

To a man, the naval officers argued for an early morning attack, at 

least two hours before daylight, to take full advantage of the element of 

surprise.1 In this they echoed the words of John Watts ,  chief engineer of 



the Tacuari, who several years earlier had served in a similar capacity in 

the imperial navy. On the voyage downriver, Solano Lopez had sought 

his counsel regarding a plan of attack against the enemy squadron; the 

marshal was pleased to hear him call the Brazilians inept and Admiral 

Barroso an obvious poltroon. A direct attack before daylight, the British 

engineer indicated, stood every chance of sweeping them all away.2 

With a half-dozen accurate shots from the Tacuari or her sister ships , the 

whole balance of naval power in the Plata could shift in the Paraguay

ans' favor. 

Watts and the naval officers were clearly right about the attack plan, 

but tactical detail would interfere with its realization. Among the army 

officers present at the meeting was Franz von Wisner, the sly Hungar

ian who had commanded Paraguayan forces in 1 849. Colonel Wisner 

had never really proven himself as a leader of men in combat, yet he re

mained one of the best military engineers in the Paraguayan service. 

On this occasion, he rose to point out to the assembled officers that even 

with surprise in their favor, the navy still had to face heavy enemy fire

power. Barroso's fleet at that moment consisted of eleven warships with 

sixty-eight guns as opposed to Meza's nine ships with forty-four. Wisner 

proposed that they make up the difference by having Meza's men tow 

six chatas into battle behind them. These were small, double-prowed 

punts strengthened with layers of planking, undecked, drawing a few 

inches water, and standing hardly half a foot above the surface. This left 

j ust enough room for three or four sailors to operate a single mortar or 

8-inch gun. The chatas had no motive power of their own, so the Para

guayans would have to tow them into firing position.  For this reason, 

Meza opposed their deployment, arguing strongly that they would re

strict his speed and maneuverability.3 

In the end, Solano Lopez approved Wisner's plan. He went a step fur

ther, ordering Col. Jose Maria Bruguez to set up three batteries of ar

tillery (twenty-two guns of mixed calibers and a few Congreve rockets) 

along the left bank of the Parana just north of the Riachuelo. These 

guns, which the colonel had to move quickly from Humaita, would pro

vide supporting fire for the Paraguayan fleet.4 In addition, the marshal 
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ordered Meza to supplement his forces with men from the Sixth Marine 

Battalion, called Nambi-i ("Little Ears") ,  who were to assist in the capture 

of enemy vessels. This unit, comprised entirely of Paraguayan blacks 

from the small town of Laurelty, had already proven itself during the 

fighting in Mato Grosso.5 

Together with the sailors of the attack force, these men spent 1 0  

June loading ammunition onto the steamers and listening to rousing 

speeches .  The marshal, full of enthusiasm for the coming fight, leav

ened his words with choice Guarani insults , urging his soldiers and 

sailors to surge forth and drive the monkeys into the river. The men re

sponded with honest delight. They forgot for a time all their previous 

apprehension and felt confident, ready for battle. Lopez told them to 

bring prisoners back from their victory. "What do we want prisoners 

for? We will kill them all," came the thunderous response. "No," chuck

led the marshal, "bring some prisoners ." 6 

The plan was for Captain Meza to depart on the night of 1 0  June with 

nine ships towing three chatas. He had to pick up three additional chatas 

at Paso de la Patria and then move on to attack the Brazilian fleet at 

the Riachuelo just before daybreak. The sun would come up behind 

the Paraguayans as they steamed past the Brazilians and fired as many 

broadsides into them as possible. Meza would then execute a quick turn, 

and each Paraguayan steamer would come alongside an enemy vessel 

and fire once more before beginning boarding operations . By this time, 

the demoralized Brazilians would be stumbling over each other to get 

into the water to swim to the Chaco shoreline. As on 1 3  April, the Para

guayans would crown their victory by towing the captured steamers to 

Humaita. 

The marshal's plan had many arguable points . Unlike his own fleet, 

that of the empire was designed as part of a blue-water navy. The Para

guayans, who had not read of Admiral Farragut's recent accomplish

ments on the Mississippi River, hoped that the Brazilians would find it 

difficult to maneuver once the fighting began. The Brazilian seamen, 

moreover, were still inexperienced in river operations, and whatever ac

tion they had seen at Paysandu would not prepare them for the sort of 

battle that Solano Lopez had in mind. 
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Admiral Barroso, however, was better organized than the Paraguay

ans believed. The empire had declared a blockade against Paraguay as 

early as 26 January 1 865, and Brazilian warships had been in Correntino 

waters since late April .  By now, Barroso understood the condition of 

that section of the Parana better than the Paraguayans, who for all their 

lmowledge of the river were still apt to run their ships onto the shift

ing sandbars that the Brazilian's pilots had already sighted.7 Also, with 

Tamandare in Buenos Aires, Barroso could organize his strategy without 

interference from his usually cantankerous superior. 

The Brazilians had several other advantages .  The imperial fleet con

sisted entirely of well-armed, screw-propelled steamers , all of which had 

been built as warships . Those vessels on station with Barroso included 

the Amazonas, ]equitinhonha, Belmonte, Parnahyba, Ypiranga, Mearim, Ygua

temi, Araguari, Beberibe, Ivai, and Itajai. The latter two vessels had gone 

downriver to Bella Vista at the end of May but were close enough that 

Barroso could call them back in an emergency. The remaining nine 

ships lay anchored on the Chaco side of the river within five miles ofCor

rientes. At that time, Barroso had no Argentine ships in his command. 

The Brazilians had excellent visibility from their place on the river, 

while two nearby islands afforded them a measure of protection from 

any force bearing down from the north. Barroso had all his men main

tain a semialert status, with imperial marines constantly watching for 

suspicious moves from the opposite bank. He thought a naval assault 

likely at any moment and posted a picket ship j ust upriver. Underlining 

his concern, the admiral issued a clear directive on 30 May: "Maintain 

maximum vigilance. Have armed and alert men at combat posts at all 

hours of the day and night. No audio signals after the hours of darlmess 

and reduce use oflights that can be seen from a distance to a minimum. 

Attach boarding nets , fires banked, artillery laid out at minimum ele

vation and ready, with ammunition at gun positions . " 8  Barroso had no 

intention of being caught unaware. 

By contrast, of the eight Paraguayan vessels that were to take part in 

the attack, only the Tacuari had specifically been constructed as a war

ship. The rest were converted merchantmen and had boilers located 

above the water line, vulnerable to enemy fire. The 300-ton Salta Oriental, 
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which the Paraguayans had recently purchased from Anacarsis Lantis, 

and the 120-ton Pirabebe were propeller driven. All the rest were side

wheelers and thus unsuited to the boarding operations that played such 

a key role in the marshal's plan. 

In many ways , Meza commanded less a flotilla than an assortment of 

ill-matched vessels, each one answerable to a captain of limited experi

ence. Even so, every Paraguayan vessel counted among its crew a British 

naval engineer, all of whom had seen duty at sea. Not one, however, had 

ever been in action in a river battle. The chatas might help, as would the 

Paraguayan shore batteries, but Meza would still need surprise to inflict 

decisive damage on the enemy. 

Blood on the Water 

The Paraguayan flotilla got underway just after midnight on the night 

of 1 0 - 1 1 June 1 865.  The timing was terrible because Meza's ships would 

be unable to engage the Brazilian fleet before daylight. As planned, 

Meza took the three chatas in tow at Paso de la Patria, but as he departed 

downriver, Lieutenant Gill discovered that the metal peg that connected 

the Ybera's shaft to its propeller had broken. Without it, the shaft could 

not properly drop into the keel, and maneuvering became impossible. 

Repairs would take time, so Meza decided to continue on without the 

three-hundred-ton vessel. Col. George Thompson observed that Gill "was 

so vexed at not being able to go, that he absolutely cried." 9 

The morning of 1 1  June was cool and crisp along the Parana River. 

The sun shone brightly, burning away the early fog so that the view on 

the water was clear far into the distance. All was quiet in occupied Cor

rientes .  A few Paraguayan troops patrolled the water's edge and there 

were some minor movements in the port. Still, all seemed calm enough 

as Sunday Mass began. Then, as church bells pealed out the hour of nine, 

the soldiers along the river's edge raised an excited cry: they had sighted 

Meza's fleet. Within moments so had Barroso's picket ship, the Mearim. 

The seamen aboard quickly gave the signal "enemy in sight" followed by 

a second signal reporting that a formation of eight Paraguayan ships 

was steaming downriver toward them. 

Barroso had more than enough time to react. Mess boys were still 
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clearing away dishes and mugs from breakfast when the Mearim gave 

the alarrn.10 As she returned to her assigned place in the Brazilian for

mation, the admiral's flagship signaled "clear for action," then "full 

steam in boilers ,"  and finally "raise anchors." Crews on every ship of the 

fleet responded in a well-drilled manner, securing hatches, stacking 

I additional ammunition next to their Whitworth guns, and taking up 

battle positions . Though their coal supplies were limited , only the day 

before, the men had brought a quantity of chopped hardwood from the 

Chaco for use as fuel. 

As the excitement mounted, the marines prepared their rifles. Bar

roso strapped on his sword and looked through his spyglass at the L6-

pezguayo fleet corning toward him. All sources agree that he appeared 

stolid; yet while some claim that this was because he was undaunted, 

others thought he was petrified by the approach of the enemy. In the ac

tion that followed over the next several hours , Barroso's behavior was 

only one of many things open to interpretation.1 1 

The impressive British-built Tacuari led the Paraguayan squadron, 

followed by the Paraguari, Ygurey, Yponi, Marques de Olinda, Pirabebe, Salta 

Oriental, and ]ejui. No sooner had the men aboard these ships sited Cor

rientes than they realized that all hope of surprise was gone. The Para

guayans could only manage a speed of ten knots , and even with a two

knot current in their favor, this hardly seemed enough to protect them 

from well-aimed Brazilian guns. Captain Meza kept to the left bank, 

where Bruguez could provide some protection and where the river's 

deepest channel guaranteed better maneuverability. Deviating so far to 

the left compromised the original plan of attack, for instead of the full 

broadsides the marshal had envisioned, Meza could only hope for some 

lucky shots . 

The Paraguayan ships opened fire at g :  25 A.M.,  with the Tacuari's 

eight cannon blasting away. The Brazilians responded with double loads 

of grape and solid shot as the other ships went past. In fifteen minutes 

Meza's squadron was out of range to the south. The gray smoke from the 

gunfire and the many billowing stacks hung over the water like an im

mense shroud so that that no one could verify the extent of damage to 
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either side. The pilot of the Parnahyba indicated many years later that 

the smoke was so thick that Admiral Barroso could not make out the en

emy position and was surprised to see the Paraguayan steamers some 

distance downriver.12 

TI1e Mearim reported that its gunners had sunk a chata, though no 

one could confirm the deed.13 The ]ejui, the last ship in the Paraguayan 

formation, had its boiler pierced by shot, but after halting for a short 

time just opposite the Riachuelo shore positions , its British engineer im

provised a metal patch, and the steamer soon returned to its place in 

line. Other Paraguayan ships also took hits, though none were seriously 

damaged. TI1e Brazilians must have had their Whitworths elevated too 

high, for Paraguayan soldiers later collected pieces of iron shell a full 

five miles east of the river.14 

Barroso's ships suffered only moderate damage. Shot and fragments 

embedded themselves in the superstructure of several of his steamers, 

but no vessel was knocked out of action. A few imperial marines and 

sailors received wounds in this first exchange of fire. One Paraguayan 

soldier aboard the Yporci was decapitated by a cannon ball. 15 No one else 

was killed. 

TI1e battle thus far bore little resemblance to the plan outlined at Hu

mai ta two days earlier. Meza 's flotilla had departed too late to achieve a 

predawn surprise. When the two forces finally did engage, Meza hugged 

the left bank of the Parana, too distant from the Brazilians for his fire 

to be effective. He then compounded his mistake. Instead of executing 

a quick turn and immediately reengaging, as the marshal had ordered, 

the old man hove to in front of the Paraguayan encampment at Ria

chuelo and waited ; his ships did not anchor but used their engines to 

keep station. At r n  : oo A.M. Meza released his chatas, which in effect be

came part of the army's shore defenses. Uncertain of his next move and 

unwilling to make a decision without first consulting his commanders, 

the captain called a council of war aboard his flagship Tacuari. 

Events had already made the marshal's plan impractical, and Meza 

needed to think of a way to salvage the day. Solano Lopez's anger with 

Wenceslao Robles for disobeying orders had been palpable, and the cap-
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tain had no desire to place himself in a similar situation. Still, he was a 

man of little flexibility and even less imagination. Fat and sickly, and at 

an age when most Paraguayans quietly sip yerba with family members 

under the shade of a mango tree, Meza was now being called upon to 

make vital command decisions . He was unequal to such stress. 

The lull in the fighting presented options to both sides. Barroso could 

have turned north and proceeded to attack Asuncion, although holding 

the city was beyond his means. Colonel Thompson reported that the 

marshal 's British engineers had only set sixteen of ninety guns into 

properly constructed parapets at Humaita in April; little work had been 

done on the fortifications since that time. In addition, Barroso knew 

that many of Humaita's guns had been ferried south to Corrientes after 

the 25 May raid. Therefore, it was unlikely that Humaita could prevent 

the Brazilians steaming to the Paraguayan capital . 

Barroso, however, thought this option too speculative. He had made 

no plans to exploit an opportunity such as now presented itself and had 

no orders to go beyond his blockading mission. He was low on ammu

nition and supplies. Ifhe did move north, Meza eventually would follow 

and the battle between them might recommence in waters less friendly 

to Brazil than those of Corrientes. Everything seemed to suggest that 

Barroso should attack the Paraguayan flotilla sooner rather than later. 

Meza had been hoping for precisely this decision. If the Paraguay

ans held their position, then perhaps it would entice the enemy into a 

frontal assault. In such a case, the strength of the Paraguayan shore bat

teries could deliver the victory that had been planned for the navy 

alone. Meza needed to be careful, however. Some of Robles's scouts had 

reported several Brazilian ships in the vicinity of Bella Vista, and if the 

Paraguayan fleet tarried too long at Riachuelo, these steamers might 

close from the south just as Barroso came at them from the north. 

One of his British experts had suggested to him that he sink several 

launches in the main channel so as to bottle up the entire enemy fleet, 

but Meza refused to listen.16 To make matters worse, his officers in

formed him that someone had forgotten to load the grappling hooks he 

had intended to use to help board, capture, and tow the enemy steam-
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ers . Flustered and not knowing what to do, Meza turned to his most 

trusted officers . All of them, Paraguayan and foreigner alike, recom

mended that he resume the fight without delay. Meza gave the order to 

prepare for battle. As his captains rushed to return to their vessels, how

ever, lookouts signaled the approach of the Brazilian ships . 

Barroso made his decision. He heralded his attack by raising two sig

nal flags, the first of which echoed Lord Nelson's signal at Trafalgar: 

"Brazil expects that every man will do his duty." This Barroso followed 

with "Attack and destroy the enemy at the closest possible range." 17 Hav

ing thus invoked the memory of one of the great naval commanders , 

he plunged forward into the fray. Yet whereas Nelson always scrupu

lously informed his subordinates of his plans, Barroso left his officers 

bewildered, with no idea of how their admiral intended to organize the 

attack. 

The first ship in the Brazilian line, the Belmonte, steamed toward 

the mouth of the Riachuelo, followed by the ]equitinhonha. The third 

steamer, Barroso's flagship Amazonas, pulled sharply out of line to the 

port side. This turn, which the admiral later defended as necessary to 

establish better control over the movements of his fleet, caused noth

ing but confusion. The next six vessels followed in his wake, leaving the 

Belmonte and the ]equitinhonha to rush at the Paraguayans alone and 

unsupported. 

Barroso realized his mistake instantly but failed to communicate the 

fact to his subordinates . When he saw the resulting disarray, he headed 

downriver once again, repeated the signal to attack, and led his seven 

ships toward the northern opening of the Riachuelo. By then, however, 

it was too late for the two ships that had gone forward. 

The]equitinhonha's commander, Capt. Joaquim jose Pinto, had spotted 

the Amazonas moving away and in response ordered his own vessel to 

turn back and follow. He had six 3 2- and one 68-pounder guns, sufficient 

firepower to do ample damage to the enemy vessels. But Pinto had no 

idea of Admiral Barroso's intentions, and rather than strike at the Para

guayans, he thought it best to regain his position in line. To that end, he 

guided the ]equitinhonha on a wide turn to the east but soon perceived 
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the flagship moving rapidly away from him. Pinto then decided to rake 

the Paraguayan shore batteries. This required another turn to the east. 

In the midst of this maneuver, the ]equitinhonha ran aground on a sand

bar. At 64 7 tons, she was the second-largest vessel in the imperial fleet 

and carried over two hundred marines. That she was now caught, seem

ingly helpless, proved a major bit of luck for the Paraguayans. Bruguez, 

who had witnessed everything from his position on the bluff, found the 

ship's range within a few minutes and began to pour shot into it. 

Among the first casualties was the ship's Santafecino pilot. His death 

left the steamer unable to maneuver away from the sandbar, and thus 

unable to deploy all her guns. At that moment the bewhiskered Capt. 

Jose Segundino de Gomensoro, who acted as commander of the marines 

aboard, took over the ]equitinhonha's defense and rallied his men. He 

continued to fire the guns that would still bear on the enemy, convert

ing the ship, as it were, into a stationary battery. 

The Belmonte, meanwhile, was having troubles of her own. Having en

tered the northern channel of the Riachuelo without noticing that the 

other ships had altered course, her commander, Lt. Joaquim Francisco 

de Abreu, chose to complete a firing pass before returning to the fleet. 

At 1 1  : 2 0  A.M. the Belmonte engaged the entire Paraguayan force in a soli

tary duel. For the next twenty minutes, the ship came under merciless 

fire from Bruguez's artillery before finally retiring at the southern end 

of the Riachuelo into the main channel of the Parana.18 Abreu's bold ac

tion carried a high cost: nine of his crew lay dead and another twenty

three were wounded. Thirty-seven great holes riddled the ship's wooden 

hull, nearly half of them at the water line. Aware that the vessel might 

sink, Abreu ordered his men to beach the Belmonte on one of the small 

islands and attempt repairs , out of range of enemy fire. 

As the Belmonte withdrew, the Amazonas was closing with the Para

guayan fleet. Barroso reached the Riachuelo's northern channel at 1. 1 : 2 5 

A.M .. He slowed to eight knots to allow the other ships to come together 

in tight formation before giving the order to open fire. 

The full firepower of both fleets now engaged at close range. The air 

filled with heavy shot, and the noise, which sounded from a distance 
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like an unending chorus of kettledrums, blotted out the cries of the 

wounded on every ship. Clouds of smoke permeated the scene, and not 

a man had clear eyes. 

The Araguari, center ship in the Brazilian formation, approached the 

mouth of the Riachuelo around 1 1  :4s .  As she came closer, Captain Meza 

signaled his ships to close and board without delay.19 The Marques de 

Olinda, Tacuari, and Paraguari pushed forward but were beaten back by 

grape and canister. The firing continued until the last Brazilian ship, 

the Parnahyba, passed into the southern channel at around 12 : i s  P.M . .  

Even then, Paraguayan sharpshooters continued to direct fire from 

hidden spots on the islands and along the riverbank. The imperial ma

rines suffered more casualties from Minie balls than from the earlier 

cannonade. 

Despite the heavy firing, neither the Brazilians nor the Paraguayans 

lost any ships in the fifty-minute action. The Belmonte was no longer op

erational, but the]equitinhonha still defied the superior firepower of the 

Paraguayans and continued to resist. The Mearim had sunk another 

chata, the only Paraguayan loss.  Both sides did suffer extensive damage, 

with the Tacuari, for instance, taking a 68-pounder shot in the insulation 

of her boiler just inches from the boiler itself.20 

Barroso could see the wounded and dead on the decks of his ships, 

yet he judged the attack reasonably successful. He wanted to swing up

river for a second, more devastating pass,  but his pilot advised against 

it; the water, though generally high in June, was too shallow at that 

point to permit a wide turn. Reluctantly, the admiral steamed south 

to find deeper water. As before, no one thought to signal instructions 

to the remaining Brazilian vessels, but each one, save for the Parnahyba, 

turned downriver after the Amazonas. 

The Paraguayans on shore may have thought they had won a great 

victory. Meza, the sweat dripping from his face, felt dazed and uncer

tain, for the Brazilian fleet was still operational and still posed a threat. 

In addition, the Paraguayans had yet to capture a single enemy ship. 

Perhaps , Meza thought, they might make good by taking the ]equitin

honha, but even that seemed doubtful. Hesitatingly, he gave the order to 
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board her. Three of his steamers at once responded and edged toward 

the beached vessel. Captain Pinto, still blasting away, repulsed Para

guayan attacks again and again. Though his casualties were already 

heavy, it began to look like he would run out of shot before he ran out 

of gunners . 

By this time the Parnahyba was also engaged. Her commander, Lt. Au

relio Garcindo Fernandes de Sa, had seen his friend's vessel go aground 

and resolved to rescue her after completing his initial pass.  He failed to 

notice that the rest of the fleet had headed south until after he began to 

turn in the direction of the ]equitinhonha. Perhaps he ignored the advice 

of his own pilot, for as he turned, his rudder ran against the riverbank 

and bent sideways , nearly wrecking the ship's steering capability. Gar

cindo ordered his men to raise sails to try to continue upstream in spite 

of the damage, but this effort proved useless. 

As the Parnahyba veered into the firing zone, Meza's gunners had 

little difficulty in finding their target. They shot off what was left of her 

rudder, causing the ship to drift helplessly toward them. The Brazilians 

took more and more losses . In fighting between wooden vessels, splin

ter wounds always constituted a high proportion of the casualties, and 

this action proved no exception. Worse still - as Allied surgeons were 

later to find - those hurtling pieces of wood could never be extracted 

easily because their shape gave them barbed ends. The results for the 

sailors who survived usually involved terrible scarring. 

Having failed to capture the ]equitinhonha, Meza turned his atten

tion to Garcindo's disabled ship. The Tacuari, Paraguari, and Salta Oriental 

steamed out at 1. : oo P.M.  to begin boarding operations. Scores of Nambii 

were anxious to tear into the Brazilian seamen and take their prize 

home to Humaita. Garcindo had one final option, born of desperation 

and courage: as the Paraguari moved across his bow, he gritted his teeth, 

fired his boilers a final time, and without a working rudder still man

aged to ram the enemy vessel amidships . The crewmen of both steam

ers lunged and fell as Garcindo found his mark: he split the hull of the 

Paraguari to the waterline. As water began to pour in, the Brazilians had 

the momentary satisfaction of seeing the marshal's soldiers falling into 

the cold water.21 
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After considerable effort, the Paraguari managed to break loose and 

steam for a nearby island to beach herself in order to avoid sinking. The 

Tacuari and Sal to Oriental, joined by the Marques de Olinda, pressed the at

tack. This time Garcindo had no more tricks. What happened next has 

been obscured partly by poor memory, partly by deliberate deception, 

and partly by the fog of war. The Paraguayans initially seem to have had 

difficulty with the boarding, for the high side-wheel housings on their 

own ships made it next to impossible to jump directly onto the Par

nahyba. Meza's failure to bring grappling hooks now exacted its cost, for 

while both sides continued to fire with cannon and musket, the ships 

kept drifting apart. Exasperated and crazed with anger, some of the 

Paraguayans then vaulted overboard between the vessels and, with their 

cutlasses still clutched in their hands , scrambled aboard the Brazilian 

steamer. The imperial marines shot the first few, but others soon took 

their place. Several of the Brazilian marines showed uncommon valor 

as the number of Paraguayan boarders grew.22 

As the more audacious among them fell, the Brazilians broke. Some 

jumped into the water and the rest fled below deck, sealing the hatches 

behind them. This left the Parnahyba's crew virtual prisoners , for the 

Paraguayan marines, now several hundred in number, swiftly secured 

the wheelhouse and cut down all who continued to resist. A Paraguayan 

sergeant, laughing in exaltation, amused himself by marching up and 

down the deck, beating the reveille on a drum he found there . A few Bra

zilians rushed out at this sound with fixed bayonets, then just as quicldy 

either rushed back or jumped overboard. At this , the Paraguayans burst 

out in laughter, thus saluting "the terrified kamb<i as they tumbled over 

each other in their eagerness to get below." 23 

The Paraguayans controlled the ship from the stern to the mainmast; 

they tore down the imperial ensign and began to celebrate their victory 

by trampling upon it and shouting to all who could hear. Garcindo, who 

was still forward, supposedly ordered the firing of the ship's magazine, 

but water had splashed onto the powder and the fuses failed to set it off. 

His men were in the midst of lighting still more fuses when a familiar 

report erupted behind them.24 The Amazonas had returned. 

Barroso had been gone for more than an hour. When he finally found 
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water deep enough to turn he moved swiftly, feeding his coal reserves to 

the furnace and leaving the rest of the fleet behind as he steamed up

river. At 1. ,050 tons , with four 3 2- and two 70-pounder guns ,  his ship was 

the largest and most formidable craft on the river, and the admiral had 

every intention of using his superiority. With the Parnahyba in distress,  

he headed straight at her four attackers. As he came up to the besieged 

ship, his gunners fired grape across her deck, tearing off limbs and 

heads and spraying everything topside with Paraguayan blood .25 Some 

men j umped into the river. Others stayed long enough to see Garcindo's 

crew bursting out from the holds and fighting to regain control of the 

main deck. This time it was the Paraguayans who broke, though not be

fore showing the Brazilians how bravely wounded men can fight.26 

Nor were the Paraguayans alone in their courage. Antonio Luiz de 

Hoonholtz, commander of the Araguari and later baron of Teffe, wrote 

to his brother ten days later to note how inspiring Admiral Barroso's 

own comportment had been: "When I saw the Amazonas pass majesti

cally between our line and that of the enemy, it made my soul rise, and 

when I found the erect figure of Barroso atop the bridge, standing im

passive during that hailstorm of projectiles , megaphone in hand and 

stroking his long white beard that blew in the wind . . .  , for the first time 

I felt enthusiasm for this brusque and uncommunicative chief, who had 

never before inspired me with sympathy or confidence. Now, in this 

place of death, I doffed my cap and cried out, 'Long live Admiral Bar

roso!'  As he went by, though he heard me not, he . . .  bellowed in a strong 

and clear voice, 'Follow in my wake! Victory is ours !"' 27 Perhaps this evo

cation of bravery was overstated,  but it was doubtlessly heartfelt. 

Colonel Thompson, whose knowledge of the engagement was second

hand, had little good to say of either Barroso or his men, suggesting with 

contempt that in any country save Brazil, the admiral would have been 

court-martialed for cowardice.28 

Whatever Barroso's qualities as leader, he certainly had a fine pilot in 

the person of Bernardino Guastavino, an Italian-born Correntino, and 

between them they certainly did good work.29 The Amazonas continued 

to press its attack, turning its guns on the smaller ]ejui. Heavy shot 
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passed through the latter's hull , sending a shower of splinters below 

deck and causing water to gush in. The ship broke apart shortly there

after, and what remained of her crew swam ashore to the protection of 

Bruguez's artillerymen. 

Barroso then chose his targets one by one. He first rammed the Mar

ques de Olinda, then shot her boilers through, which blew scalding water 

in every direction and killed all her stokers . With the Marques out of ac

tion, Barroso swung to the side and did the same to the Salta Oriental, all 

the time heedless of Paraguayan fire . Soon the Salta fell backward with 

a considerable list until she caught upon a bank and began to split open, 

her deck heaped with dead and dying men. 

Meza had by now lost his nerve and was almost raving one moment, 

almost crying the next. His officers could do nothing with him. He man

aged to order the Tacuari to maneuver out of range, and as he fled, his 

remaining ships, the Ygurey, Pirabebe, and Ypara, closed behind him. Bar

roso, whose victory was now in sight, focused at length on the chatas. 

With his marines firing their rifles at will, he slaughtered the crews of 

each in turn and finished by sinking one and taking the other four in 

tow. By this time, he was nearly out of fuel. 

Meza made one last futile attempt to wrest some advantage from 

what had become a disaster. He ordered one last assault on the ]equitin

hanha. Gomensoro had little ammunition left but used what he had to 

good effect against the remnants of the Paraguayan flotilla. A stray pis

tol shot from one of the enemy's tops hit Meza between the shoulder 

blades and penetrated his left lung. Mortally wounded, he fell forward 

onto the deck of the Tacuari. As his weathered face changed color and he 

slipped into unconsciousness ,  command passed to Capt. Remigio Ca

bral, who broke off the attack.30 

The Mearim and Beberibe had already started to close with the Para

guayans , and the Araguari, Yguatemi, and Ypiranga were not far behind. 

Meza's senseless attack on the ]equitinhanha only succeeded in making 

the Paraguayan retreat more difficult. The Beberibe and Araguari pur

sued Cabral until he was well past Corrientes, while the remaining 

Brazilian ships stayed behind to protect Pinto's crew from the enemy 
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shore batteries. The two pursuing vessels maintained contact until 

around 5 : oo P.M. ,  and as the sun set, they returned downriver to the 

fleet. Cabral continued on to Humaita. 

After the Battle 

The Paraguayans had been confident of victory, and the first news of the 

battle helped confirm their feeling of optimism. Their confidence disin

tegrated,  however, when they caught sight of Meza's steamers limping 

toward them in the morning fog on 1 2  June. Cut cordage and disordered 

rigging hung from the splintered yards of every vessel, and the many 

wounded were clearly visible. An eager crowd of soldiers hurried across 

the slippery pier to bring the wounded and dead on shore.  Much whis

pering went on, "for it was as much as a man's life was worth to spread 

bad news." 31 

Captain Meza died eight days later, thus escaping the wrath of Solano 

Lopez, who was livid that his orders had been disobeyed once again.32 

The Paraguayan president had no forgiveness for the dead, no spot of 

understanding for an old man of whom too much had been asked. And 

Meza should have expected no sympathy. His defeat had cost his coun

try dearly, and now, with the Brazilians in control of the river, Para

guayan strategy required a complete revision. TI1e marshal never for

gave this setback, and at his express order, only sergeants, corporals, 

and ten common soldiers from each ship accompanied Meza's body 

to the cemetery, where they interred him in a shallow grave without 

honors.33 

In truth, Solano Lopez had to share responsibility for the defeat at the 

Riachuelo. He had rushed the deployment of his fleet when there was no 

reason to do so. He had burdened his ships with the towing of the inef

fective chatas. He sent an inferior force against a superior one and tried 

to preplan all steps of the operation, which left Meza with no flexibility 

to adjust as the battle developed. 

The Paraguayans saw nearly one thousand of their men wounded 

and around two hundred killed in the battle, including two ship cap

tains. One was Lt. Ezequiel Robles, brother of General Robles and com-
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mander of the Marques de Olinda, who woke to find himself in a hospital, 

a prisoner of the Allies. The lieutenant, still defiant, though now miss

ing an arm, tore the bandages from his amputated limb and thrashed at 

his captors, choosing to bleed to death, so he said, rather than remain 

their captive.34 This gesture offered just the sort of death the marshal ex

pected of his officers. But such loyalty, no matter how handsome or de

corous, would not recover his fleet. 

The battle of the Riachuelo cost the Paraguayans four steamers : Jejui, 

Salta Oriental, Marques de Olinda, and Paraguari, almost twelve hundred 

tons in all. Every ship that took part in the engagement against the Bra

zilians sustained heavy damage and had to return to Asuncion for re

pair. Salvage crews later returned to the scene of the battle and recov

ered the ruined hulk of the Paraguari, but after they towed it to the 

Paraguayan capital, engineers there found the damage too extensive 

to mend. 

This left the Paraguayan navy with thirteen vessels, all of them tiny 

save for the Ygurey, Tacuari, Ybeni, and the two Argentine steamers cap

tured on 1.3 April. The four ships that survived the fight at the Riachuelo 

remained out of service for some time. For the rest of the war, even 

simple harassment of Allied shipping on the Parana was difficult. The 

marshal could not acquire new vessels from overseas as long as the 

Brazilian blockade held. It was unlikely that his shipwrights could sup

ply him with anything better than chatas, and insufficient guns were 

available even for these. Thus, in this one river battle, Solano Lopez lost 

the better part of his offensive capability, for without naval support, his 

land forces could never advance boldly to the south. As George F. Mas

terman put it: "The tide had turned, such easy prizes as the Marques de 

Olinda and the riverine towns were to be gained no more, and from that 

day forward, although there were occasional slight successes, . . .  it was 

evident that the sun of Lopez was setting, amid storm and tempest, for

ever. It was not so much the loss of the four ships , but the loss of an op

portunity which could never occur again, of capturing fine vessels and 

heavy guns, which made the defeat of Riachuelo so serious." 35 

For the Brazilians, the fighting was not quite over, since they still had 
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to support Pinto, who had remained under the fire of Bruguez's guns 

even after dusk. Admiral Barroso suffered 1 04 men killed, 148 wounded, 

and another 40 missing.36 Yet he justifiably claimed to have won a great 

victory. Six of his ships remained operational, while the severely dam

aged Parnahyba was now safely under tow. The admiral ultimately aban

doned the Belmonte and the ]equitinhonha, though his engineers spent 

the whole night and most of the next day trying to pull the latter off 

the sandbar. Pinto and his crew escaped, though they left behind much 

material the Paraguayans found useful, including two 68-pounder guns, 

four 32-pounder guns, two brass 5-inch howitzers, and a quantity of 

swords, watches, and instruments. The Paraguayans also sawed out the 

ship's main yard, which they then took as a souvenir to Humaita; it later 

became the center column of a dance rotunda. 

The battle of the Riachuelo showed the two contending navies at 

their best and worst. Despite some obvious lapses,  both sides displayed 

considerable courage and determination as well as surprisingly supe

rior levels of seamanship and marine engineering. These technical and 

tactical qualities were more than offset, however, by an almost com

plete absence of skill at maneuvering. Neither side operated well on the 

water and it showed. Thus ,  given that the Paraguayans and Brazilians 

were equally matched in the intangibles, the latter won the day because 

they had superior materiel and better luck. 

The Brazilians never followed up their victory on the river with an 

amphibious assault. For one thing, Barroso's stocks of fuel, powder, and 

shot were now seriously depleted. Little remained to support a direct at

tack on Bruguez. It must also be remembered that Barroso was a naval 

officer and little inclined toward operations on shore. From his per

spective, the crucial task now was to get south of the enemy batteries 

and begin the repair and resupply of his fleet. On 14 June he steamed 

downriver, only to be informed that Bruguez's artillery had also moved, 

though no one knew where. 

Three days later the Araguari reported seeing new batteries being 

built on a bank at Mercedes , just north of Empedrado. Bruguez had re

ceived reinforcements of three infantry battalions and enough guns to 
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bring his total number to thirty-six. He had chosen this new site well ,  

for here the navigable channel was narrow and Barroso could only get 

through by running a gauntlet of fire from the Paraguayan position. 

This he did on 18 June, speeding by as Bruguez's gunners did their best 

to stop them. The Brazilians got through with only minor damage to 

their steamers . Two men died, however, including the commander of 

the Beberibe, who was shot through the head.37 There were also consid

erable wounded among the imperial marines, who had crowded on 

deck to return small-arms fire and were picked off as a result.38 

Barroso anchored his ships j ust south of Bella Vista that same day. He 

was soon j oined by the Ivai and by the Argentine steamer Guardia Na

cional, and with their help the admiral managed to reestablish the river 

blockade. Colonel Bruguez, however, was not to be outdone so easily. 

He again moved his artillery and infantry units south through wooded 

country to Cuevas, just below Barroso's position. Again he placed his 

cannons on a high bank overlooking a narrow spot on the river. There 

he waited for the Allies to push past, hoping that this time his artillery 

would be effective. Barroso, however, had no intention of embarking for 

that kind of fight again, at least not right away. For the moment his fleet 

was safe, and as the Paraguayans could wait, so could he. 
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The March into Rio Grande 

The Paraguayan defeat at the Riachuelo brought predictable responses . 

Solano Lopez was enraged, his people saddened. The satisfaction in the 

Allied capitals , however, was intense. Even so, it took some time for 

most observers to grasp the implications of so broad a victory. 

In Rio de Janeiro, the emperor and his ministers were j ubilant 

when they heard of Adm. Francisco Barroso's achievement. Dom Pedro, 

though inwardly elated, was temperate and dignified in his bearing, 

offering simple thanks to the officers and men of the imperial navy. 

The members of his government showed no similar restraint. The]ornal 

do Commercio churned out a series of official paeans, including a glory

drenched piece of verse written by the abolitionist leader Joaquim Na

buco.1 The minister of the navy eventually commissioned the painting 

of a gigantic tableau of the battle that stressed all its heroic aspects (and 

none of its folly).2 Crowds gathered in the streets of every major city in 

the empire. They celebrated long into the night with laughter, dancing, 

flowery speeches ,  and generous libations of cacha�a. Everyone confi

dently predicted an early victory over the strutting dictator of Paraguay. 

In Buenos Aires, the popular reaction was one of muted relief - now 

Lopez could be defeated without a serious commitment of men and ma

teriel. The official press, which echoed this sentiment, rejoiced in Para

guay's "humiliation" and offered words of praise for Brazilian valor.3 As 

for the leaders of the Argentine government, behind their smiles , many 



were worried. President Mitre and Foreign Minister Elizalde tempered 

the happy news with the lmowledge that this was a Brazilian, rather 

than an Allied, triumph. In any new arrangement of power to come out 

of the battle, the empire would have the upper hand. So while they of

fered fulsome congratulations to Barroso and his men, Mitre and his 

associates qui�tly maneuvered to retain as much influence as possible 

within the alliance. 

What few in Buenos Aires realized at the time was that the outcome "' 

of the battle delivered a major political victory to the Argentine na-

tional government. Previously, the anti-porteiio , anti-alliance feeling in 

the Litoral provinces was deep enough to inspire hope for any number 

of uprisings . Regional dissidents had in mind launching these rebel

lions whenever the Paraguayan forces reached Entre Rios .  Yet now the 

Brazilians dominated the Parana River almost as far as Tres Bocas , and 

Gen. Wenceslao Robles was standing still. 

Marshal Lopez's decision to concentrate on military action while 

leaving aside his political appeal to the people of the Litoral was short

sighted. His friends, if such they were, had to depend on themselves. In 

these circumstances, even the members of the junta Gubernativa in Cor

rientes regretted their previous enthusiasm. They quietly went about 

their business,  but the fire that characterized their thoughts and ac

tions earlier had gone out. Having expended few lives and little capital 

in the campaign so far, the national government nevertheless reaped 

the reward of seeing this regional opposition weakened, ready to be dis

posed of altogether. 

A weakened opposition is apt to be desperate, however, and willing 

to cause all kinds of mischief as it recedes from center stage. In the Li

toral, the political figure who suffered the most from this was Justo Jose 

de Urquiza. For two months he tried, with limited success, to mobilize 

units to support the national cause. As early as 19 April, he issued a call 

to arms in his native province, and there was no reason to question the 

sincerity of his efforts then or later.4 Moreover, as Mitre's designated 

lieutenant in the region, he had behind him all the prestige and author

ity of the national government. This extended to command over the 
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forces of Generals Paunero and Nicanor Caceres and Colonel Paiva. Yet 

with all his power and influence, Urquiza still failed to recruit men who 

could think like Argentines first and provincianos second. Ricardo Lopez 

Jordan spoke for many Entrerrianos at this time when he spurned his 

governor's appeal : "You call on us to fight against Paraguay. Never, my 

General, for that nation is our friend. Call on us [instead] to fight the 

Brazilians and portefios and we will be ready - for they are our enemies . 

We still hear the cannons of Paysandu ringing in our ears and I know 

where the true feeling of our people lies." 5 

More common than outright rej ection of the old caudiilo was a pas

sive compliance by many men of military age who joined Urquiza, col

lected their pay, and deserted at the first opportunity. On paper, Entre 

Rios fielded a formidable army of eight thousand to fight against Para

guay (three thousand more than Mitre had requested).  In fact, few could 

be trusted to carry out their orders . 

Urquiza's position was decidedly weak, and he tried various means 

to keep his head above water. He politely ignored pressure to send his 

unreliable troops northward to aid Paunero and instead used soothing 

words to calm both the portenos and his own irate followers. He also 

attempted to suborn the Paraguayan military leaders . Mitre approved 

this, though he considered unlikely any major defection from the mar

shal's camp.6 Urquiza eventually penned a series of notes to Robles in 

which he pointed out that, with twenty-two thousand men in his com

mand, the Paraguayan general and not Solano Lopez was the real power 

in his country; if only he would turn his back on the marshal, then the 

war would end. Robles, who had yet to begin his retreat, spurned these 

overtures with contempt. This ended Urquiza's clandestine contacts 

with the Paraguayans but not his troubles . 

For one thing, the Entrerriano governor disagreed on basic military 

strategy with Mitre and the various Argentine field commanders, no

tably Paunero. The latter favored extensive harassment of the enemy no 

matter where they were bound. Urquiza was more cautious and had far 

more respect for the fighting quality of the Paraguayan soldiers, per

haps because he saw in them the same rustic bravery of his own gauchos. 
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He felt that Estigarribia's column alone could subdue the greater part 

of his province and wanted to withdraw in order to concentrate Allied 

forces along the Uruguay. 

The first manifestation of a problem with Paunero came in early June. 

Urquiza had encamped the bulk of his army at Basualdo, near the bor

der ofEntre Rios and Corrientes. At that time, Robles was still closing on 

Goya and Maj .  Pedro Duarte had advanced almost to Santo Tome. Ur

quiza expected the two enemy forces to j oin at any moment and so or

dered Paunero to proceed to Basualdo without delay. As the latter was 
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about to comply, however, he learned of Robles's abrupt withdrawal and 

wisely elected instead to follow the Paraguayans northward.7 

Urquiza regarded this as insubordination. He believed that Robles 

wished to entice the Allied advance guard across the Rio Corrientes in 

order to entrap and destroy it before moving south once again. He sent 

Paunero a sharp reprimand on the very day of the Paraguayan debacle 

at the Riachuelo.8 

Urquiza remained convinced of the accuracy of his appraisal even af

ter news reached him of the Brazilian victory. He could appear to do 

no other, for any compromise with the portefios on matters of strategy 

or tactics would further erode his base of support. Mitre, who was as

sembling troops sixty miles south at Concordia, had to choose between 

Urquiza and Paunero. Reluctantly, for he knew the political costs in

volved, he chose to support the latter. As Paunero started his pursuit of 

Robles, Urquiza received orders from Mitre to likewise advance to the 

Rio Corrientes .  The president believed that this advance would encour

age Caceres and other Correntinos who might then begin wide-scale re

sistance to the Paraguayans . Red-faced, Urquiza insisted that the ma

neuver would ruin the effectiveness of his cavalry.9 Though he did not 

mention it at the time, he doubtless thought that Paraguayan move

ments down the Uruguay would vindicate his more conservative strat

egy as the correct one. 

Mbutui 

The hydrographic features of the Uruguay River do not lend themselves 

to fighting a decisive naval battle like that of the Riachuelo. Although 

the river was navigable for most of its length, above Sal to and Concor

dia several series of rocky shoals prevented the passage of all but canoes 

during most of the year. Even at high water, passage for vessels of over 

six-feet draft was nearly impossible. In 1. 865 this made it impractical for 

the Allies to mount a naval expedition against the oncoming forces of 

Duarte and Estigarribia. 

The most extensive and visually impressive series of shoals and cas

cades was located at Mbu tui,  roughly halfway between Sao Borja and I ta-
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qui.  As the waters of the Uruguay pass through this salto, they hurled 

themselves in myriad patterns through fissures in the rocks . The clouds 

of spray, iridescent with rainbows, formed a permanent layer of vapor 

over the lush vegetation, and the roar could be heard from many miles 

away. At one end of the shoal, half hidden in mist, lay the confluence of 

the Uruguay with the Mbutui River, an obscure waterway originating in 

the hill country a hundred miles east. Few Paraguayans had ever heard 

of it. It was near this river - some miles inland -where they next faced 

the Allies. 

The occupation of Sao Borja coincided with Captain Meza's defeat at 

the Riachuelo. As at Corumba, the Paraguayans sacked the town, but un

like events at the Mato Grossense community, this was less undisci

plined looting than a systematic collection of the "spoils" that Solano 

Lopez had promised. Soldiers went house-to-house seizing everything 

of value and reserving the best loot for the marshal and Madame Lynch. 

The Paraguayan officers took their turn with deference to rank, fol

lowed by the soldiers themselves who seized whatever remained. Es

tigarribia sent a sizable share across the river to be divided among 

Duarte's troops . 10 

Pedro Gay, the canon of the local church, echoed the dismay of the 

town's vezinhos when he reported in detail the awful ravaging of his vic

arage. 1 1  The only dwellings that escaped a ransacking by the invading 

force belonged to resident foreigners, though they too had many com

plaints. One French merchant went out to remonstrate with Estigar

ribia, noting that his place of business enjoyed the protection of his 

country's flag. The colonel ,  who was too busy to bother with the hapless 

shopkeeper, replied, "Yes, yes ,  the [tricouleur] has not ceased to be beau

tiful, it is the most beautiful flag after that of the Republic of Paraguay; 

but if this Frenchman wants respect for his house he should stay within 

it, for all who flee are enemies of the Supreme Government." 12 

The vandalizing of Sao Borja yielded relatively little of military value.  

The three days spent in plundering the town might better have been 

spent pursuing the imperial forces or establishing a secure perimeter. 

As happened, the Brazilians had no units close enough to mount a coun-
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terattack against the Paraguayan salient, so the colonel had all the time 

he needed to pursue other priorities. 

The defeat at the Riachuelo had no immediate effect on Estigarribia's 

command. The troops at Sao Borja were less concerned with the strate

gic implications of a battle on the Parana than with the general lack of 

provisions. Their quartermasters had failed to squeeze much out of the 

adjacent countryside. The colonel therefore decided to go farther out, 

sending foraging and reconnaissance parties - some of which consisted 

of several hundred horsemen - in several directions. One such party, 

led by Capt. Jose del Rosario Lopez,  went north to Sao Mateus and there 

seized two thousand head of cattle and horses before returning to Sao 

Borja on 14 June.13 The next day Estigarribia ordered Captain Lopez to 

intercept a convoy of arms known to be moving east toward Alegrete. 

Lopez's column of four hundred men included several Correntino 

and Uruguayan volunteers who earlier had j oined Estigarribia. One of 

these, Justiniano Salvafiach, had served the former Blanco government 

as an army maj or and now acted as adj utant to Lopez. Expecting to 

guide the marshal's forces through Rio Grande do Sul and Uruguay, he 

was perfectly happy to pursue convoys so long as it took him south to

ward his homeland. 

In this case, the convoy managed to escape, but in the process of 

searching for it,  Lopez and Salvafiach penetrated nearly sixty miles into 

the heart of Brazil's Rio Grande do Sul. They engaged in one brief sl<ir

mish with the Brazilian Twenty-eighth Cavalry Regiment but otherwise 

saw no action. The local population melted away whenever the Para

guayan troops came near. 

The Lopez column returned to Sao Borja on 22 June only to discover 

that Estigarribia had evacuated the town three days earlier and was now 

on the march to Itaqui. Lacl<ing specific orders or information, Captain 

Lopez rode south to rejoin his commander's column. In the process, he 

and his men crossed over the Mbutui River at a point some miles inland 

from the shoals. 

The river at this spot was a wide creek running along the south edge 

of a large marsh, the Donato Swamp, into which it partly drained. Be-
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cause of heavy rains, the creek was in full flood during late June, and Lo

pez detoured some distance to the east to find a spot for fording. With 

Estigarribia many miles away near Itaqui, he was more isolated than 

ever before. 

On 25 June, Lopez's column fought a new action with the Twenty

eighth Cavalry. The latter unit had been attempting for some days to link 

up with the First Brigade, the main Brazilian force in the region. Col. An

tonio de Fernandes Lima and his thirty-five-hundred-man brigade were 

in fact moving up from the southeast. Having earlier failed to prevent 

Estigarribia's occupation of Sao Borj a  and now learning that the Para

guayans had driven the Twenty-eighth Cavalry from the field,  he re

solved to exact a terrible vengeance the next day. 

Brazilian and Paraguayan accounts differ on every critical detail of 

the ensuing battle of Mbutui ,  including the actual site. While standard 

Brazilian sources place the fighting thirty miles south of the Mbutui 

River, the Paraguayans maintain that it occurred near the river itself.14 

Whatever the geographical truth, when Captain Lopez saw that a 

large enemy force was deploying against him, he ordered his troops to 

dismount and establish a defensive position atop a lightly wooded hil

lock. The Donato Swamp was to his back, which made it difficult for 

Fernandes to get behind him. The Brazilian commander was forced to 

make a frontal assault. 

Lopez's decision to stop and fight revealed a pattern of behavior that 

proved all too common among Paraguayan officers throughout the war. 

Though he was on a reconnaissance and resupply mission and should 

have been concerned at all costs with getting back to Estigarribia with 

information on enemy movements , he instead elected to dismount and 

dig in. Worse still, he position
.
ed himself with a major obstacle to his 

rear. Though it safeguarded his rear from a Brazilian attack, the swamp 

also made impractical any retreat. Captain Lopez, like many Paraguayan 

commanders, displayed no subtlety in combat; he gave no thought to 

losing a little in order to gain a little. For him, war was always a matter 

of victory or death. 

Fernandes wished to launch his attack at daybreak but had difficulty 
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in confirming the Paraguayan dispositions. A thick, cold fog that looked 

like a broth of gray slush had set in, and it was impossible for the Brazil

ian colonel to see more than a few yards ahead. He finally began his at

tack around 8 :  oo A.M.,  j ust as the scene began to clear. Incongruously, 

however, he advanced in piecemeal fashion, a serious mistake. In failing 

to coordinate his five regiments so that they assaulted the Paraguayans 

simultaneously, he gave Lopez the opportunity to repulse each unit 

in turn. As the Brazilians learned to their dismay, this played to the 

Paraguayans' greatest strength, for they invariably fought well on the 

defensive. 

Again and again the Brazilian horsemen surged forward, first against 

the enemy's right flank, then the left. Fernandes's men carried modern 

carbines known for their range and accuracy. These rifles soon had a ter

rible effect upon the Paraguayans, who for the most part were armed 

with lances and flintlocks . Had the Brazilian commander committed 

the two regiments he held in reserve, he might have swept Lopez's po

sition at the outset of the engagement. As it was, the Paraguayans with

stood eleven assaults . Each time, the Brazilians wore them down a bit 

more, until finally the First Brigade broke the Paraguayan right wing, 

which was commanded by Salvafiach. With Minie balls whizzing all 

around him, the Uruguayan maj or fled into the swamp; he reappeared 

alone and disoriented in Misiones a full month later. 1 5  At the same time, 

the Brazilians cut down most ofLopez's mounted cavalry, leaving the re

maining Paraguayan horsemen to pull back into the swamp to regroup. 

Despite their losses, the Paraguayan center and left wing held firm 

for more than an hour. Sensing victory, Colonel Fernandes pressed his 

attack. He felt certain the enemy would break under added pressure, 

and indeed, the Paraguayan left started to waver. These were mostly in

fantrymen - lean, tough troops accustomed to long marching but not 

to wave after wave of galloping, cursing gauchos . In the end, the Para

guayan infantry melted into the Donato, leaving behind many corpses .  

Strikingly, Lopez's center still showed no sign of weakening. 

After another hour, Fernandes broke off the attack. He probably 

wished to mount a final charge with the aid of his reserve units but 
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chose to rest his troops before doing so. Lopez, his men no less spent, 

nevertheless ordered all the survivors to withdraw north to join their 

fellows who were already seeking a refuge among the high reeds. 

As the Paraguayans looked for firm ground amidst the water and 

muck, another brigade of the imperial army, the Fourth, arrived to re

inforce Fernandes with two more regiments of cavalry and one of in

fantry. After a short interval, the Brazilian commander confidently or

dered the combined force to strike the remaining Paraguayans. 

Lopez had nearly abandoned hope. His exhausted men, having 

climbed atop a dry outcropping, were barely able to lift and load their 

muskets . The bodies of the wounded and slain were all about, half 

sunken in the mire. The captain expected to see his command oblit

erated. He was relieved, therefore, to observe the unsteady, slip-shod 

progress of the enemy cavalry through the mud, reeds, and camalotes. At 

the last minute, Fernandes decided that he should not risk his mounted 

units in such terrain and called off the attack. For a time, he considered 

sending in his infantry but gave up the idea as impractical. Besides, 

there was still Estigarribia's force somewhere to consider. 

The battle was over. Lopez's command suffered 1 16 killed and 1 2 0  

wounded out o f  a force o f  400.16 His willingness t o  endure such losses 

confirmed the worst fears of the Allied commanders - the Paraguayans 

would be intractable in combat, difficult to defeat. 17  Mitre's press tried 

to put a good face on this fact, but it was not easy. 

As word of the Paraguayan resistance spread to Concordia and 

points south, Captain Lopez and his remaining 1 60 men made their way 

through the marshes to the Uruguay River. They salvaged few of their 

muskets and even fewer horses. Most men left behind pieces of their 

uniforms and kit, and some arrived at the river nearly naked. Everyone 

who waded through the waters emerged with their legs covered with 

leeches, the creatures looking like tiny wineskins filled with red carl6n 

wine. The soldiers eventually found Estigarribia, who was still trudging 

south unaware that anything had happened. 

Despite the bravery of their opponents and the admiration it inspired 

among the Allied soldiers, it was the Brazilians who gained victory at 
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Mbutui. They retained control of the field, while the Paraguayan detach

ment, badly mauled, fled the scene. Fernandes claimed to have lost forty 

killed and seventy-eight wounded, though his overall casualties were 

probably two or three times that num.ber.18  

In terms of the campaign as a whole, the battle was relatively unim

portant. The main Paraguayan force was still advancing, and Fernan

des's action at Mbutui did nothing to slow its progress. Indeed, while the 

First and Fourth Brigades should have been striking at Estigarribia's 

rear, the Paraguayan colonel entered Itaqui unopposed. 

What Next? 

The move of the main Paraguayan force sou th from Sao Borja proceeded 

without incident, but it was hardly a comfortable experience. The men 

were hungry and cold, soaked by freezing rain every day. No one could 

find dry firewood. Pacing in his tent, Colonel Estigarribia had other wor

ries . The advance guard of his army had reached the mouth of the Mbu

tui on 22 June and drove off the small force of Brazilian defenders they 

found there. Now nothing stood in Estigarribia's way - yet he felt per

plexed. His orders allowed him to advance as far as the salto, but the 

marshal made no mention of his advancing farther. 

Now was not the time for Estigarribia to test his president's patience. 

Solano Lopez had reacted with profound irritation at Paunero's raid of 

25 May on Corrientes and blamed his officers for their failure to prevent 

it. He grew suspicious when General Robles resisted his orders to retreat 

from Goya. And Captain Meza's defeat at the Riachuelo sent him into an 

uncontrollable rage.19 

Solano Lopez now decided to sack Robles and recall Francisco Res

quin from Mato Grosso. The latter officer, now a general, would assume 

command of the Southern Division. Historians traditionally have in

terpreted this change of command as a sign of the marshal's anger at 

Robles's supposed insubordination combined with a fear that the gen

eral might defect. 

The truth was more complicated. Robles never acted in open opposi

tion to Lopez's orders - though he certainly thought the retreat from 
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Goya ill advised. He had received missives from Urquiza and other Allied 

officers, some of whom were Paraguayans . These men all urged upon 

him a treasonous course of action, but he rejected all of them, even 

threatening to shoot anyone foolish enough to bring him further notes 

from Fernando Iturburu, the emigre commander of the Paraguayan Le

gion.20 Robles's real problems began on 1-4 June when he learned of his 

brother's death at the battle of the Riachuelo. The news upset him ter

ribly. He visibly sunk into depression, drank heavily, and ignored com

munications from Corrientes . The weather aggravated him. The chill 

had grown profoundly, such that when a man rested upon a flat stone, 

it felt as ifhe had sat in a puddle of cold water. This increased everyone's 

feelings of helplessness,  including those of the general. 

At about this time Lt. Col. Paulino Alen arrived at Robles's camp from 

Humaita. The newcomer, who had arrived to take over the position of 

chief of staff for the Southern Division, also received instructions from 

Solano Lopez to report on the situation. Alen was frankly shocked by the 

general's bad mood and indiscreet mutterings. The colonel thought to 

cheer him with the formal presentation of the National Order of Merit, 

which the marshal had authorized and consisted of a decorative sash 

with golden star. Instead of lifting his spirits , however, the decoration 

had the opposite effect. Robles turned on his new subordinate with an 

almost biblical fury, demanding that the honor be given to his dead 

brother, who had really earned it. Alen begged him to set aside his mod

esty and accept the decoration - it came from the supreme government 

and ought not be ignored. To this the general growled: "If they don't like 

it, they can go ahead and shoot me . . . .  What value is there in such rub

bish? Do you think perchance that such a trifle will please me? What I 

want is clothes for my poor soldiers who are shivering from the cold! 

What does the life of one ni.an matter? And at the end of it all we have 

no weapons ." 21 A wise commander in chief might have been willing to 

let such an outburst pass without comment, for it clearly arose from an 

understandable grief and frustration. For the marshal, however, it sim

ply added fuel to an already blazing fire. Knowing that Robles headed a 

demoralized and possibly rebellious army, he sought to reestablish dis-
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cipline indirectly. Transferring Alen to Robles's camp was only the first 

step. On 30 June, Resquin arrived at Southern Division headquarters, 

not as the new commanding general but rather as Robles's second in 

command. In this post Resquin began to restore morale while paving 

the way for the early exit of Robles , who was now drinking a full bottle 

of cognac a day. 

Resquin himself was a big, brown-faced man, whose square shape 

and deliberate stride gave him the appearance of solidity, courage, and 

correct military bearing. Yet his fear of Solano Lopez affected his per

formance in the field . He had been successful in Mato Grosso, but in the 

end, his pliability was what mattered to the marshal. 

During this same period, Humaita sent the Southern Division a rein

forcement of one cavalry regiment and two infantry battalions. One of 

these units - the Fortieth Infantry Battalion - later gained fame under 

a brilliant if ruthless officer, Col . Jose Ed uvigis Diaz. Like Alen, Diaz was 

a trusted agent of the marshal. Both officers received a proper, if not a 

hearty, welcome from Robles, who was glad of their company and the 

chance to march south again. 

Several weeks passed before Resquin judged the army fit to move. In 

that time he spent every waking moment retraining it, pushing the sol

diers to the breaking point with drill and more drill. When he was fin

ished, it was his army in all but name. Robles hardly knew what had 

happened, only that Lopez had instructed him to hold his position. 

In fact, the marshal had ordered the Southern Division to remain 

at Empedrado to guard against a new assault from the Brazilian fleet, a 

preposterous assignment. Barroso was completely inactive at that time 

and, in any case, how could cavalry and infantry units counteract the 

movements of a naval force? Of course, by ordering Robles to stand still, 

the marshal made it simpler to later portray him as an erratic sot who 

avoided taking the offensive. That such a charge was unjust might have 

been obvious to anyone outside Paraguay (though, to be fair, something 

similar had also been said of Union general U. S .  Grant at Vicksburg only 

two years earlier). In the end, however, it hardly mattered. 

On 2 1 July 1 865, Gen. Vicente Barrios , now the Paraguayan war min-
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ister, arrived at Corrientes with sealed letters from Solano Lopez. These 

contained orders to arrest Robles, turn his command over to Resquin, 

and proceed south against the Allies with all dispatch. Arrested two days 

later in camp, Robles made no protest. He handed his sword to Barrios 

and went with him quietly. In an elaborate trial at Humaita five months 

later, Robles found himself accused of incompetence and collusion with 

the enemy.22 His execution by firing squad in January 1 866 came as a 

surprise to no one . 

The Mutiny at Basualdo 

Colonel Estigarribia knew nothing of Robles's plight or of the marshal's 

decision to rearrange the Southern Division's command structure. He 

did know that his own force of seventy-five hundred men was isolated. 

While he was afraid to go forward without orders , he was more afraid 

to stand still .  In itself, Itaqui held little for the Paraguayans, but not far 

distant lay the Uruguayan border, beyond which the Blancas even now 

might be awaiting their liberators.23 

Maj or Duarte's column kept roughly parallel with that ofEstigarribia 

and occupied the Correntino hamlet of La Cruz on 5 July. On the whole, 

Duarte had thus far enjoyed more success than his compatriots to the 

east of the Uruguay River. His intelligence was better; he knew, for in

stance, that the Correntino irregulars attached to Colonels Paiva and 

Reguera had moved seven miles south of La Cruz and were still retreat

ing. They were badly demoralized. The two colonels had sustained the 

failing courage of their men by an unending series of threats and cajol

ings , but even these efforts had reached their limit. 

The Allied position on the Correntino-Entrerriano frontier disinte

grated on 3 July when Urquiza's eight-thousand-man army mutinied at 

Basualdo. The caudillo was absent from camp at the time, on his way to 

Concordia to confer with President Mitre and Allied commanders. The 

mutiny seems to have started with groups of from one to two hundred 

cavalrymen shouting vivas to Urquiza and mueras to Brazil and the na

tional government. Mass desertions followed at once. A clique of dis

affected officers went from unit to unit spreading the same message : 
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"Comrades ! The Captain General has gone home and we should do the 

same. Don't be foolish, don't be taken in!" 24 Soon, virtually the entire En

trerriano army abandoned the camp. The deserters, taking their arms 

and horses, headed home, leaving behind a few sick men and a small 

Correntino contingent that could not hope to fend off the Paraguayans 

by itself.25 

Urquiza was livid when news of the mutiny reached him. In a letter 

to Mitre he tried , however, to put as good a face as possible on the situ

ation: "False rumors about the reason for my j ourney, the [reckless] 

products of the press recalling our past differences . . .  , and the effects 

of drink exacerbated this [state of affairs, which perhaps] would not 

have happened had I been present or at least would have been con

trolled sooner. You can imagine the disgust I feel for what has occurred 

in the army on the night of my journey, precisely when I was reflecting 

that the example of our loyalty would inspire others ." 26 

The mutiny, however, caused great consternation in Buenos Aires. Al

lied strategy depended on the concentration of cavalry forces in Entre 

Rios .  Now, supposedly "crack" units from Nogoya and Victoria had de

serted en masse. Mitre knew better than to appear alarmed, but he 

realized the danger the situation presented to the alliance with the 

empire. 

Even more serious was the effect on Mitre's alliance with Urquiza. As 

Edward Thornton observed, the mutiny showed clearly how far the old 

caudillo's prestige had fallen in the province and concomitantly how 

much that of Lopez Jordan and other opponents of the war had grown.27 

For Mitre to help Urquiza, he needed to avoid any measure that might 

undercut the latter's authority in Entre Rios .  He could not, for instance, 

bring in porteiio troops to replace the Entrerrianos without making a 

bad situation worse,  for any resulting unpleasantness might in turn ne

cessitate the deployment of Brazilian forces in the province - an even

tuality certain to ignite civil war. 

The one remaining advantage for the national government was that 

no Paraguayan force could readily take advantage of the mutiny. The 

Southern Division was far away and immobilized by command troubles. 

Estigarribia had j ust arrived at Itaqui- on the wrong side of the river -
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and chose to concern himself with looting rather than strategy. He di

rected his mule trains and the greater part of his army away from the 

river in order to avoid marching through the back swamp. That move

ment took him farther away from Duarte, who could not move south 

without Estigarribia's specific permission. 
The major was sorely tempted to move anyway, for on 6 July, 378 En

trerriano deserters arrived from Basualdo to place themselves under his 

command. Duarte held off accepting these new recruits , for he lmew 

that only the marshal could make decisions that involved the shifting 

politics of the region. Yet Solano Lopez, far away at Humaita, could not 

effectively guide events on the Uruguay. Though evidently informed of 

the Basualdo mutiny, he had limited communication with Estigarribia 

and Duarte and no way to improve the efficiency of his mounted mes

sengers . It was another opportunity lost. 

Ever since Pavon, Urquiza had noticed his power slipping away. Now 

he found himself clutching at phantoms even in his home province. He 

might still increase his wealth by the sale of horses to Mitre's cavalry, 

but this could have no positive effect on his standing with the Entrerri

anos, many of whom now wondered whether he was selling mounts to 

the Brazilians as well. With his influence gone and the situation in dis

array, the caudillo did the only realistic thing. Without consulting the 

national government, he issued a decree granting a general furlough 

to all the troops who had deserted. He knew that this contradicted 

Mitre's wishes but saw little choice : obedezco pero no cumplo. On 7 July, Ur

quiza lamented to the president, "You must lmow that I only made such 

a grave decision . . .  because there was no other way to counteract the 

bad morale and disorder among those elements that should return to 

the nation's defense and Your Excellency can rest assured that they will 

do so even if l have to sacrifice myself if necessary."  28 

The Basualdo mutiny had not been spontaneous, although it easily 

could have been. Lopez Jordan, who lived nearby, had involved himself 

in the mutiny at some level and now simply tapped into a widespread 

antiwar - or more properly, anti-Brazilian - feeling in the Li tor al and 

turned it to his political advantage. 
The disappearance of Urquiza's fighting forces posed serious strate-
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gic problems for the Allies. The caudillo set out at once for San Jose, Vic

toria, and Nogoya to try to lift morale in those quarters . Yet he hardly 

expected his efforts to meet with success .  In order to stave off the threat 

from Duarte, therefore, the Allied high command decided to detach Ve

nancio Flores from the main camp at Concordia and send him north. 

The Paraguayans March South 

On 14 July, Estigarribia advanced again, now with full authorization 

from the marshal, who ordered a movement twenty miles downriver 

to the Uruguay's confluence with the Ybycui River, there to await fur

ther instructions. Duarte departed La Cruz at exactly the same time, 

still keeping parallel with the main Paraguayan column across the river. 

Even so, the two units stayed in sight of each other only rarely, a fact 

that made j oint operations impossible. 

The Brazilians also maintained contact with Estigarribia's force after 

it left Itaqui .  They had a good notion of where the colonel was bound 

and conducted an active defense. On paper, they had between seven 

and nine thousand troops at their disposal for the task.29 The First Di

vision, still commanded by Gen. David Canabarro, took up positions 

along the southern bank of the Ybycui to prevent the enemy from cross

ing this relatively wide river. Meanwhile, the First Brigade, which had al

ready bested the Paraguayans at Mbutui, received orders to stay north of 

the river and attack Estigarribia's left flank whenever the column at

tempted to cross. In effect, the Brazilians were preparing a trap. 

As it happened, Canabarro's men failed to arrive at the Ybycui until 

the twenty-first, three days after the Paraguayans . Estigarribia, who by 

now had made a habit of ignoring the marshal's orders , failed to stop at 

the river and instead moved to establish a bridgehead on its southern 

bank. Unwittingly (for he had no knowledge of the First Division's move

ments) ,  the colonel selected a spot some three miles east of the Brazil

ian defenders . His men constructed a pontoon bridge to facilitate the 

passage of the artillery, and by the morning of 20 July, he led his entire 

contingent across .  

A s  General Canabarro approached the Ybycui, h e  was surprised to 
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learn that the Paraguayans had marched a full fifteen miles farther 

south and were well on their way to Uruguaiana. Taken aback by Esti

garribia's swiftness, Canabarro met with Gen. Joao Frederico Caldwell, 

overall commander in Rio Grande do Sul. The two generals decided to 

establish a new defensive line still farther south at Touro Passo Creek 

just above Uruguaiana. The Brazilian failure to stop the Paraguayans 

at the Ybycui left no credible defense possible, and any effort at the 

Touro Passo could only amount to a short-lived holding action. Caldwell 

and Canabarro knew this ,  as did the inhabitants of the small Riogran

dense communities in Estigarribia's path. Every newspaper in the em

pire trumpeted their fears, and commentators asked openly whether 

imperial forces could contain the Paraguayan threat in Rio Grande do 

Sul or anywhere else.30 

Estigarribia reached the Touro Passo on 28 July after several incon

clusive clashes with Brazilian forces. With Canabarro and Caldwell in 

disarray just to the south, the colonel halted to wait for further orders 

from Humaita. And,  indeed, within a day Duarte and a small escort 

crossed the Uruguay with a messenger from the marshal. Solano Lopez 

expressed both anger and satisfaction at Estigarribia's progress : "Since 

you have not obeyed my orders and have [instead] passed beyond the 

Ybycui, I now order you to continue your march to Uruguaiana, where 

[Brazilian] supplies await you, and then you will move on to Alegrete, 

taking care, as before, not to camp within the towns, so as to avoid be

ing besieged by the enemy." 31 

It was obvious that Solano Lopez had in mind a major foraging oper

ation -Alegrete being a key livestock region - before launching an in

vasion of the Banda Oriental. This approach, which resembled his un

dertaking in Mato Grosso, revealed the limits of the marshal's strategic 

thinking. Instead of drafting overtures to the Uruguayan Blancos and 

Entrerriano rebels, he busied himself with securing the army's sources 

of supply, which was surely a concern but not the highest priority for 

the leader of a nation at war. 

Estigarribia's own imagination carried him no further than new 

spoils .  He paid little attention, for example, to Duarte's request for new 
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instructions to cover the changed circumstances. Instead, the colonel 

sent his subordinate back across the Uruguay without clear instruc

tions . Estigarribia believed that he could reach the major at a moment's 

notice and had little concern that the enemy might interfere. As things 

turned out, he never saw Major Duarte again. 

The Brazilians had known for some time that the river itself was a 

weak link between the two Paraguayan columns . Now, with Estigarribia 

encamped north of the Touro Passo, they boldly moved forward to sever 

the link. It was all the work of an ingenious young artillery lieutenant, 

Floriano Peixoto, who commandeered several small river craft, turned 

them into a makeshift flotilla, and used them to completely disrupt 

communications between Estigarribia and Duarte. Of the three vessels 

involved, only the Uruguai, a little steamer of thirty-five tons, had any 

claim to being a warship, the other two vessels being little more than 

launches.32 

In Floriano's capable hands, however, they became a formidable na

val force. The lieutenant embarked aboard them a special unit, which, 

like Paraguay's Nambi-i, was composed entirely of black troops. Dressed 

in spectacular uniforms that featured green vests, red trousers , blue 

j ackets , and bright, scarlet fezzes , these Zuavos Baianos proved to be ex

cellent fighters.33 With their help as gunners, Floriano trained his three 

small cannons on the Paraguayan canoes in the river and coolly shot 

them to pieces. His own talents as a gunner had already been noticed by 

his superior officers, but no one, least of all the Paraguayans, suspected 

that he might maneuyer his vessels with such dexterity. 

Duarte and Estigarribia tried to strike back on two occasions. At 

Touro Passo, the latter erected an artillery battery overlooking the river 

and tried to entice Floriano into range of the superior Paraguayan fire

power. When the lieutenant's boats rushed toward the shoreline and 

fired into the Paraguayan position, it was Estigarribia who pulled back. 

As for Duarte, he organized an assault force of canoes to attack Floriano 

under cover of darlmess,  but the attempt failed and the canoes scat

tered. The Brazilian officer's skill and audacity prevented the Para

guayan commanders from coordinating their efforts and sowed the 

seeds of their ultimate defeat. 
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Estigarribia Takes Uruguaiana 

Armed with new orders from Solano Lopez, Estigarribia crossed the 

Touro Passo on 2 August 1 865,  encountering no resistance; General 

Caldwell had already decided six days earlier that his troops were too 

few and too ill prepared to make a stand at the creek. Uruguaiana was 

the last Brazilian community of any significance before the Uruguayan 

border. From there the Paraguayans could launch an invasion of the 

richest cattle lands in the empire while raising the flag of revolt in the 

Banda Oriental. The Brazilian commanders understood the strategic im

portance ofUruguaiana as well as the great risk they took in giving it up 

without a fight. After all, they had prepared the town for defense, stock

piling food and munitions, all of which they now abandoned. The town 

itself offered rich spoils for the Paraguayan soldiers , who, cold and dog

tired, looked forward to the takings as a respite from the march. 
The Brazilian decision not to defend Uruguaiana was sound enough 

despite the risks it involved.  If Caldwell and Canabarro had defended 

the town with the inferior force at their disposal, it likely would have 

been overwhelmed. Alegrete might then have fallen, leaving the door 

open to the rest of Rio Grande do Sul and the Banda Oriental. Far bet

ter, they thought, to give up Uruguaiana and play for time. Their posi

tion could only improve as Allied reinforcements reached the theater. 

Colonel Thompson, who was contemptuous of the Brazilian command

er's inability to defend the Riograndense towns, nonetheless gave his 

grudging approval of Caldwell's decision to pull back from Uruguaiana: 

" [The Brazilians allowed Estigarribia] to sack their towns, ill-treat their 

women, and destroy everything before him, without doing more than 

sending a few skirmishers to watch him. If they left the honor, lives, and 

property of their countrymen and country-women entirely out of the 

question, and looked at it in [sic] a purely military point of view, they did 

right, as they would have had much more trouble in fighting him than 

they had afterwards in besieging and starving him out, though they had 

superior forces." 34 

For his part, Colonel Estigarribia knew that he could expect no rein

forcements from Paraguay and hoped that Blanco armies would soon 

join his victorious soldiers . The odds against this happening were long, 
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and it seemed best to the colonel not to dwell on the likelier alternative. 

As for his men, for once there was sufficient firewood and provisions to 

meet their needs .  They even traded their tattered uniforms for new 

shirts and pantaloons taken from Brazilian stores and enjoyed fresh 

yerba for the first time in weeks .35 Let the marshal handle questions of 

strategy; for their part, they obeyed orders . 

By instructing Estigarribia to march on Alegrete, Solano Lopez 

thought to encourage the Uruguay Division's forward momentum. The 

colonel had already taken too much time at Sao Borja  and Itaqui. Now 

he tarried again at Uruguaiana. On 16 August the imperial high com

mand replaced the overcautious Caldwell with another general, Manoel 

Marquez de Sousa, the count of Porto Alegre. Like Canabarro, the new 

commander was a man in his sixties with long experience in the mili

tary; unlike his fel low Riograndense, however, he had sided with the 

emperor during the Farrapo Revolt and thereby earned promotion af

ter promotion. He had commanded the Brazilian forces against Juan 

Manuel de Rosas at Caseros in 1 8 52.  Then, at the end of the decade, he 

had retired with all the prestige and accolades his government could 

accord him. 

Porto Alegre was as meticulous in his military planning as he was in 

dress.  Having been called out of retirement, he did not panic now but 

carefully weighed his advantages and disadvantages . He saw at once the 

weakness of Estigarribia's position. If the Paraguayan colonel delayed 

his march for any length of time, as he had already done at Sao Borj a, 

then Uruguaiana would become a trap, snapping shut upon him. Porto 

Alegre hoped, therefore, that the enemy force would stay at the town, 

consume all the available rations, and grow complacent. In the mean

time, the Allies prepared a siege . 
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The Tide Turns 





Missteps in the South 

Major Duarte's column continued its southward march through knee

high grass toward the lower provinces, encountering no significant op

position. Colonels Paiva and Reguera had pulled back toward Concordia 

and allowed the Paraguayans to advance unhindered. Perhaps the Cor

rentinos thought to weaken Duarte's lines of communication by pulling 

him farther away from his base camps above the Alto Parana.  Perhaps 

they believed themselves so weak that withdrawal was their best option. 

Duarte, of course, had to face more risks ,  since every day he put more 

distance between his forward position and Paraguay. Yet he kept mov

ing. Unlike Lt. Col. Antonio Estigarribia, he had no intention of second

guessing the marshal and pushed through the wild open country from 

La Cruz. He always kept the river in sight and always buttressed his main 

column with wide-ranging patrols on the right flank. Finally, at the be

ginning of August, his troops entered Restauraci6n (Paso de los Libres), 

the last town before the Entrerriano frontier, just opposite Uruguaiana. 

No one could have predicted the calamities that would soon follow. 

The Paraguayans refrained from looting at Restauraci6n and did little 

to irritate the few locals remaining in the vicinity. For Duarte, this was 

more a matter of common sense than of humanitarianism; far more 

than his immediate commander across the river, he recognized that the 

goodwill of the Correntinos and Entrerrianos was necessary for any vic

tory.1 With this in mind, he kept a tight rein on his men, paid (or tried 



to pay) for any goods taken, and always spoke reassuring words to the 

civilians he encountered while on campaign.2 Whereas the Brazilians 

were confirmed enemies and could be thrashed accordingly, he might 

yet convince these Argentines to join the Paraguayan cause. 

Duarte wanted to keep every option open. Despite the relative prox

imity of Estigarribia, the two columns found it difficult to maintain 

contact. Lt. Floriano Peixoto 's activities on the Uruguay River interfered 

with all their efforts, clearly demonstrating a major wealmess in Para

guayan thinking. Why should any Argentine - or, for that matter, Uru

guayan - rally to Solano Lopez's call if his troops could not stop such an 

insignificant river force? And without Argentine or Uruguayan aid, the 

Paraguayans had little chance of victory. 

Estigarribia appeared oblivious to the dangers of standing still, but 

Duarte had few illusions about his position. Rather than remain in oc

cupation of Restauraci6n, he moved three miles north to a hill he con

sidered more defensible. He ordered extensive patrolling on all sides . 

Even so, he felt edgy, overextended. Though he scrupulously obeyed the 

marshal's orders, he found no comfort in the fact; his president could 

never reach him in an emergency. As for Estigarribia, even under the 

best of circumstances ,  his aid could only be tentative, given the river 

that lay between them. The colonel might feel safe in Uruguaiana - or 

at least so tired and distracted that he ignored the danger - but Duarte 

felt nervous and lmew why. To his south, not many miles distant, Ve

nancio Flores's cavalry was riding toward him. 

Preparing for the Big Fight 

The Allies had exchanged land for time ever since the fall of Corrientes 

in April. Wenceslao Paunero's raid of 25 May had been a brilliant stroke, 

completely disrupting Paraguayan timetables and overall strategy. The 

battle of the Riachuelo likewise damaged the marshal's hopes for an 

early victory. On both occasions, however, the Allies failed to capitalize 

on their advantages for simple want of manpower. 

Bartolome Mitre was doubtlessly more comfortable as a man of let

ters than as a battlefield commander, yet he was an exceptional military 
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organizer. The mutiny at Basualdo slowed, but did not stop, his plans for 

offensive action. The Triple Alliance Treaty had assigned him the role of 

commander in chief, and the Argentine Congress granted him leave to 

assume command in the field. Now Mitre used all his powers to build a 

fighting force second to none in the Plata. 

Mitre worked unceasingly to harness the country to the task of mo

bilization.3 It was not easy. The national government had only just es

tablished the Argentine army in January 1 864. It had yet to crystallize 

into anything substantial despite the call to recruit every male between 

the ages of seventeen and forty-five. Real military power remained in 

the hands of the National Guard, itself a weak provincial institution. 

Buenos Aires alone had a guard with any pretensions of modernity, and 

in the present circumstances Mitre was ,  in effect, demanding that the 

provinces align their military forces behind those of his own province. 

This was not an approach destined to be well received in .the Argentine 

interior. 

More often than not, provincial governments held back the troop 

contingents demanded of them, invariably citing financial difficulties .  

In truth, even at  the beginning, the war against Paraguay engendered 

popular misgivings, especially in the west of the country, where local of

ficials risked an uprising if they acceded to the national government's 

demand for soldiers. A spirit of enthusiasm and a sense of offended 

national honor often inspire young men, but such was not the case 

throughout Argentina. Many in the interior simply did not consider 

themselves part of a "nation,"  or at least not part of the same Argentina 

that Buenos Aires dominated.4 

There were exceptions to this trend. The widow of Gregorio Ara6z de 

Lamadrid (once the most influential Unitarian general in Tucuman and 

Salta) wrote Mitre to offer her paltry military pension as contribution to 

the national cause.5 But she was hardly representative. Far more people 

were suspicious of portefio objectives and wondered how far the national 

government might push them. In addition, the majority of those con

scripted came from the peripheral sectors of provincial society- unem

ployed gauchos who, like the title character in Jose Hernandez's Martin 
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Fierro, chafed under the demands of military discipline and deserted be

fore reaching the theater of operations. A starry-eyed feeling of patriot

ism was not part of their world.6 

Mitre busied himself with building a consensus in favor of the war. 

From the Argentine Congress he obtained a clear long-term commit

ment to the campaign, pressing the legislators hard, appealing in every 

way to their emotions, from vanity to love of country.7 On a more con

fidential level, the president wheedled influential congressional lead

ers , offering them detailed promises of patronage and vivid warnings of 

what would happen if they failed to cooperate. It was an impressive or

chestration. In short order he gained solid - if not unanimous - politi

cal and financial backing from Congress. 

Mitre understood how delicate the situation was .  His cajoling of con

gressional and provincial leaders was nonetheless sinuous and effec

tive, and for a man who all along had doubted the warlike intentions of 

Francisco Solano Lopez, his political instincts now served him well. He 

knew whom to push hard, whom to bribe, and whom to leave alone. He 

delegated the onerous task of organizing conscription to individuals of 

proven loyalty, while carefully distancing himself from the hateful im

age of the press gang. With great skill, Mitre argued the "national" op

tion, expressing in every communication that Paraguay had launched 

the war against all Argentines , not just his own portefios, and that all 

needed to contribute to final victory. The progovernment press repeated 

these appeals and stressed that civilization's " crusade" against barbar

ism was worth every effort.8 

Mitre's successes outweighed his failures in this early stage of mobi

lization, but not by much. In his own province, he mustered thousands 

of men quickly and deployed them with relatively little fuss to Concor

dia. He personally attended to the minutest details of their provisioning 

and transport from Buenos Aires and Rosario.9 He provided mounts pur

chased from Bonaerense estancieros and foodstuffs and clothing from 

Anacarsis Lantis, Marshal Lopez's former armorer.10 He supplied weap

ons and shot in various calibers, six packets for each soldier.11 He pro-
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vided new uniforms, blankets , and surplus woolens left over from the 

Crimean War and the U.S .  Civil War. 

Mitre also increased his recruitment of foreigners into the Argentine 

army. Some of these were resident in the Plata, others came directly 

from Europe 12 A few of these individuals ,  such as the Italian Gianbat

tista Charlone, the Englishman Ignacio Fotheringham, and the Pole Ro

berto Chodasiewicz, played major roles later in the war.13 

Since government resources could produce only a portion of the 

capital he required, Mitre experimented with various schemes to raise 

war revenue internally. He soon discovered that support for the war 

was paper thin, even among porteiio oligarchs . The national govern

ment attempted to secure monies from private citizens through bond 

sales , yet when Vice President Marcos Paz opened a subscription list in 

Buenos Aires, no one showed any interest.14 When private citizens made 

proposals ,  the special guarantees and rate of interest they demanded 

made the offers unacceptable. 15  In the end, only major foreign residents 

showed any willingness to contribute; Thomas Armstrong, director of 

the Argentine Central Railway, gave fifty thousand pesos to Paz's fund 

(though easing the way for possible future contracts with the govern

ment probably had as much to do with his generosity as any show ofpa

triotism). 16 

Behind the scenes, both Mitre and Foreign Minister Elizalde began to 

negotiate for foreign loans . The imperial government, itself deeply in

debted to the British Rothschilds, made available a loan of one million 

pesos to the Argentine national government on 31 May 1 865 (the Brazil

ians issued a second loan for the same amount eight months later) . 1 7  

The Bank of London was another early lender, and for its trouble earned 

a high 1 8-percent interest on the monies it passed to the Mitre regime. 

These various loans (which later formed a key element in the analyses 

of revisionist historians) were most welcome by the Argentine War Min

istry in 1 865, for they made possible much-needed financial backing at 

a critical time.18 Even so, the loans were difficult to raise .  The baron of 

Maua was in England throughout this time but, given his disillusion-
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ment with the various political turns in the Banda Oriental, was oflittle 

help in arranging loans for the Allies. Prudent European financiers, 

moreover, displayed little interest in bankrolling South American wars 

when they could make certain profits in overseas railroad construction 

and in the India trade.  

Having paved the way for a strong response to the Paraguayan in

vasion, Mitre left for the front in mid-June, arriving at Concordia on 

the eighteenth. He immediately set to work turning the ramshackle 

camp at the edge of town into a model military installation. His men 

erected tents in regular rows, dug latrines, and prepared hundreds of 

small campfires.19 They leveled out a parade ground, unloaded a train 

of two score wagons, and set up a serviceable canteen. The surgeons and 

medical personnel soon had a hospital and dispensary in full operation. 

Just as busy were the local sutlers , who hawked their various wares 

among the soldiers with as much energy as their counterparts in the 

marketplaces in Buenos Aires and Montevideo. Thanks to Mitre's de

tailed attention, Concordia began to look the part of a nineteenth-cen

tury military encampment - far less grand than Sebastopol, but cer

tainly impressive .20 

The Argentine contingents at Concordia were unusual to say the 

least. The best and the meanest of the country were crowded together. 

Here were thieves and ne'er-do-wells forced into service alongside vol

unteers from the most prosperous families of Buenos Aires, young men 

who had enjoyed all that money could buy. There were, of course, indi

viduals of privileged background who did not wish to join the campaign 

despite all the clamor; they had easy recourse to substitutes, often im

migrants, who advertised their availability for service in the newspa

pers of both Buenos Aires and the provinces .21 

Mitre's task at Concordia was the same as Duarte's at the Pindapoi

to take an inexperienced, amorphous body of men and transform it 

into a strong, dependable, and motivated army. The Argentine presi

dent, however, was under severe time constraints. The longer he delayed 

sending his troops into action, the farther the enemy was likely to ad

vance. Yet Mitre refused to be rushed into battle. His own portefio battal-
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ions had received adequate, if not extensive, training and were ready for 

combat after a fashion. The same could not be said for the provincial 

troops - men who were apt to fight like their gaucho grandfathers, with 

much heart and little cohesion. Compared with all previous wars in 

South America, this conflict required that enormous numbers of men 

be brought under arms, and Mitre was anxious to see those in his com

mand function well together. 

The infantry's training at Concordia involved hour after hour of 

close-order drill. No one, then or now, had yet devised a better system to 

inculcate the habit of instant obedience, so necessary to unit cohesion 

during the noise and smoke of battle. The infantry also practiced com

plex maneuvers such as forming a line of battle and changing the di

rection of that line by ninety degrees . Following the geometrically pre

cise configurations suggested by Jornini and others , the infantrymen 

formed and reformed themselves into large defensive squares that no 

enemy could supposedly penetrate. 

The cavalry, for their part, attacked stationery targets with saber 

and lance and practiced quick movements at full regimental strength. 

Through practice, it was hoped, the Allied units could all maneuver ef

fectively against the Paraguayans on the battlefield. 

Training of this kind, however, took time, and Mitre had little to 

spare. In addition, the Argentine president had to cope with the prob

lem of command and control of coalition forces. The Uruguayans under 

Flores presented no problem, for like their leader, many had previously 

fought with Mitre and understood his temper and inclinations . The Bra

zilians, however, were quite another matter. 

Though the imperial government had every wish to live up to the 

letter of the alliance, the Brazilian admirals and generals had serious 

doubts about the wisdom of combined command, or at least of com

bined command under the Argentine president. Senior officers resigned 

themselves to obeying Mitre but in their own minds insisted that such 

obedience also advance the interests of the empire. Whenever coopera

tion with the Argentines conflicted with their duty to Dorn Pedro, they 

would do as they chose without any open display of insubordination. 
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This attitude, implicitly adopted by all Brazilian commanders , handi

capped operations many times during the next three years . The Argen

tines and Brazilians were traditional enemies , and any alliance between 

them, irrespective of any common military goal, was sure to be fraught 

with mistrust and veiled antagonism. 

At Concordia, the mistrust was already evident. Mitre was calling for 

the concentration of all Allied forces to challenge Marshal Lopez with 

the strongest hand possible. Yet all the while, Estigarribia was ram

paging through southern Brazil. The men of the imperial forces had to 

march away from the scene of Paraguayan depredations, while their 

countrymen were making an immediate sacrifice in blood and prop

erty - and all this for the sake of an alliance that most thought unnatu

ral in the first place. 

The reunion of the Allied armies came only on 23 June.  On that date, 

Gen. Manoel Luiz Osorio authorized the passage across the Uruguay 

River of the first contingent of Brazilians , some eight thousand men 

in fourteen battalions. These soldiers were among Brazil's best troops . 

Many had seen combat in Uruguay the year before, and as the major

ity were Riograndenses ,  they called upon a tradition of soldiering going 

back generations. They favored the gaucho style of fighting. Like their 

Spanish-speaking cousins on the Pampas, they preferred the lance, the 

boleadoras , and the wild,  uncoordinated cavalry charge. Mitre intended 

to forego this way of fighting in favor of something more modern, more 

capable of crushing the Paraguayans speedily and at low cost. Sensible 

though this might have been, the president knew that forcing his Bra

zilian troops to conform would bring as much trouble as it would 

alleviate. 

General Osorio arrived at Concordia on 6 July, one day after Admiral 

Tamandare and nearly a week after a thunderstorm had blown down 

every structure in camp. Like the admiral, Osorio possessed a distin

guished military record. Born in Rio Grande do Sul in 1808, he had 

fought in the Cisplatine War as a young officer and had risen in rank 

during the Farrapo Revolt. In 1852 he commanded a gaucho lancer unit 

that, under heavy fire, captured a five-gun battery at Caseros. Though 
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portly and silver haired by the time the conflict with Paraguay began, 

Osorio still maintained his reputation for efficiency and courage. Rich

ard Burton, himself a fanatic of sorts, remarked toward the end of the 

war that the general was "brave to temerity; horse after horse has been 

shot under him, and the soldiers declare that he bears a charmed life, 

and shakes after battles the bullets out of his poncho." 22 

Whatever the legends surrounding Osorio, he was highly regarded 

by government leaders in Rio de Janeiro, who trusted him with posts of 

importance. He served, for instance, as the empire's representative at 

the council of war convened at the time the Triple Alliance was signed. 

More than other Brazilian generals ,  he grasped that military operations 

would necessarily carry the imperial forces far from Rio Grande do Sul. 

His troops had to forget their local loyalties and concentrate instead 

on defeating the Paraguayans along the Parana before advancing to the 

agreed-upon prize, Humaita. He therefore broadly supported Mitre's 

concept of a new, heightened discipline among the Brazilian troops . As 

more voluntcirios arrived, he put them through a rigorous program of 

drill such as few had ever seen. 

The contacts between Osorio's men and the Argentine and Uru

guayan troops in camp were abrasive at times , but in the main they 

treated each other with a wary respect. When Justo Jose de Urquiza vis

ited Concordia in the last week of July, he expressed an admiration for 

the apparent cohesion of the Allied units . The total force now numbered 

20,000 men, of whom 12 , 180 infantry, 3 ,000 cavalry, and 756 artillery

men (with thirty-two pieces ofrifled cannon) formed the Brazilian army 

of 1 5,936, exclusive of the 1 ,000 Riograndenses detailed to act under 

command of Venancio Flores .23 Over 80 percent of Mitre's command, 

therefore, was Brazilian - a fact that everyone noted. 

Without question, this army looked imposing. There were thousands 

of troops , and each day more supplies arrived by land and river. Urquiza 

failed, however, to note how many men were sick in hospital. Osorio 

had brought 600 seriously ill men with him to Concordia. Several had 

the pox.24 And the number of sick was growing. As the correspondent 

for the London Times reported in early August: "The Brazilian troops 
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were attaining considerable perfection in their exercises and maneu

vering, but sickness was prevalent, and the cold weather was severely 

felt by them. Nearly 2,000 were sick, including those in camp and those 

[evacuated to] Montevideo. All were weary of the stationary camp life, 

and anxious to put in practice the lesson they had been receiving in war

like exercises ." 25 

The desire to get on with the fight, though keenly felt, had to be tem

pered with the realization that these were mostly green troops, smart 

on the parade ground but still untested in battle. Their careful deploy

ment was Mitre's key concern, and he was not about to be pushed into 

a premature confrontation with the forces of Estigarribia, Duarte, or 

Resquin. He wanted to plan his war meticulously. 

Cuevas 

The Allied buildup at Concordia should have coincided with an inter

mittent naval bombardment of Paraguayan positions on the Parana. Ad

miral Barroso had been bloodied at the Riachuelo and Mercedes, how

ever, and although events there dealt his enemies a greater blow in 

terms of ships and lives ,  he refused to tempt fortune. Colonel Bruguez's 

artillery represented a potent threat just to the south at the bluffs of 

Cuevas, and no one needed to remind the admiral of his own extended 

position relative to any Allied land force. His ammunition was low, and 

after Mercedes, his men were worn out. All these factors combined to 

keep his vessels out of action for nearly two months, while his men 

rested and he took stock of his situation.26 

Observing all this from a distance was Barroso's superior, the baron 

ofTamandare, still in Buenos Aires. The baron had taken no great plea

sure from Barroso's sudden jump to fame. True, the imperial navy had 

won a stunning victory at the Riachuelo, but Tamandare, the most sen

ior officer in the service, had played no role in it. He cheerfully accepted 

the praises of Argentine government officials and the good wishes of 

people in the street, but inwardly he resolved to make it clear that the 

fleet belonged to him. After all, he reasoned, no navy has two command

ers, and in the war now unfolding, many factors had to be considered, 

not the least of which was the relationship with Brazil's Argentine al-
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lies . Only he could deal forthrightly with such subtle and calculating 

politicians. Of one thing he felt sure: unlike the vacillating diplomats at

tached to the Imperial Foreign Ministry, he was the emperor's servant, 

the man through whom the imperial will would express itself. If others 

in the Brazilian government failed to share this estimation, that was 

their concern. 

Tamandare had a habit of always placing a strategic gloss on his ac

tions . In this case, he believed that the Brazilian fleet, then nominally 

pursuing its blockading mission above Cuevas, should sail south to link 

up with Allied land forces near Goya. This would take them past Bru

guez's shore batteries. The narrowness of the channel made a night 

transit impossible, so they would have to face the Paraguayan guns in 

broad daylight. 

Ong August 1865 Admiral Barroso issued orders to make ready to de

part for the Rincon de Soto in accordance with Tamandare's instruc

tions. The ships weighed anchor promptly at nine o'clock the next 

morning. Later that day they paused along the Chaco side of the river to 

pick up several families ofCorrentino woodcutters, who informed them 

that something was afoot in Bella Vista and Ctievas .  Many Paraguayan 

soldiers had moved into both locations, though exactly how many was 

unclear. Bruguez's batteries, it turned out, now counted thirty-two can

non (smoothbore pieces of six, nine, eighteen, and thirty-two caliber, 

and rifled pieces of twelve and twenty-four caliber) and eight Congreve 

rocket stands facing the Parana. Two new battalions of infantry bol

stered the Paraguayan artillerymen, ready to add the fire of sixteen h un

dred rifles.27 

At 10:00 A.M. on 12 August, Barroso took his fleet of eighteen vessels 

past the Paraguayan batteries. Because of differing boiler capacities ,  the 

Brazilian vessels could not steam at a uniform speed; the admiral there

fore ordered his smaller ships to stay close to the larger ones , which 

would provide cover fire. Despite the warnings of the woodcutters, Bar

roso still believed that Bruguez could only mount a few small pieces. 

Even before the Allied ships came into range, however, the sky started 

to fill with smoke, shot, and sound.28 

Bruguez had chosen his position well. The bluffs above the river at 
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Cuevas were high and the river relatively narrow. Even so, visibility be

came a problem for the batteries almost immediately. Each Allied vessel 

took thirty to forty-five minutes to traverse the Paraguayan front, and 

gun crews on land and water were busy the whole time. Barroso had 

learned his lesson from the engagement at Mercedes and this time kept 

his hatches closed, with nonessential personnel well  below deck. This 

precaution saved many lives. 

First in the Brazilian formation came the Ivai, which recoiled from 

her own firing and from the Paraguayan shells that tore into her side. 

She took forty hits . The admiral's flagship, the Amazonas, took a like 

number, and the Ypiranga and Itajai took thirty apiece.  The Argentine 

steamer Guardia Nacional escaped with twenty-six hits and had two of its 

own guns dismounted in the exchange.29 An officer aboard the latter 

vessel left a striking, even frightening, account of the action:  

We were going at one-fourth speed downstream when our bow-chaser 

threw a grenade into the enemy's battery of four pieces d fleur d'eau. 

The firing then became general, and the enemy poured on us a perfect 

storm of grape, shell, congreves, shot and musketry, which lasted 

45 minutes. One shot struck our wheel, knocking over the four helms

men, when Admiral Murature himself took charge of the wheel, but 

the pilot's voice ahead could not be heard in the awful roar of 50 guns 

of the enemy and ours in reply. We followed in the wake of the Ama

zonas. Another shot struck Adjutant Ferre, carrying off his left leg, and 

he died from the wound the next morning . . . .  Enrique Py was killed 

in like manner by a shot through the forward bulwarks, his father 

looking on and unable to save him: he died at 7 P.M. begging to be re

membered to his poor mother. One shell and a dozen cannon-shot 

struck our prow and gunwales; fourteen more in the keel, mostly be

tween wind and water, one of these killing a poor fellow who was be

low sick, and going clean through us ; two more injured our paddles, 

and another entering the fire room killed a fireman. Our fore funnel 

was injured, also the forward boat, armory, main-mast, admiral's gig, 

and sides. 30 
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The last Allied ship, the Ypira nga, steamed out of range at 7:00 P.M., 

just as the twilight gave way to an indigo sky. Barroso then turned his 

attention to his losses : seventeen killed and thirty-five wounded for the 

Brazilians , four dead and five wounded for the Argentines. Significantly, 

the Allies lost no ships nor had any of their vessels put out of service.31 

The admiral concluded with relief that shipwrights in Buenos Aires 

could soon refit his entire fleet.32 

On the Paraguayan side, losses were minimal : ten dead and twenty

five wounded. The batteries and their accompanying infantry units be

haved exactly as Colonel Bruguez had hoped, and he himself led the 

way, manning a rocket stand throughout the fight.33 Though he sunk no 

enemy vessels, his gunners had done fine work, and he looked forward 

to their doing still more when a reinvigorated Paraguayan army began 

its march south once again. 

After the Allied fleet dropped anchor off the Rincon de Soto, Admiral 

Tamandare dispatched a report on the combat at Cuevas to the imperial 

government. In it, almost unnoticed at the time, he elaborated a new 

policy that profoundly affected the subsequent conduct of the war: "The 

downriver movement of the fleet was necessary so as not to be in a po

sition of having the rear guard cut by [Bruguez's] battery and thus out 

of communication. It is necessary that the fleet always move parallel 

to the movements of the enemy rear, as long as this [army] is not con

tained by our own." 34 Put another way, Tamandare would no longer al

low the imperial navy to operate farther upriver than the front lines of 

the Allied army. 

From the baron's perspective, a cautious approach had the benefit of 

placing clear boundaries on all naval operations and kept his risks to a 

minimum. Like other Brazilian naval officers, he detested the restric

tions of river operations , especially the need to depend on foreign pi

lots . More to the point, Tamandare trusted few of the men with whom 

he had to work. His arguments about strategy and tactics ultimately 

came less from intellectual differences with allies or subordinates than 

from his unspoken desire to shift the burden of casualties to the land 

forces .  He was jealous of his prerogatives, moreover, and wanted no in-
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novation that might diminish his -authority. He wanted, and demanded, 

to make war his own way. 

Tamandare's new policy was excessively cautious. His navy had won 

a major victory at the Riachuelo and then had blasted its way through 

several well-positioned shore batteries without the loss of a single ship. 

Brazil could have controlled the river. Barroso had proven, moreover, 

that by keeping as many soldiers and sailors below deck, many lives 

could be saved without sacrificing overall effectiveness .  Tamandare 

never recognized this .  He purposely kept his ships back when they 

might have offered effective support by steaming upriver to harass the 

Paraguayans from the rear. The baron probably saved some ships as a re

sult, but he also consigned thousands of Allied troops to death on the 

battlefield later in the war - men who might not have died had their ef

forts been covered by naval gunfire. Indeed, the decision to hold the 

fleet to a line parallel with the Allied armies almost certainly added to 

the duration of the war - to the detriment of both sides. 

Yatai 

Setting precise military priorities was not only a naval problem. In the 

east, as Estigarribia advanced into Rio Grande do Sul, the Brazilians 

pressured Mitre to release troops from Concordia to help drive the en

emy back into the Misiones. The president reluctantly detached Flores 

and ordered him north in response. Mitre promised that these same 

units would soon pivot and strike Estigarribia as well. This seemed cred

ible. The Flores unit, designated the Army of the Van, had strength 

enough to pursue both goals, especially if reinforced en route. Flores 

commanded some four thousand men and twenty-four guns .35 

By every measure, the Army of the Van had a rough go of it. The Al

lied force crossed a dozen streams and rivers, an exhausting task that 

called for the unloading of wagons and the repacking of their contents 

aboard rafts , which horses and oxen then dragged to the opposite bank, 

where soldiers would load the wagons once again.36 The freezing rain 

refused to let up, and the men were soaked through from beginning to 

end. They could not light fires . Most nights, they sat huddled together 
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on the wet fields and ate cold rations of stringy beef without bread or 

hardtack. Consequently, there was much sickness, a few deaths, and a 

number of desertions .37 Yet thanks to Flores's constant prodding and 

unflagging optimism, the column moved forward. 

Reinforcements from several commands joined the army before it 

had gone far. The mounted irregulars of Colonels Paiva and Reguera 

(now commanded by a Correntino general, Juan Madariaga) were 

among the first to arrive. This was the only force that had maintained 

some contact with Major Duarte's troops since their departure from 

Santo Tome.38 The Correntinos had observed the three thousand Para

guayans making camp above Restauraci6n and judged that they would 

not immediately resume their march. Thus reassured,  the Correntinos 

hastily moved to link up with Flores. 

At roughly the same moment, the Allied high command attached 

General Paunero's force from the Parana to join the Army of the Van as 

it moved north. Paunero had been largely inactive since the 25 May raid, 

although more than once he had tried to reach Urquiza and had been 

disheartened by the mutiny in the latter's camp. Now Paunero's troops -

including the dashing Charlone - double-timed through the swamp

land of central Corrientes until the first units linked up with Flores on 

13 August.39 The Army of the Van now counted four Uruguayan infantry 

battalions (one of them comprised entirely of black troops from Monte

video) and three cavalry regiments, the Twelfth Brazilian Infantry Bri

gade, and Paunero's First Corps of three Argentine divisions for a total 

force of over eight thousand men. Madariaga supplied just over two 

thousand more cavalryrnen.40 

Though the Allies outnumbered Duarte's forces by over three to one, 

Flores could not feel certain of victory. In combat, he displayed a boxer's 

pugnaciousness, but still he had only scant knowledge of his foe. He 

had yet to face the Paraguayans in battle and knew little of their prow

ess save for what the Brazilians had told him, and their accounts were 

hardly reassuring. Colonel Estigarribia, moreover, remained close at 

hand and might somehow rush across the Uruguay to rescue his fellow 

Paraguayans no matter what Floriano's little flotilla could do. On only 
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one point did Flores have any room for comfort: he held twenty-four ar

tillery pieces to none for Duarte. Yet as events were to demonstrate, the 

Uruguayan general failed to use his superior firepower and depended 

instead on infantry to carry the day. 

Reports from Correntino and Entrerriano sympathizers gave Duarte 

some knowledge of Flores's objective only a few days after he left Con

cordia.41 Realizing the danger, Duarte passed the information on to Es

tigarribia together with an urgent appeal for help. Estigarribia, how

ever, did not believe that the reports reflected anything more than 

j itters. He ordered Duarte to continue his aggressive patrolling and told 

him that reinforcements would come by canoe if the need arose.42 Es

tigarribia evidently tried to send two small cannon, but these disap

peared without a trace.4 3 

Persuaded that no reinforcements were coming, Major Duarte had al

ready ordered his units to a low hill three miles north of Restauraci6n. 

The knoll was partly covered by an orange grove, which afforded a mi

nor degree of protection. The major himself took possession of a small 

cottage belonging to a French immigrant. This building served as his 

command post over the next few days. Yatai Creek, a tributary of the 

Uruguay River, lay immediately to the Paraguayan rear. The creek was 

then so flooded that at its confluence with the Uruguay, it seemed more 

ocean than rivulet and was utterly impassable. By opting to defend this 

particular position, Duarte left his men with no obvious line of retreat. 

Victory for the Paraguayans could thus only come by luring the Allies in 

and destroying them wave upon wave. 

This deployment initiated a battle of annihilation. Duarte positioned 

his three infantry battalions onto the reverse slope of the hill, leaving 

behind one company from each posted on the crest. He took personal 

command of his two cavalry regiments, which he concentrated on the 

left flank, leaving the right flank open. 

Common military practice would have had the defending force place 

its main body on the forward slope of the hill mass in order to maintain 

long-range observation and fields of fire. But Duarte had no artillery and 

little use for an unobstructed field of fire. He assumed that the Allies 
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would rain shot at will on his units and pulled them back beyond the 

line of sight for better security. 

Duarte's had a flawed notion of safety. The hill, after all, was only 

slightly elevated, and, having left his right flank exposed, he could do 

little to prevent Flores from moving cannon close to that position and 

enfilading the Paraguayan line. As he had no other way to compensate 

for his own lack of firepower, Duarte sought to shield his men by mov

ing them behind the rise. This might have bought some time, but it 

could not affect the outcome of any engagement where the numbers so 

heavily favored the enemy. In retrospect, it would have been better for 

him to have recrossed the Yatai and then defended behind that obstacle, 

but like Captain Lopez at the Mbutui, he chose a more dangerous tactic. 

The situation had become desperate. Duarte sent out daily patrols, 

hoping that he might at least be able to react quickly should they bring 

word of an enemy approach. And indeed, sharp clashes with forward el

ements of the Army of the Van took place on g and 16 August. Duarte 

then received a small delegation sent by Estigarribia to survey the scene 

and report back; the major pointed out the difficulties of his situation 

once again, but his words made as little impression on these men as on 

their colonel .  They departed by canoe in the late afternoon of the six

teenth, taking with them Duarte's last communication to his command

ing officer.44 

The Paraguayans dug in. The near-frozen ground made the work dif

ficult, especially given the dearth of shovels, though this was only one 

of many worries. A sense of foreboding had swept through their ranks 

as Flores took Restauraci6n and made ready for an assault. Even from 

a distance, the Allies appeared rested and ready for combat - not so the 

outnumbered Paraguayans. As night fell few slept, instead they kept 

alert in the cold air, mindful of the words of the eldest among them: 
Nande kupy ojoivy vovemante japytu'u (when death comes , there will be 

time enough for rest). 

One man was already dead: a surly German (or Frenchman - the 

sources differ on this point) sent by Flores as an emissary. With a smirk 

he demanded that the Paraguayans yield, and even offered the major 
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BATTLE of Y ATAi 
17 August 1865 

• - .; Allied Forces 

� Paraguayan Forces 
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URUGUAY 
Smiles 

twenty thousand pesos to arrange the surrender. Duarte scornfully re

jected the bribe and directed instead that the intruder be summarily 

shot. As he was led to an adobe wall ,  the German heard the angry re

proach of Duarte, who shouted for all to hear that no Paraguayan ever 

submitted without orders.4 5 
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The short, bloody, and decisive battle of the Yatai took place on the 

morning of 1. 7 August 1.865. Four battalions of red-pantalooned Uru

guayan infantry, commanded by Spanish-born Col. Leon de Palleja,  led 

the way at 1.0:30 A.M., sweeping into the Paraguayan forward positions 

with fixed bayonets . The day was cold and foggy. As visibility was poor, 

the Uruguayans had difficulty approaching the enemy. Mitre later con

tended that Palleja attacked prematurely, for he started without artil

lery support and saw his men quicldy repulsed by a storm of musketry.46 

General Flores cursed as he saw the movement unfold. He then called 

a hurried meeting of senior officers to confirm his battle plan. He or

dered General Paunero to deploy his Argentine corps behind and to the 

left of Palleja.  The Brazilian Twelfth Brigade moved into position on the 

extreme right. Oddly - since it weakened the potential concentration of 

Allied firepower - Flores decided to disperse his artillery pieces among 

the two Argentine divisions and cavalry reserve. The Paraguayans had 

no artillery and thus no obvious defense against a focused barrage; had 

the Allies concentrated their heavy guns, they could have more effec

tively supported the Uruguayan assault. 

As it was, the Uruguayans advanced at noon with only sporadic 

artillery support. The Paraguayans fought resolutely at the forward out

posts , ldlling many of the oncoming infantry and dying in great num

bers for their efforts. Before an hour had passed, the surviving Paraguay

ans withdrew to their main defensive line where Duarte was waiting. 

The Allied advance, at first seemingly unstoppable, now stalled di

rectly opposite the main Paraguayan force. Clearly, though, the Allies 

might push forward again at any time. Duarte seized the moment. He 

still had cavalry at his disposal, and these he ordered to charge the 

enemy's right flank. They lunged ahead with lances and sabers flailing 

from side to side and within moments met the Allied cavalry. The Uru

guayan horsemen were taken by surprise. They had expected the Para

guayans to keep low and fire from protected positions while avoiding a 

challenge in the open. Yet here they were unexpectedly surging for

ward. The Uruguayans hesitated, then began to break.47 
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Flores responded to this crisis like a seasoned veteran. He instantly 

ordered the Argentine First Cavalry Regiment from Paunero's reserve to 

reinforce the Uruguayan cavalry. The tide turned at once. The combined 

Allied cavalry savaged Duarte's horsemen with a fury born of years of 

fighting on the Pampas. They killed the Paraguayans by the score. A few 

managed to slip away and gallop toward their own lines, only to be shot 

from their saddles by Uruguayan infantry.48 

As the Paraguayan cavalry disintegrated, the Argentine First Corps 

bore down on Duarte's exposed flank. This attack, directed by Paunero, 

was focused and overwhelming, with Allied troops slicing their way 

through the enemy position at several places. Soon Duarte's line ceased 

to exist. About one hundred Paraguayans dashed to the edge of the Yatai 

and attempted to swim to a place of safety on the other side but were 

picked off before they could get far. Another two or three platoons tried 

to retreat across the flats toward a local cemetery, continuing a harass

ing fire against the Allies as they moved. In short order, they too were 

killed. 

Though surrounded and faced with a hellish fire, the remainder of 

Duarte's men refused to throw down their arms. As Colonel Thompson 

observed, "no human power could make the Paraguayans surrender [at 

the Yatai] , . . .  even single individuals would rather fight on, with certain 

death before them." 49 Charles Ames Washburn, though no friend of the 

marshal's army, agreed with Thompson's estimation: "In this battle, as 

in so many others, it would not infrequently occur that one Paraguayan 

would be surrounded by a dozen of the enemy, all calling on him to 

surrender, to which he would make no response but fight on until he 

was killed ; or, if by chance he was disarmed during the unequal contest 

and forcibly made a prisoner, he would take the first opportunity when 

his hands were free to seize a musket or bludgeon of any ldnd, and kill 

as many as possible, until he himself was knocked senseless." so Para

guayan stubbornness and self-sacrifice mystified the Allied officers, who 

would have preferred to take more prisoners . The common soldiers, 

though, had no time for such fine points. To them, the slaughter of the 
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Paraguayans was a logical and necessary response to their fanaticism.51 

The Allied troops did not recoil, therefore, from carrying out a massacre 

that lasted two hours . 

Historians might be tempted to interpret the bloodletting that fol

lowed the battle of the Yatai as some variation of homicidal mania. But 

the Uruguayan soldiers were not frenzied lunatics running amok, slash

ing and cutting indiscriminately with their sabers . As at Quinteros, their 

killing was deliberate and mechanical, like the habitual slaughter of 

cattle on the open Pampas . The fear on the faces of the Paraguayan pris

oners brought no sympathy, their nervous cries no pity. Over and over 

again the Uruguayans plunged their facones into the throats of their en

emies, tearing through flesh, sinew, and bone to sever heads off clean. 

In every direction the fields were wet with blood.52 

Even so, Duarte and some twelve hundred of his men were taken pris

oner. Most were eventually marched Buenos Aires, where the populace 

gawked openmouthed as the Paraguayans passed by. The portefios had 

never learned to think of these dejected figures as human beings and 

treated them accordingly. 

When first captured, the wounded Duarte was taken before General 

Flores, who insulted him with vulgar words and shouted that he would 

receive "four bullets" for having shot his envoy. The Paraguayan major 

brought himself to attention and in a low voice replied, "I will take 

[the bullets] as if they came from your own hand." This remark unloosed 

another tirade of invective from Flores, who continued with his threats 

until General Paunero gently interceded on behalf of the defeated 

commander.53 

Duarte was taken away first to Concordia, where Mitre refused to see 

him, and then on to Buenos Aires. In every town and village, he received 

quiet respect from both military men and civilian officials .54 After a few 

months in the Argentine capital, Duarte transferred south to the small 

town of Dolores, where he spent the war years as manager of a large 

cattle station. He saved enough from his earnings to go into partner

ship with a local estanciero. Returning to Paraguay a rich man in the 
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early 1 870s, Duarte later served as war minister and commander of the 

Paraguayan army. Unlike so many others of his generation, he died in 

his bed_ss 

Few of his twelve hundred compatriots experienced any clemency. 

In a controversial move, the Allies enrolled several hundred of those 

vanquished at the Yatai directly into units of the Allied armies .56 The 

majority of the Paraguayan prisoners , however, were ultimately distrib

uted more or less evenly among the Brazilians, Argentines, and Uru

guayans and spent the rest of their days as virtual slaves on distant es

tancias. Few ever returned to their homeland. 57 

The battle of the Yatai was over. When Allied burial details and lo

cal people counted the dead, they discovered seventeen hundred Para

guayan bodies, many of them headless. Another three hundred of the 

enemy had been wounded. One Argentine soldier, who later painted a 

panoramic depiction of the scene, noted that the hospital for the Para

guayans in Restauraci6n "was set up in a mudbrick building of two 

large rooms, both bereft of whitewash, and without any furniture or 

sign that they had ever been inhabited. A door had been taken from its 

hinges to serve as a table [and all around were wounded Paraguay

ans] . . .  thrown onto the floor without any covering save for their own 

clothes, which luckily they still had, though in tatters. That assemblage 

of old men and boys had already had their wounds bandaged, [but even 

so] they maintained a profound silence." 58 

For their part, the Allies officially admitted 83 killed and 257 

wounded, though the number was probably much greater.s9 In addition 

to prisoners , the Allies took four flags, a quantity of arms and muni

tions, eight wagons, and some lean horses - poor spoils for so many 

lives lost. 

The real significance of the victory was strategic. With Major Duarte's 

force destroyed, Estigarribia was completely isolated, cut off from any 

hope of help from Paraguay. Yatai proved to an unbelieving public in Ar

gentina that the Allied armies could work together to crush the Para

guayans and that more victories were in the offing. The alliance with 

the Brazilian Empire thus grew more palatable throughout the Litoral 
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provinces and elsewhere. Mitre and the national government had every 

reason to feel satisfied. 

Duarte's professionalism and his bravery in the face of insurmount

able odds drew admiration from many quarters, even in the enemy 

camp. In the end, though, Allied organization and the power of num

bers proved more than a match for Paraguayan courage. Solano Lopez, 

still working with only minimal information in Humaita, should have 

learned a lesson from this battle and suspended "offensive" operations. 
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The Siege of Uruguaiana 

Antonio Estigarribia was alone. He had ignored Major Duarte's pleas for 

help, yet the destruction of the latter's forces at the Yatai still hit him 

like a thunderbolt and made him see clearly how untenable his own 

position was . 1  He had some seven thousand men in his command at 

Uruguaiana, and given the disposition of the enemy, it seemed certain 

that these troops would now face a desperate siege. Logic demanded 

that the Paraguayans do everything possible to avoid this fate by slip

ping away before the Allies could surround them. With this in mind, 

on 19 August, the colonel loaded his wagons and dashed northward to

ward home. 

Estigarribia wanted to initiate a general retreat, but he failed even 

to get past the first Allied lines. Within hours of starting, his forces met 

the Brazilian Seventeenth Cavalry Regiment, a Riograndense unit de

termined to stop the Paraguayans from fleeing. The gauchos refused to 

give ground, firing energetically at the enemy who limped rather than 

charged forward. When Estigarribia fell back to regroup, other units of 

Gen. David Canabarro's First Division appeared from the east and took 

up positions for an attack. This prevented any Paraguayan escape. To 

fight at this juncture would have risked a major engagement, precisely 

the sort of fighting for which Estigarribia had no stomach. Instead, he 

ordered his men back to Uruguaiana, where at least they could brood 

over their troubles from behind a series of trenches. The Paraguayans 



worked for several days to build rafts for a possible escape across the 

Uruguay River before abandoning the idea as impractical. 

The Allies now had the Uruguay Division where they wanted it - iso

lated, hungry, and beyond hope of rescue. The one chance the Paraguay

ans had was to attack without delay, break through the enemy lines , and 

escape north to Encarnacion or somehow regroup with Francisco Res

quin's force. After 19 August, however, Estigarribia made no moves in 

that direction. 

The colonel's bullheadedness and penchant for inaction, seen previ

ously at the Pindapoi and more recently when Duarte begged for help, 

now brought new suffering to his men. When the Paraguayans first en

tered Uruguaiana on 5 August, theirs was a robust force, tired perhaps 

but still formidable. Some soldiers, perhaps encouraged by the Salva

fiach brothers, imagined that their presence would spur a Blanco rebel

lion across the border in Uruguay. Estigarribia had brougfit his men this 

far - it had to be for some reason. Surely the Blancas would rise in force 

to meet them and together the two armies would sweep the Brazilians 

from the Banda Oriental, as Marshal Lopez had foreseen. In was a vain 

hope. Venancio Flores's loyalists and the Brazilian occupying army had 

already effectively crushed the Blanco guerrillas , particularly in those 

areas abutting the Riograndense frontier. Even those Uruguayans who 

might have favored a new rebellion could gauge the sheer number of Al

lied troops coming together against Estigarribia. They wanted no part of 

a military fiasco when their own political fortunes were so weakened. 

Their rebellion could wait for another day. 

At Concordia, Bartolome Mitre was already weighing the political 

benefits and the possible hazards of any future triumph at Uruguai

ana. An outstanding victory over the Paraguayans - especially if it were 

bloodless -would lend him prestige as commander in chief. This in 

turn would give Argentina - his Argentina rather than that of the caudil

los- the authority to destroy Solano Lopez without yielding anything of 

consequence to the empire. 

Brazilian officials had their own idea of how to wring profit from a 

victory over Estigarribia. In this instance, their ambitions had to coin-
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cide with those of the emperor, who was very much an interested party. 

Dom Pedro had already shown that he was a proud man who viewed the 

invasion of his country as a personal affront. When the Paraguayans 

sacked Sao Borja,  he announced his intention of going south to join the 

fight. This suggestion appalled his ministers. The radical Liberals,  who 

had dominated Parliament since August 1864, had been displaced by a 

more moderate faction led by the Marquis of Olinda in May 1865, but 

the new cabinet stood little chance of survival without the active sup

port of the emperor. This required him to stay in Rio de Janeiro and ex

ercise his moderating power. 2 
Pedro, however, was adamant: if his ministers vetoed his departure 

for the front, then he would abdicate, enlist as a volunt<irio, and go to war 

as an ordinary citizen.3 At this his ministers relented, and in exchange 

the emperor agreed to adjourn the legislative session for eight months. 

This left his ministers free to concentrate on the war without worrying 

about parliamentary opposition. 

Dom Pedro arrived in Rio Grande do Sul in late July. After a lavish 

reception by various provincial leaders at Porto Alegre, the imperial 

party moved inland, reaching the small hamlet of Cac;apava on 11 Au

gust. There, Dom Pedro rested in rustic surroundings , anxious to join 

the fight but prevented from going forward by nervous advisers.4 An

noyed by the cold and the isolation of the village, he grumbled a great 

deal and was only partly mollified by the arrival of his son-in-law, the 

count d'Eu, who came with news of Europe and family. Above all, Pedro 

wanted to move on to Uruguaiana and the fighting. 

For the emperor, the war with Paraguay had all the hallmarks of 

a crusade. Though he might feel well disposed toward individual sol

diers - including the few Paraguayan prisoners who passed his way 

he had no doubts that the conflict had become a personal duel with Lo

pez. Honor was at stake. For a monarch, especially one from a country 

whose political institutions were recognizably fragile, this fact super

ceded all others . Dom Pedro could ill-afford halfway measures in the 

struggle against Paraguay because they might make him look weak. 

Yet at the same time, he was temperamentally unsuited to the role of 

warrior. As he demonstrated in subsequent decades ,  the emperor re-
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garded the military with thinly disguised contempt. He complained 

that the army ate ravenously from the exchequer with little to show for 

it save gaudy uniforms and inflated bellies . He thought many of his 

officers thickheaded poseurs . And, at bottom, he believed that civilized 

men could always find ways to promote their countries' welfare without 

an appeal to the martial spirit. It might have been crucial for the em

peror to appear inflexible at Uruguaiana, but in his heart of hearts, he 

was willing to place the decision making in the hands of others . 

Such ruminations, of course,  meant nothing to Allied troops in the 

field . TI1eir task was to smash Estigarribia and then move on to Corri

entes, Humaita, and Asuncion. The battle of the Yatai had left them with 

a feeling of invincibility, and their growing numbers assured them 

every practical advantage. The Army of the Van, which was poised to 

cross the Uruguay, alone counted eight thousand infantry, four thou

sand cavalry, and forty cannon, and Allied troops continued to pour in. 

Flores craved the glory of another victory close on the heels of his tri

umph at the Yatai. On 19 August he sent Estigarribia a captured Para

guayan officer who carried a demand for surrender. The Allies , Flores 

insisted, directed their war against the "tyrant" Lopez, not the long

suffering Paraguayan people. He promised the men surrounded at Uru

guaiana fair treatment as prisoners and stressed that in the new order 

of things, their commander might assume his proper role as "one of the 

first men of the Paraguayan Republic." 5 

The colonel, however, refused to yield.  He received a similar demand 

from Canabarro on the same day, and fatigued though he was from the 

abortive breakout, he took time to compose ornate rejections to both 

enemy commanders. Estigarribia intended to go on fighting until the 

marshal ordered otherwise.6 

By now, the Paraguayans had exhausted Uruguaiana's stocks of 

canned food, yerba, flour, black beans, dried beef, manioc, and demi

johns of liquor. The town's few remaining cattle had disappeared, fol

lowed by its chickens , dogs , and finally its rats.7 Only a supply of lump 

sugar remained, and this became the sole ration for many of the be

sieged troops . 

As Paraguayan morale deteriorated, the Allies tightened the ring 
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around the town. Heavy rains brought high water to the Uruguay River, 

and Admiral Tamandare managed to get two warships over the rapids 

at Salta. These vessels joined the Uruguai, still commanded by Lieuten

ant Floriano, in transporting Flores's infantry and artillery from the Ar

gentine side of the river, while the mounted units stayed on in Corri

entes to support Juan Madariaga against any trouble that Resquin might 

make in the northwest. By 4 September, the entire Army of the Van, save 

for the cavalry, was on Brazilian soil.8 

Flores moved swiftly to join General Porto Alegre, who had assumed 

command of all imperial forces facing the Paraguayans . When the two 

commanders met, Porto Alegre politely but adamantly insisted that the 

Uruguayan concede control over all Allied troops . Under the terms of 

the alliance treaty, just as Mitre was overall commander in Argentina, 

so a Brazilian officer had to have overall command within the borders 

of the empire. 

Flores wanted none of it. He insisted that as the newly "elected" pres

ident of Uruguay, he could accept no subordinate role under a foreign 

general. Moreover, since neither Mitre nor Pedro II was then present, he 

had the right and duty to command, not Porto Alegre. Then Tamandare 

arrived off Uruguaiana with several more warships . Never one to avoid 

an argument, the admiral thought to add his own loud opinion on the 

command question, but this accomplished nothing other than add to 

the general sense of irritation in the Allied camp.9 

More than the question of command separated Flores from the Bra

zilians. The Uruguayan caudillo favored an immediate assault on the 

Paraguayan position. Porto Alegre, more realistically, wanted to extend 

the siege and force the Paraguayans into submission through starva

tion. Between these positions there was little room for compromise, so 

Flores and the Brazilians opted to wait for Mitre and the emperor. They 

could make the final decision together. 

Although the Allies grew stronger every day, glaring problems still 

complicated life for their soldiers in the field. They experienced short

ages of food, clothing, firewood, and forage for the thousands of horses 

the Brazilians brought in. The rains continued to hamper supply and 
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kept the men wet, uncomfortable, and in a foul temper. The army had 

made inadequate preparations for the treatment of the sick, with the 

result that simple coughs and fevers developed into incapacitating 

illnesses. At any one time, hundreds of Allied troopers were unfit 

for duty.10 

On 30 August the sun came out over Uruguaiana, the first break in 

the bad weather for some time. The two contending armies, which pre

viously had only glimpsed each other through thick fog, now saw each 

other plainly. The Allies noticed that the Paraguayans had gutted many 

houses and used the furniture and fence posts for firewood. They had 

also expanded the line of entrenchments begun by the Brazilians more 

than a month before. The Paraguayans looked ragged, but they still 

appeared capable of resistance. Indeed, some minor artillery duels had 

occurred as well as regular sniping, but it counted for little. The Para

guayans could now observe how many troops were ranged against 

them - at least seventeen thousand men and forty-two artillery pieces 

(not to mention the guns aboard Tamandare's warships). 

Estigarribia, who saw the same things as his men, refused to let mere 

numbers decide the contest. On 4 - 5  September he received another se

ries of notes from the enemy commanders, and again he spurned their 

surrender demands , pointedly ridiculing the contention that they only 

wished to liberate the downtrodden people of Paraguay: "As your Excel

lencies show such zeal in giving the Paraguayan nation its liberty, . . .  

why have you not begun by freeing the unhappy Negroes of Brazil, who 

form the greater part of its population, and who groan under the hard

est and most terrible slavery, to enrich and keep in idleness a few hun

dreds of the grandees of the Empire? Since when has a nation, which by 

its own spontaneous and free will elects the Government which pre

sides over its destinies, been called a nation of slaves? Doubtless since 

Brazil has undertaken the affairs of the River Plate, with the decided de

sire of subjugating and enslaving the sister Republics of Paraguay, and 

perhaps even Paraguay itself." 11 Estigarribia ended this missive by com

paring his own situation to that of Leonidas at Thermopylae. Whereas 

the Spartans effectively delayed the Persians through their sacrifice and 
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saved Greece as a result, the Paraguayans could gain nothing by a simi

lar gesture at Uruguaiana. The Allies enjoyed complete superiority in ar

tillery, with which they could pound Estigarribia without serious loss 

on their own side. The colonel knew this, but nonetheless dared the en

emy to fire away. "So much the better," he wrote, "the smoke of [your] 

cannon shall be our shade." 1 2 

Defiant words do not win battles , nor does an expressed willingness 

to immolate oneself. In truth, Estigarribia cringed at the notion of fight

ing while his troops were demoralized and incapacitated from hunger. 

Moreover, he had no orders from Solano Lopez. Like every officer in the 

Paraguayan service, he hesitated to openly contradict the marshal on 

any military matter, and though he might have taken it upon himself 

earlier to cross the river at Sao Borja rather than at Garruchos, the situ

ation at Uruguaiana seemed quite another matter. So he waited nerv

ously in his command post, unsure of what to do next. 

Mitre arrived at Uruguaiana on 10 September. Three more Brazil

ian warships came up the river at the same time and were on hand the 

next day when the emperor rode in from Sao Gabriel. The Allied troops 

had no way to offer him a regal welcome, for his arrival coincided with 

a heavy downpour. As the honor guards lined up to salute their sover

eign, they could barely keep their faces forward and eyes opened for 

all the rain that blew onto them. Pedro II, clad in a poncho of blue 

cloth trimmed with gold around the hole and wearing long camp boots, 

waved to the men with as much graciousness as he could muster. 1 3  Shak

ing the water from his white hair, he then hurried into the quarters pre

viously prepared for him and his staff. He wanted Mitre and Flores to 

meet with him straight away, but they begged his indulgence until the 

rain let up. Pedro and the other Allied leaders still had to settle the 

question of command. 

The emperor had no military experience but did possess consider

able presence of mind. Under the terms of the May agreement, he could 

claim command of all Allied forces in Brazil, and personally might have 

felt inclined to do exactly that, at least for a time. But a widely accepted 

interpretation of the 1824 Constitution disallowed any military role for 
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him that might endanger his life .  After all, he was a monarch, not a pro

fessional soldier. The war minister, count d'Eu, Auguste of Saxe-Coburg 

and Gotha (his other son-in-law), and all his chief advisers , in fact, 

begged him to recognize this obvious fact and do nothing that might 

put the dynasty at risk. 

The cold, wet weather and the constant badgering from his under

lings wore down Pedro II's resistance even before he arrived in camp, 

and now he signaled his willingness to cornprornise. 14 Instead of relin

quishing command to a Brazilian subordinate, he turned to his nomi

nal equal, President Mitre of Argentina, who continued as general in 

chief of the Allied armies, including those that stayed behind at Con

cordia under Gen. Gelly y Obes. Paunero, Porto Alegre, and Flores re

tained command of their respective units . Though the emperor was 

disappointed, he consoled himself by attending various command meet

ings, where he freely offered his opinions . Henceforth, however, his in

fluence on military matters was indirect at best.1 5 

When the first meeting of the Allied leaders took place in the after

noon of 1 1  September, the monarch took stock of his comrades in arms. 

"I have seen Mitre, Flores, and Paunero," he noted in a letter to his wife. 

"The first is the most cultured, the second an old and very ugly mulatto 

[cabocio] , the third a friendly soldier with white hair and beard."  16 Andre 

Rebouc;as, a young military engineer from Bahia who observed this first 

encounter, wrote that Dorn Pedro clearly dominated the meeting: "The 

Emperor, with his great height, spoke to his subjects, to Mitre, to Flores, 

to Paunero, . . .  in fact to all who surrounded him, seeming to say: ac

knowledge that I am in truth the first citizen of South An1erica." 1 7  

Rebow;as's effusiveness was natural enough. After all, of the seven

teen thousand Allied troops then surrounding Uruguaiana, more than 

twelve thousand were Brazilian, and they provided a most extravagant 

backdrop for the emperor's visit. In a sense, he was acting not as a politi

cian but rather as the guest of honor at a meticulously choreographed 

spectacle, full of color, pomp, and martial music. Mitre, in his crumpled 

uniform and broad-brimmed hat, looked in contrast like a low-ranking 

officer. 
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Yet, though Dom Pedro would have been loath to admit it, in truth, 

Mitre held more than a marginal share of power at Uruguaiana. His only 

rival among the Argentines - Urquiza -was far away in Entre Rios ,  sulk

ing. Flores hardly counted; in fact, at Uruguaiana he spent more time 

playing with his dog Coquimbo than he did in consultation with his Al

lies . As for the Brazilians, though powerful in terms of sheer numbers, 

they were divided on the command question. Who should give the or

ders in this theater - Porto Alegre, Tamandare, Caxias, the war minister, 

or the emperor himself? Rather than settle this divisive question and 

move on to the attack, Dom Pedro opted to give Mitre continued opera

tional command over the Allied armies and thus endorsed the Argen

tine president's direction of the war. As a result, Mitre felt confident that 

he could carry through his long-term design, which included taking the 

campaign to Paraguay proper and malting sure that any military action 

served his interests and those of Buenos Aires .18 

Only one chapter remained to be written at Uruguaiana. The Allies 

attempted several more times to convince the Paraguayans to surren

der, even sending Fernando Iturburu and other officers of the Para

guayan Legion to confer with Estigarribia in Guarani.19 When these 

efforts failed, Mitre, Flores ,  and the other commanders drafted a plan 

for the final assault. It called for a heavy bombardment of up to two days 

duration, assisted by naval guns , to be followed by a mass infantry 

attack.20 

The assault was never carried out. On 18 September, Estigarribia ob

served the Allied units moving into attack positions just after dawn. It 

was a gray, cheerless morning with a film of fog spread low along the 

horizon. No amount of mist, however, could disguise what was about 

to happen. Marching bands struck up brassy patriotic airs and battle 

flags by the dozen were unfurled and tilted menacingly toward the Para

guayan lines . As a tactic designed to undermine what was left of the 

colonel's composure, it worked well enough. He imagined his entire 

command slaughtered, the town afire, and the enemy laughing over his 

corpse. 

These thoughts finally broke Estigarribia. His malnourished and 
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ragged soldiers might even then have attempted a defense, but their 

commander had already accepted defeat in his heart. He had received 

no instructions from Humaita. Now, under a flag of truce, the Allies sent 

him one last ultimatum, a demand for surrender signed by Porto Alegre 

(though prepared by all the commanders) .  

Despite his previous bluster, Estigarribia had little left with which 

to bargain and no time at all. Resquin was not coming, nor were any 

friendly Uruguayans or Entrerrianos likely to appear over the horizon. 

Instead, an overwhelming Allied force was bearing down on his belea

guered army, and the enemy's artillery was in clear view, ready to fire. 

Estigarribia, hollow eyed and exhausted, sat at a table and penned a 

response to the ultimatum. He proposed specific terms : (1 )  that all en

listed men in the Uruguay Division, sergeants included, would surren

der and be accepted as prisoners according to the laws of war; (2 )  that 

officers and notable civilians could depart with their arms and equip

ment and go wherever they pleased; if they chose not to return to Para

guay, then the Allies would provide sustenance for them for the dura

tion of the conflict; and (3) that those Uruguayan officers serving with 

the Paraguayan forces would become prisoners of the empire and not of 

Flores, who might otherwise have had "Goyo" Suarez execute them as 

he had done with Leandro Gomez at Paysandu.21 

The colonel had no reason to hope that the Allies would grant these 

concessions and expected the same treatment meted out to Duarte's 

men. The Allies ,  however, agreed to the first and third terms, rejecting 

only the demand that Paraguayan officers be set at liberty.22 Dom Pedro 

had a hand in this generous response; he fancied himself a man with

out vindictiveness toward the Paraguayan people and wanted to show 

this in as magnanimous a way as possible .  Also, as emperor of Brazil, he 

wanted no part in devastating the town ofUruguaiana, which the Allied 

generals were poised to do. 

Estigarribia surrendered without further delay, ordering his men to 

assemble and lay down their muskets. He did not consult his subordi

nate officers but simply informed them that relief was impossible and 

that he was following the only course left to him. He then turned from 
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them and presented his sword to the Brazilian war minister, who with 

elaborate ostentation passed it to Dom Pedro. 

Allied soldiers filled the streets ofUruguaiana to watch the Paraguay

ans line up by units and stack their arms in the central plaza. The van

quished troops , many of them almost naked, passed silently by, glar

ing with ferocious eyes at the Brazilians and Argentines, from whom 

they expected a quick death. The Allies captured three hundred horses, 

twenty wagons , six cannons, a quantity of powder, and over three hun

dred thousand cartridges. They also took seven battle flags, which would 

have been eight had Maj . Jose Lopez (of Mbutui fame) not burned his 

unit's colors rather than see them fall into enemy hands .23 The 

Uruguayan colonel Pallej a, who had commanded the first wave of Allied 

attackers at the Yatai, witnessed the scene and reported a total of 5 ,545 

Paraguayan prisoners taken. Another 1, 500 had died of starvation or ill

ness or had deserted.24 

Most observers had never seen such a miserable collection of human 

beings . The emperor, writing to the countess of Barral, declared the 

"enemy unworthy of being beaten - such a rabble!" 25 Another witness 

noted with wry contempt that even the most emaciated Paraguayans 

carried a well-chosen assortment of plunder stripped from the town. 

The Allied troops soon relieved them of their loot, which included an in

congruous accumulation of sugar bowls, butter knives ,  candlesticks , 

and a "thousand other bagatelles that they believed to be made of gold 

or silver." 26 

Many among the prisoners were drafted straightaway into the Para

guayan Legion or the regular Allied armies .  The rest were sent to Buenos 

Aires or Rio "to be stared at, "  just like those captured at the Yatai. "There 

was hardly an officer in any of the three armies who did not end up with 

a Paraguayito [for his manservant] ." 27 At the same time, photographers 

in the Allied camp did a brisk business creating portraits of officers with 

drawn swords or lances dangled over supposedly dejected Paraguayan 

captives.28 

Colonel Estigarribia, Father Duarte, as well as the Salvafi.ach brothers 

and the other pro-Lopez Uruguayans became celebrities in the Allied 
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camp, where they were the objects of great curiosity. Over the next 

several days, these prisoners enjoyed the benefits of fraternization, es

pecially with junior officers and war correspondents, who with rapt 

attention listened to their opinions of Solano Lopez and of the now

concluded siege. They ate and drank well and basked in the praises of 

their counterparts, who spoke with all sincerity of them as a "gallant 

enemy." In the end, all the high-ranking prisoners were given their 

choice of a final destination. No one among them wished to return to 

Paraguay; they understood the fate the marshal had in store for de

feated officers . 

Father Duarte seems to have dropped out of sight for a time, though 

only after a bitter encounter with Pedro Gay, vicar of Sao Borja,  who ac

tually tried to throttle the Paraguayan priest for his ransacking of Gay's 

parish in June. Startled witnesses had to forcibly separate the two cler

ics to stop their fisticuffs.29 Afterward, some vague indications placed 

Duarte in Buenos Aires for the remainder of the war, and he returned to 

Paraguay in 1 870 to take up duties as curate at the Church of San Roque 

in Asunci6n.30 The Salvafiach brothers, however, retired without fan

fare, first to Brazil and then to the Uruguayan countryside, only to reap

pear to some notoriety when the Blancos launched their bloody "Revo-

1 u tion of the Lances" in the early 1 87os.31 

Estigarribia chose to go to Rio de Janeiro. There, far more than at Uru

guaiana, he found audiences appreciative of his tales of combat. For sev

eral weeks police had to push back crowds who came to gape at him 

through the window of the modest house the imperial government pro

vided him.32 But soon the crowds dissipated.  This left Estigarribia in the 

guise of a tragic figure, alive perhaps, but without family or fatherland. 

He resurfaced in March 1 869, when he unsuccessfully petitioned the 

emperor to allow him to serve as guide to the imperial forces then in

vading the Cordilleras of central Paraguay.33 The colonel never regained 

the esteem of his countrymen, who thereafter associated his name with 

treason. He died offever in December 1870,  only days after returning to 

Brazilian-occupied Asunci6n.34 

The significance of the colonel 's surrender at Uruguaiana was not 
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lost on the Allied leadership. At relatively little cost in terms oflives and 

materiel, they had eliminated a sizable enemy force and wrecked any 

possibility of a renewed Paraguayan offensive. Solano Lopez now had to 

forget his plan to rescue Uruguay from Mitre, Flores, and the Brazilians . 

As linking up with the Blancos had always been his chief goal in the 

south, this meant that Paraguay from this point onward could only 

adopt a defensive strategy. The Allies hoped that the marshal would 

realize that victory - however he might define it -was no longer pos

sible - he would have to rethink his war aims or face annihilation. Since 

only lunatics purposely set out to destroy themselves, Mitre and his gen

erals had every reason to hope for an early peace. 

The mood was celebratory at Uruguaiana. The emperor toured the 

liberated community, visited with its returning inhabitants, and distrib

uted alms among the poor. Both he and Mitre joked with their respec

tive soldiers , who responded with similar good humor. All looked for

ward to eliminating Resquin and seizing Humaita. 

Among the more conspicuous witnesses to this happy scene was Ed

ward Thornton, who reached the Brazilian encampment on 22 Septem

ber. The British minister had come up from Buenos Aires with instruc

tions from his government to meet with Pedro II and present him with 

a letter from Queen Victoria, the reassuring contents of which helped 

smooth over the bad feelings associated with the Christie Affair. The 

emperor was gracious and appreciative. With relations between Great 

Britain and Brazil now reestablished, his officials could bask in the ap

pearance of support from Europe's foremost power. 

The "support" was more apparent than real. Thornton, who as al

ways was interested chiefly in promoting trade, showed little concern 

for Brazil's war aims and even less that his presence at Uruguaiana 

might be misconstrued by both the Brazilians and their enemies . In 

South America, however, such details never went unnoticed. If any

thing, Thornton's visit made the emperor's sense of accomplishment all 

the sweeter.3 5 

Word soon spread of the events at Uruguaiana. Letters of congratula

tion poured in from all parts of Argentina and Brazil.36 There was an 
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ironic danger to the Allied cause in all this expression of good feeling. 

If the press - or the Allied leaders themselves - touted the victory too 

much, it gave more of a reason for draftees in the Argentine interior (or 

in the Brazilian northeast) to resist conscription. Why should anyone 

fight at such a great distance from home if the issue were no longer in 

doubt? 

News of Estigarribia's capitulation had its deepest impact in Para

guay. Solano Lopez had been out of contact with his Uruguay Division 

since before Yatai, though he sent regular communications down to 

the Uruguay River.37 None of these messages got through.38 The marshal 

must have understood the hopelessness of Estigarribia's situation once 

the Allied armies began their siege. But his belief in Paraguayan tenac

ity, as exemplified by Duarte's sacrifice at the Yatai, blinded him to what 

was really happening at Uruguaiana and to the limits of what his men 

could endure. 

To Solano Lopez, so accustomed to political and personal intrigue, 

only conspiracy could explain Estigarribia's reprehensible deed. With 

little evidence in support, he noted as fact the rumor that the colonel 

had sold his garrison for three thousand pesos .39 No other interpreta

tion was henceforth permitted. And for those that still might waiver, 

the marshal left no doubt that consequences would be dire: "Gathering 

all his principal officers, [Lopez] broke forth in curses and maledictions 

ofEstigarribia as a traitor, a purchased knave, whose name and memory 

were deserving of universal execration. He then turned upon those pres

ent, and in terms of the most bitter invective told them that they were 

all traitors to a great extent; . . .  and that they might count that at the 

least defection, the least sign of disobedience, . . .  they should feel his 

heavy hand upon them." 40 

The marshal's fury against Estigarribia took the form of public ritual 

in Paraguay. The official press raged against the colonel, for whom "the 

Almighty in His terrible judgment [will guarantee] a most-deserved pun

ishment." Popular manifestations of anger occurred not only in Asun

cion but also in the most isolated pueblos in the republic. The Paraguayan 

troops occupying the southern stretches of the Mato Grosso echoed the 
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condemnation.41 Even Estigarribia's dutiful wife called him a coward 

and petitioned the government for leave to change her name.42 

All this orchestrated condemnation had a cathartic effect. That it was 

invariably coupled with expansive praises for the marshal's military ge

nius helped Lopez regain his composure (though, to be sure, for several 

days he remained so incensed that even his young son, on whom he 

doted, was afraid to go near him). Now, with the taste of bitterness in his 

mouth, Lopez did the only thing he could do: he ordered a retreat from 

Corrientes .  

Even before the ink on the order was dry, the marshal penned an elab

orate missive to Mitre, one of several that he wrote during the course of 

the war. These letters make intriguing reading, for they serve as bench

marks for Paraguayan thinking at key moments . On this occasion, Lopez 

was concerned with the fate of those of his men who had fallen into Al

lied hands at Yatai and Uruguaiana. He accused the Allies of gross mis

treatment of prisoners, of "barbarous and atrocious acts" against their 

persons, and of illegally pressing them into the enemy armies ,  thus 

"rendering them traitors in order to deprive them of their rights as cit

izens, and to take away the most remote hope of their ever returning 

to their country and families, whether through an exchange of prison

ers or by any other transaction." 43 After defending his own record of 

correct treatment of prisoners and noncombatants, he summarized his 

complaints by claiming that the Allies had unleashed a war of "exter

mination and horrors, "  which could only be answered in like fashion: 

"I invite your Excellency, in the name of humanity, and of the honor of 

the Allies, to lay those barbarities aside, and to place the Paraguayan 

prisoners of war in the proper enjoyment of their rights as prisoners, . . .  

[else] I shall no longer consider myself bound by any consideration, 

and will with repugnance, make the Argentine, Brazilian, and Oriental 

citizens [within the Paraguayan Republic] liable to the most vigorous 

reprisals . " 44 

Mitre's response came a few days later. The Argentine president cate

gorically refuted the marshal's charges.  He denied mistreating Para

guayan prisoners and maintained that those who had joined the Allied 
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arms had done so of their own free will (this last being manifestly 

untrue). Then, in carefully chosen words, he turned Solano Lopez's ac

cusations around, arguing that Paraguayan rather than Allied soldiers 

had committed barbarous deeds in Corrientes and Rio Grande, acts for 

which the Asuncion government would someday be held responsible. 

Noting the marshal's warning of reprisals, Mitre concluded with a warn

ing of his own: "Should Your Excellency employ means contrary to those 

recognized in warfare, [you] will have deliberately placed yourself be

yond the pale of the Law of Nations , and will authorize the Allies to pro

ceed as Your Excellency insinuates . " 45 

This interchange was significant in that it defined for both sides what 

the future conduct of the war would likely encompass .  Though Mitre 

and Solano Lopez (not to mention the Brazilians) continued to allude 

to the cultivation of "humanity" and "civilization" as a guiding prin

ciple, in fact, both men now wedded themselves to the fighting ofa mer

ciless war. 

The Paraguayan thrust to the Uruguay River was only an early chap

ter in a terrible struggle, and it was ill considered. If the marshal ever 

had a campaign plan - which is doubtful - then it depended to an irra

tional extent upon supposed allies in Uruguay and Entre Rios. To be fair, 

such failings are common in the history of war; campaign after cam

paign, invasion after invasion have collapsed because those apparently 

suffering under the yoke of tyranny refuse to rise and make common 

cause with their liberators. 

Given the long odds, Solano Lopez owed it to his field commanders 

to provide understandable instructions. Military operations should be 

directed toward the attainment of a clearly defined, decisive, and ob

tainable objective - precisely what was missing in Lopez's campaign 

along the Uruguay. Even ifEstigarribia and Duarte had been better com

manders , without a clearly defined objective, they could never have 

achieved lasting results . As it was, their operational and tactical mis

takes were many, from Estigarribia's unwillingness to support Duarte 

at a critical juncture to the deployment, not once but twice, of major 

forces in defensive positions with impassable obstacles to the rear. The 
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decision to defend Uruguaiana when withdrawal was still possible was 

perhaps the worst mistake of all, and it was made because the colonel 

lacked the resolution to proceed without orders.46 

The Brazilians, for their part, did little right at first. Their lmowledge 

of the terrain should have given them many opportunities to execute 

hit-and-run assaults against Estigarribia as Paiva and Reguera had done 

against Duarte. Lieutenant Floriano's action in cutting Paraguayan 

communication across the Uruguay was brilliant, but it could have 

come much earlier. And General Canabarro had several opportunities 

to attack the Paraguayans in relative force after Sao Borja but failed 

to do so.47 

After Estigarribia reached Uruguaiana, however, it was quite a differ

ent story. With a limited force, the Brazilians managed to contain all the 

Paraguayan units, and on the one occasion when the colonel tried to es

cape, he was driven back with minimal effort. Thereafter, the organiza

tional skill of Mitre combined with ever-increasing numbers of Allied 

troops and good overall generalship to assure a successful siege. Dis

ease, hunger, and poor morale within the Paraguayan lines did the rest. 

The Paraguayan campaign along the Uruguay River was ill conceived 

and ill executed. The marshal dispatched Estigarribia into Rio Grande 

do Sul without giving him an obvious way out. Perhaps Solano Lopez 

supposed that the devotion of his soldiers would afford an adequate sub

stitute for a well-wrought plan of campaign. Though he heaped abuse 

on Estigarribia for having refused to fight, the marshal ultimately had 

himself to blame. He created and maintained a military system abso

lutely dependent on the dictates of higher authority. Then, without pro

viding either a clear mission or meaningful support, he sent a sizable 

portion of his army to an unlmown fate. 
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Retreat to Paso de la Patria 

The surrender of the Uruguay Division might have ended Paraguay's 

chances for success in the lower provinces, but it by no means crippled 

Solano Lopez's army. Francisco Resquin's Southern Division still counted 

nearly seventeen thousand men on the Parana and was in no sense 

beaten.1 Real victory for the Allies could only come with the destruction 

of this force and the invasion of Paraguay proper. The thousands of 

troops at H umai ta just might waver in the face of an Allied onslaught if 

their fellows in Corrientes were defeated or laid down their arms as Es

tigarribia had done at Uruguaiana. 

After the arrest of General Robles in July, the Southern Division 

pushed south again toward Bella Vista. Along the way, the Paraguayans 

hunted down and killed a band of Toba Indians who had sold meat to 

the Brazilians but otherwise saw no combat.2 Soldiers nervous after 

their long spate of inactivity were ready to vent their frustrations in any 

direction. The tranquil vision of Bella Vista's orange groves no longer 

calmed them. On the contrary, this time the Paraguayans were edgy, 

ready to fight, yet instead of battle they got another tedious march. 

Their main column advanced down the Parana according to the mar

shal's precise, mechanical ,  overly detailed instructions, which stressed 

flank security above all else. Such control proved unnecessary, however. 

The tedium of the long passage went unbroken save for the sighting 



of an occasional Correntino horseman who shadowed their movements 

from a discreet distance. 

Then, on 25 July the Paraguayan vanguard got its wish. Largely by ac

cident, it came upon a farmhouse held by twenty-five hundred of Nica

nor Caceres's irregulars and stormed their position right away. Solano 

Lopez had hoped to force a decisive engagement in this part of Corri

entes, but the "Red Armadillo" refused to give him the battle he wanted. 

Instead, after taking a few casualties , Caceres retreated east toward the 

headwaters of the Corrientes and Batel Rivers.3 

The marshland into which his troops fled was the most inaccessible 

in the province. Everywhere were lakes and ponds thickly overgrown 

with the Victoria regis, an aquatic plant the color of malachite with leaves 

so extensive they concealed the clear water beneath. The few dry out

croppings afforded the Correntinos just enough room for a cramped 

refuge. Mounted troops with no experience in the region hesitated to 

travel in such watery territory that, according to the old Guarani folk

lore, abounded with elves and hobgoblins . Caceres, though, felt per

fectly at home there. He set up camp, licked his wounds, and awaited 

new opportunities for raiding.4 

An Uneasy Presence 

Resquin's troops entered the village of Bella Vista on 2 August. The 

townspeople who had previously fled and returned were none too happy 

to see them. Except in the town of Corrientes, the authority of Foreign 

Minister Jose Berges and the junta Gubernativa was completely overshad

owed by the Paraguayan military, which tended to treat locals more like 

the enemy than potential friends. The Paraguayans had already arrested 

the wives and children of prominent figures at Corrientes and sent them 

to Humaita as hostages.5 It seemed unlikely that they would abstain 

from such practices farther south.6 Though they kept their voices low, 

most Bella Vistefios prayed that the national government would coun

terattack and drive the invaders away. While they still saw President 

Mitre as an untrustworthy and potentially domineering overlord, at 

least he was not then pressing on their throats. 
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As Col. Jose Bruguez marched southward to challenge the imperial 

fleet at Cuevas, the better part of the Southern Division settled into gar

rison duty at Bella Vista. It proved an uncomfortable experience for the 

locals . The soldiers seemed to consider it their right to demand food and 

drink from town residents, some of whom protested their loyalty to the 

junta Gubernativa, all to no avail.7 The troops were particularly hard on 

the fifty-two foreign residents of Bella Vista, mostly Frenchmen and 

Italians, who saw their foodstuffs and wares "requisitioned" to the last 

nail.8 One merchant, a North American, ultimately had his pleas heard 

thanks to U.S.  Minister Charles Washburn's intercession, but not before 

the Paraguayans had wrecked his place of business.9 

Resquin also had the authority to impress the men of the town as re

cruits . Several weeks earlier, the junta Gubernativa had decreed that all 

men from seventeen to fifty years of age were eligible for conscription. 

The trepidation this decree caused in Bella Vista drove many into the 

marshes with Caceres, leaving a sullen population of women and chil

dren behind.10 No one could now remember a time when Correntinos 

thought of the Paraguayans as their brothers. 

The Southern Division stayed in the vicinity of Bella Vista for just 

over two months . It fought no major battles and accomplished little of 

benefit to the war effort other than standing by to reinforce Bruguez if 

necessary. When the Brazilian steamers ran past Cuevas on 12 August, 

Solano Lopez directed Resquin south again to the Santa Lucia River, just 

above Goya. 

On the March South 

Once again, the Paraguayans advanced cautiously - unnecessarily so, 

for no Allied force of any s ize blocked their way. Gov. Manuel Lagrafia 

had set up a provincial government at Goya, but since it had few troops 

attached to it, he was ready to leave at a moment's notice. Yet the Para

guayans did nothing more than probe the northern edge of town. 

When Solano Lopez learned of the defeat at Yatai, he ordered Resquin 

to withdraw from the left bank of the Santa Lucia "to avoid surprise by 

the enemy." 1 1  These orders reflected the effect on the marshal's think-
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ing not only of Major Duarte's defeat but also of General Paunero's 

25 May raid on Corrientes. They also reveal the Paraguayan leader's long

ing to take operational control of the army, pushing aside field com

manders who were either too cautious or, as with Resquin, a bit too suc

cessful. In fact, Resquin was prudent and subservient to a fault, having 

learned from experience that a measure of self-abasement was neces

sary in dealing with Solano Lopez. On this occasion, the marshal had 

called for circumspection - and so it would be. 

In fact, the danger of a major Allied attack in the west was less than 

all this caution suggested ; after all ,  the principal enemy concentrations 

were over a hundred miles away on the Uruguay. Even so, the Paraguay

ans could hardly risk marching too far south without resupply. Resquin 

was particularly worried about the lack of good mounts . Those horses 

brought from Humaita were scrawny and weak, and Resquin's cavalry

men had ridden them too hard . Santa Lucia afforded limited pastur

age for the large number of animals that accompanied the invasion 

force. On 3 August, Resquin notified Solano Lopez that many horses had 

perished as a result, leaving some four thousand of his men without 

mounts . This fact forestalled any thought of resuming the march.12 

The marshal, however, was not ready to give up. He announced that 

he soon expected to come personally to Corrientes with an additional 

twenty-two thousand men and all the horses he could find in Paraguay. 

Meanwhile, he authorized Resquin to take every horse the Correntino 

ranchers had, no matter how old or defective. This gave official sanc

tion to looting on a wider scale than ever before, and the Paraguayans 

swept the countryside taking everything that moved on four feet, from 

blooded horses to half-lame oxen. Correntino collaborators regularly 

acted as baqueanos on these raids ,  greedily participating in some of the 

worst abuses. In this way, poor, marginalized individuals took their 

measure of revenge for the years of contempt that they had been sub

jected to by prosperous ranchers . 

In fact, the burning of ranch houses and the seizure of livestock 

either through need or as a means of intimidation aroused lasting 

resentment among the Correntinos in the south-central region of the 
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province, where hitherto indifference or passivity toward the invaders 

had been the rule. Hungry and unpaid, Resquin's troops tended to ap

propriate whatever caught their eye. They even despoiled Bella Vista's 

principal church, stealing the silver crown and vestments from the 

statue of the Virgin.13 

Though Resquin needed additional horses, he had less need for the 

additional troops that Lopez had promised; so far, he had no mission for 

those men already in his command, and reinforcements added new bur

dens . Finding food for the newcomers posed a serious problem. When 

they did discover cattle in a few spots , the Paraguayans showed great 

imagination in preparing meals from beef, including grilled ribs and 

stews (jukysy so'o) as well as the more elaborate ground-meat soup (so'o 

josopy) . Even so, they sorely missed the vegetables, manioc root, and In

dian corn that were daily fare at home. The sweet oranges, once avail

able in abundance, had long since been eaten. As a result, some soldiers 

began to show signs of scurvy, with bleeding gums, aching joints , and 

listlessness.  Many more had diarrhea and a few had measles, a disease 

that threatened the division as a whole. Medical support, which was al

ways inadequate, had little hope of coping with the problem; untrained 

practitioners simply advised afflicted soldiers to keep clean and quiet 

and to stay as warm as possible.  This last suggestion was sensible but 

impractical . The men had to use cow dung for fuel, and Resquin moved 

his entire force several times in search of firewood. 

Reinforcements from Humaita poured in during his advance - at 

least two cavalry regiments and an infantry battalion. Following the 

marshal's instructions, the Paraguayans had pressured the Junta Guber

nativa to support this buildup.14 Victor Silvera and the other members 

had difficulty meeting these demands , for no matter how much they 

professed their loyalty to the cause, they could not fill their fellow pro

vincianos with any enthusiasm, especially after Riachuelo. The Junta ul

timately raised a force of eight hundred men, but only by dragooning 

the majority into service. This contribution was all it could offer. Even 

symbolic contributions were important, however, and this effort did 

add to the number of troops available to Resquin. Despite his own un-
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certainty, the Correntino commander, Maj . Juan Francisco Lovera, prom

ised that his men would more than carry their weight.15 

Friction among the Argentines 

The Allied forces just to the south had nothing comparable in strength 

to the Paraguayans at first. While Caceres, Simeon Paiva, Isidoro Re

guera, and Juan Madariaga managed the active harassment of the en

emy, it was Governor Lagrafia who prepared the overall defense of the 

province. He had survived the Paraguayan invasion and had relocated 

several times in southern Corrientes. At Goya, Lagrafia attended to the 

details of recruitment and logistics, attempting to emulate Mitre's ear

lier success at Concordia. He had few reliable men, however, and too 

little experience. 

The national government clearly preferred to work around Lagrafia 

by sending most supplies and money to the Argentine forces at Restau

raci6n.16 Mitre rightly believed that hopes of victory in Corrientes rested 

on concentrating forces for a strong offensive. Any materiel diverted to 

the west would weaken the main force's ability to attack Resquin in 

good time. Nor was there any reason to suppose that Lagrafia could hold 

Goya if the Paraguayans pressed forward. Supplies sent to the governor 

might well end up in enemy hands. 

Moreover, Lagrafia, though a Liberal and a Mitrista, could not be ex

pected to uphold the interests of Mitre's Argentina in so trustworthy a 

manner as a porteiio like General Paunero.17  Throughout July, the gover

nor persisted in begging the national government for assistance: "In 

three and a half months of daily action against the enemy, withstand

ing all the rigors of the [winter] season, the Correntino soldier has given 

every proof of his patriotism; but it has been with great delay that he 

has received clothing [and other supplies] from the Government. The 

uniforms sent up to now have only amounted to 4,000, leaving 1 , 500 

men without." 18 Lagrafi.a finally received his uniforms in mid-August, 

though not before Paunero gained assurances that a "competent per

son" would handle their distribution to the Correntino troops.19 The 
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general's subsequent insistence on an inventory of supplies at Goya was 

tantamount to accusing Lagrafia of corruption, and indeed, someone 

evidently siphoned off supplies .  The governor, who could afford to react 

with consternation but not with rage, wrote Vice President Marcos Paz 

that he would gladly open his books for inspection any time the gov

ernment named.20 

This fight within a fight looked inconsequential at the time, but it 

clearly illustrated how much discord existed between people suppos

edly united in a common cause. It was not just a question of personali

ties or of civilian versus military authority. In the minds of many in Cor

rientes, the proposed destruction of the Paraguayan army, while cause 

for righteous celebration, also inspired doubts about the future. Would 

the province recover any autonomy at all, or would it henceforth be

come a satellite of Buenos Aires? Would it have to endure a long Allied 

occupation? Who could ensure that Brazilian (and Argentine) troops 

would act less maliciously toward Correntino property than the Para

guayans? And who would pay for war-related expenses? 

Lagrafia and the various Correntino military commanders , though 

increasingly aware of these concerns, still had a war to wage. And to 

combat the marshal's army, they were willing to use the methods of the 

enemy. The irregular forces under Caceres and others had survived since 

April largely by foraging. Mitre had sanctioned these activities as mili

tary necessities, and at the end of July, he suggested confiscating all live

stock before the Paraguayans could get them.21 Lagrafia agreed, and 

three weeks later ordered the requisition of all horses in the province. 

The order clearly endorsed Correntinos seizing the property of other 

Correntinos, a hard policy that receipts from the national government 

could do little to redress.22 Lagrafia knew perfectly well that his or

der would cause depredations to increase generally, for the soldiers 

nominally under his authority, if unleashed, would take much more 

than horses. 

This inaugurated - or, more accurately, extended - a tragic period in 

the Corrientes campaign during which contending armies mounted 
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raids not so much against each other as against isolated ranches and 

farms in the interior, where horses, cattle, and foodstuffs were believed 

present. Some landowners saw their homes torn apart first by the Para

guayans, then by the Correntinos, and finally by deserters from both 

sides. After such raids ,  little remained besides broken bits of household 

utensils and charred ruins .23 

The Retreat Begins 

Solano Lopez intended to assume personal command of the Southern 

Division but chose to postpone his arrival until Colonel Estigarribia 

broke free of the encirclement at Uruguaiana. In another highly elabo

rated campaign plan, the Paraguayan commanders would set out to 

flank the Allies at the Rincon de Soto. Afterward, they would join the 

two columns of the army and move south once again, presumably to 

Montevideo.24 Resquin, however, had no independent knowledge of 

what was happening on the opposite side of the province . Indeed, he 

had no clear idea of how many troops were with Lagrafia at Goya. Res

quin was an able enough officer, but his commander left him little room 

for taking independent action; he could do little but wait for the mar

shal's orders . 

It took more than two weeks for news of Estigarribia's surrender 

to reach Resquin. TI1e Paraguayan commander had noticed increased 

enemy patrols along his left flank but otherwise had no clear indication 

that the situation had changed. The only action of any significance 

during this interval occurred near Yaguarete Cora in mid-September. 

The 800 men of Major Lovera's expeditionary force had just completed 

an exhausting reconnaissance west of the Laguna Ybera. Settling into 

their tents and hammocks on the night of 20 September, they posted 

several unreliable sentinels . Just as the sun peeked over the horizon the 

next morning, Allied cavalrymen discovered the entire unit asleep and 

rushed the slumbering forms without warning. Ninety Correntinos 

died and another 371 surrendered. The survivors , including Lovera, es

caped into the swamp and carefully made their way home, glad that 
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their war had come to an end.25 The national government lost not a 

single man in the engagement. This was the only occasion during the 

entire war where sizable units of Argentines faced other Argentines in 

open combat.26 

Writing to Berges, the marshal expressed both consternation and un

derstanding at the destruction of Lovera's command: "I am very sorry 

that the training camp of the Correntinos has evaporated ;  though I 

never believed in their ability to resist, even so they WOlJld have served 

greatly to give spirit to the country . . . .  The Junta should now think of 

raising another [such force] ." 27 He subsequently ordered new mobiliza

tions in those areas closest to the port of Corrientes, but it was already 

too late. 

On 6 October, having learned of Estigarribia's defeat only hours ear

lier, Marshal Lopez ordered the withdrawal of Paraguayq.n troops from 

Corrientes . There was no longer any doubt about the course of the war; 

to salvage anything from their ill-fated offensive, the Paraguayans had 

to regroup, preferably behind the strong defenses at Humaita.28 

War Minister Vicente Barrios arrived at Resquin's headquarters two 

days after the marshal issued the evacuation order. He came by steam

ship, but his instructions directed the Southern Division to march 

overland. The one exception was Bruguez's Second Artillery Regiment, 

which embarked immediately aboard the Pirabebe in order to prepare 

batteries at Mercedes and the Riachuelo to cover the retreat. 

Resquin needed no encouragement to depart. He could read a map 

and knew that without Estigarribia's army to the east, his own force was 

dangerously overextended. The Allied armies under Mitre would soon 

be in a position to threaten him unless he moved quickly. 

The Southern Division began its march northward on 6 October 

1 86 5 .  The former vanguard of the force, mostly cavalry, now acted as a 

rearguard, but it had little to do. Caceres, who had learned of the events 

at Uruguaiana at about the same time as Resquin, could have thrown 

his full force against the Southern Division, slowing its retreat. His men 

were still badly undersupplied, however, and he chose simply to main-
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tain contact with the Paraguayans . He made no effort to delay them long 

enough for Mitre's army to close in; the main Allied units, of course, 

were still far away near the Uruguay River at this time. 

The best chance to bottle up the Paraguayan force within Corrientes 

lay with the imperial fleet. If Admiral Tamandare's ships could slip past 

the enemy batteries, they could move above the port of Corrientes and 

prevent Resquin's retreat across the Parana. Such a maneuver might 

hold him in place long enough for the Allied armies to attack in force 

from the sou th and east. However, the admiral had already adopted the 

strategy of keeping his riverine forces abreast of the main land units . He 

was therefore unwilling to steam north of the Rincon de Soto, which 

was close to Lagrafi.a's base at Goya. 

In retreat, the Sou them Division only averaged ten miles a day. The 

sandy soil of Corrientes was ill suited to heavy wagons and ox-carts, 

which, even with their seven-foot-high wheels, still got stuck. At the 

best of times, passage was difficult, but now the rains had swollen the 

creeks and rivers , hampering every operation. And as if this were not 

enough, the marshal ordered his army to sweep through the few re

maining ranches that his troops had not yet plundered and drive the 

livestock north. The Paraguayans slaughtered those animals they could 

not take, leaving nothing behind for the Allies.  This tactic was in one 

sense imprudent, for it needlessly prolonged the risk of attack. It did 

succeed for a time, however, in disrupting Allied supply, for as one ob

server noted, it left the "whole province a similar foodless waste as the 

Palatinate and the Shenandoah valley were in former times ." 29 

The Argentines and Brazilians should have been able to acquire live

stock from Urquiza's ranches in Entre Rios .  True to form, however, the 

caudillo's underlings did everything in their power to hold up their sale . 

As a result, Mitre's men had to slaughter numbers of the army draft an

imals - a practice that slowed the Allied advance all the more.30 

Of course, the true victims in all of this were the Correntino ranch

ers , great and small, who lost everything through the Paraguayan's 

scorched-earth operation. As a British naval officer on the South Ameri

can station put it, "the Paraguayan campaign in Corrientes reads like 
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an incursion of devils , for there was no opposition, no fighting, to ex

cite their fury; all was done in cold blood." In the end, the way north

ward into Paraguay was left "white with the bleached bones [of the dead 

cattle] . "  31 

At the Port of Corrientes 

Curiously, the provincial capital itself was little affected by these depre

dations . From the beginning, Paraguayans had treated the town with a 

far lighter hand than the countryside. They placed no encumbrances, 

for example, on Correntino merchants, who for the most part operated 

their businesses as before, if on a reduced scale. A small number man

aged to find means of obtaining letters of credit from Buenos Aires, a 

fact that Berges clearly winked at.32 

Berges consistently tried to inculcate a spirit of normalcy in the com

munity. He also made a great show of helping those Correntinos whose 

homes the Allies had damaged on 2 5  May. In this he enjoyed the support 

of local collaborators, not just the members of the]unta Gubernativa but 

many ordinary Correntinos as well.33 For some, suspicion of Buenos 

Aires outweighed bad feeling toward Asuncion, and the old Federals did 

everything they could to play upon that feeling. El Independiente, though 

hardly an unbiased source, still reflected many people's thinking when 

it published article after article praising the Paraguayans as defenders 

of provincial autonomy and the balance of power. The newspaper seri

alized a biography of Jose Gervasio Artigas, whom many considered the 

father of federalism in the region.34 No one could have missed the im

plication that, though the Plata now had a new "father" (Solano Lopez), 

the argument against the pretensions of Buenos Aires remained the 

same as ever. 

The most striking aspect of life under Paraguayan rule was the rela

tive ease with which the townspeople of Corrientes expressed their 

opinions. Berges forbade as seditious any display of pro-Allied senti

ment but otherwise let people speak fairly openly. He trusted in the frac

tious nature of local politics to keep the most dangerous elements in 

check, lmowing full well that most Correntinos favored a passive, more 
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moderate course.  A surprising number lent their voices to a wide-rang

ing discussion on the future politics of the province. 

This situation offered a sharp contrast to Paraguay itself, where 

the Lopez family had long since wiped out dissent. The Correntinos 

even felt sufficiently comfortable in 1865 to question the justice of Para

guayan dictates. A few bemoaned the detention of wives and children of 

pro-Allied figures. More tellingly, when the Paraguayan military au

thorities arrested businessman Wenceslao Diaz Colodrero on suspicion 

of espionage, a body of twenty-six notables , including Santiago Derqui 

and the Italian consul, stepped forward to demand his release .  Diaz 

Colodrero, they insisted, was a longtime Federal and a friend of the Para

guayans who had "done nothing, even indirectly, to harm the noble 

cause of defending the Republic." 35 The marshal agreed and set the man 

at liberty shortly thereafter.36 

The brief experiment with "open" politics under the occupation 

ended once fortune turned against the Paraguayan military. The junta 

Gubernativa stumbled for weeks , increasingly unsure of its political role 

and all the while ceding more administrative authority to Berges. The 

Correntino Federals who composed the junta believed that they enjoyed 

the marshal's confidence. In fact, Solano Lopez used the Federals as cat's

paws and then discarded them as their usefulness waned. Berges had 

long advised him to aclmowledge something more than a passing in

dependence for the junta, to grant that body a few trifling subsidies 

and some control over the Correntino levies. But the marshal refused to 

sugar the pill of conquest and now paid the price. As for his Correntino 

collaborators, by early October, Silvero, Gauna, and Sinforoso Caceres 

were thinking less of new campaigns than of flight. 

In the Misiones 

At Uruguaiana, the bulk of Mitre's army remained unaware that Res

quin had already started to withdraw. The only Allied force of any size 

on the Argentine side of the Uruguay River was the Correntino cavalry, 

which previously had kept pace with Estigarribia while avoiding any 

engagement. Mitre had instructed them to guard the northwestern ap

proaches to the town during the siege. This left them well placed to at-
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tack any Paraguayan units coming from the Misiones to reinforce the 

defunct Uruguay Division. Now the Correntinos went on the offensive. 

On 26 September the Correntino troops advanced to the Aguapey 

River, having retaken Santo Tome unopposed a few days earlier. If they 

were going to encounter resistance anywhere, it would be between this 

point and the Trinchera de los Paraguayos, still sixty miles distant. 

The next morning, advance units from both sides collided just south 

of San Carlos . The Paraguayans, thirty-five in number, never anticipated 

seeing so many Correntinos in an area supposedly cleared by Estigar

ribia and Duarte. Rather than attack, they repaired to their old camp 

near the abandoned mission a short distance away. With no time to pre

pare a defense, they nervously discharged a volley of musketry before 

the enemy came into range. Colonel Reguera assumed that the Para

guayans had exhausted themselves with this one fusillade and from 

across a broad field called upon them to surrender. Much to his surprise, 

they ignored his demand and, dropping their muskets , mounted their 

sorry horses and rode with total abandon straight at him. The Paraguay

ans cut down three Correntinos with their sabers and wounded another 

ten. Reguera's troops, in turn, shot and killed twenty of the enemy in 

a matter of minutes, leaving the rest on the field with their bodies 

bloodied and limbs askew. None escaped. Several mixed units of Para

guayan cavalry and infantry appeared from the north when they heard 

the gunfire but melted back into the bush once they grasped what had 

happened. 

Reguera's men were weary, and their colonel decided against pur

suit. He halted at the ruined mission and sent out pickets . In his official 

account of the engagement, he reflected on the suicidal courage of the 

Paraguayans. "The enemy," he wrote, "never give in to anyone and pre

fer death to surrender. They are worse than the Indians of the Pampa." 37 

By now, this was hardly a novel observation, but Reguera understood its 

implications better than most Allied officers . A dying enemy soldier told 

him that the marshal had just deployed four thousand fresh troops to 

Encarnaci6n.38 To advance, he would likely have to engage this army, a 

prospect that a commander in his position should have found daunting. 

The trails from the Aguapey through the Misiones provided the tra-
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ditional invasion route into Paraguay. The ill-fated Manuel Belgrano 

came this way in 1810.  So did Jose Gervasio Artigas a decade later, 

though as a refugee, not a prospective conqueror. The Paraguayans had 

these earlier precedents in mind as they organized their defenses . Al

though Solano Lopez believed that the main Allied push would occur in 

the west, still he could not afford to leave the Misiones completely un

protected. He had already removed the families of Correntino ranchers 

in the Misiones who had sold him horses. Now he ordered his troops out 

ofTrinchera and across the Parana to Encarnacion, leaving a tiny resid

ual force behind. Simultaneously, he established a new camp called 

Santa Teresa, located on the river's right bank equidistant between Paso 

de la Patria and Encarnacion. This new camp, the marshal hoped, would 

block any large force attempting to advance into central Paraguay. He 

also left a small garrison at the strategically important Tranquera de 

Loreto. There, the Paraguayan guards could observe enemy movements 

and sound the alarm if necessary. For the next three years , this small en

campment served as the only Paraguayan installation in what later be

came the Argentine province of Misiones. As for the Allies , they moved 

into the areas vacated by Solano Lopez and collected some one thousand 

horned cattle and horses that he had neglected to drive north in time.39 

They raided the Paraguayans sporadically thereafter but mounted no se

rious attacks in this theater, leaving the main action for their armies in 

the west. 

Evacuation of Corrientes 

The Allied columns along the Uruguay postponed their northward ad

vance into Corrientes until the end of September. In part, the delay was 

caused by continued problems in supply and training. Few of the newly 

arrived voluntarios could properly load and fire their weapons. Mules 

and oxen were also in short supply, and as hauling each gun required a 

team of six animals (with another six for the caisson), the artillerymen 

simply had to wait. 

But politics also played a crucial role in the army's delay. The elimi

nation of Estigarribia's division had caused many people in the Litoral 
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to reevaluate their stand on the war. Lopez could no longer win - that 

much was clear. But as the military struggle ebbed, the political strug

gle intensified. If Mitre had already won, the Correntinos and Entrerri

anos asked, then why should they expend more lives and property for 

the national cause? Far better to go home and let the portefios mop up 

what remained of the Paraguayan army in Corrientes .  

Allied victories gave Mitre an important political edge in the prov

inces, but such leverage was as impermanent as the wind. The Brazil

ians, for the moment, had sincerely committed themselves to the al

l iance with Buenos Aires.40 Yet the closer Mitre stood with the imperial 

government, the more worried he became about his own countrymen. 

Within his own government there were many protests about the sup

posed bad behavior of Brazilian troops while on Argentine soil.41 And 

these complaints seemed trivial compared with those of a more nar

rowly political character. E1 Republicano, a pro-Urquiza weekly of Con

cordia, summed up the opinion of many in the Litoral when it noted: 

"We can have much love and veneration for our fatherland, but a people 

cannot forget their dislikes. The republican spirit among men might 

keep quiet a day, a week, a month, but in the end the powder magazine 

will [explode] . . . .  By any chance has the current war been unpopular 

only in Entre Rios? Have not disaffections occurred throughout the Ar

gentine Republic? Call upon the province of Entre Rios for a people's 

war, call upon her to restrain the power of the monarchy, and we can 

then ask whether there is one remaining Entrerriano, just one, who has 

not stepped forward at the call of the fatherland." 42 

In such circumstances ,  keeping his troops loyal posed as great a chal

lenge for Mitre as annihilating Resquin's army. Thus, the Argentine pres

ident kept in close communication with his field commanders and with 

governors of distant provinces who had promised further reinforce

ments . He visited units to boost morale (and to remind the soldiers that 

much remained to be done) . And he continued to have sulfurous words 

in the portefio press for Paraguay and her leader. 

Despite his labors, Mitre had less than complete success in keeping 

his army together. Governor Urquiza, still smarting from the Basualdo 
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mutiny, managed to muster another six thousand of his provincianos and 

assembled them at Toledo as prelude to a planned rendezvous with the 

main Allied force. The caudillo pinned all his hopes for a continued 

role in the war on this new army. Yet, in the late evening of 4 November, 

his men made the same fateful decision as their compatriots at Basu

aldo. Beginning with eight hundred regulars from_ Nagoya, Diamante, 

and Victoria, the troops simply saddled their horses and rode off into 

the night. This time, not even Urquiza's presence could stem the tide 

of desertion, and within five days the Entrerriano camp looked like a 

ghost town.43 

Mitre received the news of the Toledo mutiny with little outward 

alarm. Had the Entrerrianos deserted earlier, it might have had disas

trous consequences, but now it hardly mattered. To Urquiza, he wrote 

that the victories at Uruguaiana and Yatai had sealed Solano Lopez's 

fate, and new contingents were no longer needed to prosecute the war: 

"As for the rest, and if it provides any consolation to you in the midst of 

so many setbacks, I take great pleasure in recognizing the patriotic ef

forts you have made [in favor of] the National Government . . . .  [I]fyour 

efforts have not met with the results they merited this was exclusively 

due to forces beyond you control ." 44 

In truth, the mutiny vexed Mitre more than he cared to admit; thus, 

he thought, did the tree of indiscipline bear its fruit. And there were 

other alienated soldiers in his army, men who could easily be drawn 

down the same path as the Entrerrianos. Quietly, but with great firm

ness, Mitre insisted that Urquiza and other loyalists hunt down the de

serters and bring the guilty parties before firing squads .45 After this was 

done, the president then offered an incentive to those men who had not 

joined the mutiny. From now on he planned to dedicate himself whole

heartedly to their welfare, looking after their food, shelter, and smaller 

comforts with as much energy as he could manage. He promised, in es

sence, to trust them more if, in turn, they displayed the soldierly behav

ior he expected. Mitre began to build an understanding with his men, 

even an enthusiasm and elan, by malting life as bearable for them as 

possible and letting the soldiers do the rest. 
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That was an unenviable task, and he never did convince everyone. 

Moreover, Mitre had to face wretchedly bad weather in November and 

December. Though the chill of winter had long since given way to the 

heat of spring, still it rained and rained. The wet times brought hordes 

of stinging gnats and mosquitoes and the now-omnipresent chiggers, 

which laid their eggs beneath the toenails of many a city-born soldier. 

Everyone suffered. And there was never enough food.46 

The main Allied force now counted thirty-seven thousand men or

ganized into eleven infantry divisions, two cavalry divisions, and vari

ous units of artillery and engineers plus musicians , medical personnel, 

chaplains, staff officers, and volunteers of every stripe.47 This was as 

large a military gathering as had ever assembled in this part of the 

world. Its very size, however, reduced its mobility. It was notoriously dif

ficult to move large numbers of men over soggy ground. The Argentine 

president, who had a healthy respect for nature's power, did not even 

try but instead elected to delay his departure again and again. The Al

lies had entered the isolated village of Mercedes in mid-October, then 

advanced no farther for three weeks. From such a distance, they could 

not directly affect events farther north. 

The specter of a reinvigorated Allied army put real pressure on the 

Paraguayan commander, who urged his soldiers to hasten their retreat 

no matter what the cost. Resquin's men trudged on and on through the 

mud, driving confiscated livestock before them, foraging for food wher

ever they could find it. All the time, they imagined well-armed Allied 

cavalry nipping at their heels. Those who had fallen ill with stomach ail

ments , influenza, and measles grew sicker, and a great number died. As 

in all wars, stragglers met the worst fate; those who strayed too far from 

the column or fell behind it were killed without mercy by Caceres's 

men, who, like their commander, had grown casually ruthless during 

the course of the campaign. Despite these travails ,  the Paraguayans kept 

to their relentless pace. Most passed through Empedrado by the last 

week of October after having dragged their guns from the batteries at 

the Riachuelo. They then crowded into Corrientes to await transporta

tion to Humaita.48 
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The port might have sunk into the same chaos as had befallen Bella 

Vista, but the Paraguayans and the local inhabitants reached an under

standing that kept trouble to a minimum. On 20 October, a committee 

of foreign residents addressed a letter to Berges and the Junta Guberna

tiva regarding the delicate problem of keeping order during the evacua

tion.49 Luckily, two Italian warships were in port at the time, and Berges 

agreed to leave behind two companies of infantry to act as police on 

condition that the Italians promise to ferry the infantrymen upriver to 

Paso de la Patria.50 The marshal later painted this as a selfless offer, the 

proof that Paraguay respected the rights of local noncombatants ; and, 

indeed, more Correntinos feared the "theft, murder, and violations" ex

pected of the Allied soldiers than had ever feared the Paraguayans. No 

one wished to see a repetition of the excesses of 25 May. 

As it happened, the Italians refused to transport Lopez's men, for that 

would have involved them in a breach of neutrality. They did, however, 

deploy a company of their own marines that kept the peace in town for 

several days. Meanwhile, the Paraguayans brought ships and carts from 

the north and evacuated nearly one hundred of their Correntino allies . 

These included some soldiers and merchants, the editor of El Independi

ente, and the members of the Junta Gubernativa. The old man Teodoro 

Gauna, who accepted his exile with heartfelt regret, wept bitterly as his 

homeland receded into the distance.51 He never saw Corrientes again. 

Some four hundred Correntinos who had initially sided with the 

Junta recanted their support at the approach of the first Allied troops. 

Like Lovera, they received clemency with few questions asked.52 Gover

nor Lagrafia, who arrived at the provincial capital in early November, ex

pected to find the place sacked. In fact, all he found to grumble about 

was that the cashbox at the Government House had been looted, the fur

niture taken, and the doors of the building torn off their hinges. Those 

Correntinos who had stayed during the seven-month occupation had 

relatively few complaints (especially when compared to their loud de

mands for reimbursement of expenses incurred after the Allies took pos

session of the community).53 

Solano Lopez selected Paso de la Patria as the chief embarkation point 
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for his forces in Corrientes. Located just opposite the Paraguayan fort of 

Itapini, it was the logical spot from which to get the army to Humaita 

with the least trouble. The river, however, was a mile and a half wide at 

this point with strong currents. Ferrying therefore required more than 

a few vessels. The marshal's navy assembled every available craft for 

the task by 27 October; two steamers, several barges, a plethora of chatas 

and canoes - anything that could float - moved into position at Paso de 

la Patria and started to embark troops. Bruguez's Second Artillery Regi

ment departed first, together with the sick and wounded. Then came all 

the cavalry regiments. Resquin had emplaced Bruguez's artillery pieces 

along the northern bank of the Parana to shield the landing site from 

Brazilian interference, which was expected at any time. 

The crucial moment came at 1 1 :00 A.M.- one hour into the opera

tion -when most of Bruguez's guns were aboard barges midway across 

the water. The sun had risen high in the sky, and the Paraguayans were 

plainly visible from some distance. Suddenly, six Brazilian warships 

steamed into view at Tres Bocas ; they had left their anchorage south of 

Corrientes when word reached them of the Paraguayan crossing. At the 

same time, Resquin's rear guard signaled that enemy cavalry had com

menced an assault, presumably in force. It seemed that the Allies had 

well timed their interdiction after all, and there was little that Resquin 

could do to stop them. As Thompson related, the people "who saw this 

gave up the army as lost, thinldng that the Brazilians would never allow 

it to cross the river, and that it would soon be overtaken and destroyed 

by the Allied armies." 54 

The Paraguayan general suspended the evacuation and made ready 

for the worst. He dispatched all his available artillery west toward Cor

rientes to repulse what promised to be a major attack. Simultaneously, 

the two Paraguayan steamers Ypora and Pirabebi surged forward as their 

crewmen primed their cannon. 

Then came the surprise. The Brazilian vessels, which greatly out

gunned their opponents, turned sharply and pulled back downriver 

without firing a shot. Why they acted so was initially unclear. Then fur

ther reports from the Paraguayan rearguard confirmed that the cavalry 
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assault had been a mere feint, that no mass of Allied troops was advanc

ing. The imperial naval officers , whether through timidity or because 

of previous orders , proved singularly apprehensive at any hint of dan

ger. Without adequate land reconnaissance, they could never be sure 

that the Paraguayans had not erected hidden batteries. Moreover, de

spite their many months in the region, they had yet to gain an adequate 

knowledge of navigation above Tres Bocas . With this as an excuse, they 

abandoned the idea of any direct challenge to the Southern Division's 

crossing. U.S .  Minister Washburn spoke for many observers when he 

contemptuously recalled this example of Brazilian inaction: " [They] had 

it in their power to cut off [Resquin's] retreat; . . .  throughout the war 

[they] seemed to think that all the science and strategy in war was ex

pressed in the proverb of a golden bridge for a flying enemy, did not 

think it expedient to destroy the only means of escape for the Para

guayans . . . .  They chose rather to bear the ills of a longer war." 55 

After the Brazilians withdrew, Resquin resumed operations, working 

day and night until 4 November, when the final infantry units passed 

over. The soldiers took with them nearly one hundred thousand head of 

confiscated cattle.56 At one point, the Brazilian ships eased close enough 

to fire a few rounds, but these all fell short of the escaping troops . Gen

eral Caceres marched into Corrientes at the same time and proclaimed 

it liberated territory. The townspeople, who wondered what new ordeals 

his arrival portended, mainly celebrated their deliverance from behind 

closed doors . Caceres tried to assault the last enemy units at Paso de la 

Patria, but the defenses erected by Col. Jose Diaz held without losses to 

either side. In truth, Caceres no longer had his heart in the fight. Like 

other Correntinos, he had already shifted his thoughts to the equally 

daunting battleground of provincial politics . 

Thus did the last Paraguayan troops leave Corrientes. High water, 

pelting rains, and simple confusion had plagued the retreat from begin

ning to end, but now it was over, and the Allies had done little to pre

vent its completion. The main Allied columns even now were 185 miles 

to the south. And as for Brazilian warships, their efforts were more or 

less negligible. The navy made no attempt to stop the Yporci and Pirabebe, 
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which, having fulfilled their mission, sailed past Tres Bocas and up the 

Paraguay River to Humaita. The Paraguayan sailors then joined in a 

grand ball held at the fortress to celebrate the outcome of the evacua

tion. The men of the Southern Division, all happy participants at the 

fiesta, were safe and would fight again another day. 

Aftermath 

The Corrientes campaign had come to an inglorious end, and with it 

ended Paraguay's ill-considered crusade to liberate the Banda Oriental 

and restore a "balance of power" to the Plata. From this time forward, 

Solano Lopez had to formulate a defensive strategy to fend off Allied 

armies that were sure to invade his homeland. Yet by assuming the de

fensive, the marshal elicited the popular fervor of his countrymen in a 

new way. The feeling of patriotism, which had expressed itself only fleet

ingly in Corrientes, found far greater impetus once the Allies set foot in 

Paraguay. Love of country was no longer an empty phrase to the men 

of the marshal's army. No longer did obedience and attention to duty 

alone motivate them. Now, all their most cherished feelings, their love 

of family and community, their traditional values , all came under the 

shadow of the Allied sword. In response, Paraguayans found a strength 

in themselves for which the Allies had no obvious counterpart. It sus

tained Lopez and his people for another four years of blood and tragedy. 

Argentine commentators have always claimed that the Paraguayan 

occupation left an indelible mark upon Corrientes .  In fact, the familiar 

patterns of Correntino politics reasserted themselves almost immedi

ately after Resquin departed. Lagrafia gloried in a momentary nimbus 

of victory, but the national government could not save him from the dis

unity of his own Liberal faction. Nor could it prevent his being replaced 

in the December elections by Evaristo Lopez, an obscure rancher from 

Goya and - of all things - an anti-Paraguayan Federal. 

Lopez was only the screen behind which stood a coterie of large land

owners from the south of the province. Within this group, Nicanor Ca

ceres held the real power, and thanks to Urquiza's patronage, he ex

pected to retain it. Whether the Entrerriano caudillo was really in a 
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position to help those outside his own province was unclear. All sides ex

pected Mitre to attempt to manipulate local politics , but they also knew 

that it was not a great priority for him. Caceres had time to reinforce 

his already strong following among those Correntinos who resisted 

subordination to Buenos Aires. He took for himself the posts of provin

cial police chief and commander of the militia, then with drew to his es

tancia in Curuzu Cuatia, from where he guided Correntino politics un

til 1 868.57 

Whether Federal or Liberal, every Correntino politician understood 

the need for supporting the national cause.  This required that pro

vincial militia units continue to serve in the field throughout the Para

guayan campaign. It also meant supporting thousands of Allied troops 

moving up from Mercedes , selling them food, providing them with bil

lets , and in every way making them feel comfortable while discourag

ing them from mixing too deeply in Correntino affairs . 

While the politics of war played out, Mitre's great Allied army finally 

made some progress. It crossed the swollen Corrientes River between 

5 and 1 2  November, a feat for which Allied military engineers felt justifi

ably proud.58 Two more flooded rivers, the Batel and the Santa Lucia, 

blocked the way northward, but Argentine and Brazilian engineers un

der Col. Joao Carlos de Vilagran Cabrita fashioned rafts and bridges from 

felled trees and got the whole army across.59 

Mitre had already learned of Resquin's escape and no longer had a 

reason to hurry. Yet it was still in his interest to move forward steadily 

to Corrientes, for the more he delayed, the more chances there were for 

desertion. Mitre was also worried that the Paraguayans might mount 

extensive raids along the Alto Parana. Given the right conditions , they 

could threaten the provincial capital once again and, if they caught Ca

ceres napping, might wreck his command far more effectively than they 

ever had in the field. With this concern in mind, the Argentine presi

dent pressed forward when the sun finally came out. 

Yet all was not well in the Allied ranks . Mitre had saddled Venancio 

Flores with rear-guard duties ever since Uruguaiana, and it was not 

much to the Uruguayan's liking. He clamored for a new mission, one 
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that would put his Army of the Van at the center of action. Mitre and 

the Brazilians had no intention of granting their hotheaded friend the 

honor of serving as the real, not merely nominal, vanguard of the Allied 

forces but were perfectly happy to assign him a key auxiliary role .  They 

allowed him to detach his uni ts from Mercedes and advance to the 

northeast parallel to the main force. This took him through the thickets 

and tangled vines of central Corrientes, past Yaguarete Cora and San 

Miguel.60 

At the latter village, Flores joined Uruguayan cavalry units com

ing from Restauraci6n and the Misiones and then drove due north. He 

reached the Alto Parana in the third week of December, emerging just 

opposite the much-disputed island of Apipe. By that time, his men were 

fatigued and not a little disoriented as they stumbled into the village of 

Itati on the twentieth. They had spent a month trudging through the 

marshlands during the hottest time of the year and now hardly knew 

where they were.61 

Meanwhile, the main body of the Allied army continued northward. 

Even though the Paraguayans were long gone, the journey was still s low 

going. Cannons had to be pulled across spongy marshes and long ex

panses of matted evergreens .  Carts and wagons bogged down, horses 

went lame, and men grumbled in the unfamiliar country. One source 

noted that the column under the command of General Gelly y Obes had 

to replace all its horses on four different occasions during the march.62 

And that was not all . Resquin took so many head of cattle that tem

porary food shortages developed among the Allied troops . Though food 

supplies eventually reached them by way of the river, the Allies had yet 

to create an effective system of distribution; as a result, some units ate 

better than at home, while others hardly ate at all . 

Despite the Allies' logistical problems, the march involved a curious 

measure of pageantry. Salutes fired, flags unfurled and fluttered, and 

there were regular displays of close-order drill. The different musical 

bands took every opportunity to compete with each other, loudness be

ing given an equal footing with harmony. The Allies held dances at every 

village where officers could find female partners (Lagrafia's daughters 
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participated at one such affair}.63 And in a show of color rarely seen in 

such parts, the different army commanders donned magnificent formal 

uniforms of every hue, from gray to butternut to navy blue to spotless 

white; these they sometimes wore on the most incongruous occasions , 

even in the heat ofbattle.64 

In general, the Argentine soldiers felt an uneasy tolerance for their 

Brazilian allies. Official policy had it otherwise, but in truth the Argen

tines were troubled with so inany mixed-blooded speakers of Por

tuguese marching through Corrientes. Perhaps the more intelligent 

observers from Buenos Aires were influenced in this by the weight of 

historical prejudice. But the men on the march were more likely influ

enced by a nagging fear: if the Brazilians were to make quick work of 

the marshal's army, then who could get them out of Argentina? For their 

part, the Brazilians reciprocated much of the mistrust but tried to get 

along with their hosts anyway. And indeed, they were perfectly willing 

to keep the Argentines guessing about their final intentions . 

The order of march had a length of nearly six days. This left troops 

spread along a thin line opposite the Parana River, all moving slowly but 

steadily in the direction of Corrientes. The main units reached this des

tination by mid-December. First the Brazilians and then the Argentines 

set up camps according to a pre-established plan. Imperial forces under 

General Osorio bivouacked a comfortable twenty-three miles northeast 

of the port at Laguna Brava. The Argentine units , commanded by Gen

erals Paunero and Emilio Mitre, established themselves just to the west 

of the Brazilians at Ensenadas. And as for Flores, after resting at Itati, 

his Uruguayans moved inland a short distance and organized a camp at 

San Cosme. 

Corrientes now became the nerve center for the campaign against 

Paraguay. A large hospital with cream-colored walls was constructed as 

was a major supply depot. Allied politicians and military figures took 

rooms at the town's several hotels,  while soldiers converted government 

buildings into operational barracks. Local innkeepers and foreign-born 

sutlers learned to benefit from the cash flow of war, and prices for every

thing from beef cutlets to ornamental spurs shot up accordingly. Restau-
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rateurs reflected the changing times by renaming dishes with their new 

customers in mind; Kidneys "a la Mitre" and Green Beans "Brasileiras" 

became standard fare at certain establishments.65 In spite of the profits 

that accompanied the Allied presence, the Correntinos never became 

unalloyed supporters of the war. They always maintained a certain dis

tance between themselves and outsiders. Allied officers duly noted their 

reticence, concluding that the port teemed with the marshal's spies .66 

But it was only the Correntinos being themselves . 

General Caceres patrolled the transit points at Paso de la Patria for 

a number of weeks, but as he had little to report to his superiors , he 

ended by furloughing the majority of his troops . The Paraguayans es

caped cleanly. Happily, they conducted no raids on Corrientes as of New 

Year's Day 1 866, though many suspected that this could change at any 

time. Mitre and his staff now turned confidently to the next stage of the 

war. Humaita awaited, and they began to contemplate its destruction. 
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Conclusion 

The End of the Beginning 

Francisco Solano Lopez's decision to invade Brazil and Argentina was 

based on hurt pride, the desire to rectify borders , and the fear that 

Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro were moving dangerously close to real

izing their national goals in the Plata. If Bartolome Mitre and the 

Brazilians had their way, he maintained, they would soon eliminate 

all regional rivals, his own country included. They would then divide 

Paraguay and the Banda Oriental between them. That the two giants 

would inevitably clash with each other was a logical inference, and 

Lopez doubted this result not for a moment. By the time Brazil and Ar

gentina came to blows, however, it would probably be too late. His na

tion - the Republic of Paraguay -would already have ceased to exist. 

Historians have reproached Solano Lopez for his many miscalcula

tions, but his intuition on this occasion was correct. The Brazilians did 

harbor hegemonic ambitions in the Plata. Mitre's cohort did wish to 

consolidate portefi.o rule in Argentina irrespective of the price. Given 

these inclinations, the marshal thought it wiser to attack without delay, 

using the army to smash his enemies before they smashed him. After

ward, he could reestablish a balance of power in the Plata while guar

anteeing the security of his nation. Seen in this light, the Paraguayan of

fensive of 1 864 - 65 was less the product of one man's wild ambition 

than of a traditional, broadly felt fear of encirclement. 

In choosing the path to war, Solano Lopez eschewed another stance 



that was likewise grounded in the Paraguayan historical experience: the 

willingness to implicitly support Brazil against Argentina or vice versa. 

Dr. Jose Gaspar de Francia had adopted this strategy when he left the 

door partly open to Brazilian trade in the 1820s and 1 830s. Carlos Anto

nio Lopez did much the same two decades later, siding first with Justo 

Jose de Urquiza and the empire in displacing Juan Manuel de Rosas, 

then countering Brazilian pretensions at Fecho-dos-Morros. 

Appearing to side with one power and then with another had served 

Paraguayan interests well over the years . But Solano Lopez had different 

ideas for his country. In this, he was encouraged by Vasquez Sagastume 

and other Blanco agents, who needed all possible assistance to repel the 

invaders of Uruguay. They argued that Paraguay had a pivotal role in re

storing the proper order of things in the Plata. In a sense, they were 

right, for Paraguay's model of nationhood included strict and powerful 

links between the leader and the masses - links that had a traditional 

basis and that other people in the Plata might well understand and em

ulate. If they did, then all of Mitre's plans for a greater Argentina might 

fail, and all of Brazil's pretensions in the region might be frustrated.  

In any case,  Lopez himself was soon repeating the same words as his 

Uruguayan supplicants. He urged his people to prepare for the worst. 

And it came. Mitre's thinly disguised support of Venancio Flores fol

lowed by Brazil's invasion of Uruguay in September 1 864 pushed the 

Paraguayan leader over the edge. 

Rescuing his allies in the Lower Plata involved much more than 

words .  Militarily, Paraguay was the best organized, though clearly not 

the strongest, of all the contending countries. The marshal, who fancied 

himself a first-rate general, had spent the better part of a decade adding 

to his military infrastructure, purchasing warships , and training his 

troops . He assumed that Paraguayan armies could vanquish the Allies , 

all the while giving heart to thousands of Correntinos, Entrerrianos, 

and Uruguayans who would rally to the common cause.  

Solano Lopez was certainly right in thinking that the Litoral prov

inces harbored many potential allies .  The Paraguayan seizure of Mato 

Grosso brought nothing but praise in that quarter, and such regional 
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figures as Victor Silvera and Ricardo Lopez Jordan confidently expected 

to see their own people join the Paraguayan army as it marched south 

to Paysandti and Montevideo. Even Urquiza inclined in favor of Solano 

Lopez - or so it seemed at the time. 

Having taken the lands north of the Apa River, the marshal hesitated 

over his next move. Thus far, his government was still at peace with 

Buenos Aires. This fact suggested two possible approaches :  either do 

nothing and allow Argentine neutrality to shield Paraguay from any 

Brazilian invasion by way of the river, or attack immediately - probably 

through the Misiones - into Rio Grande and finally on to Uruguay. The 

first option had much to recommend it, for the empire had no hope of 

mounting an overland invasion of Paraguay in the immediate future; 

Lopez might even retain his prize in Mato Grosso. But if he failed to 

move, then he ran the risk of leaving his Uruguayan allies - and per

haps Urquiza - in the lurch. If Paraguay wished to play its proper role in 

the Plata, then sooner or later he had to take the offensive. 

The marshal's plan was ambitious but not insane. Its slender logic 

rested for the most part on the resilience of the Blanco Party in Uruguay 

and on the putative support of Argentine "allies" in the intervening ter

ritory. Yet, to paraphrase Proudhon, the fecundity of the unexpected far 

exceeds the statesman's prudence; when Solano Lopez did eventually 

drive south, he missed his opportunity by three months .  Paysandti had 

fallen. Flores had assumed the presidency at Montevideo. And, for bet

ter or worse, Urquiza had cast his lot with the national government. 

Compounding the political difficulties this new situation presented 

for Paraguay was the marshal's major strategic blunder: rather than at

tack Brazil by way of the Misiones , he ordered Gen. Wenceslao Robles to 

seize the port of Corrientes .  Its invasion swiftly drove Argentina into an 

alliance with the empire and left the people of the Litoral with no real 

alternative to Mitre's leadership. 

Solano Lopez followed this decision with one misstep after another. 

To begin with, he never clarified his overall objective to his subordinate 

commanders but instead left them to ponder his next move. He then 

divided his army into two columns that were incapable of mutual sup-
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port. He entrusted command of these two columns to weak (and in the 

case of Antonio de la Cruz Estigarribia, incompetent) officers who failed 

utterly to inspire their men or rise above the challenges of their mis

sion. The marshal further hampered their movements by issuing de

tailed instructions from which they dared not deviate. They could 

neither advance nor maneuver without specific orders from Hurnaita, 

which was several days away by steamer or coach. 

Poor strategy translated into poor performance in the field. Unneces

sary delays, misplacement of advance columns and reconnaissance 

units , and impossible defensive postures all followed one upon the 

other with devastating effects for Paraguay. In addition, Gen. Wenceslao 

Paunero's raid of 2 5  May on Corrientes upset Solano Lopez's timetable 

for advancing to the south. His subsequent decision to withdraw in 

order to guard against further raids confused his field commanders 

even more. 

The marshal conceived one opportunity for strategic innovation -

at the Riachuelo. But his ineffectual naval commander squandered his 

chance for a surprise victory by attacking several hours late and by fail

ing to eliminate a Brazilian picket ship before it gave the alarm. The 

Paraguayans then steamed well past the imperial fleet instead of corn

ing alongside for the assault. Though the Brazilians reacted with con

fusion at first, in the end, the ill-considered Paraguayan maneuver gave 

Adm. Francisco Barroso the time he needed to move decisively. His de

struction of Capt. Pedro Ignacio Meza's flotilla ended Paraguay's hopes 

of major offensive action on the river and basically limited the marshal 

to land operations thereafter. 

For all of the sldll that Barroso displayed at the battle of the Ria

chuelo, the Allies also made many mistakes. Neither Argentina nor Bra

zil had ever fought a sustained military operation over such a wide area. 

Neither country managed to mobilize its troops effectively. The Argen

tines were completely unprepared for the attack of 13 April and lost 

nearly all their small fleet in consequence . They then watched help

lessly as a key town of their northeastern provinces came under foreign 

rule. The only bright spot in the national government's defense came 
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from Paunero's 2 5  May raid and from Gen. Nicanor Caceres, Col. Simeon 

Paiva, and Col. Isidoro Reguera, who effected maximum delay against 

the Paraguayan columns advancing south. Their exertions gave Mitre 

the time he needed to raise, organize, and train his land forces for a 

counterattack. 

In the beginning, the Brazilians matched the Argentines in their poor 

defense. Though the Riograndenses had the advantage of being on their 

home ground, their operations against the Paraguayans were consis

tently sluggish with no obvious direction or unity of command. As a re

sult, from Sao Borj a  through Uruguaiana, the Paraguayans encountered 

little resistance. Only at Mbutui did the gauchos mount a successful as

sault, and on that occasion, they greatly outnumbered the enemy. Apol

ogists might suggest that the Brazilians planned to lure the Paraguay

ans into an isolated position far from any hope of support. In fact, the 

Brazilians failed to attack because of the numbers against them and be

cause they could not coordinate their units in time. Instead of closing 

with the Uruguay Division, they argued among themselves. Lt. Floriano 

Peixoto's courageous actions on the river confounded Paraguayan com

munications across the Uruguay, but it could not make up for the poor 

generalship the Brazilians displayed in Rio Grande. 

Estigarribia's own lack of initiative at Uruguaiana was palpable. It 

rested on three factors : the fatigue of his men, the lack of supplies ,  and 

the absence of orders from Humaita. Every day the colonel hesitated, 

the Allies grew stronger. Soon it became impossible to contemplate a 

dash into the supposedly friendly Banda Oriental. Escape northward 

was also ruled out. Estigarribia's spirits sunk even lower when word 

came that Venancio Flores had crushed Maj . Pedro Duarte's command at 

the Yatai. When the Paraguayans surrendered after a siege of several 

weeks, it came as no surprise to anyone save Solano Lopez. 

By October 1865 Mitre had constructed a large, if untried, army at 

Concordia. Though it represented many different and oftentimes con

flicting interests ,  this force was more formidable than all of the Para

guayan units left in Corrientes. Yet for a variety of reasons, Mitre 

delayed its deployment against Gen. Francisco Resquin. The Argentine 
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president left the real fighting to Caceres and his guerrillas and instead 

gave full attention to the broader organization of the Allied army. The 

Correntino irregulars had carried much of the burden of defense thus 

far. They were intrepid enough to harass the Southern Division and 

keep Resquin guessing, but General Caceres never deceived himself into 

thinking that his men alone could defeat such a force. 

Only the imperial navy had the power and the opportunity to gain 

a decisive advantage by closing the Paraguayan escape route from Cor

rientes .  Yet Admiral Tamandare adopted a policy that kept his warships 

even with the line of Allied advance on the land. To be sure, Brazil

ian vessels did steam forward at the last juncture but then refused to 

challenge Resquin's crossing of the Parana. They thereby assured more 

trouble for Allied forces in the future. The failure to engage the Para

guayans at Paso de la Patria ranked as the single worst mistake the Al

lies made during the early phases of the war. 

Success in Corrientes did not bring a comprehensive victory over 

the Paraguayans. Their army was , after all ,  anything but defeated. Hu

maita loomed as the greatest defensive complex in the region, and if it 

were not impregnable, it surely looked the part. Not a single observer 

believed that Humaita would fall without a dramatic Allied assault, 

something far more massive, far more intense, than anything thus far 

contemplated. 

Gaining this new objective involved political as well as military costs, 

and no one expected the alliance between the national government and 

the empire to function smoothly. The Argentine soldiers distrusted 

their Brazilian comrades and each other; at any time, Mitre's army was 

likely to splinter into its constituent parts, as the mutinies at Basualdo 

and Toledo demonstrated. The Brazilians, for their part, were just as 

suspicious of the men from Buenos Aires. Manoel Luiz Osorio and the 

other generals chafed under Mitre's direction. Many of their soldiers felt 

homesick, and it was a long way back to Sao Paulo, Rio, or Recife. The 

one thing certain about the alliance was that every party intended to 

pursue its own interests . 

As for the marshal, he could take comfort in the loyalty of his 
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men. The Allies were badly mistaken if they thought that these thrice

whipped soldiers were resigned to their defeat. On the contrary, what 

the Paraguayans lacked in dash and fire they more than made up for in 

constancy and in their willingness to bear up under the most trying 

conditions . Theirs was a psychology of extremes: /Veneer o morir! iinde

pendencia o muerte! Like the Japanese or the Norsemen, the Paraguayans 

detested the battle half-won as much as the outright defeat - and there 

remained much for them to do. In this the marshal understood his 

countrymen far better than did Mitre or Emperor Pedro II. Except for 

the Uruguay Division, the Paraguayan army was intact, and its men 

were ready for whatever eventuality. Throughout the country, the 

people were united behind their president; his war aims - now that the 

army was back on Paraguayan soil - seemed concrete, personal, and in

timate to them. Solano Lopez controlled the southern Mato Grosso with 

its difficult but potentially important overland route to Bolivia. And he 

controlled his people. This was all that he needed for the time being, for 

Paraguay, as he well knew, would endure, come what may. 
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The Paraguayan War (1864–70) was the  
deadliest and most extensive interstate war ever fought in Latin 

America. The conflict involving Paraguay, Uruguay, Argentina, 

and Brazil killed hundreds of thousands of people and had dire 

consequences for the Paraguayan dictator Francisco Solano 

López and his nation. Though the Paraguayan War stirs the same 

emotions in South Americans as does the Civil War in the United 

States, there have been few significant investigations of the war 

available in English.

     Thomas L. Whigham provides an engrossing and comprehensive 

account of the war’s origins and early campaigns, and he guides the 

reader through the complexities of South American nationalism, 

military development, and political intrigue. Whigham portrays 

the conflict as bloody and inexcusable, though it paved the way for 

more modern societies on the continent. The Paraguayan War fills 

an important gap in our understanding of Latin American history. 

     In a new Preface to this 2nd edition, the author provides a 

comprehensive update on the scholarly work on the war that has 

appeared since the initial publication of this study. 

THOMAS L. WHIGHAM is a Professor of History at the 

University of Georgia and a member of Paraguay’s National 

Academy of History. He is the author of a score of books,  

including The Politics of River Trade: Tradition and Development  

in the Upper Plata, 1780–1870. New by Thomas L. Whigham from 

University of Calgary Press: The Road to Armageddon: Paraguay 

Faces the Triple Alliance, 1866–1870.

The original edition of The Paraguayan War  
was a 2003 CHOICE Academic Title of the Year.
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